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Our principal task is to ensure the secure and reliable operation of the 
Slovenian electricity system. We cope with challenges and invest prudently 
in system operations, the maintenance of existing and the construction of 
new transmission capacities, while planning and implementing strategic 
innovations. We are aware of the synergies created by the Company’s core 
activities and used to create value for the key stakeholders.

INNOVATIVE PRESENT, 
STABLE FUTURE.

The Company demonstrates its standing commitment to 
innovation by associating and participating in major research, 
development and pilot projects for which grants have been 
received from the EU and other funds. In that way, the 
Company cooperates with stakeholders abroad and at home, 
thus co-developing the energy sector.

STRATEGIC INNOVATIONS

By maintaining, constructing and updating the power grid infrastructure, 
the Company meets the increasing demand for electricity, while providing 
safe and effective transmission. Field maintenance officers ensure a 
flawless condition and the quick elimination of faults.

INFRASTRUCTURE

The Company manages and controls the Slovenian electricity 
system from a modern and internationally integrated National 
Control Centre while maintaining a balance between electricity 
production and offtake and rendering system services.

OPERATION



INTRODUCTION

STRONGER,
BECAUSE WE ARE 
SMARTER.
2017 was a year of surpluses for ELES. Financially 
and non-financially, ELES proved that it 
could effectively manage existing electricity 
transmission technologies, while being focused 
on future innovations and co-creating strategic 
policies and business models. 44 %

more investments 
compared to  

2016.

Investments:

€50  
million

of funds acquired  
from EU and other  

funds.

International projects:

33 %
profit increase compared 

to 2016.

Financial 
result:

+ € 16.8 
million

More:

ELES in 2017



SIGNALS FROM THE 
ENVIRONMENT ARE 
CAREFULLY MONITORED, 
PUT INTO CONTEXT AND 
PROPERLY ADDRESSED. 
Electricity is an ecosystem co-developed by its 
leading players and their activities,
both within and beyond the borders. Positive 
acknowledgements from the environment are an 
important motivation for our future operations.

More:

Presentation of ELES

Corporate governance

2nd place
for Slovenia among 125 

countries in the area 
of energy security and 

reliability;

WEC – World Energy  
Council, Trilemma Index 2017:

64 %
of electricity in Slovenia 
is produced from low-

carbon sources;

ENTSO-E,
European Network  

of Transmission System 
Operators for Electricity:

that bring about great 
challenges - climate 

sustainability, reliability, 
competitive  

position.

Slovenian Energy 
Concept;

True goals



Due diligence in the management of the environ-
mental and spatial impacts of Company activities:

>  the construction of power plants 

taking into account the 
environmental aspects and the 
efficient use of material,

>  maintenance of power plants: 

preservation of biodiversity,
> monitoring  for electromagnetic radiation,

> the efficient use of energy and water.

Company:

>  Participation 
in expert discussions;

>  Enhancement 
of energy and radiation literacy;

>  Awareness-raising 
about the role of the National 
Control Centre.

Environment

Economics

Employees  
and the 

Company

Employees:

> Number of employees:

566;
> satisfaction with various aspects of 
work:

4.70
(overall score on a 6-level scale);

>  low fluctuation;

>  educational structure:

72 %
of employees have at least a post-
secondary education;

> target education and training:

9,378 ur
(17 hours per employee)

> operating revenue:

€185.8 million
(14% more than in 2016);

> net sales revenues:

€178.1 million
(16% more than in 2016);

> EBIT:

€16.9 million
(13% more);

> EBITDA:

€49.9 million
(10% more);

> net profit or loss

€16.8 million
(33% more);

> added value per employee:

€149.4k
(8% more);

> ROE: 5.4 (2016: 3.7);

> ROA: 2.5 (2016: 1.9);

> net financial debt: decreased by

€23 million.COMPANY OPERATIONS 
ARE GUIDED BY: 
COMPREHENSIVE, 
PRUDENT AND 
CONNECTING ACTIVITIES.
To face the challenges of future electricity supply, 
it is vital to have a comprehensive, balanced and 
sustainable view of the core Company activities. 
ELES monitors its operations by realising economic, 
social and environmental goals.

More: 
Economics: Financial 
performance

More:
People: Relations with 
employees and the general 
public

More:
Environment: Due diligence in the 
management of environmental 
and spatial impacts

More:

Sustainable business
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ABOUT 
ELES
Transmitting energy. Maintaining balance.

1 1 2 3 4



1.1 ELES IN 2017

 1.1.1 KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

ACTIVITY
 Length of transmission lines: 2,893km

 No. of substations (transformer substations 

transmission system substations): 45

 Electricity offtake: 13,149GWh

 Electricity input: 13,952GWh

EMPLOYEES
 Number: 566 

 % of women: 22

 Satisfaction: 4.70 points

 No. of training hours per employee: 17

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
 Operating revenue: €185.8 million

 EBIT: €16.9 million

EBITDA: €49.9 million

Net profit or loss: €16.8 million

 Capital: €331.7 million

ENVIRONMENT
 Investment expenditure  

(in € thousand): 619.94 

 SF6 gas recycling: 23.5kg

 Carbon footprint: 193,733 tonnes CO2

 % of transmission lines in Natura 2000: 14.4 



This project has received funding from the 
European Union's Horizon 2020 research 

and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 740898

JANUARY
13 JANUARY – The Supervisory 
Board of ELES awarded a new 5-year 
term of office to Aleksander Mervar, 
Company Director, at its regular ses-
sion.

FEBRUARY
1 FEBRUARY – A new ELES web-
site was launched featuring modern 
web design trends and providing a posi-
tive user experience. 

20 JANUARY – The interna-
tional consortium led by the Italian 
Engineering company, a part of which 
is also ELES, convinced the European 
Commission and obtained EU funds 
for the Defender project aimed at pro-
tecting critical infrastructure. The goal 
of the project is to establish an inter-
dependence identification system and 
implement data that is generated at all 
levels and types of infrastructure and 
services provided by ELES. 

28 FEBRUARY – Construction 
works started in Beričevo to complete 
stage 1 of the ELES Technology Centre, 
where ELES will be able to provide much 
more secure operation of the electricity 
system, both in terms of the reliabil-
ity of remote control technical system 
operations and the provision of safety 
of the works.

MARCH
2 MARCH – The transport of a 
new 300MVA transformer that will 
replace the broken one at the Divača 
transmission system substation was 
completed. 

15 MARCH – ELES received the 
Slovenian Grand Security Award in the 
‘Most secure enterprise’ category. 

17 FEBRUARY – The European 
Commission selected 18 key projects at 
the 2nd open call for proposals within 
the scope of the Connecting Europe 
Facility (CEF). Within the scope of smart 
grid projects, the Commission selected 
the SINCRO.GRID project, which is 
coordinated by ELES and also includes 
HOPS, SODO and HEP-ODS companies. 

1.1.2 SIGNIFICANT EVENTS



29 AND 30 MARCH – External 
evaluators from SIQ conducted a regular 
external assessment of the integrated 
management system at ELES pursuant 
to the ISO 9001, ISO 14001, BS OHSAS 
18001 and ISO/IEC 27001 standards. 
The assessment showed that ELES car-
ried out, maintained and developed the 
quality management system, environ-
mental management system, occupa-
tional health and safety management 
system and information security man-
agement system in line with the require-
ments of the mentioned standards.

27 MAY – The Energy Agency 
(hereinafter “Agency”) issued its con-
sent for the common grid model meth-
odology. The purpose of the method-
ology is to describe the requirements 
and procedures for the preparation of 
the so-called individual grid models by 
a particular system operator, that will 
enable the calculation of cross-border 
transmission capacities and the produc-
tion of security analyses for electricity 
system operations.

APRIL
2 APRIL – Due to the elimination of a malfunction on the lightning conductor strand on the 2 x 
110kV Ajdovščina-Divača 1 and 2 transmission lines, the Company disconnected the damaged trans-
mission line between 7.02 a.m. and 7.44 a.m. Upon the disconnection of the transmission line, island 
operation was successfully set up for the northern Primorska region. The damage was eliminated by 
ELES employees very quickly and efficiently, making the period of transmission line outage only 42 
minutes long. 

Development plan

31 MAY – The Company Director 
suspended activities within the scope 
of the project to transfer from a 220kV 
grid to a 400kV Beričevo-Divača. The 
Company Director informed the Minis-
try of Infrastructure and representatives 
of the Zaščitimo otroke pred sevanjem 
civil initiative (Protecting children from 
radiation) of the decision. 

MAY
1 MAY – Due to the very successful 
and steep growth of research and inno-
vation activities at ELES, the Company 
Director established a new division to 
deal with strategic innovations. This way, 
he finalised the strategic policy of sus-
tainable, systematic and professionally 
organised work in the field of innovative 
projects, programmes and institutional 
cooperation at the level of the European 
Community as the key segments of the 
future development of ELES. Uroš Salo-
bir, MSc, became the Director of Strate-
gic Innovations.

31 MAY – ELES received the Learn-
ing Organisation certificate, awarded 
by the Life Learning Academia (organi-
sation for certifying and managing pro-
fessional and integration processes in 
knowledge and skills).

22 MAY – The representatives of 
ELES, HOPS, SODO and HEP-ODS signed 
a contract for a grant for the SINCRO.
GRID project in Brussels. The contract 
with the Director of the INEA Agency, 
Dirk Beckers, was signed by the Director 
of ELES, Aleksander Mervar, MSc, as the 
representative of the project coordina-
tor.

17 MARCH – ELES received consent 
from the Ministry of Infrastructure for 
the Development Plan for 2017-2026.

JUNE
15 JUNE – In cooperation with distribution companies, ELES provided the study entitled the 
Preparation of GIS data on power supply zones from transmission and distribution system substa-
tions in Slovenia. Within the scope of the Preparation of GIS data on power supply zones from 
transmission and distribution system substations in Slovenia study, prepared by the Milan Vidmar 
Electric Power Research Institute, maps were made showing which distribution and transmission 
system substations feed users in a particular zone.



This project has received funding from the 
European Union's Horizon 2020 research 

and innovation programme
under grant agreement No 691777

Importance of electricity

SEPTEMBER
5 SEPTEMBER – The TDX-ASSIST project consortium signed a contract with the European 
Commission for the implementation of a project aimed primarily at designing and developing 
new, modern and safe ITC tools and technologies - providing the exchange of information and 
data among stakeholders within the electricity sector (TSO, DSO, electricity market participants). 
ELES is actively involved in three lots.

6 SEPTEMBER – ELES organ-
ised a scientific consultation that cast 
light on the importance of smart grids 
within the scope of the Slovenian 
Energy Concept. 

15 SEPTEMBER – In coop-
eration with the Milan Vidmar Electric 
Power Research Institute, the Faculty 
of Electrical Engineering at the Uni-
versity of Ljubljana and GEN energija, 
ELES promoted energy literacy at the 
Elektrofest festival to over 400 second-
ary school students for the 6th time in 
a row.

JULY
10 JULY – Company Directors for-
mally signed the international coopera-
tion agreement for the SINCRO.GRID 
project in Opatija.

17 AND 18 JULY – Ljubljana 
was the venue of a 2-day workshop 
to the topic of reviewing existing and 
unknown physical and cyber threats to 
the critical energy infrastructure within 
the scope of the European Defender 
project, in which ELES also plays an 
active role. 

AUGUST
3 AUGUST – ELES commenced activities within the scope of the “Active Customer” project, 
which was submitted to the SPIRIT call for proposals in alliance with 9 other Slovenian partners.

30 AUGUST – Within the scope 
of the Family Friendly Company pro-
gramme, ELES organised Open Days for 
employees’ children for the 2nd time. 
Children and their parents visited the 
Laško Museum of Electric Power Trans-
mission.

21 SEPTEMBER – The Future-
Flow project consortium passed the 
European Commission audit upon 
the closure of the first of three project 
stages. The European Commission rep-
resentative expressed great satisfaction 
with the results achieved and paid a 
compliment to ELES, the project coor-
dinator.

OCTOBER
2 OCTOBER – A new video was 
presented on social networks aimed at 
raising awareness on the importance of 
electricity in everyday life and at inform-
ing the public of the role of ELES in the 
Slovenian electricity system.



Move Consumption

28 NOVEMBER – The SINCRO.
GRID project was presented within the 
scope of the presentation of Slovenian 
and Croatian cooperation in smart 
grids, which was hosted in Brussels by 
Members of the European Parliament 
Franc Bogovič from Slovenia and Davor 
Škrlec from Croatia.

28 NOVEMBER – ELES, Ele-
ktro Maribor and Kolektor Sisteh pre-
sented the first integrated regulating 
transformer produced by a Slovenian 
manufacturer within the scope of the 
Slovenian-Japanese NEDO project.

DECEMBER
19 DECEMBER – Within the scope of the EN-LITE project 
strengthening energy literacy, which has been supported by ELES 
since the very start, interactive educational and informative mate-
rial on everyday radiation entitled iSevanje (www.i-sevanje.si) was 
published. 

13 OKTOBER – ELES and Elektro 
Maribor presented the Premakni porabo 
(Move Consumption) project in Ptuj, 
which is being carried out within the 
scope of the Slovenian and Japanese 
partnership (www.premakni-porabo.si).

NOVEMBER
16 AND 17 NOVEMBER –  
Maribor was the venue of a traditional 
strategic conference intended for 
reviewing to what extent the set goals 
were realised by the Company and for 
setting new ones. The first day was 
aimed at presenting the challenges to 
be faced by ELES in the future and con-
ducting a workshop on engagement, 
which is also the underlying theme at 
this year’s expert topics at the confer-
ence, while the second day was aimed 
at reviewing the fulfilment of key goals 
by area as set by ELES in its Business 
Plan by 2020.

22 NOVEMBER – The OSMOSE 
project consortium signed a contract 
with the European Commission for the 
implementation of a project within the 
scope of which ELES will lead one of 
four demonstrations that will develop 
new cross-border cooperation mecha-
nisms in electricity balancing markets 
between Slovenia and Italy. 



What marked 2017?

The year 2017 was a period in which ELES proved that it man-
aged old power transmission technologies business-wise, while 
being able to surpass past limitations with technologies and busi-
ness processes that will enable ELES to evolve into a completely 
different company while pursuing its mission. That will make ELES 
stronger, because it will also be smarter. The second year of opera-
tions within the scope of the fulfilment of the strategic objectives 
laid down with the Long-Term Strategic Plan for 2016-2020, as con-
firmed by the Government of the Republic of Slovenia, has already 
yielded results.

The 2017 financial year will be noted for:
1) excellent business results of ELES,
2) sound operations of the ELES Group,
3) realisation of the goals laid down in the Long-Term Strategic Plan for 2016-

2020,
4) increased investment activity with priority investments in smart grids,
5) intensive international activity upgraded with success in the acquisition of 

funds from EU funds,
6) continuation of activities started in 2010 that are aimed at creating an envi-

ronment for a comprehensive business mindset and added value for the key 
stakeholders, in the short and long term, through cooperation and a proactive 
search for synergies among activities/organisational units within the Company 
and with external and foreign stakeholders.

There are also a few unrealised goals that were set for 2017. Their review and 
causes for not achieving them are indicated at the end of this address.

Operating results and attainment of target 
strategic indicator values

In 2017, the Company generated the highest net 
profit since taking into account the Energy Agency 
methodology, under which revenue exceeding the 
regulatory recognised costs and profit is accrued and 
deferred. The net profit amounts to €16.8 million and 
has jumped by 33% compared to 2016 and by 100% 
compared to 2013 (the first of the last 5 years). The 
return on equity amounted to 5.4%, rising by 44% 
compared to 2016 and by 145% compared to 2013.

In 2017, the Company made investments amounting 
to €49.5 million, the most in the last five years. Invest-
ments in 2017 increased by 43% compared to the 
previous year.

In 2017, the Company recorded the highest electric-
ity offtake/input in the last 5 years, 23.05TWh. With 
respect to the previous year, the Company recorded 
a 2.6% increase and with respect to 2013, a 7.1% 
increase.

In 9 of the 13 strategic indicators, the Company 
achieved better results than the target values. 2 indi-
cators showed minimum deviations (less than 1%), 
while 2 indicators showed somewhat larger devia-
tions, which are explained below.

I am also extremely pleased with the operations of 
the ELES Group. The Group achieved a net profit of 
€19.6 million in 2017, which is 41% more than in 
2016 and €22.5 million more than in 2013, when a 
loss of €2.8 million was recorded at Group level. The 
Group’s ROE for 2017 amounts to 5.7% and is 39% 
higher than in 2016.

To sum up, this was a year of overachievements, both 
financially and non-financially.

Investments in smart transmission grid projects 
- target investments

At the end of 2016, the Company sent the Ministry 
of Infrastructure the 10-year Development plan for 
the transmission system (2017-2026), which was 
approved in March 2017. Within the €519 million 
foreseen for investments, €103 million is foreseen 
for investments in smart grids. Since one of the key 
activities of ELES involves research, development and 
innovations, which was in recent years upgraded with 
involvement in major international R&D projects for 
which grants were received from various European 
and national funds, I decided in May 2017 to set up 
a new division for Strategic Innovations, which is in 
charge of coordinating the implementation of strate-
gic innovations. That upgraded the Company's per-
manent stance towards innovations. I believe 2017 
was a breakthrough year, hence the subtitle in the 
2017 Annual Report - »Developing the transmission 
network of future.« The business section presents, in 
detail, all projects from the group of »smart« grids, 
initially highlighting the value created in the imple-
mentation of the Company's core activities (system 
operations, network expansion and maintenance, 
strategic innovations) used to realise its mission.

Company management, risk management and 
business excellence

According to the Memorandum of Association of 
ELES, I, as the Company Director, am the sole Com-
pany representative responsible for the legality and 
success of its operations. Within the scope of the 
rules laid down in an organised, transparent and inte-
grated business management and control system 
as published on the Company website, under which 
activities and responsibilities are divided among three 
lines of defence, I allocate certain powers to line man-
agers at the Company.

STRONGER BECAUSE 
WE ARE SMARTER.
DEVELOPING A TRANSMISSION 
NETWORK OF FUTURE

1.1.3 DIRECTOR'S ADDRESS



cil) principles. The goal is to make a clear and overall 
statement of the positive sustainable effects of the 
Company’s core operations wherever present. 

Changes have been a permanent feature of Com-
pany operations for the past few years; however, I 
see employees as the most important permanent 
feature of ELES and place them at the core of value 
generation with their knowledge, ideas, engage-
ment and commitment to ELES’s mission. Recently, 
employees’ flexible mindset and actions have grown 
increasingly important. That is vital for the future of 
electricity industry (not only for ELES as its backbone, 
but also for the entire Slovenian electricity industry) 
that serves electricity customers any hour and day of 
the year. That value is inadequately recognised by 
the public and deserves more exposure in future.

I believe that the content of this Annual Report is the 
best demonstration of my previously written claims, 
assessments and thoughts.

Non-attainment of the set goals

The Company failed to realise the acquisition of a 
110kV network owned by other legal entities against 
payment. The reason for this was the disagreement 
of current owners that the selling price could not 
exceed the carrying amount as at the last day of the 
month in which the contract on transfer for consid-
eration was concluded. The reason for such position 
of ELES are the provisions of paragraph 5 of Article 
35 and paragraph 6 of Article 39 of the Legal Act on 
the methodology determining the regulatory frame-
work and network charge for the electricity distribu-
tion system. If ELES purchased the assets at a value 
exceeding the carrying amount, it would have to 
impair the assets upon their capitalisation, which 
would decrease its net profit or loss. Hence, the Com-
pany will propose that the Energy Agency amend the 
indicated provisions in the new Legal Act to read as 
follows: “If ELES accepts an asset from an electricity 
operator that has already received depreciation and 
network charge for that asset, the electricity operator 
shall sell the asset at its carrying amount, otherwise the 
seller (electricity operator) would generate undue profit 

if the sales value of the asset were higher on account 
of a difference between the carrying amount and sales 
value. Other owners (electricity producers and custom-
ers) may, however, sell assets that are the subject of the 
acquisition and for which they received no depreciation 
and network charge at the estimated value.” Due to 
the failure to realise the acquisition of a 110kV network 
in the amount of €10.6 million, the Company recorded 
a poorer net profit in relation to the regulatory meth-
odology, i.e. by €0.6 million, €0.4 million of which due 
to unrealised return and €0.2 million due to lower rec-
ognised operating and maintenance costs. ELES made 
suitable preparations for the acquisition of the 110kV 
network, recruited additional human resources and 
purchased additional equipment as required. 

The Long-Term Strategic Plan for 2016-2020 lays 
down a selection and target values of the key eco-
nomic and technical indicators for monitoring per-
formance during the term of the Long-Term Strategic 
Plan for 2016-2020. The Company defined 7 eco-
nomic and 6 technical indicators. In 2017, target val-
ues were exceeded for 9 indicators, but not for 4 indi-
cators, i.e. attainment of corrected regulated return, 
share of loss per MWh of electricity transmitted, 
investments per peak consumption and availability 
of telecommunications equipment for the purposes 
of the transmission network. The last two indicators 
involve only minimal deviations. Failure to achieve 
the corrected regulated return is the result of lower 
revenue generated from capitalised own products 
and services, lower profit from non-regulated activi-
ties than planned, and higher cost of services due to 
the engagement of external advisers for applications 
to EU projects for investment co-funding. The exces-
sive share of losses on the transmission network is 
the result of incomplete transmission line between 
Divača and Nova Gorica at the section crossing Renče 
Municipality.

Ljubljana, 18 May 2018
 ELES d.o.o.

    Aleksander Mervar, MSc 
 CEO

In October 2013, I adopted the Rules of Procedure for 
the management of ELES d.o.o. Based on those Rules, 
I seek common decisions, consensus, policies and 
consultations through the following working bodies: 
• strategic conference, 
• the Director’s board meeting, 
• technical-development board meeting, 
• specialist councils, 
• the Director’s Crisis and Emergency Management 

Board.

I hold regular periodic consultations with the Work-
ers’ Council and trade union representatives. Every 
year, I visit all dislocated units - transmission grid 
infrastructure centres; the purpose of the visits is to 
inform employees of past major events and activities 
of the Company, future plans and an assessment of 
employees’ situation. 

While managing, planning, implementing, monitor-
ing, analysing and controlling Company operations 
and activities, I advocate and request the implemen-
tation of the 4 eyes or more principle to the maxi-
mum extent. 

I direct Company operations in the spirit of the Cor-
porate Governance Code for Companies with Capital 
Assets of the State and in line with the Recommen-
dations and Expectations of the Slovenian Sovereign 
Holding wherever possible and logical with respect to 
specific operations of ELES.

In 2017, a survey of employee satisfaction and cli-
mate was conducted. The results obtained in the sur-
vey are used to assess the regularity of actions taken 
by the Company management.

In 2015, the Company put in place a comprehen-
sive corporate integrity system and has since com-
plemented its risk management system annually, 
while obtaining independent and unbiased informa-
tion and opinions on the internal control system or, 
rather, risk management measures with the help of 
internal auditing as the third line of defence. 

In 2017, a great deal of time, activities and funds 
were dedicated to introducing corporate security, 

which is a very important area for ELES as the opera-
tor of the most important infrastructure in the coun-
try, since the Company is subject to very diverse risks 
due to its wide influence. Risks are not only perceived 
as possible safety occurrences and natural disasters 
in the country and the world, but also as diverse neg-
ative deviations in the environment or in-house that 
may pose a threat to any major function of ELES. 

Using the annual business excellence self-assessment 
system as per EFQM, I monitor the fulfilment of the 
Company’s strategic objective to achieve a score of 
600 points in 2020. With respect to self-assessment 
results in 2017, the Company is well on its way to 
achieving that strategic objective as well.

Sustainable operations with a high level of 
corporate social responsibility

ELES is the pillar of sustainability in Slovenia. That 
alone highlights the Company’s outstanding corpo-
rate social responsibility. As the Company Director, I 
make every effort to set and identify all activities as 
sustainable. 

Maintaining a balance between the three pillars of 
sustainability, economic and social development and 
concern for environmental protection is, however, 
often highly demanding in companies fully owned 
by the State. Expectations of certain stakeholders are 
often exaggerated due to the nature of ownership. 
In 2017, the cost of social responsibility was assessed 
in a responsible manner taking into account the 
importance of stakeholders for the development of 
ELES and its strong business sustainability. 

I direct ELES towards a comprehensive mindset and 
added value for the key stakeholders in the short and 
long term, through cooperation and proactive search 
for synergies among activities/organisational units 
within the Company and with external domestic and 
foreign stakeholders. ELES introduced an integrated 
management system years ago and has continued 
to develop corporate reporting towards modern 
trends of comprehensive/integrated reporting in line 
with IIRC (International Integrated Reporting Coun-



1.2.2  ACTIVITY

ELES provides safe, secure and uninterrupted transmis-
sion of electricity. The Company is the guardian of the 
Slovenian electricity system, which is closely related to the 
transmission systems of the neighbouring countries and 
well integrated in the European energy system. The Com-
pany is responsible for ensuring that electricity is always 
available and that customers can realise their needs and 
wishes with its help at any moment. 
The Company provides for the flawless operation of all 
transmission lines at 400kV and 220kV voltage level and 
for a part of the 110kV transmission network. Operators 
at the national control centre and three regional control 
centres manage and control the Slovenian electricity sys-
tem and continuously provide the balance of the electricity 
system.

1.2 PRESENTATION  
  OF ELES

1.2.1 MISSION, VISION AND VALUES

ELES has the exclusive right to pursue the activity of a transmission system operator on the territory of the Republic 
of Slovenia. Using a professional approach, knowledge and advanced technology for over 90 years, the Company 
provides a safe, secure and uninterrupted transmission of electricity throughout Slovenia and beyond its borders. This 
way, the Company brings people together and ensures quality of life. 

COMPANY PROFILE

Name ELES, d.o.o., Electricity Transmission System Operator

Abbreviated name ELES d.o.o.

Registered office Hajdrihova ulica 2, 1000 Ljubljana

Email address info@eles.si

Website http://www.eles.si

Main business activity code 35.120 Transmission of electricity

Establishment of the Company November 1990

Registration District Court in Ljubljana, entry no.: 1/09227//00

VAT ID number SI20874731

Company registration number 5427223

Share capital EUR 177,469,516.00

Business bank accounts Nova Ljubljanska banka: 02924-0017900956
Unicredit Banka Slovenia: 29000-0052003012
Abanka Vipa: 05100-8012150406
BKS Bank AG: 3500 1000 1404 278
Sberbank: 3000 0001 0104 138
SKB d.d: SI56 0316 0100 1310 506

Founder and owner 100% Republic of Slovenia

CEO Aleksander Mervar, MSc

Responsibility Engagement Knowledge Reliability Cooperation Persistence

VALUES

MISSION 
Providing quality life, 

stable operations of organi-
sations and development of 
society in Slovenia and the 
region with reliable electri-

city transmission.

VISION
ELES will acquire the 

leading role in the Slovenian 
electricity system and will be 
a key link in energy stability 

in the region operating 
one of technologically 

the most advanced 
networks.



DIRECT
CONSUMPTION

[1]
The ELES transmission network is 
connected to power plants that feed 
the electricity produced to the net-
work.

[2]
Electricity is transmitted over a high-
voltage transmission network to low-
voltage networks via transmission 
system substations.

[3]
Electricity from the transmission sys-
tem is then accepted by 5 distribu-
tion companies within the scope of 
SODO, 5 major users or direct cus-
tomers and 4 major users (ironworks 
and Talum) with a closed distribution 
system status.

[4]
ELES as the system operator provides 
stable and secure operation of the 
electricity system and, hence, safe 
and undisturbed electricity transmis-
sion from generation units to con-
sumers and exchanges with foreign 
companies.

[5]
The anticipated consumption and 
generation schedules are made pur-
suant to forces governing the elec-
tricity market. ELES settles all imbal-
ances between current consumption 
and production with system services 
and covers losses in the system. 
Anticipated power records in the 
electricity system are also regularly 
checked based on own Company 
consumption and production fore-
casts for distributed sources.

[6]
Operators at the national control 
centre and 3 regional control centres 
in Beričevo, Nova Gorica and Maribor 
provide stable and safe operations 
of the Slovenian electricity system 
using cutting-edge technology and 
tools for the control and manage-
ment of the electricity system. They 
work 24/7 to make electricity avail-
able to consumers.

TRANSMISSION ACTIVITY ELECTRICITY SYSTEM MANAGEMENT

[1]

[4/5/6]

[2]

[3]

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT RESIDENTIAL CONSUMPTION

INDUSTRIAL CONSUMPTION

POWER PLANTS
National control centre and  
regional control centres

Electricity  
network

Transformer 
substations

Distribution  
network

ELECTRICITY TRANSMISSION 



The operations of ELES are regulated by the 
national regulator, i.e. agency as laid down 
in the Energy Act and implementing regula-
tions. In terms of management, ELES opera-
tions are regulated by the Ministry of Infra-
structure. The Company’s continuous concern 
is, therefore, focused on providing compliance 
with legislative and regulatory frameworks.

Recognised revenue: Recognised regulated 
revenue is specified by the Agency for the 
next 3-year regulatory period in the year pre-
ceding the start of the regulatory period. It 
is intended to cover the eligible costs of the 
system operator. Regulated revenue for the 
current period is decreased by excess revenue 
from previous years and other revenue. The 
first regulated revenue is the network charge, 
which is paid by users together with the cost 
of electricity used. That is followed by auction 
revenue. The latter is generated at auctions 
where cross-border transmission capacities for 
trading in electricity are awarded. The Com-
pany’s network is not only a network for the 
supply of electricity to domestic customers, 
but also a transit network for traders purchas-
ing and/or selling electricity abroad. Such rev-
enue is regulated by EU legislation.

Eligible cost of electricity: Eligible electricity 
costs include electricity costs for system bal-
ancing, the cost of leasing system services and 
electricity costs for covering losses in the trans-
mission network. In all procedures related to 
the lease of system services and loss coverage 
in the transmission network, ELES realises the 
goals of providing maximum transparency 
and competitiveness of the mentioned pro-
cedures. The attainment of such goals is the 
basis for cost recognition by the Agency.

Operating and maintenance costs: Operat-
ing and maintenance costs are the main eli-
gible costs, since only regular maintenance 
works keep the network in flawless condi-
tion. The costs are broken down to controlled 

and uncontrolled costs. Controlled operating 
and maintenance costs are specified by the 
Agency on the basis of changes in such costs 
in the past and in relation to the scale of the 
network. The Agency corrects them using the 
performance factor and inflation rate. Their 
limited amount is specified for each year of 
a regulatory period. Uncontrolled operating 
and maintenance costs are costs that are 
beyond the control of ELES and are covered in 
full by regulated revenue.

Regulated return on assets: That is an eligi-
ble cost, as the return is used to cover inter-
est on loans hired, corporate income tax and 
regulated profit available to the owner. It is 
determined on the basis of a regulatory data-
base of assets and the level of weighted aver-
age cost of capital.

Depreciation/amortisation: The eligible cost 
represents the depreciation/amortisation of 
assets that are defined as necessary for the 
pursuit of the system operator’s activities, 
where depreciation/amortisation is rightly 
charged to the end consumer.

Incentives: Incentives are recognised by ELES 
in case of lower realised costs than actually 
eligible, savings in the purchase of system 
services, EU funds accepted free-of-charge 
and for investments in smart grids.

Excess revenue from previous years with 
interest: Revenue exceeding eligible costs 
from previous years, including interest, is con-
sidered by the Agencyas a source for cover-
ing eligible costs in the current and following 
years. Excess revenue from previous years 
decreases the network charge in the following 
years.

Other revenue: Other revenue includes elec-
tricity revenue for system balancing and other 
revenue not related to the use of the transmis-
sion network. 

Calculation 
method for 
regulated 
revenue 

The total system length of ELES transmission lines 
amounts to 2,893km, with 21km of cable conduits. 
The network includes 45 stations, 35 of which are 
transmission system substations, 1 is a substation, 1 
a transformer station, 2 are power supply substations 
and 6 are 110kV switching substations at HPP/PSP/
TPP. The total output of power transformers trans-

forming electricity between 110kV, 220kV and 400kV 
voltage levels amounts to 4,584.5MVA, while the out-
put of the phase shifting transformer regulating elec-
tricity flows in certain transmission lines amounts to 
1,200MVA. The total output of the power and phase 
shifting transformers amounts to 5,784.5MVA. The 
fibre optic network of ELES is 1,698km long.

NETWORK 
CHARGE

ENERGY  
COSTS

COSTS OF 
OPERATION AND 
MAINTENANCE

REGULATED 
RETURN

DEPRECIATION 
AND 

AMORTISATION

INCENTIVES

SURPLUS OF 
REVENUE FROM 

PREVIOUS YEARS 
WITH INTEREST

OTHER  
REVENUE

Table 1: Transmission network

Transmission network 2017 2016

Voltage level 110 kV 110 kV

Length of transmission lines (in km) 1896 1862

Number of power transformers 6 6

Voltage level 220 kV 220 kV

Length of transmission lines (in km) 328 328

Number of power transformers 10 10

Voltage level 400 kV 400 kV

Length of transmission lines (in km) 669 669

Number of power transformers 11 11

TOTAL

Length of transmission lines (in km) 2893 2859

Number of power and phase-shifting transformers 26 27

Compliance with regulatory requirementsELES transmission network



1.2.3 ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

Director of ELES: Aleksander Mervar, MSc

Division managers:
• Uroš Salobir, MSc, Director of Strategic Innovations (PSI)
• Jurij Klančnik, Director of Operations (POS)
• Marko Hrast, MSc, Director of Transmission Network Infrastructure (PIPO)
• Miran Marinšek, Director of Asset and Project Management (PUSP)
• Rudi Brce, MSc, Director of Ancillary Activities (PPD)
• Venčeslav Perko, MSc, Director of ITC (PITK)Organisational structure as at 31 December 2017
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The ELES Group comprises of the controlling com-
pany ELES d.o.o. (hereinafter “ELES”) and the subsidi-
aries TALUM d.d. Kidričevo and Stelkom d.o.o.

BSP d.o.o. is shown as a jointly controlled company; 
however, it is not subject to full consolidation (it is 
included in consolidation under the equity method), 
because ELES has no prevailing influence in its own-
ership nor in management.

Subsidiaries

Associated company

Jointly controlled 
company

Talum, d. d.,
Kidričevo

(86,26 %)

Stelkom
d.o.o.,
Trzin

(56,26 %)

BSP Energetska 
borza, d.o.o.,

Ljubljana
(50 %)

JAO S. A.
(5 %)

TSCNET Services 
GmbH 

(7,69 %)

ELDOM, d.o.o.,
Maribor
(25 %)

Other equity investments

Republic 
of Slovenia 

(100%)

Informatika d.d. 
(4,48 %)

Significant capital links of ELES d.o.o. as at 31 December 2017

Parent company ELES d.o.o.

Founder and owner Republic of Slovenia

Equity share 100%

Subsidiaries

Company name Talum d.d., Kidričevo

Registered office Tovarniška cesta 10, Kidričevo

Main activity Production of aluminium, aluminium alloys and 
aluminium products

Equity share 86.26%

Company name Stelkom d.o.o.

Registered office Špruha 19, Trzin

Main activity Provision of electronic communications services

Equity share 56.26%

Jointly controlled company

Company name BSP Regionalna Energetska Borza, d.o.o.

Registered office Dunajska cesta 156, Ljubljana

Main activity Stock exchange activites for the Slovenian electricity 
market

Equity share 50%

Associated company

Company name Eldom d.o.o.

Registered office Vetrinjska ulica 2, Maribor

Main activity Management of facilities and tourist 
accommodations, cleaning and maintenance 
of premises, hospitality and organised catering 
services, tourism and reception desk services

Equity share 25%

1.2.4 ELES GROUP



Company (and logo) Principal activity Management ELES equity 
share

Synergy between 
activities to create value

SUBSIDIARIES

Talum d. d., Kidričevo production of 
aluminium, 
aluminium alloys 
and aluminium 
products

Chairman of 
the Board: 
Marko Drobnič

86.26% support for the system 
operator when required to 
settle network imbalances; 
development of dynamic 
consumption adjustment 
services (participation 
in the international 
FutureFlow development 
project, more information 
is available in chapter 2.1.3 
Strategic Innovations)

Stelkom d.o.o. provider of power 
communication 
services, established 
with the purpose 
of integrating 
technical sources 
and marketing 
communication 
services and 
networks

Director: Igor 
Maher

56,26% provision of reliable ITC 
technologies and services 
in the process of growing 
digitalisation of the 
electricity transmission 
activity

JOINTLY CONTROLLED COMPANY

BSP Energetska borza, d.o.o. top quality and 
comprehensive 
services providing a 
liquid, competitive 
and transparent 
electricity exchange

Director: Anže 
Predovnik, MSc

50% joint efforts for the 
integration of markets in 
neighbouring countries 
and regions (single 
EU electricity market) 
through a market coupling 
mechanism or implicit 
auctions

1.2.5 KEY STAKEHOLDERS

ELES is well aware that one of the key conditions for sound performance is a responsible attitude to its stakehold-
ers. To facilitate the planning and implementation of relationships with them, stakeholders have been broken down 
to 8 main groups, each with their own sub-groups. Employees are the key Company stakeholders, since Company 
performance is built by them, which is why relationships with employees are described in a separate chapter (2.2.2). 

Diagram 1: Map of ELES stakeholders

Synergies of activities at ELES Group to create value

Table 2: An overview of subsidiaries, the controlled company and relations for creating value 
in the ELES Group
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Measuring stakeholder satisfaction

Based on the map of ELES stakeholders, the Company 
conducted, in 2017, an anonymous survey among 
stakeholders for the first time, asking 357 Slovenian 

legal entities, organisations and associations to com-
plete the questionnaire. The Company received 145 
complete answers (38% of all stakeholders addressed). 

Stakeholders gave the best score to ELES professional-
ism (4.59) and the worst score to complaint handling 
(4.04). The average score of all answers stood at 4.35, 
which is assessed as very high. The Company received 
58 compliments and only 14 content remarks to ques-
tions relating to commendations/criticism regarding 
their relationship with the Company. Company val-
ues, such as engagement, cooperation and knowl-
edge, were also detected in the answers. The stake-
holder survey will become a permanent activity at 
the Company, where measures to improve Company 
relations with the key stakeholders, for which value is 
created in the short, medium and long term, will be 
adopted on the basis of comparisons and outcomes.

Participation in organisations and 
associations

ELES is a member of numerous organisations and 
associations in Slovenia and abroad. Participation 
in organisations and professional associations is an 
excellent opportunity to exchange knowledge, expe-
riences and good practices, while establishing close 
relations with important stakeholders.

The Company nurtures and strengthens good rela-
tionships with stakeholders, protects their business 
secrets and is always prepared to search for common 
solutions. Communications are open and transpar-
ent and in line with the adopted communication 
strategy.

National and international institutions
ELES, as a company operating in Slovenia and 
Europe, takes due account of the policies and legis-
lation adopted by domestic regulators, owners and 
international institutions. National and international 
institutions are important Company stakeholders.

Local communities
To pursue its activities, the Company requires infra-
structure (transmission lines, transformer substations, 
substations and fibre optical network). The Company 
is aware that the erection and maintenance of such 
infrastructure encroaches upon the lives of local com-
munities. Their understanding of Company activities 
and acceptance of electric power facilities in their 
environment is crucial for the successful operations 
of ELES. Local communities are considered to be an 
important stakeholder in procedures to build new 
electric power facilities and their maintenance. 

Business partners  
Electricity producers providing system services and 
energy for covering losses in the transmission sys-
tem are important suppliers of ELES. Suppliers also 
include other business partners supplying construc-
tion services, building and office material and other 
products and services necessary for Company opera-
tions. Suppliers are also included in ELES manage-
ment system policies, requiring them to sign a state-
ment confirming that they are aware of the ELES 
environmental management policy and occupa-
tional health and safety policy. 

Customers of ELES are companies generating elec-
tricity, companies selling electricity and major con-
sumers taking electricity directly from the electricity 
transmission network. The success of their operations 
and activities largely depends of the reliability of the 
Eles network. 

Since ELES operations are not only limited to Slov-
enia, as the network is connected with the transmis-
sion networks of neighbouring countries, important 
business partners of ELES are also transmission sys-
tem operators in neighbouring countries and all other 
transmission system operators linked in ENTSO.

Media 
The media is an important link in the establishment 
of ties between ELES and the general public, which 
is why the Company communicates with them in a 
proactive and transparent manner. Major events 
relating to the Company are conveyed through 
press releases and published on the Company web-
site, while questions from the press are answered 
promptly in order to provide the public with timely 
and accurate information.

Chart 1: Stakeholders’ attitude to ELES

How would you assess the statements related with your attitude to ELES as indicated below?

Key stakeholders and relationships with them



INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION  
(92 work groups and committees)

MED TSO

TSC

JAO

Joint Allocation Office (JAO)

ENTSO-E

Member of the European network of transmission 
system operators for electricity (ENTSO-E)

Mediterranean Transmission System Operators 
(MED TSO)

Transmission System Operator Security 
Cooperation (TSC)

The development trend of ELES is laid down in the 
strategic documents Long-Term Strategic Plan of 
ELES d.o.o. for 2016-2020 and the Republic of Slov-
enia Transmission System Development Plan from 
2017 to 2026. The documents take into account 
forecasts of economic trends and technological 
developments in the electricity sector. Since Com-
pany operations are strongly regulated by Slovenian 
and European legislation, the Company closely mon-
itors regulatory developments and, if required, gets 
involved in processes. All of this is done with the aim 
to prepare in time for the introduction of prescribed 
changes or for the implementation of new tasks.

Long-Term Strategic Plan for 2016-
2020 

The strategic policies laid down by ELES in its Long-
Term Strategic Plan (LSP) for 2016-2020 are a response 
to challenges and findings deriving from a comprehen-
sive and in-depth analysis of external and internal envi-
ronment. For the first time in Company history, its LSP 
was also adopted by the Slovenian Government, thus 
giving the document even greater weight.  

Main strategic policies for ELES development 
by 2020

Eleven strategic objectives were broken down to four 
groups with respect to strategic performance. Fur-
thermore, sub-goals and strategic indicators ensur-
ing control over the realisation of strategic objectives 
and facilitating activity planning for their fulfilment 
were defined for all strategic objectives.

ELES sees it vital to 
participate in the European 

Network of Transmission 
System Operators for 

Electricity (ENTSO-E), which 
provides safe operation 

and technically optimal and 
environmentally friendly 

development of the trans-
European transmission 

network aimed at ensuring 
a single European electricity 

market.

Professional associations and organisations in 
which ELES is actively involved in Slovenia:

• Slovenian Society of Electricity and Mining 
Economists,

• Association of Journalist in Slovenia,
• Electrotechnical Association of Slovenia,
• Energy Industry Chamber of Slovenia,
• European Institute of Compliance and Ethics,
• Green Network of Slovenia,
• Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Slovenia,
• Institute of Business Law,
• Institute for Corporate Security Studies,
• Slovenian Chamber of Engineers,
• Secretary Club of Ljubljana and its surroundings,
• Strategic Research and Innovation Partnership 

Smart cities and communities – SRIP PMiS,
• Slovenian Institute of Auditors,
• Slovenian Institute for Standardisation,
• Slovenian Association Informatika,
• Public Relations Society of Slovenia,
• Slovenian Business & Research Association – 

SBRA,
• Slovenian Innovation Hub – SIS EGIZ,
• Slovenian Association for Quality and Excellence,
• Slovenian Project Management Association,
• Slovenian Association of Workers’ Councils,
• Association of Employers of Slovenia,
• Slovenian Directors’ Association,
• Seniors’ Association of Slovenia.

Professional associations and organisations in 
which ELES is actively involved in abroad: 

• Council on Large Electric Systems – CIGRE,
• European Committee for Electrotechnical 

Standardization – CENELEC,
• European Network of Transmission System 

Operators for Electricity – ENTSO-E,
• European Sustainable Energy Innovation Alliance 

– ESEIA,
• European Utilities Telecom Council – EUTC,
• Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers – 

IEEE,
• European Association of Communication Directors 

EACD
• International Association for Energy Economics – 

IAEE, 
• International Transmission Operations & 

Maintenance Study – ITOMS,
• International Transmission Asset Management 

Study – ITAMS,
• International Electrotechnical Commission – IEC,
• Joint Allocation Office – JAO,
• Mediterranean System Operator Security 

Cooperation – TSC,
• Regional Security Cooperation Initiative – RSCI,
• Transmission System operator Security Operators 

– MED TSO.

Strategic 
policies

Respect 
for target 

values, employees' 
conduct in line with 
the Code of Ethics 

and corporate integrity 
guidelines in order to 
achieve an adequate 

level of business 
excellence.Operations 

in the prescribed 
regulatory framework, 
provision of profit to 

the owner with respect 
to the regulatory 

methodology.

Investments 
in cross-border 

transmission capacities, 
substantiation of NTC to 
neighbouring TSOs - with 
respect to the Slovenian 

national interest.
The lease of 

system services at 
prices comparable to 

neighbouring TSOs with 
respect to new technolo-
gies and, based on techni-
cal and economic criteria, 

transfer to maximum 
autonomy.

In addition 
to comprehensive 

control over the opera-
tion of the 400 and 220kV 
transmission network, to 
assume comprehensive 
control over the entire 
meshed 110kV net-

work in Slovenia.

Efficient management 
of physical assets 

and the introduction 
of effective HR 
management.

1.2.6 STRATEGIC POLICIES BY 2020



ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Table3: Targets for the period of LSP 2016-2020 validity 

Indicator Indicator targets

Attainment of regulated return (in %) 2016: 90% 
2017: 95% 
2018-2020: 100%

Return on equity (ROE) (in %) 2016-2018: 3% 
2019-2020: 3.5%

Return on corrected assets (ROA) (in %) No less than 2%

Expenses per electricity unit transmitted (€/MWh of electricity) Lower indicator value than the average of all TSOs

Loan repayment capacity The same or lower than 4

Investments per peak consumption in €/MW of peak consumption The same or higher indicator value than the average of all TSOs

Attainment of comparable lease prices for secondary and 
tertirary control (in %)

2016-2018: as per existing contracts 
2019: 140% 
2020: 120%

TECHNICAL INDICATORS

Table 4: Targets for the period of lsp 2016-2020 validity 

Indicator Indicator targets

Exceeding admissible voltage (400kV = 425kV, 220kV = 245kV) 
(h)

No more than 50% of the average No. of hours under excess 
voltage from 2011 to 2015

Energy not supplied due to a failure of transmission network 
elements (MWh of electricity)

No more than 0.01%

Electricity transmitted per normalised length of the 
transmission network (MWh/km)

The same or higher indicator value than the average of the 
first 3 TSOs 

Share of losses in electricity transmission (in %) The same or lower indicator value than the average of all TSOs 

Available NTC with respect to the NTC agreed with individual 
TSOs (APG, TERNA, HOPS)

Austria - Slovenia: NTC 950MW 
2016: 80% 
2017-2018: 90% 
2019-2020: 100% 
Croatia - Slovenia: NTC 1200MW 
2016-2017: 85% 
2018-2019: 90% 
2020: 95% 
Slovenia - Italy: NTC 530MW 
2016: 75% 
2017-2018: 85% 
2019-2020: 95%

Adequate provision of available and reliable connections for 
operational purposes of the Slovenian electricity transmission 
system

Continuous: 99.995% availability of telecommunication lines

The realisation of strategic goals is shown in detail in chapter 2.2.1 (Economics: financial performance).

In November 2017, the Company held its 8th strate-
gic conference, where it reviewed the realisation of 
the strategy to achieve strategic objectives and indi-
cators demonstrating the level of attainment of stra-
tegic objectives. The most important strategic indica-
tors used to monitor performance in the pursuit of 
the strategy are economic and technical indicators. 
These are presented below along with their target 
values.

LSP 2016-2020 identifies strategic objective 2 
“Attainment of net profit or loss pursuant to the 
Energy Agency methodology.”

The attainment of a previously indicated strategic 
objective is only possible upon the completion of 
numerous goals at the level of processes and also  

largely depends on many external factors. Hence, the 
Company has introduced a monitoring system for 
over 400 process indicators and also identifies “stra-
tegic indicators” with strategic business plans.
The Company identified a range and target values of 
the key economic and technical indicators for moni-
toring performance during the term of the Long-
Term Strategic Plan for 2016-2020.

Target indicator values have been identified on 
the basis of two facts:
1) ELES is among the first three or at least within the 

average of all (8) analysed transmission system 
operators in EU Member States;

2) attainment of indicator values enhancing busi-
ness operations.

Four groups and eleven strategic objectives of ELES

FINANCIAL 
ASPECT

CONSUMER AND 
MARKET ASPECT 

IMPLEMENTATION 
OF ELECTRICITY 
TRANSMISSION

IN
T

ER
N

A
L 

PR
O

C
ES

SE
S 

A
SP

EC
T

INFRASTRUCTURE 
DEVELOPMENT 
ASPECT

TRAINING AND 
GROWTH ASPECT

S0 2 
Achieving net profit in accordance with the methodology 

of the Energy Agency of the Republic of Slovenia

S0 1 
Achieving business excellence –  

600 points

S0 4 
Comprehensive human 
resources management  

S0 3 
Visibility and  

public reputation

S0 9 
Assuring the flexibility of 

ancillary services

S0 7 
Optimisation of investment 

maintenance implementation processes

S0 6 
Effective management of 

ITTC services

S0 10 
Maximizing NTC within the  

existing network

S0 8 
Enforcement of comprehensive 

control over the transmission network

S0 11 
Investment into smart 

networks

S0 5 
Effective management of 

physical assets of the company



Table 5: Plan by key strategic objective for 2018

Key strategic objectives until 2020 Indicator Targets for 2018

SO 1 Achieving business excellence – 600 points Total self-assessment rate under the EFQM excellence model (points) 
Level of Company's exposure to risks (risk tolerance) %

550 points 
5% deviation

SO 2 Achieving net profit pursuent to the Energy Agency 
methodology

Attainment of regulated return (in %) 
Return on equity (ROE) (in %) 
Return on assets (ROA) (in %) 
Expenses per transmitted electricity unit (€/MWh) 
Achievement of comparable lease prices for secondary and tertiary 
control (in %) 
Loan repayment capacity 
Investments per peak consumption €/MW

100% 
3% 
Not less than 2% 
Lower indicator value than the average of all TSOs 
Equal or higher indicator value than the average of 
all TSOs 
Equal or lower than 4 
According to current contracts

SO 3 Visibility and reputation in the public Interviews with executive officers in local or foreign printed and 
electronic media (number) 
Lectures at expert conferences and seminars in Slovenia and abroad 
Donations/contributions/sponsorships for cultural/humanitarian/
scientific purposes/education of young people/individual athletes in 
total funds earmarked for such purposes

10 or more a year 
10 or more a year 
60%

SO 4 Comprehensive human resources management Fulfilment of conditions with regard to conditions prescribed for 
systematically organised jobs (%) 
Measurement of employee satisfaction and organisational climate 
at the Company (score)

94.25% 
Satisfaction: 4.50; Organisational climate: 4.30

SO 5 Effective management of Company's physical assets Asset management process (structured indicator) in % 
Property, plant and equipment write-off index in line with the 
average of comparable TSOs (%)

3% 
150%

SO 6 Effective management of ITC services 100% provision of available and reliable connections for the 
requirements of the Slovenian electricity transmission network (%) 
Paperless operation and electronic archiving (%)

99.995% availability of services 
 
Reduction of email attachments by 20% per year 
Reduction of printing by 15% per year 
100% collection of incoming mail in 2018  
70% internal and external mail in electronic form in 
2018 and an additional 10% increase every year

SO 7 Optimisation of investment and maintenance 
processes

Value of reconstruction works with own resources disregarding the 
cost of goods used (in €) 
Percenetage of realisation of the applicable Investment Plan (%)

15% growth per annuam compared to 2017 
 
60%

SO 8 Enforcement of comprehensive control over the 
transmission network through the aquisition of existing 
network, enforcement of uniform criteria for connections 
and entry in investments/reconstructions of border 
transmission and distribution network.

Offtake of 100kV network Pursuant to the Regulation as per 
Paragraph 4 of Article 35 of the Energy Act (%) 
Control of the entire 110kV network not owned by ELES (%)

100% 
75%

SO 9 Provision of flexible system services Share of generation units included in primary control (% of all 
generation units) 

75%

SO 10 Maximising NTC within the existing network Available NTC with respect to the NTC agreed with individual 
TSOs (for every border and selected direction)

Austria-Slovenia: 90% 
Croatia-Slovenia: 85% 
Slovenia-Italy: 85%

SO 11 Investments in smart grids Share of transmission network coverage by SUMO (%) 50%/80%

Plan for 2018

The bases for the production of the Annual 
Report of ELES for 2018 with an annex for the 
next two years are defined in LSP 2016-2020. 
The Company also took into account the RS 
Transmission Network Development Plan for 
2017-2026 (adopted by the Ministry of Infra-
structure on 3 March 2017) and the transmis-
sion system operator’s investment plan from 
2016 to 2018.

In 2018, Company efforts will be devoted to:
• continuing the implementation of a policy to 

improve business excellence while respecting 
the target values and acting in line with the 
Code of Ethics and the corporate integrity 
guidelines;

• further developing the asset management 
system while taking into account risk man-
agement;

• realising priority strategic investments and 
reconstructions within the specified periods 
while providing adequate sources of financ-
ing; 

• completing the renovation of the entire risk 
management model;

• proactive relations with the public and civil 
initiatives;

• preparing sustainability reports as the basis 
for raising Company reputation in public;

• further introducing methods and procedures 
for effective HR management and develop-
ment;

• business operations within the framework 
laid down by the Agency for the 2016-2018 
regulatory period; 

• following up policies and actively participat-
ing in international associations with regard 
to activities of transmission system operators;

• effectively managing the Company’s capital 
investments;

• observing the policies and governance code 
issued by the manager of capital assets of 
the State.



Indicator for Slovenia 2017 2018 
forecast

2019 
forecast

2020 
forecast

GDP (real growth, %) 5.0 5.1 3.8 3.2

Employment (growth, %) 2.8 2.4 1.5 0.8

Unemployment (rate %) 9.5 8.0 7.2 6.7

Inflation rate (%) 1.4 1.5 1.9 2.3

Average gross salary in RS (nominal growth, %) 2.7 4.0 4.5 4.3

Average gross salary in RS (real growth, %) 1.3 2.5 2.6 2.0

Productivity - GDP per employee (real growth, %) 2.2 2.7 2.2 2.4

Gross investments in fixed assets 10.3 10.0 8.5 7.5

Source: Spring forecast of 2018 trends, www.umar.gov.si.

The strategic document laying down guidelines for 
the development of the transmission network is the 
Slovenian Transmission System Development Plan 
for 2017-2026. It lays down the main infrastructure 
to be built or upgraded by 2026 in order to provide 
secure and quality supply of electricity to customers 
in future. The plan takes into account the long-term 
projections of the growth of electricity off-take from 
the transmission system, the foreseen construction of 
new generation units, the expansion of the distribu-
tion network and the projected development of the 
European electricity transmission system. Baselines 
for the selection of reconstruction and new invest-
ments were prepared on the basis of results from 
own analyses, analyses conducted by external insti-
tutions, development criteria, plan of overhaul and 
technological renovation of electric power elements 
in transmission network facilities, demand by electric-
ity producers and customers, criteria for secure and 
safe operation of the transmission network and inter-
national agreements and contracts. 
In addition to activities in smart grids, research and 
development and effective asset management, ELES 
will build or reconstruct several structures in the next 

10-year period in order to provide safe and reliable 
operation of the transmission network, most impor-
tantly:
• construction of a double-system transmission line 

2 x 400kV Cirkovce-Pince, including the new 400kV 
Cirkovce transmission system substation;

• construction of a double-system transmission line 
2 x 220kV Zagrad-Ravne, including the 220/110kV 
Ravne transmission system substation;

• installation of compensation devices at Divača, 
Beričevo and Cirkovce transmission system substa-
tions within the scope of the SINCRO.GRID project;

• installation of electricity storage facilities at Okroglo 
and Pekre transmission system substations within 
the scope of the SINCRO.GRID project;

• completion of the 2 x 110kV Divača-Gorice transmis-
sion line through the settlement of Renče;

• 2 x 110kV Brestanica-Hudo transmission line;
• 110kV Koper-Izola-Lucija cable conduit.

The Slovenian Ministry of Infrastructure confirmed 
the new Slovenian Transmission System Develop-
ment Plan for 2017-2026 in March 2017.

1.2.7 IMPACT ON PERFORMANCE IN 2017  
 AND FUTURE FORECASTS

The realisation of the Company mission and creation 
of value is subject to developments in the external 
environment that can be broken down to economic, 
regulatory and other developments or impacts. 

Below is a brief summary of the key impact factors in 
2017 and an indication of the impacts identified as 
material in the future period.

Developments in the economic environment (key economic indicators)

Table 6: Key economic indicators for Slovenia

Last year, the Institute of Macroeconomic Analysis 
and Development provided a realistic GDP growth for 
2016, which amounted to 2.5%, while announcing 
its strengthening in 2017 to 3.6%. This year’s fore-
cast for GDP growth shows that the actual growth 
in 2017 was even higher, i.e. 5%. Furthermore, the 
forecast for 2018 is also promising, announcing 
continued growth in 2018 (5.1%). Other key eco-
nomic indicators also show that positive trends will 
mostly continue. In the following years, domestic 
final consumption will grow, meaning that house-
hold consumption will further strengthen. High trust 
of consumers and companies in the economy could 
lead to enhanced growth of investments and private 
consumption upon continuing favourable conditions.

Changes to gross domestic product affect Company 
operations. Distribution undertakings indicate that 
changes in distributed electricity depend on changes 
in gross domestic product and that a gradual increase 
in electricity distribution is expected in the following 
years. The transmission system operator is required 
to ensure undisturbed electricity flow irrespective of 
any increased cost of operation, while properly main-
taining and upgrading energy infrastructure or even 
increasing the capacity of transmission lines, which 
can also mean more investments in electric power 
infrastructure than currently planned.

Slovenian Transmission System Development Plan for 2017-2026



During its operations in 2017, ELES observed all legal 
bases regulating the activity of the transmission 
system operator. No major legislative amendments 
were adopted in 2017 that would affect Company 
operations.

Legal framework of Company activities: The basic 
legal framework for Company activities comprises of 
the Energy Act (EZ-1), Companies Act (ZGD-1), Serv-
ices of General Economic Interest Act (ZGJS) and the 
Act determining the methodology for charging for 
the network charge, the methodology for setting the 
network charge and the criteria for establishing eligi-
ble costs for electricity networks. 

During operations, the Company observes domestic 
legislation and the requirements of EU regulations 
and directives as well as other acts referring to the 
operations of transmission system operators.

New features regarding projects of common inter-
est: In November 2017, the European Commission 
presented, based on Regulation (EU) No 347/2013, 
a new delegated regulation introducing the 3rd list 
of projects of common interest and included cer-
tain ELES projects on the list, i.e.:
• connection Žerjavinec (HR)/Heviz (HU)–Cirkovce (SI): 

2 x 400kV Cirkovce-Pince transmission line;
• project of common interest by Italy and Slovenia to 

connect Salgareda (IT)-Divača-Beričevo (SI): HVDC 
500kV Beričevo-Divača-Salgareda;

• SINCRO.GRID project referring to smart grids.

New features from the Third Package of European 
energy regulations: Within the scope of the Third 
Package of the European energy regulations, eight 
new regulations were adopted referring primarily 
to electricity transmission networks. Their purpose 
is to fulfil three European goals relating to energy, i.e.:
• providing the operational security of the electricity 

system and supply of electricity, 
• facilitating a single pan-European electricity market 

and 
• achieving the goals set to reduce pollution. 

ELES, hence, received new tasks that it must carry 
out or introduce in the existing practice. 

Preparation of a new regulatory framework for 
ELES: In autumn 2018, the Agency will issue a deci-
sion to lay down the regulatory framework for ELES 
for the 2019-2021 period, in which it will evaluate 
the planned eligible costs by year in the regulatory 
period, the planned network charges, the planned 
other revenue deriving from the activity of an elec-
tricity operator, and the surplus or deficit from previ-
ous years. Hence, it will define ELES revenues deriv-
ing from regulated activity.

Prior to the issue of the mentioned decision, the 
Agency will issue a new Legal Act on the methodol-
ogy determining the regulatory framework and net-
work charge for the electricity distribution system, in 
which it will most probably redefine the promotion 
of investments in smart grids and eligible operat-
ing and maintenance costs relating to smart grids, 
which have not been specifically defined so far but 
have been included in controlled operating and 
maintenance costs. It is expected that the Agency 
will increase the one-off incentive for European 
grants (currently 0.5% of the carrying amount as at 
the last day of the year in which an asset is put into 
operation) in order to cover at least additional costs 
incurred by electricity operators in relation to the 
acquisition of grants.

To lay down the regulatory framework for the 2019-
2021 period, the Company submitted to the Energy 
Agency the “Investment plan of the electricity trans-
mission system operator from 2019 to 2021” on 31 
January 2018 and, on 22 November 2017 and 1 Feb-
ruary 2018, also data for the regulatory period start-
ing on 1 January 2019.
Due to the introduction of new technologies that 
will enable a more active role of customers and, 
hence, further development of the retail market, and 
to properly distribute the use-of-network costs, the 
Agency held two public consultations prior to the 
issue of the new Legal Act in which ELES represent-
atives took an active part.

Condition, new features and forecasts of changes in the regulatory environment



Supervisory Board  
from 21 August to 7 September 2017

Chairman of the Supervisory 
Board

Andrej Prebil

Supervisory Board member Janja Hojnik, DSc

Employee representatives Simon Volk

Andrej Semprimožnik

Supervisory Board  
from 8 September to 19 October 2017

Chairman of the Supervisory 
Board

Andrej Prebil

Supervisory Board members Matevž Marc, MSc

Milan Krajnik

Janja Hojnik, DSc

Employee representatives Simon Volk

Andrej Semprimožnik

Supervisory Board  
from 20 October to 31 December 2017

Chairman of the Supervisory 
Board

Andrej Prebil

Deputy Chair Milan Krajnik

Supervisory Board members Matevž Marc, MSc

Janja Hojnik, DSc

Employee representatives Simon Volk

Andrej Semprimožnik

Supervisory Board Audit Committee  
from 1 January to 20 August 2017

Committee Chairman Milan Krajnik

Comittee member Matevž Marc, MSc

Janja Hojnik, DSc

External Committee member Darinka Virant

Supervisory Board Audit Committee  
from 21 August to 17 September 2017

Committee member Janja Hojnik, DSc

External Committee member Darinka Virant

Supervisory Board Audit Committee  
from 18 September to 31 December 2017

Committee Chairman Milan Krajnik

Committee member Matevž Marc, MSc

Janja Hojnik, DSc

External Committee member Darinka Virant

ELES Development, Strategic and Investment 
Projects Committee  

from 1 January to 20 August 2017

Committee Chairman Matevž Marc, MSc

Committee member Janja Hojnik, DSc

Employee representative Andrej Semprimožnik

External Committee member Bogdan Trop

ELES Development, Strategic and Investment 
Projects Committee  

from 21 August to 17 September 2017

Committee member Janja Hojnik, DSc

Employee representative Andrej Semprimožnik

External Committee member Bogdan Trop

ELES Development, Strategic and Investment 
Projects Committee  

from 18 September to 31 December 2017

Committee Chairman Matevž Marc, MSc

Committee member Janja Hojnik, DSc

Employee representative Andrej Semprimožnik

External Committee member Bogdan Trop

HR Committee from 1 January to 20 August 2017

Committee Chairman Andrej Prebil

Committee member Milan Krajnik

Janja Hojnik, DSc

HR Committee  
from 21 August to 17 September 2017

Committee Chairman Andrej Prebil

Committee member Janja Hojnik, DSc

HR Committee  
from 18 September to 31 December 2017

Committee Chairman Andrej Prebil

Committee member Milan Krajnik

Janja Hojnik, DSc

General Meeting
The Republic of Slovenia realises its founder’s rights 
through the Government of the Republic of Slovenia 
and supervises their realisation through the ministry 
responsible for energy.

Director
The Director of ELES is Aleksander Mervar, MSc.

Supervisory Board
Supervisory Board until 20 August 2017

Chairman of the Supervisory 
Board

Andrej Prebil

Deputy Chair Milan Krajnik

Supervisory Board members Matevž Marc, MSc

Janja Hojnik, DSc

Employee representatives Simon Volk

Andrej Semprimožnik

1.3 CORPORATE  
  GOVERNANCE

1.3.1 GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

ELES is governed by the General Meeting, Company Director and Supervisory Board. 



• Recommendation No. 8.5: ELES will prepare and 
publish a financial calendar on its website.

In 2017, the Company failed to realise in full the fol-
lowing SSH recommendations and expectations:
• Recommendations No. 1 and 2: due to the regu-

lated activity of the transmission system operator, 
ELES is unable to observe all planning and report-
ing periods and methods required by SSH, which is 
why the Ministry of Infrastructure set new planning 
and reporting periods and methods that can be 
observed by ELES in its operations.

• Recommendation No. 4: ELES has balanced its 
costs with business processes, which are also related 
to numerous new tasks deriving from the European 
legislation/regulations, the takeover of the 110kV 
network owned by other legal entities and amended 
development strategy for the transmission network, 
all of which are considered as extraordinary cases 
as per SSH recommendations and expectations. 
ELES will publish data on the disbursement of holi-
day allowance, Christmas bonus, any 13th month 
payment and the company collective agreement 
on its website both for ELES and companies in the 
ELES Group.

• Recommendation No. 6: Documents that are con-
sidered at the General Meeting are a business 
secret, which is why the Company does not publish 
them on its website. However, all interested public is 
informed properly and in due time of any important 
resolutions adopted at the ELES General Meeting.

3. Amendment of the Memorandum of 
Association 

In January, the Government of the Republic of Slov-
enia, as the representative of the sole owner of ELES, 
adopted an amended Memorandum of Association 
of ELES reorganising it from a public undertaking 
into a company. 

4. Modern management and 
supervision system

ELES has put in place a modern management and 
supervision system, under which activities and 
responsibilities are divided among the holders 
of three lines of defence who cooperate with one 
another and report:
• the Company Director provides a proper internal 

environment with a top-down corporate culture, 
while sector directors within the scope of the first line 
of defence develop and implement internal control 
measures based on an assessment of operational 
risks in order to ensure the attainment of goals and 
compliance;

• in doing so, they rely on the second line of defence, 
which is a framework for identifying and monitoring 
operations comprising: the management system, 
risk management, corporate integrity, corporate 
safety, legal affairs, HR management and develop-
ment, relations with the regulator, controlling and 
public relations;

• internal audit service as the third line of defence sub-
sequently identifies compliance and performance. 

ELES reports or, rather, also cooperates with external 
inspection bodies, i.e. the Company’s Supervisory 
Board and its committees, the Government of the 
Republic of Slovenia or the Ministry of Infrastructure, 
which is responsible for energy, the European Net-
work of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO-E), 
European Commission, external auditor of financial 
statements under the Companies Act, Slovenian Sov-
ereign Holding (SSH), National Review Commission, 
Commission for the Prevention of Corruption, Court of 
Audit, Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regula-
tors (ACER) and the Energy Agency, which lays down 
or regulates the business performance of the Com-
pany, alongside major stakeholders.

According to the Energy Act, the Republic of Slov-
enia is the only Company Member of ELES. Based 
on the Energy Act and the Company’s Memoran-
dum of Association, the Republic of Slovenia realises 
its founder’s rights through the Government of the 
Republic of Slovenia. 

 1. Compliance of governance

The Company Director and Supervisory Board of 
ELES hereby declare that the governance of the Com-
pany in 2017 was in line with the law, the Memoran-
dum of Association of Eles d.o.o. of 12 January 2017 
(Memorandum of Association of ELES), the Corporate 
Governance Code for Companies with Capital Assets 
of the State as adopted by the Slovenian Sovereign 
Holding (SSH) in May 2017 and the Recommenda-
tions and Expectations of the Slovenian Sovereign 
Holding from May 2017 (SSH Recommendations). 
The Company Director and the Supervisory Board 
of ELES hereby declare that the Annual Report with 
all its component parts, including the Governance 
Statement, has been compiled and published in line 
with the Companies Act, Energy Act and Slovenian 
Accounting Standards.

The Governance Statement is an integral part of the 
Annual Report for 2017 and is also available on the
www.eles.si website as a separate document and not 
only as part of the Company’s Annual Report.

2. Statement of Compliance with the 
Corporate Governance Code for 
Companies with Capital Assets of 
the State and the Recommendations 
and Expectations of the Slovenian 
Sovereign Holding

Pursuant to point 3.4.1 of the Corporate Governance 
Code for Companies with Capital Assets of the State
by the Slovenian Sovereign Holding, ELES decided to 
use the mentioned Code voluntarily. The Code and 
SSH Recommendations are available to public on the 
SSH website.

Taking into account Company activities and other 
specific features, the Company applied the Code to a 
large extent. In 2017, the Company failed to realise in 
full the following recommendations of the SSH Code:
• Recommendation No. 3.6: ELES has no diversity 

policy, since its Supervisory Board Members are 
confirmed by the Government of the Republic of 
Slovenia, while the Management Board comprises 
of only one Member.

1.3.2 GOVERNANCE STATEMENT

Pursuant to paragraph 5 of Article 70 of the Companies Act, ELES d.o.o., Hajdrihova ulica 2, 1000 
Ljubljana (ELES), hereby provides the following statement for the period from 1 January 2017
to 31 December 2017.



7. Integrated management system 
policies

ELES has put in place policies for all segments of the 
integrated management system, which are regu-
larly reviewed and duly amended in a management 
review. Management policies include: 
• Quality and Business Excellence Policy under the 

EFQM model (which has been included as a strategic 
goal in the new Long-Term Strategic Plan for 2016-
2020), 

• Risk Management Policy, 
• Asset Management Policy, 
• Environmental Management Policy, 
• Information Security Policy, 
• Occupational Safety and Health Policy, 
• HR Management Policy, 
• Communications Policy and other business policies. 

Integrated assessments (internal and external) of 
certified management systems are implemented 
according to the ISO 9001 standard for the qual-
ity management system, ISO 14001 standard for 
the environmental management policy, ISO 27001 
standard for the information security management 
system, OHSAS 18001 standard for the occupa-
tional safety and health management system, ISO 
17020 standard for conformity assessment and the 
ISO 31000 standard for risk management, which 
constitute main sources of opportunity for continu-
ous improvements and hence attainment of the set 
Company vision to obtain the leading role in the Slov-
enian electricity system.

8. Corporate integrity system

By appointing a corporate integrity officer and 
adopting the Corporate Integrity Rules and the Rules 
on Corporate Integrity Supervision, ELES officially 
introduced a comprehensive corporate integrity 
system in its operations. The corporate integrity 
system was also introduced in their operations by 
subsidiaries in the ELES Group, i.e. TALUM, Stelko-
mand the jointly controlled BSP.

The purpose of the Corporate Integrity Rules is to 
ensure zero tolerance to fraud, illegal and unethi-
cal actions. The Rules on Corporate Integrity Super-
vision lay down procedures for the appointment and 
activities of the Corporate Integrity Officer, regular 
supervision over the provision of corporate integrity, 
handling of notifications of corporate integrity viola-
tions, protection for whistleblowers, reporting obliga-
tions and obligations regarding internal notification 
of the corporate integrity situation at the Company. 
The Rules provide the possibility of reporting defi-
ciencies and irregularities (violations) in operations 
by email or anonymously, by regular post to the 
address of the Corporate Integrity Officer. That is 
another signal that ELES considers the prevention 
of corruption, observation of competition rules and 
other business rules as priority Company goals and 
values. 

5. Composition and Committees of the 
Supervisory Board

Pursuant to the ELES Memorandum of Association, 
the Supervisory Board comprises of six members. The 
founder appoints four members, while two members 
are employee representatives and are appointed 
by the Workers’ Council at ELES. Supervisory Board 
members are appointed for a term of 4 years and 
may be reappointed.

All Supervisory Board members have given state-
ments of independence for 2017, in line with the Cor-
porate Governance Code for Companies with Capital 
Assets of the State (the statements are published on 
the Company website www.eles.si).

In 2017, the Supervisory Board had the following 
committees:
• the Audit Committee of the Supervisory Board,
• the ELES Development, Strategy and Investment 

Projects Committee,
• the Supervisory Committee for the Operations of 

TALUM d.d.

The tasks and competences of the Supervisory Board 
are laid down by: the Companies Act, ELES Memoran-
dum of Association, Rules of Procedure for the ELES 
Supervisory Board and the ELES Corporate Govern-
ance Policy. The composition and operations of the 
Supervisory Board and its Committees in 2017 are 
presented in the 2017 Report on the work performed 
by the Supervisory Board of ELES d.o.o., which forms 
part of the ELES Annual Report for 2017. The remu-
neration received by Supervisory Board members is 
presented in the Financial Report (Chapter 3.5.9).

6. The role of the Company Director

Pursuant to the ELES Memorandum of Association, 
the Company Director runs Company operations and 
work, represents the Company and is responsible for 
the legality of operations. The Company Director has 
adopted the Rules of Procedure for the management 
of ELES d.o.o. 

The Company Director cooperates with the follow-
ing working bodies: 
• strategic conference, 
• Director’s board meeting, 
• technical development board meeting, 
• specialist councils, 
• the Director’s crisis and emergency management 

board.

The Company Director also holds regular periodic 
consultations with the Workers’ Council and trade 
union representatives. Every year, he visits all dislo-
cated units - transmission grid infrastructure centres; 
the purpose of the visits is to inform employees of 
past major events and activities of the Company, 
future plans, an assessment of employees’ situation, 
etc. During management, planning, implementa-
tion, monitoring, analysing and controlling Company 
operations and activities, the 4 eyes or more principle 
is implemented to the maximum possible extent. The 
Company Director will attend sectoral board meet-
ings twice a year, as of 1 January 2018. Activities 
that labelled ELES the most in 2017 are presented in 
the Company Director’s address, which forms part of 
the ELES Annual Report for 2017. The remuneration 
received by the Company Director is presented in the 
Financial Report (Chapter 3.5.9). 



9. Risk management

Risk management at ELES is based on the fulfil-
ment of the requirements laid down by the ISO 
31000:2009 standard (Risk Management Principles 
and Guidelines) and Company Risk Management 
Policy. The Management System Council led by the 
Company Director is in charge of activities, monitor-
ing and development of the risk management sys-
tem. Members of the Management System Council 
also include the Company Director’s coordinators for 
risk management, auditing (only within the scope of 
the possibilities laid down by international standards 
for due diligence in internal auditing), management 
systems, corporate integrity and the officer from the 
Management System Service in charge of drawing 
up, sending and storing minutes. 

The Management System Council monitors the 
operations and development of the risk manage-
ment system and adopts guidance for its activities, 
defines the main groups and areas of Company risks, 
lays down the scope and depth of risk management 
along with the acceptable risk level, defines risks at 
Company level and considers and adopts the risk 
catalogue and progress reports. 

The competences, powers and activities of the Man-
agement System Council are laid down in the Rules 
of procedure for the Management System Council. 
The Management System Council may appoint a 
Risk Team. Members of the Risk Team are representa-
tives of individual areas and independent Company 
management services and the Team is managed by 
the Company Director’s Risk Management Coordi-
nator. 

The tasks of the Risk Team are: to coordinate activi-
ties to promote and implement a risk management 
system in each sector and independent manage-
ment service, and the outcomes of the risk manage-
ment system in its organisational units according to 
the guidance provided by the Management System 
Council. A detailed organisational risk management 
framework is laid down in the Rules of Procedure 
on risk management and other Company by-laws, 
instructions and mandatory sample forms. 
ELES has put in place a risk management system 
with a regularly updated risk catalogue, risk material-
ity assessment, risk evaluation criteria and analyses 
and reports on strategic and process risks using the 
Silver Bullet Risk (SBR) application.

10. Internal audit and internal control 
system

An internal audit is conducted to manage and 
identify risks, and to advise on improvements. It is 
intended to increase benefits and improve Company 
operations by promoting a prudent and organised 
method of action in risk management. Through 
internal auditing, the Company Director acquires 
independent and unbiased information and opinion 
on the conditions and operations of the internal con-
trol system or, rather, risk management measures. 
Internal auditing does not release the Company 
Director and other sector directors of the responsi-
bility to put in place measures (internal controls) to 
manage risks that threaten Company operations.

ELES has put in place an internal control system 
that comprises of the rules and procedures laid down 
in the Company by-laws adopted by the Manage-
ment System Council and other written guidance 
provided by the Company Director, the organisation 
structure laid down in the Rules on the organisation 
of ELES d.o.o., the system of competences (respon-
sibilities) and powers as laid down in the Job Clas-
sification Act at ELES d.o.o. and powers of attorney 
granted by the Company Director. 

The internal control system put in place provides 
accuracy, reliability and completeness of data and 
information for proper and true compilation of 
financial statements, prevents and detects errors in 
the system and ensures legal compliance. 

During its operations in 2017, ELES observed all 
legal bases regulating the activities of the trans-
mission system operator. 

Ljubljana, 18 May 2018

 ELES, d.o.o.
 Aleksander Mervar, MSc
    CEO



Through its Audit Committee, the Supervisory Board 
monitored in detail the progress made in the audit-
ing of financial statements and the findings reached 
by the external auditor. The Audit Committee was 
informed of the risk catalogue and risk management 
system including their updates. It monitored the work 
performed by the Internal Audit and considered the 
Internal Audit’s annual plan for 2018. Furthermore, it 
considered the situation and progress made in corpo-
rate integrity, the review of the realisation of Internal 
Audit recommendations and quarterly information 
on Company and Group operations. 

The Supervisory Board was informed of the Com-
pany’s Annual Report for 2016, the auditor’s opinion 
and consolidated Annual Report of ELES Group for 
2016, and delivered a positive opinion to the Annual 
Report of ELES d.o.o. for 2016 including the auditor’s 
opinion and to the Consolidated Annual Report of 
ELES Group for 2016 including the auditor’s opinion 
based on the report made by the Supervisory Board 
Audit Committee.

The Supervisory Board reviewed and granted its con-
sent to the 2018 Annual Plan for ELES d.o.o. and the 
medium-term plan for 2019-2020 and was informed 
of the ELES medium-term plan for 2018-2020.

The Supervisory Board also carried out a self-assess-
ment and reviewed and considered the analysis of 
that self-assessment. 

Ljubljana, 18 May 2018

 Supervisory Board of ELES d.o.o.
 Chairman
 Andrej Prebil

In 2017, the Supervisory Board of ELES d.o.o. met 
at five (5) regular sessions and three (3) correspond-
ence sessions, at which it adopted seventy-three 
(73) resolutions. The 226th regular session was not 
attended by Matevž Marc, MSc, for justified reasons. 
All other sessions were attended by all members of 
the Supervisory Board.

ELES d.o.o. (hereinafter “Company”) regularly car-
ried out its tasks and activities, and the Supervisory 
Board provided the conditions and guidance for the 
achievement of business and strategic objectives. 

In 2017, the Supervisory Board considered:
• ongoing business decisions, monthly, quarterly and 

nine-month business results;
• the operations of companies in the ELES Group 

through periodic reports;
• the Annual Report for 2016, which was considered in 

detail and in full with a positive opinion delivered at 
its 224th session;

• the Company Director’s proposal for covering accu-
mulated loss;

• the Audit Committee’s proposal to reappoint 
Deloitte Revizija d.o.o. from Ljubljana for the audit of 
the 2018 financial statements of the Company and 
the Group; 

• proposals for resolutions to be adopted at the regular 
General Meeting; 

• the Company Director’s proposal to sign a contract 
for the sale of electricity required to carry out nega-
tive tertiary frequency control in 2018, granting its 
consent;

• the Company Director’s proposal to (co-)sign a 
contract for a loan to BSP d.o.o., in which ELES par-
ticipates as a joint and several guarantor for BSP, and 
the information to grant a guarantee to BSP d.o.o. in 
the amount of €1.75 million for 2018;

• proposal for the Internal Audit’s Plan of Work for 
2018, granting its consent; 

• proposal for a new basic document for Internal Audit, 
which was confirmed;

• the 2018 Annual Plan for ELES d.o.o. and medium-
term plan for 2019-2020, granting its consent to the 
latter.

Based on paragraph 2 of Article 21 of the consoli-
dated text of the Memorandum of Association of 
ELES d.o.o., the Supervisory Board was promptly 
informed of amendments to contracts and granted 
the relevant consents. 

Based on paragraph 3 of Article 21 of the consoli-
dated text of the Memorandum of Association of 
ELES d.o.o., the consent of the Supervisory Board is 
required for the List of investments in IT estimated at 
€50k or more, excluding VAT. To that end, the Super-
visory Board first adopted a “List of investments in 
IT estimated at €50k or more, excluding VAT, for 
2017” and then regularly monitored the course of 
the investments. 

Since the Company Director’s term of office expired 
this year, the Supervisory Board adopted a resolution 
to reappoint Aleksander Mervar, MSc, for a new term 
of office.

The Supervisory Board regularly checked the imple-
mentation of the Company’s annual plan and 
labelled Company operations in 2017 as fine.

Through the ELES Development, Strategy and Invest-
ment Projects Committee, the Supervisory Board 
monitored activities for the takeover of a 110kV 
network and the problem of evaluating takeover ele-
ments, and Company activities to standardise the 
methodology used to determine value, quarterly 
public procurement notices and their realisation, 
and the issue of the environmental consent for the 
2x400kV Cirkovce-Pince transmission line. Further-
more, it monitored the biggest Company projects in 
detail at each session.

1.3.3 REPORT OF THE SUPERVISORY BOARD CHAIRMAN

1. Supervisory Board members
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Based on Slovenian corporate integrity guidelines, 
ELES has put in place a corporate integrity system, 
which has been included in the Company strategic 
objectives in LSP 2016-2020 as one of the funda-
mental principles of socially responsible activities. 

The goals sought to be achieved by the Company are 
to ensure zero tolerance to fraud, illegal and unethi-
cal actions, maximum transparency in operations, 
enforcement and compliance with good business 
practice and applicable recommendations, reduce 
the risk of corruption and promote business ethics 
in day-to-day operations. 

The measures adopted by ELES to achieve the set 
goals are:
1. appointment of a corporate integrity officer;
2. enforcement of rules relating to corporate integ-

rity and establishment of responsibility for viola-
tions;

3. raising awareness on the importance of corporate 
integrity by providing information to internal pub-
lic;

4. independent supervision through:
a. a system for anonymous notification and con-

sideration of corporate integrity violations,
b. regular monitoring of compliance and busi-

ness ethics;
5. assessment of the performance of the estab-

lished system based on the violations identified;
6. regular reports and notifications of the corporate 

integrity situation at the Company.

The established system is fully compliant with the 
recommendations for the notification of irregu-
larities and illegalities (whistleblowing) provided in 
the recommendation of the SSH Corporate Govern-
ance Code for Companies with Capital Assets of the 
State and the recommendations for audit commit-
tees provided by the Slovenian Directors’ Association 
if notifications of violations are made in good faith.
In 2017, three notifications of violations were filed, 
pursuant to the Corporate Integrity Rules. No viola-
tions or irregularities were identified during the con-
sideration of the notifications.

Corporate integrity risks at ELES are properly man-
aged with respect to the established business man-
agement and supervision system as described in the 
Corporate Governance Statement. 
The corporate integrity system was also introduced 
in their operations by subsidiaries in the ELES Group, 
i.e. TALUM, Stelkom and the jointly controlled BSP.

The integrated management system, which pro-
vides methodological support to the management 
as regards the Company's organisational devel-
opment based on established models and process 
approach, was introduced through a process model. 
ELES has put in place policies for all segments of 
the integrated management system, which are 
regularly reviewed and duly supplemented. Inte-
grated assessments of the certified management 
systems (for ISO 9001, SIST EN ISO 14001, BS ISO/
IEC 27001, SIST-TS BS OHSAS 18001, SIST EN ISO/
IEC 17020) have been conducted for a number of 
years and are one of the main sources of opportunity 
for continuous improvements upon the observation 
of the principles and guidelines of other standards 
(ISO 31001, ISO 55001, etc.). 
After conducting a gap analysis, the Company trans-
ferred in 2017 to the new issues of SIST EN ISO 
9001 and 14001 standards dated 2015. To that end, 
internal auditors were further trained, which was 
followed by an internal assessment in line with the 
new standard versions, while certification for both 
new standards will be obtained in 2018. Proposals 
for improvements have also been taken from the 
business excellence project under the PRSPO/EFQM 
(European Foundation for Quality Management) 
2013 model.

In 2017, the following activities were conducted at 
ELES in individual management systems:
• Quality system: Activities continued to improve 

management and renew business processes with 
stress placed on the measurement and search for 
true process performance indicators. Using Microsoft 
Reporting Services, strategic indicators were compu-
terised.

• Environmental management system: System 
improvements were put in place to keep track of legal 
regulations governing environment protection, man-
agement of environmental issues and identification 
of environmental goals. Improvements were put in 
place based on good practice examples within the 
Company and guidelines provided by the new envi-
ronmental management system.

• Occupational safety and health management sys-
tem: We are aware that safety and health at work is 
not only the Company's legal and social responsibil-
ity, but also its fundamental task to ensure employees 
a safe and healthy working environment, thus pre-
venting or minimising the number of injuries and dis-
eases. Hence, the Company preserves and strength-
ens employees' health, increases their satisfaction at 
work and their contribution to the attainment of a 
better economic result. To manage operations suc-
cessfully, measures adopted within the scope of indi-
vidual internal and external assessments and occu-
pational safety and health management indicators 
are monitored and realised systematically. 

• Business excellence: In 2017, the Company pre-
pared a management document for the 5th time 
as an internal application for the recognition of 
excellence and its self-assessment. In the 2016 self-
assessment, the Company achieved a score of 467 
points, which was an improvement by 26 points 
compared to the previous year. Business excellence 
continues to be a goal in the Long-Term Strategic 
Plan of ELES d.o.o. for 2016-2020 (hereinafter »LSP 
2016-2020«), where a score of 600 points is planned 
for 2020. The results achieved under each criterion as 
per the EFQM model are shown in the diagram.

1.3.4 INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 1.3.5 CORPORATE INTEGRITY



Internal audit operates as an independent unit in the 
Company management and reports directly to the 
Company Director in terms of organisation and to 
the Supervisory Board Audit Committee in terms of 
function. It realises its mission by making assurances 
regarding the existence and operation of internal 
controls, measures to manage important risks that 
may threaten the attainment of Company goals 
and recommending improvements. The position, 
responsibilities and powers of the Internal Audit are 
laid down in its basic document, which is confirmed 
by the Supervisory Board. Its activities are laid down 
in an internal organisational regulation, while audit-
ing is conducted on the basis of an annual plan with 

the consent of the Supervisory Board and in line with 
international standards of due diligence in internal 
auditing. 
The Internal Audit cooperates with the Company 
management, since it delivers reports at Company 
Director’s board meetings and with the Supervisory 
Board Audit Committee, to which it reports on its 
work, findings, recommendations and their realisa-
tion. 

It continued to carry out its mission successfully in 
2017 as the third line of defence in the corporate 
supervision system of the Company. 

Risk management is integrated in the Company 
management system, thus ensuring risk manage-
ment throughout the ELES organisational structure. 
Risks are identified, analysed and managed by 
administrators at the level of processes and work 
flows. At the operative level, that involves the “bot-
tom-up” approach, on account of which responsi-
bility for risk management is intrinsically linked 
with responsibility for the attainment of goals. 
Pursuant to such organisation, the key factors or 
impacts (e.g. regulatory, economic, technical, etc.) 
on the implementation of individual Company 
activities are also reported in the Business Report 
within the scope of the ELES Annual Report, indicat-
ing the activities conducted and results achieved in 
each activity (Chapter 2.1) along with aspects of the 
Company sustainable operations (Chapter 2.2: eco-
nomic, social and environmental aspects of sustain-
able operations).

The activities, monitoring and development of the 
risk management system, which is discussed by the 
Management System Council, are run by the Com-
pany Director at the level of sector directors and/

or process sponsors. At the strategic level, i.e. “top-
down”, a uniform risk management methodol-
ogy is defined that clearly identifies the roles and 
responsibilities related with risks, measures, period 
of updating the risk structure and measures and for 
monitoring the progress made to manage them. Risk 
assessment and ranking ensures that the Company 
can deal with key risks, while other risks are ana-
lysed upon upgrading the structure relevance with 
respect to the attainment of goals and specific busi-
ness circumstances.

Risk management is regulated in detail in internal 
regulations (organisational regulation and instruc-
tions) and is carried out within the scope of the risk 
catalogue, which is digitally supported with the Sil-
ver Bullet Risk application. Exceptions are only occu-
pational safety and health risks, which are kept in a 
separate catalogue due to a different methodology.
Risk management at ELES is based on the fulfilment 
of the requirements laid down by the ISO 31000 
standard, the Company Risk Management Policy 
and strategic risk management policies as adopted 
at annual strategic conferences.

Corporate security is a very important sector for ELES, 
since Company activities are subject to various risk 
factors, such as different security incidents worldwide 
and at home, natural disasters and various negative 
deviations at the Company.  

Corporate security at ELES is ensured by the Corpo-
rate Security Service (CSS). Its most important tasks 
include:
• the business security of the Company or its business 

continuity, 
• cybersecurity and 
• the security of employees and Company assets. 

The corporate security system at ELES encompasses 
the identification of all internal and external risks 
that may threaten the security of critical infra-
structure of national importance or of employees, 
thus threatening Company operations, systematic 
planning and identification of legal, organisational, 
HR and technical measures that are intended to 
maintain order, observe the law and internal regula-
tions and to preserve the security of employees and 
Company assets. It is organised not to hamper the 
implementation of business processes that are car-
ried out at ELES, upon the provision of the agreed 
security at the Company.

Another important task of the Corporate Security 
Service is the concern for employees’ safety and 
health at work. Activities in that area are presented 
in detail in Chapter 2.2.1 (People: Relations with 
employees and the general public).

ELES is also the manager of power facilities, a part 
of which constitutes critical infrastructure of national 
importance according to a Government decision. 
The Corporate Security Service hence meets the 
requirements laid down by the Government regard-
ing organised mandatory protection for the power 
grid infrastructure, and puts in place and implements 
security measures, thus providing security to employ-
ees, facilities, infrastructure and uninterrupted provi-
sion of services. 

In 2017, the CSS started establishing an integral 
security system that is centred at the ELES Secu-
rity Control Centre (SCC). The SCC will integrate 
security systems and mechanisms to protect, detect, 
recognise and identify security incidents as well as 
interventions to eliminate them. The integral secu-
rity system and autonomous storage, access and 
processing of stored data will comply with the pro-
visions of the Critical Infrastructure Act and the Per-
sonal Data Protection Act.

1.3.6 CORPORATE SECURITY 1.3.7 INTERNAL AUDIT

1.3.8 RISK MANAGEMENT

(1.) Risk management classification



All identified risks are assessed. To assess risks, the 
Company uses a qualitative scale, where the scope 
of damage and risk frequency are assessed from 1 to 
5. A risk assessment is the product of the estimated 

scope of damage and frequency. Based on such 
identified risks, the Management System Council 
also defines an acceptable risk level.

 ELES considers several types of risks:
• operational risks in processes, work flows and indi-

vidual activities;
• strategic risks as the most pressing risks of a spe-

cific period that threaten the realisation of strategic 
objectives;

• information security risks;
• environmental risks;
• risks threatening safety and health at work.

• Strategic risks
• HR management risks
• Public relations risks
• Corporate integrity risks
• Management system risks
• Environmental risks
• Regulatory risks pertaining to the Company's 

sustainable development

• Planning, development, and technology and 
method selection risks

• Project management risks
• Analysis, diagnostics and method of asset use risks
• Property insurance risks

• Management and operation risks
• Risks pertaining to the allocation of cross-border 

transmission capacities
• System service provision risks

• Transmission system construction risks
• Transmission system maintenance risks
• Public contract acceptance risks
• Warehousing risks

• Financial risks: 
- Liquidity, credit and interest rate risks 
- Accounting and reporting risks

• Risks pertaining to the procurement of goods 
and services

• General ancillary activity risks

• Business IT risks
• Telecommunication risks

• Information security risks

MANAGEMENT RISKS

ASSET AND PROJECT  
MANAGEMENT RISKS

SYSTEM OPERATION RISKS

TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
INFRASTRUCTURE RISKS

ANCILLARY ACTIVITY RISKS

BUSINESS IT AND 
TELECOMMUNICATION RISKS

INFORMATION SECURITY RISKS

(2.) Types of risks

Table 7: A diagram of risk classification by relevance 

RISK FREQUENCY

VERY RARE 
(up to once 

every 10 years)

RARE 
(up to once 

every 5 years)

OCCASIONAL 
(up to once 

every 2 years)

FREQUENT 
(up to once 

a year)

VERY 
FREQUENT 
(more than 
once a year)

Score 1 2 3 4 5

EX
T

EN
T

 O
F 

D
A

M
A

G
E

CATASTROPHIC   
(>€5 million) 5 5 10 15 20 25

HIGH              
(€1-5 million) 4 4 8 12 16 20

AVERAGE    
(€100,000 - €1 million) 3 3 6 9 12 15

LOW        
(€10,000 - €100,000) 2 2 4 6 8 10

INSIGNIFICANT     
(<€10,000) 1 1 2 3 4 5

Extremely high risk level (unacceptable) = 17-25

High risk level (unacceptable) = 9-16 and extent of damage evaluation 4 or 5

Medium risk level (permissible, endurable, tolerable, acceptable) moderate risk = 5-8

Low risk level (acceptable) = 0-4

Selected risks are also assessed in terms of quantity. 
The Company calculates the worst possible negative 
impact of the realisation of the key risks selected 
from the highest estimated risks that may have cata-
strophic consequences on Company operations using 
the Value at Risk (VaR) method in terms of liquidity 
(impact on the cash flow) and solvency (negative 
impact on Company value). That is important for 
optimal maintenance of available cash assets and, 
therefore, prevention of major financial shocks and 
maintenance of an optimal size of capital for stable 
Company operations.

The mentioned risks are integrated in a set of 24 main risk groups in an umbrella risk structure and are 
broken down to 7 areas:
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management 
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 acceptance level  initial assessment  target (risk apetite)  current assessment

14
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8

6

4

2

0

3.88

5.57

7.59

9.5

7.33

6.07

9.43

5.54

8.92

3.5

8

6.58

10.74

6.08

12.17

10.67

Small number of realised risks (in 2017: 12 of the 
total of 441 of all identified risks, in 2016: 10 of the 
total of 479 of all identified risks), most of which 
cannot be managed by the Company alone with its 
adopted measures (e.g. conclusion of easement con-
tracts, disagreement by owners of the land needed 
to access work sites, unclear legislation, stressed con-
ditions on the market) and their consequences show 
a quality and well-working internal control system 
and the efficacy of measures to improve risk man-
agement. 

Based on the identified new, reshaped and reas-
sessed old risks and measures, one may conclude that 
the Company successfully adapts to the continuously 
changing internal and external factors, detects new 
potential risks in due time and successfully protects 
itself against their realisation. The results reveal that 
the Company’s risk assessment due to risks caused 
by external factors remains at level from 2016. It may 
be concluded from the original risk assessment that 
the latter improves from year to year with annual 
improvements to the internal control system. 

The established risk management system enabled 
successful risk management in 2017 and, hence, 
the attainment of the set business and strategic 
Company objectives. 

(3.) Key activities in 2017

In 2017, the Company pursued its strategic risk 
management policies, monitored external and inter-
nal factors and identified risks that could have an 
impact of Company operations. The risk catalogue 
was regularly updated, acceptable risk levels and 
deviations from acceptable levels were checked and, 
if required, appropriate measures were adopted that 
provided undisturbed, stable, target-oriented Com-
pany operations. The system ensured that the key 
risks were identified, assessed and managed. In 
2017, the Company examined and adopted a model 
to quantify risks. The IT system was also tailored to 
all changes. Throughout the time, efforts were also 
made to strengthen a responsible risk manage-
ment culture. 

Within the scope of the adopted Long-Term Strate-
gic Plan of ELES d.o.o. for 2016-2020, the following 
risk management sub-goals were adopted under the 
goal of the Attainment of Business Excellence:
• Coordination of categories and methodologies for 

various types of risks to manage major risks at Com-
pany level based on a common denominator within 
management systems and corporate integrity.

• Identification of the type and method of disclosure 
of risk management performance indicators and of 
target tolerance values.

• Activation and use of the Silver Bullet Risk applica-
tion in risk management.  

All goals set were realised in 2017. 

Regular annual revision of the risk 
catalogue

A revision of the risk catalogue was conducted 
to identify the extent to which the Company keeps 
track of changes in the broader energy sector and at 
the Company that require adaptation and, hence, 
newly emerged risks.  

At the 158th session held on 14 March 2017, the 
Management System Council adopted a decision 
not to change the acceptable risk level upon the reg-
ular revision of the risk catalogue, making it the same 
as in 2016, i.e. provided that the scope of damage is 
not assessed as 4 or 5. 

Upon that catalogue revision, 455 risks were identi-
fied and assessed (in 2016: 479). After the identifica-
tion of an acceptable risk level, sponsors and admin-
istrators considered in detail 118 risks or 26% of all 
identified risks (in 2016: 173 or 36%) and developed 
measures to manage them, while assessing residual 
risk that is the risk level following the measures taken. 

The measures laid down reduce the level of expo-
sure of Company operations by 49% (in 2016: 54%) 
from the original average risk estimate of 9.97 (in 
2016: 11.10) to 5.10 (in 2016: 5.05) of residual risk. 
Despite the identified measures, 35 (in 2016: 36) risks 
remain, 11 of which (in 2016: 11) are still assessed at 
a total score of 9 or more and 24 risks (in 2016: 25) 
with the scope of damage of 4 or 5. Those are mostly 
risks that the Company cannot manage alone with 
its measures, since the source or cause for such risks 
are external factors beyond the Company’s control, 
although they derive from activities that must be car-
ried out by the Company.

Verification of progress in risk 
management and progress report

After the implementation of a regular revision of the 
Risk Catalogue in March 2017, the Company also 
completed the verification of progress in risk man-
agement. Progress was measured by determining 
the level of the realisation of measures, based on 
the realised risks in the period following the regular 
annual Risk Catalogue update and based on the 
new risks detected in that period, identified needs for 
urgent changes to the already determined measures 
to improve the management of identified risks or 
the needs for determining new measures that were 
entered in SBR app by risk holders. 

Based on the analysis of entered data, a progress 
report was prepared. The results of the verification of 
progress in risk management showed that the Com-
pany successfully manages risks. As at 27 Septem-
ber 2017, 63.78% (in 2016: 68.3%) of all measures 
laid down to improve risk management were real-
ised on average, which improved the Company’s 
risk assessment from 9.86 (in 2016: 11.10) to 7.2 
(in 2016: 6.83). 

Chart 2: Risk profile (current estimate) compared to the values laid down in the risk appetite 
by area in 2017
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Furthermore, the risk exposure indicator was 
defined and assessed (risk tolerance) TdT = (total esti-
mate of residual risk/acceptable level of risk) X 100 = 
5.1/8 X 100 = 63.75 (in 2016: 63). The target value 
of that indicator must not exceed 100. It is evident 
from the calculation that the target value of the risk 
tolerance determined by the Company was again 
achieved in 2017. 

Quantification of risks (effects of the real-
isation translated into a monetary unit)

In 2017, the quantification of selected key risks was 
made for the first time in a manner:
• where potential effects of the realisation of individ-

ual risks were translated into a monetary unit, 
• where risks were compared to one another and 

aggregated at the total Company level, 
• where the results were related to the financial func-

tion.

Diagram 3: Risk assessment in 2016 and 2017 compared to the acceptable risk level Chart 3: Risk allocation Key to damage levels:



(4.) Management of key risks by area  
         in 2017 

In 2017, the importance of a true understanding of 
what is a key risk to the Company robustness was 
highlighted and a position was taken that, broadly 
speaking, the key risks were those that may cause 
severe disruptions in the implementation of the 
Company’s primary activity. They would not only 
affect the Company, but also the entire economy in 
the region and also other regions due to the inter-
regional connection of national transmission sys-
tems. The following key risks to the Company were 
identified:
• inadequate definitions of organisational regula-

tions and, consequently, inadequate implementa-
tion of processes by employees, and

• failure to observe the adopted Company manage-
ment system in decision-making at various levels of 
management.

The most important risks at ELES remain to be the 
risks related with the fundamental activity of a 
transmission system operator – provision of stable 
and quality electricity transmission. They include in 
particular:
• the risks related with a change of competences 

of national system operators with further develop-
ment of a common European market, 

• the risks related with renewable energy sources 
that are connected to the transmission system 
and affect stable and quality system operation,  

• the risks brought about by the electricity flexibility 
market. 

They will be managed:
• by monitoring and actively participating in the prep-

aration of legislation in that area, 
• by actively participating in the development of inno-

vations relating to safe and secure electricity trans-
mission,  

• by devoting more attention to the maintenance of 
critical infrastructure, which is not only locally impor-
tant but alsothroughout Europe, due to its increased 
integration in the trans-European network and its 
failure may also have severe implications outside the 
area of its operations.

(5) The goals of the risk management  
        system

In 2018, the most attention will be placed on:
• risks related to the implementation of the Compa-

ny’s primary activity, i.e. provision of secure electric-
ity transmission,  

• financial risks,

and efforts will be made to adjust to all coming 
changes in that area, so that they have no effect on 
the set Company goals.

Risks will be assessed in terms of quality and quantity, 
the risk management system will be improved and 
the IT support to risk management will be upgraded. 

The result was the worst possible negative impact 
of the realisation of such risks as calculated using 
the VaR method in terms of liquidity (impact on 
cash flow) and in terms of solvency (impact on 
reduced Company value), which is important for 
optimal maintenance of available cash assets and, 
therefore, prevention of major financial shocks and 
preservation of an optimal size of capital for stable 
Company operations. 

The calculations show that the Company currently 
holds sufficient liquidity reserves and capital; how-
ever, the realisation of individual risks in the medium 
term may severely aggravate its operations. The 
Company’s business model includes risks that may 
have a significant impact on its operations, which is 
why it cannot operate without financial reserves and 
also cannot be overburdened with above-average 
investments, debt or development investments. In 
that respect, it is necessary to be extremely careful 
not to impose additional (investment) obligations 
on the Company beyond its activities that may lev-
erage the impact of risks and reduce the robustness 
of the Company and, hence, the system grid.

Access to the Silver Bullet Risk application

In 2017, risk holders were given online access to the 
risk catalogue in the Silver Bullet Risk application, 
allowing them to promptly enter any changes upon 
their occurrence. By promptly recording changes, the 
Risk Catalogue reflects the actual state of affairs in 
risk management at any moment. That ensured the 
monitoring of risk management results at any time 
and not only upon regular annual catalogue revision as 
at 31 March or verification of progress in risk manage-
ment as at 30 September.

Production of reports and analyses for the 
Supervisory Board

In addition to all prescribed reports, all additionally 
required reports and analyses were also made for the 
Supervisory Board Audit Committee based on which 
the latter supervised risk management at the Com-
pany.

Cooperation with subsidiaries and 
associated companies

In 2017, the Company also assisted or gave advice 
in the establishment and upgrade to the risk man-
agement system at certain subsidiaries or associated 
companies.
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ELES, as the transmission system operator, manages 
and adapts to numerous changes that affect the 
management of ELES operations, the maintenance 
of existing and construction of new transmission 
capacities, including investments and the planning 
and implementation of strategic innovations.

The main interrelated challenges, opportunities 
and risks to the Company's core activities in 2017:
• Management of demanding operating conditions: 

Last year, the Company faced demanding operating 
conditions resulting from severe weather conditions 
and vulnerability of the transmission system several 
times. All conditions were successfully and efficiently 
managed, also due to intensive preparations for 
such situations, professionally and practically trained 
teams and close cooperation with distribution com-
panies, producers and other partners. 

At the beginning of April, it was necessary to discon-
nect a link due to urgent maintenance works on 
the 110kV line between Divača and Ajdovščina, 
which is the only power supply link for offtake in the 
area of northern Primorska region. Demand was sup-
plied with the establishment of the so-called island 
operation of hydro power plants on the Soča river 
with offtake in the northern Primorska region. 

In December, several transmission lines were 
damaged due to strong winds. Failures also caused 
interrupted supply to offtake. In close cooperation 
with distribution companies, consequences were 
eliminated in the shortest possible time.

• Trans-European exchange mechanism for unin-
tentional deviations: Due to direct benefits of the 
INC mechanism, ELES continued activities in 2017 
that will speed up the connection to the trans-
European exchange mechanism for unintentional 
deviations (IGCC) at accelerated pace. It is expected 
that the connection may take place in 2019.

• Market coupling: In 2017, major advances were 
made in the coupling of the Slovenian and Croatian 
day-ahead electricity markets and efforts were 
also made for intraday coupling and, consequently, 

implementation of the target model for the alloca-
tion of intraday cross-border transmission capacities.

• Integration of renewable energy sources (RES) 
in the network: In the Slovenian electricity system, 
solar power plants account for a large share of 
unpredictable RES. In 2017, the Company used its 
own know-how to determine a network of reference 
power plants and agreed with producers and distri-
bution companies to exchange 94 measurements 
of solar power plant production very close to real 
time.

• Planning cross-border transmission capacities: 
As regards guidelines to allocate cross-border trans-
mission capacities and manage congestion, the 
Company participates in the development of 
methodologies to calculate optimal cross-border 
day-ahead and intraday transmission capacities. 
2017 was a demanding year for all transmission sys-
tem operators, full of challenges in the development 
of new methodologies for a common/harmonised 
calculation and allocation of transmission capacities 
both for a short and long period of time.

• Implementation of grid codes: A major part of 
research and development in 2017 was character-
ised by the implementation of grid codes. European 
transmission system operators have been given the 
task of developing some 140 new methodolo-
gies and introduce them in existing or new work 
processes. ELES experts are, therefore, included in 
regional and pan-European projects in that area, 
such as MARI, PICASSO, IN, XBID, DsaRAa, etc.

• Development of smart grids (European and inter-
national projects): Major development projects in 
which ELES is involved or which are coordinated by 
ELES are FutureFlow, MIGRATE and NEDO. Own 
development and innovations are applied in practice 
through the SINCRO.GRID project, within which the 
SUMO project (System for identifying operating lim-
its) is covered along with the installation of electricity 
storage devices and development of a virtual cross-
border management centre. More about European 
and international projects is available in chapter 2.1.3.

2.1 COMPANY ACTIVITIES AND  
  VALUE CREATION

The highlights of activities that marked value creation at the 
Company in 2017

The task of ELES as the transmission system operator 
in the Republic of Slovenia is the concern for secure 
operations of the Slovenian electricity system. To 
be able to successfully implement the mentioned 
tasks and create value for key stakeholders, the Com-
pany must provide for:
• uninterrupted system operation, 
• sound condition of existing high-voltage transmis-

sion lines and pertaining power facilities,
• the planning and construction of new high-voltage 

transmission lines and high-voltage units, and for
• the development and introduction of innovations 

needed due to major changes in the electricity sec-
tor.

To create the value of ELES successfully, it is neces-
sary to cooperate and seek synergies between the 
key activities performed by the Company, the results 
of which for 2017 are presented below. In addition 
to technical development aspects of planning and 
implementing the Company’s core activities (Chap-
ter 2.1), the Company is also guided by responsibility 
for sustainable operations economically, socially and 
environmentally (Chapter 2.2) in value creation.



• Continuation of investments in smart grids: being 
aware that major changes will be required as regards 
the transmission network and management of the 
electricity system upon changed conditions in the 
electricity sector, the Company will continue invest-
ing in the development of smart grids that will facili-
tate the inclusion of renewable energy sources and 
prosumers in the transmission network and increase 
the reliability of system operations;

• Acquisition of grants to carry out ELES strate-
gic and innovation projects: opportunities will be 
sought to acquire grants to carry out Company 
projects or projects designed together with partners 
from Slovenia or abroad;

• Construction of a 2 X 400kV Cirkovce-Pince trans-
mission line and 400/110kV Cirkovce transmission 
system substation: the construction of the trans-
mission line will connect the Slovenian electricity 
transmission network with the Hungarian electricity 
transmission network, thus improving the security of 
supply to offtake in Slovenia and enhancing market 
integration in the region;

• Implementation of European legislation: the activ-
ity of the electricity transmission system operator is 
regulated by the Slovenian and European legislation, 
which is why the Company is obliged to implement 
all new requirements in due time and carry our newly 
assigned tasks successfully. 

Table 8: Table of key European and international projects in which ELES takes part or the  
leading role and their connection with value creation at ELES and cooperation with stakeholders

Project Content focuses - relation with value creation by ELES Stakeholders (definition of ELES stakeholders directly benefitting from the project and allowing them to create 
value) 

NEDO cooperation between transmission and distribution system operators, strengthening the role of 
prosumers, advanced communities - island operation, new business models

distribution system operators, industrial and residential energy consumers, communities (local, city, consumer, etc.), 
industry (Slovenian, Japanese) 

Sincro.Grid effective system operation and management, support for the transmission network infrastructure, 
provision of flexible electricity supply, cross-border cooperation, better RES integration in the 
network, better utilisation of existing network

Croatian transmision system operator, Slovenian and Croatian distribution system operators, research institutions 
(institute, faculty), industry and other leading players in the electicity sector

FutureFlow cross-border cooperation, support for the operations of electricity markets, strengthening the role of 
prosumers and their inclusion in the electricity system, new business models

industrial and residential energy consumers, international partners (transmission and distribution system operators and 
other leading players in the electricity sector), institutes, IT companies, electricity traders

Defender strengthening the resilience of critical infrastructure: security (physical, cyber, civil), support for 
effective operation, risk management, operational protection and quality of the network

transmission and distribution system operators, research institutions, industry, IT companies, security authorities, 
national bodies

Migrate researching the future electricity system (distributed energy sources, flexible energy supply), 
support for effective operation and proper infrastructure development, new business models, risk 
management and opportunities

research institutions (institutes/universities), transmission and distribution system operators, industry

TDX-ASSIST cooperation between transmission and distribution system operators research institutions (institutes/universities), transmission and distribution system operators, ENTSO-E, technology 
companies, research institutions, electricity market participants

OSMOSE cross-border cooperation, support for the operations of electricity markets, better use of the network transmission and distribution system operators, research institutions, electricity market participants, industry and IT 
companies

BioEnergyTrain HR training and awareness raising in the energy sector, exchange of knowledge and training - 
empowerment of employees in the entire electricity suply chain in relation to renewable energy 
sources

educational and scientific research institutions, employees in the electricity sector, secondary school and university 
students

 A detailed presentation of individual European and international projects can be found in the chapter describing  
strategic innovations (2.1.3).

Common denominators (added value of ALL strategic innovation projects)

1. promotion of innovations among ELES employees (in all areas of operation)
2. promotion of innovations among external stakeholders
3. international cooperation and co-development of the electricity sector, diversification of risks related with 
investments in research activities

Key goals for 2018 and later

The Company has set the following key goals for 2018:



13,952 
GWh was fed in  

by producers
in 2017

Congestion and right to use 
cross-border transmission 
capacities: In 2017, net 
transmission capacities (NTC) 
from Austria to Slovenia 
amounted to 747MW on average, 
which is 13% more than in 2016 
and 24% less than planned. 
Considering the allocation 
of cross-border transmission 
capacities, 2017 passed without 
any noteworthy incidents.

OPERATION

Quality of electricity transmission: In 2017, 
no short disconnection due to own causes 
was recorded; however, there were 15 long 
disconnections at 13 change-of-title points.

System services: The leased volume of reserve 
active power for secondary frequency control in 
2017: ±60MW. Energy exchange in both directions 
through a settlement mechanism for unintentional 
deviations (INC): 136GWh of energy.

Demanding operating conditions resulting 
from severe weather and the vulnerability of the 
transmission system were fully and efficiently 
managed, partly due to intensive preparations for 
such situations.

Strengthening European links: Activities were 
carried out to connect as soon as possible with 
the trans-European exchange mechanism for 
unintentional deviations (IGCC). A major part 
of research and development was focussed on 
the implementation of grid codes. European 
transmission system operators are in charge 

of developing some 140 new methodologies 
and introducing them into existing or new work 
processes, which is why ELES experts are involved in 
the relevant regional and trans-European projects.

Market coupling: Major progress has been made in 
the coupling of the Slovenian and Croatian day-
ahead electricity markets.

Planning cross-border transmission capacities: 
An active part is taken in the development of 
methodologies to calculate optimum day-ahead 
and intraday cross-border transmission capacities. 
2017 brought challenges in the development of 
new methodologies for a common/harmonised 
calculation.

Monitoring generation from RES: Using our 
own know-how, the Company set up a network 
of reference solar power plants and agreed with 
producers and distribution companies to exchange 
data close to real-time for 94 measurements of 
plant generation. This is the key data support for the 
inclusion of RES in the network.

Ensuring  
uninterrupted  
system operations.
The system is managed optimally under normal operating 
conditions and effectively under critical conditions.

Electricity offtake and input: 
Producers fed a total of 
13,952GWh into the network, 
while the total energy offtake 
from the transmission network 
excluding losses amounted to 
13,149GWh (3% more than in 
2016).

747
MW of net transmission 
capacities from Austria 

to Slovenia

13,149
GWh total energy input 
from the transmission 

system
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Chart 4: Duration of long disconnections at each change of title point2.1.1 OPERATIONAL NETWORK SECURITY

Chart 5: Electricity input to the transmission network between 2008 and 2017 (in GWh)

Electricity offtake and input: The total electric-
ity fed by producers to the transmission network in 
2017 amounted to 13,952GWh, which is 164GWh 
less than in 2016. Hydro power plants fed in less 
electricity than the previous year, when hydrology 
characteristics were better. Hydro power plants fed 

3,725GWh of electricity to the transmission network, 
which is 569GWh less than in 2016. Thermal power 
plants fed in 4,262GWh, or 139GWh less than in 
2016, while the nuclear power plant fed 5,966GWh 
of electricity to the transmission network, which is 
543GWh more than in 2016.

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

The goal of Company activities is to make the elec-
tricity system operation in Slovenia safe and secure. 
The task entrusted by the Republic of Slovenia with a 
concession is fulfilled:
• by maintaining a balance between electricity pro-

duction and purchase, 
• by rendering system services,
• in cooperation with management centres abroad.

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

Quality of electricity transmission: Operation within 
the scope of permitted electrical values of the entire 
electricity system is one of the most important fac-
tors affecting the quality of electricity transmission 
as defined in the Slovenian SIST EN 50160 standard. 
It is ensured with appropriate control infrastructure, 
the control of electricity system plants and with ade-
quate sources for taking action in critical situations. It 
is also important to have quality communication and 
cooperation with the owners of all parts in the elec-
tricity system, which is laid down in the European and 
Slovenian legislation with contracts, agreements, 
operating procedures and so on.

Data from continuous monitoring of transmission 
network voltage quality shows that quality voltage 
in the transmission network is, on average, provided 
at all quality parameters other than the flicker value 
(flicker is a perceivable phenomenon resulting from 

the fluctuation of voltage amplitude in a specific 
frequency zone and takes place due to the action of 
non-linear consumers), which is exceeded in some of 
the metering points practically throughout the year. 
Increased flicker levels appear in three areas where 
large consumers are located (electric arc furnaces), 
from which users purchase intermittent current of 
inductive character, i.e. throughout the Gorenjska 
region, in the Koroška region and, with a somewhat 
smaller impact, in the surroundings of Celje.

Furthermore, pursuant to the System operating 
instructions for electricity transmission network 
(SONPO), the maximum number of short disconnec-
tions (shorter than 3 minutes) and the total dura-
tion of long disconnections (longer than 3 minutes) 
has been laid down for each change of title point in 
a particular year. Disconnections only include dis-
connections resulting from own causes. Pursuant to 
the law, only one short disconnection is permitted 
for each change of title point, while the maximum 
allowed duration of long disconnections amounts to 
150 minutes. 

In 2017, no short disconnections due to own causes 
were recorded, while 15 long disconnections were 
recorded at 13 delivery points. The diagram below 
shows the total and permitted time of long discon-
nections per change of title point. The disconnection 
values below show that these were within the limits 
laid down by the law.
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In 2017, the total energy offtake from the trans-
mission network excluding losses amounted to 
13,149GWh, 2,082GWh of which was taken off by 
direct customers, 10,702GWh was distributed and 

365GWh was taken off by a pumped storage plant 
for the purposes of pumping. With respect to 2016, 
offtake increased by some 3%.

In the last 10 years, the electricity input structure in 
the transmission network somewhat changed. Due 
to the construction of additional power plants on the 
lower Sava river and favourable hydrology character-

istics, the electricity fed in by hydro power plants 
increased, while that fed in by thermal power 
plants has somewhat reduced in recent years.

As usual, the Krško Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) 
again contributed the largest share to the total 
electricity input in 2017, approximately 43%. This is 
followed by thermal power plants, which contributed 
some 30% and hydro power plants, which contrib-
uted 27% to the total electricity fed in.

The electricity fed in by the Nuclear Power Plant is 
constant throughout the year, while that fed in by 
hydro power plants depends heavily on hydrology 
characteristics and that fed in by thermal power 
plants depends primarily on system needs and mar-
ket factors.

Chart 6: Structure of electricity input in the transmission network between 2017 and 2016 (in %)

Chart 7: Electricity input to the transmission network in 2017 by month

Chart 8: Electricity offtake from the transmission network between 2008 and 2017 (in GWh)
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The 10-year average shows that the electricity 
offtake values fluctuated without a specific trend, 

and increased by some 4% in 2017 compared to 
2008, i.e. from 12,604GWh to 13,149GWh.

In the last 5 years, the trend of electricity offtake from the transmission network did not change much.

Chart 9: Structure of electricity offtake from the transmission network between 2017 and 2016  
    (in %)

The figure above shows the monthly electricity 
offtake from the transmission network, broken down 
to offtake by direct customers, distribution compa-
nies and pumped storage plant. Distribution com-
panies account for the largest share, i.e. 81% on 
average. In 2017, the average monthly electricity 
offtake from the transmission network accounted 
to some 1100MWh.

In January, some 16% higher than average monthly 
electri

The maximum daily electricity offtake from the trans-
mission network (45,168MWh) took place on 11 Jan-
uary, which coincides with the extremely cold period 
that took Slovenia at the start of 2017. The lowest 
daily offtake took place on 1 May and amounted to 
23,126MWh. The lowest offtake coincides with May 
Day holidays, when a part of the industry has a clo-
sure period.

Chart 10:  Electricity offtake from the transmission network in 2017 by month 

Chart 11: Maximum and minimum electricity offtake from the transmission network in 2017
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*  Input abroad:      9,558.2 GWh
**Offtake from abroad:   9,132.5 GWh
Note: Taking into account the calculated border virtual 
points.

Based on the data shown, one may conclude that Slovenia has excess electricity, since feed-in exceeded accept-
ance by 426GWh. That is, however, not the case, since only 50% of the electricity produced by NPP belongs 
to Slovenia. Taking into account that fact, one may conclude that Slovenia took off some 2,560GWh more 
energy than it fed in, which is also the share of Slovenian import dependency.

The diagram shows the dynamics of electricity input 
and offtake from abroad in the period between 2008 
and 2017. In 2009, the cumulative electricity input 
and offtake from abroad increased heavily. After 

a phase-shifting transformer started operating in 
2010, flows somewhat reduced. In 2017, 9,558GWh 
of electricity was input abroad and 9,133GWh was 
taken from abroad.

Chart 12: Electricity input and offtake from abroad between 2008 and 2017 (in GWh) Diagram 4: Physical cross-border electricity flows to and from the neighbouring electricity 
systems in 2017

Chart 13: Structure of electricity input and offtake from abroad in 2017 and 2016 (in %)
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The peak load in 2017 achieved a record value 
(2,131MW) and increased by some 8% compared 
to 2016, which can mostly be attributed to extremely 
low temperatures in January.

Congestion analysis (right to use cross-border 
transmission capacities): In cross-border trading, a 
major challenge continues to be the integration of 
production from renewable energy sources (RES) 
in electricity systems throughout Europe. If the 
neighbouring system operators deal with that issue 
directly, the impact on ELES and the Slovenian elec-
tricity market is somewhat more indirect and shown 
in reduced transmission paths primarily in the 
direction from Austria to Slovenia. 

In 2017, net transmission capacities (NTC) in the 
direction of Austria-Slovenia on average amounted 
to 747MW, which is 13% more than in 2016, but 
24% less than planned. In the direction from Slov-
enia to Italy, the average NTC value decreased 
compared to 2016 by some 0.4% and amounted 
to 549MW. A decrease, with respect to 2016, has 
also been recorded on the Croatian border, where 
the average NTC value amounted to 1,456MW in 
the direction Croatia-Slovenia and 1,459MW in the 
direction Slovenia-Croatia. 

In terms of allocating cross-border transmission 
capacities, the Company finds the fact that 2017 
passed without noteworthy incidents to be the key 
achievement. Considering the fact that the process 
has become increasingly complicated due to market 
integration, while any local problems substantially 
surpass national borders, the robustness of the proc-
ess demonstrated is all the more important.

Transmission network loads: Peak load is the maxi-
mum hourly load average (not taking into account 
losses) that takes place in the relevant year. In the 
last ten years, the peak load value did not change 
much. From 2008 to 2009 and in 2013 and 2016, a 
negative trend in peak loads was recorded, while a 

positive one was recorded from 2010 to 2012 and in 
2014, 2015 and 2017. 
Peak loads take place in winter months, while peak 
hours have shifted from afternoon to evening hours 
since 1997.

Chart 14: Peak loads on the transmission network between 2008 and 2017 (in MW)
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Chart 15: Course of financial benefits and system balancing amountsounts

Analysis of system services: For the purposes of 
rendering secondary frequency control, ELES again 
leased active power reserves in 2017 in the amount 
of ±60MW. That lease was realised by ELES in 2013, 
i.e. for the period from 2014 to 2018.

ELES is required to provide +553MW of positive 
and -185MW of negative reserve for tertiary fre-
quency control. In 2017, a revised agreement was 
signed by the members of the Slovenia, Croatia, 
and Bosnia and Herzegovina (SCBH) block, which 
regulates common dimensioning and provision of a 
tertiary reserve. According to that Agreement, ELES 
is required to provide 250MW of tertiary reserve, 
while the revised agreement permits it to utilise 
114MW of negative reserve. In 2017, ELES also 
signed a new contract on mutual assistance in the 
form of a division of tertiary reserve of +250MW 
with the Italian operator TERNA.

Despite a lower amount of the necessary reserve with 
respect to the agreement made with members of the 
SCBH block, ELES adopted a decision based on a risk 
analysis to dimension its need for tertiary reserve to 
348MW. Most of the reserve (+194MW) was already 

leased by ELES in 2013 and 2014, i.e. in the long 
term until 2019. In 2017, ELES started conduct-
ing monthly and annual public auctions for the 
lease of active power reserves to render tertiary 
frequency control for 2018. At the annual level, it 
managed to lease +118MW of positive and -185MW 
of negative reserve, while the remainder of +36MW 
reserve will be leased, if necessary, at monthly auc-
tions in respect of expected conditions and risks.

In 2017, 136GWh of energy was exchanged in 
both directions through a mechanism for the bal-
ance of unintentional deviations (INC). Savings on 
account of a cheaper source of balancing energy at 
annual level amount to €2.5 million. The INC mecha-
nism allowed the Company to ease the amount of 
activated secondary control in Slovenia, since the 
amount of exchanged energy through that mecha-
nism amounted to 29% in positive and 44% in 
negative direction. Due to direct benefits, ELES con-
tinued activities in 2017 that will speed up connec-
tion to the trans-European exchange mechanism 
for unintentional deviations (IGCC) at accelerated 
pace. It is expected that it may take place in 2019.

The chart shows financial benefits and system bal-
ancing amounts that were achieved using the INC 
mechanism and secondary regulation, i.e. by week 
for 2017. As is evident, the INC mechanism largely 
complemented system balancing and reduced the 
need for activating secondary regulation, which was 
more negatively pronounced due to long positions of 
balance-sheet groups for the most part of the year, 
while transmission capacities for export from Slove-
nia to Austria and Croatia were more rarely occupied 
at that time.

Imbalance settlement: In addition to traditional 
tools (such as primary, secondary and tertiary fre-
quency control) and use of a mechanism for imbal-
ance netting, the system operator uses market 
purchases and sales to balance the system. It 
distinguishes between the balancing of announced 
imbalances set a few days ahead in the form of 
compensating energy and take place as a result of 
unintentional imbalances between regulation areas 
in the previous period and the settlement of uninten-
tional imbalances that take place in real time, due 
to differences between the realisation of production 
and consumption in Slovenia or as a result of imbal-
ances between commercial exchange and physical 
flows at borders with neighbouring countries. The 
system operator typically settles all announced 
imbalances with the sale or purchase of energy on 
the daily market, while all other imbalances taking 
place in real are eliminated with prompt purchases or 
sales of energy on the balancing market, thus reliev-
ing the reserve intended for secondary and tertiary 
frequency control.

In 2017, ELES bought 106GWh on the daily market 
for the purposes of covering the announced nega-
tive imbalances that would result from the return 
of announced imbalances (compensations), while 
almost no sale was made due to positive imbalances. 
The situation on the balancing market was different, 
since operators bought 71GWh during shortage 
periods and sold 147GWh during excess periods. 
Due to an increasing share of unpredictable produc-
tion from RES, the Company recorded a 15% growth 
in 2017 in the need to settle imbalances in real 
time compared to the previous year.

Control block operation: ELES as the manager of 
the SCBH control block is directly responsible for set-
tling imbalances that occur within the control areas 
of Slovenia, Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
Due to enhanced settlement of imbalances by all 
members of the block, the quality of SCBH control 
block operation improved in 2017 SHB, since the 
standard deviation of unintentional imbalances fell 
by 14% from 19.2MW to 16.6MW, which accounts 
for merely 0.24% of peak power. The largest credit 
goes to efficient operation of the netting mecha-
nism or current imbalances between Slovenia, 
Austria and Croatia while Bosnia and Herzegovina 
also attributed a great deal to improved indicators 
by amending market rules in past years, thus signifi-
cantly decreasing imbalances in its control area. 

Considering individual control areas, standard devia-
tion of unintentional imbalances in Croatia fell from 
12.9MW to 11.5MW, which accounts for 0.37% of 
peak power of that area, and in Bosnia from 19.6MW 
to 14.7MW, which accounts for 0.68% of peak power. 
The quality of the Slovenian control area cannot be 
compared to the remaining block members, since 
ELES as the block manager provides for the settle-
ment of all unintentional imbalances within the block 
(including in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina), 
which is most often the reason for poor quality. If 
account is taken only of the share of control intended 
merely for covering imbalances of Slovenian balance 
sheet groups, standard deviation of such imbalances 
would amount to 11.5MW, which is an improvement 
by 18% compared to the previous year.



INFRASTRUCTURE

Investments: €49.5 million, which is 43% less than 
planned. Reasons: subsequent changes to the scope of 

implementation, the preparation of documents and the 
acquisition of approvals; opposition by civil initiatives. 

The takeover of the 110kV network: ELES took over the 110kV transmission 
equipment of the line, connecting and metering bays at 110kV switching 
substations and the 110kV transmission lines from sellers with whom an 

appraisal agreement was made. 

Maintenance activities cover transmission lines in the length of 2,893 
kilometres and 45 stations with pertaining power transformers and other 

high-voltage transmission facilities and are carried out by transmission 
network infrastructure centres in Maribor, Podlog, Ljubljana and Divača. In 
2017, all maintenance works were done that could be done considering the 

electricity situation.

The provision of an alternative supply for 
offtake: Due to emergency maintenance 
works on the 100kV link between Divača 
and Ajdovščina, the link was disconnected 
and offtake was provisionally supplied from 
an island operation established at the HPP 
on the Soča river.

The construction of transmission links: The 
Company implemented 21 projects to construct new 
and upgrade existing transmission links.

The management of damaged infrastructure: 
Heavy winds in December caused damage to 
several transmission lines. In close cooperation with 
distribution companies, the consequences were 
eliminated in the shortest possible time.

2,893
km of transmission lines

21
projects to construct and 

upgrade transmission 
links

110kV
takeover of 110kV 

network

49.5
million of  

investments

Existing high-voltage transmission 
line links and pertaining power 
plants are in good condition. 
New links and plants needed for a reliable future 
supply to electricity customers are carefully planned 
and constructed.



Table 9: Investments by group

Investments and reconstructions Real.
2016

Real.
2017

AP
2017

Index
r17/r16

Index
r17/AP17

AP
2018

in € million 1 2 3 4(2/1) 5(2/3)

1. Transmission lines 13,4 8,8 9,9 66 89 6,6

400 kV 2,6 2,9 3,5 113 83 4,0

220 kV 0,3 0,2 0,3 49 53 0,4

110 kV 10,5 5,7 6,0 55 96 2,1

2. Transmission system 
substations, substations

13,1 31,0 42,6 237 73 33,1

400/x kV 4,1 7,8 11,1 189 71 13,5

220/x kV 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

110/x kV 8,9 23,2 31,5 259 74 19,6

3. Major investments in 
system operation 

2,9 1,4 16,2 48 9 14,2

4. Secondary equipment 0,5 0,0 0,2 2 6 0,3

5. Telecommunications 1,1 0,8 4,5 73 17 3,6

6. Computer equipment 1,5 1,6 3,2 105 50 4,4

7. Business buildings 0,2 3,5 7,7 2.039 45 6,5

8. Development of new 
technologies

0,7 0,4 0,9 61 46 1,3

9. Minor investments 1,2 1,9 2,0 163 96 2,5

10. TOTAL 34,6 49,5 87,3 143 57 72,5

Note: Point 2 (Transmission system substations, substation), 110/x kV, also includes free-of-charge offtake for Divača power supply sta-
tion      (I542-001) in the 2016 realisation in the amount of €2.8 million.       

Maintenance, construction and upgrades to the 
Slovenian power grid are important Company activi-
ties, as they allow the Company to cover a growing 
demand for electricity and provide its safe and effec-
tive transmission. Field maintenance teams make 
sure that existing connections operate flawlessly and 
that electric installation breakdowns are eliminated 
quickly.

KEY RESULTS IN 2017

Investments: Investments are made in network 
upgrades and expansion and technological innova-
tions are introduced.

As the transmission system operator, the Company 
provides cost-efficient and transparent operations 
and its Plan of Transmission Network Develop-
ment has been prepared in line with the Efficient 
Asset Management Policy, as adopted by ELES and 
enforced in 2013. Methods of efficient asset man-
agement, under the ISO 55000 standard and British 
PAS 55 standard, have also been included in the ISO 
9001 quality system. 

In 2017, the Company dedicated €49.5 million for 
investments, which is 43% less than planned.

ELES spent €24.6 million on new investments, €22.0 
million on reconstructions and €2.8 million on minor 
investments.

2.1.2 NETWORK EXPANSION AND MAINTENANCE

DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

The plan has not been achieved due to a subsequent 
change to the scope of execution, delayed produc-
tion of design documents, administrative and other 
permits, issues with civil initiatives, delayed delivery 
by suppliers/providers, submission of review requests 
and due to lower tender prices offered by successful 
tenderers in public procurement procedures. 

Considering the last, the corrected realisation with 
respect to that planned does not amount to 57%, 
but to 70%. The table also contains the calculation 
of the difference between the estimated and realised 
value of public contracts.



Table 12: Takeovers in 2017 

Number Structure Owned by

1 RTP Domžale Elektro Ljubljana

2 RTP Radeče Elektro Ljubljana

3 RTP Brežice Elektro Celje

4 RTP Dekani Elektro Primorska

5 RTP Idrija Elektro Primorska

6 RTP Sežana Elektro Primorska

7 HPP Brežice HESS

8 RTP Medvode SEL + Elektro Gorenjska

Number Transmission line Owned by

1 DV 110 kV Krško DES – Krško Elektro Celje

2 DV 110 kV Krško – Brežice Elektro Celje

3 DV 110 kV Krško – HPP Brežice Elektro Celje

4 DV 110 kV Beričevo – Domžale Elektro Ljubljana

5 DV 110 kV Domžale – Kleče Elektro Ljubljana

6 DV 110 kV Trbovlje - Hrastnik Elektro Ljubljana

Table 10: Public contracts from 1 January 2015 to 31 December 2017  

Calculation elements Values

1. Estimated value (in € million) 126,0

2. Realised value (in € million) 101,9

3. Top tender values (in € million) 115,4

4. Additional works - annexes (in € million) 2,2

5. Realised value/estimated value (in %) 81

6. Top tenders/estimated value (in %) 92

7. Annex to basic contractual value (in %) 2

Table 11: Investments in 2017  

Calculation elements Values

1. Planned investments (in € million) 87,3

2. Amended plan due to achieved tender prices (81% of the plan) (in € million) 70,6

3. Realised (in € million) 49,5

4. Realisation (in %) 70

Takeover of a 110kV network: Pursuant to Article 
512 of the Energy Act (Official Gazette of the Repub-
lic of Slovenia, No. 17/14, 81/15) and the Decree on 
the division of the 110kV network into the distribu-
tion and transmission systems (Official Gazette of 
the Republic of Slovenia, No. 35/15), companies are 
obliged to transfer for consideration the high-voltage 
110kV transmission network (property and other 
right in rem or under the law of obligations to the 
network) to ELES within three years of the enforce-
ment of the Energy Act by way of a contract.

ELES already strived to reduce control risks that may 
result from non-aligned purchase prices of the 110kV 
network with regulatory takeover values in 2015 and 
2016, which is why it sent several requests in 2017 
to the Ministry of Infrastructure to harmonise the 
legislation and took an active part in the public 

hearing of the amended Energy Act in the rele-
vant area, which was not passed by the National 
Assembly in February 2018. ELES notified the com-
petent ministry of a failure to meet statutory periods 
for the takeover of the 110kV network due to non-
harmonised 110kV network values between the cur-
rent owners (sellers) and ELES (to buyers).

In 2017, ELES took over the 110kV transmission 
equipment for line, connecting and metering 
bays at 110kV switching substations and 110kV 
transmission lines from sellers with which it made 
an agreement on appraisals, i.e. in the carrying 
amounts of fixed assets at original owners. Within 
the scope of investment construction, the Company 
built the Plave transmission system substation, which 
is listed in the Decree for takeover, but in fact involves 
a new investment by ELES.

Transmission network maintenance: In addition to 
planning and construction, an important task of ELES 
is also to maintain the existing transmission network. 
Maintenance, which includes transmission lines 
measuring 2,893 kilometres in length and 45 sta-
tions with pertaining energy transformers and other 
high-voltage transmission devices, is carried out by 
Transmission Network Infrastructure Centres in 
Maribor, Podlog, Ljubljana and Divača. Mainte-
nance also includes the elimination of consequences 
of extreme events, such as malfunctions and break-
downs. 

In 2017, all maintenance works were performed 
that could be performed with respect to the elec-
tricity situation. Maintenance was primarily con-
ducted due to identified deficiencies, such as:
• rehabilitation of consequences due to windfall; 
• 220kV Divača-Padriče transmission line: repair of a 

damaged crossarm at standing spot (SS) 12;
• 220kV Obersielach-Podlog transmission line: reha-

bilitation of a damaged conductor at SS 86-87;

• 2 x 110kV Pekre-Dobrava 3 and Dobrava-Tezno 
transmission lines: repair of a damaged protective 
conductor with OPGW optical fibre;

• 400kV Beričevo-Krško 2 transmission line: replace-
ment of damaged Balisor lamps;

• Divača transmission system substation: partici-
pation in the elimination of malfunctions on the 
phase-shifting transformer; 

• Okroglo transmission system substation: repair of an 
oil leak on cooling groups on the T411 transformer; 

• Maribor transmission system substation: replace-
ment of capacitors on the circuit-breaker at the 
400kV line bay Kainachtal 474;

• Trbovlje transmission system substation: replace-
ment of a malfunctioned voltage instrument trans-
former at the 110kV line bay Brestanica;

• Maribor transmission system substation: replace-
ment of a malfunctioned transmission system sub-
station instrument transformer at the 400kV con-
necting bay;

• Beričevo transmission system substation: replace-
ment of a malfunctioned NIT at the 110kV line 
bay TE-TOL. 



end of November, the deadline for the resolution is 
not known. Tender documents are being prepared 
along with public procurement procedures. The start 
date for public procurement depends on the final 
building permit. Construction works are planned to 
commence in November 2019. 

• 2 x 110kV Divača-Pivka-Ilirska Bistrica transmission 
line (transmission line + OPWG): In 2017, activities 
were conducted in relation to obtaining the right 
to build, produce the Building Permit Design and 
align the Building Permit Design (PGD) with own-
ers’ requirements. The Company also cooperated 
with the Ministry of the Environment and Spatial 
Planning in respect of the lawsuits filed by a civil 
initiative. 

• Connecting a 220kV transmission line and connect-
ing bays at the (Metal) Ravne transmission system 
substation:The project included activities to pro-
duce the documents required to adopt a national 
spatial plan (NSP) and a building permit (for a 
sort-term construction of stage 1 and final stage 2 
of the construction). 

• 2x110kV Gorica-Divača (Renče) transmission line:In 
2017, all activities were carried out in relation to 
obtaining the right to build for the new transmis-
sion line alignment based on the adopted NSP.

Construction of transmission system substations: 
Within the scope of reconstructions, updates and 

upgrades to transformer substations across Slov-
enia, the Company carried out 25 projects in 2017. 
Below are the most important investments:

• 400/110kV Cirkovce transmission system substa-
tion (primary + secondary equipment): After mak-
ing progress in obtaining an environmental permit, 
the Company continued producing design docu-
ments. An amended Building Permit Design was 
made and submitted, along with a part of the ten-
der documents.

• 400/110kV Podlog transmission system substa-
tion, 300MVA: A building permit was obtained 
and contract notices were published for HV equip-
ment, TR 400/100kV, TR 110/20kV, construction 
works, steel structures, HV electrical installation 
works, supply and installation of own consumption 
equipment, supply and installation of 110kV cable 
system and the supply of terminal equipment and 
tubular busbars. Contracts to deliver HV equip-
ment. TR 400/110kV, steel structure and coordi-
nate safety and health at work II and prepare a 
security plan have already been signed and deci-
sions on the award of public contracts have been 
signed for other indicated contracts (other than 
TR 110/20kV). Factory tests have been conducted 
and HV equipment has been delivered to the ware-
house, i.e. 400 and 110kV lightning arresters, 400 
and 110kV pin insulators and 110kV circuit-break-
ers. The manufacture of TR 400/110kV is under-
way.

In addition to maintenance works, a great deal of 
electrical installation work was performed within 
the scope of reconstructions and new construc-
tions, such as:
• 110+20kV Vuhred-Podvelka transmission line, 

110+20kV Podvelka-Ožbalt transmission line: 
replacement of an earth wire with OPGW;

• 110kV Karbid transformer substation-Korund trans-
former substation transmission line, 2 x 110kV Fala-
Pekre-Karbid branch transmission line: installation of 
OPGW; 

• Pekre transmission system substation: participation 
in the reconstruction of the plant;

• Maribor transmission system substation: participa-
tion in the replacement of the T42 transformer and 
busbar protection;

• 110kV Hudo substation: participation in the recon-
struction of the plant – replacement of HV and sec-
ondary equipment;

• Karbid transformer substation: construction of own 
plant consumption.

Construction of transmission links: In 2017, 21 
projects to construct new and upgrade existing 
transmission links were implemented. Major invest-
ments are presented below.

• 2 x 400kV Cirkovce-Pince transmission line, transmis-
sion line + OPGW:Within the scope of a project to 
construct a transmission line with Hungary, which 
was also included on the European list of projects 
of common interest (PCI), the Company continued 

the procedure to obtain an environmental permit. 
The administrative procedure is run by the Slov-
enian Environment Agency (ARSO), while ELES as a 
party to the proceedings submitted 5 clarifications 
and answers to the questions raised by notice par-
ties at ARSO’s request. The environmental permit 
is expected to be issued at the beginning of 2018. 
Intensive work was continued in procedures to con-
clude easement contracts and the Company man-
aged to conclude 96% of all necessary easement 
contracts with land owners and enter them in the 
land register by the end of the year. In the last quar-
ter, the Company also concluded a contract for the 
production of technical and design documents.

• 2 x 110kV Maribor-Cirkovce transmission line: In 
June, the Company commenced construction and 
electrical installation works, which were partly 
completed with the activation of the transmis-
sion line at the end of December. In 2018, access 
roads will also be arranged and damage will be reim-
bursed to land owners. 

• Reconstruction of the 2 x 110kV Brestanica-Hudo 
transmission line:The transmission line is broken 
down to 3 sections. Section 1 of the transmission 
line is in the stage of preparation for construction 
works and the procedure to obtain a national spatial 
plan in pending. Sections 2 and 3 of the transmis-
sion line are in construction stage. ELES re-obtained 
a building permit on 19 September 2017, but the 
permit is not yet final. Due to a lawsuit filed at the 

Replacement of a transformer in Divača Rehabilitation of damage cause by vandalism Works on the alignment of the 110+20kV Vuhred-Podvelka and 110+20kV Podvelka-Ožbalt transmission lines 



lightning conductor, which holds a double function 
(stranded lightning conductor and transmission tel-
ecommunication conduit). Fibre optic is built for 
own purposes or, rather, for the purposes of man-
aging the electricity system – for control, protec-
tion and measurement connections. Connections 
run between individual power facilities in Slovenia to 
electricity undertakings abroad.

At the existing fibre optic connections, 40-60% of 
connections are used for own purposes and 10-20% 
for exchange with other electricity undertakings in 
order to provide rings to ensure a secure supply of 
electricity and access to individual power facilities. 
Up to 20% of capacities must stay available at all 
times due to potential defects on individual fibres 
and requirements laid down by the Ministry of the 
Environment and Spatial Planning. The subsidiary 
Stelkom d.o.o. may lease 20% of optical connections 
to interested lessors (large companies, cable opera-
tors, Telekom, mobile operators, etc.), provided that 
free capacities remain available at individual routes.

In 2017, the Company carried out several major 
investments in IT and telecommunications:

Introduction of the BusinessConnect electronic 
documentary system 

The introduction of the documentary system was 
completed in April. That investment resulted in a 
modern documentary system that meets the follow-
ing goals: 
• to reduce the use of printed paper and increase 

the use of electronic documents (paperless opera-
tions);

• to increase working efficiency and economy, i.e. 
to shorten the time to execute certain processes 
(travel and confirmation of documents between 
people and organisational units);

•  to increase the transparency of operations and 
set up controlled insights in individual processes 
(it is known at every moment where a document is 
located and why);

•  to increase the quality of employees’ work by elim-
inating possibilities for errors while reducing the 
need for routine work;

•  safe, quick - indexed and non-location-dependent 
access to documents. 

Upgrade to the SDH (Synchronous Digital 
Hierarchy) network for the purposes of EMS

During the term of the project, all old SDH elements 
were replaced with new BroadGate (BG) devices. 
XDM devices (transport multiplexers) that are more 
than 10 years old were also replaced with new NPT 
devices (package transport on flexible switching 
architecture that supports SDH and package trans-
mission). 

The replacement of old equipment provided a plat-
form for the transmission of existing turnover and 
new requirements for control under a new protocol 
and transfer of distance protection with new inter-
faces criterion. In 2017, the management of the 
electricity system was transferred to the MPLS-TP 
network. The project was completed in June.

Izgradnja omrežja DWDM (Dense 
Wavelength Division Multiplexing – optično 
multipleksiranje)

In 2017, a new DWDM network was built that repre-
sented a connecting layer for higher layer technolo-
gies. That network provided adequate bandwidth at 
major ELES locations for the purposes of IP/MPLS, 
SDH, MPLS-TP, uninterrupted operation and recovery 
of sources and connection of control centres. It also 
eliminated bottlenecks in the fibre optic network.
The fundamental goals of the investment achieved 
with the construction:

• provision of secure and safe operation of the tele-
communications network and, indirectly, secure and 
safe operation of the Slovenian electricity transmis-
sion network;

• possibilities to increase telecommunication transmis-
sion capacities and relieve occupied fibre optic in the 
ELES fibre optic network;

• to reduce costs for the lease of fibre optic from other 
providers;

• to reduce the cost of the maintenance of obsolete 
equipment;

• to provide new market opportunities in the sale of 
excess telecommunication transmission capacities.

The project was completed in November.

• 110/35kV Plave transmission system substation 
at HPP Plave: HPP Plave 2 and all 3 Eles’s 110kV 
transmission lines operate at the new GIS switch-
ing substation. Before connecting HPP Plave 1, 
Soške elektrarne Nova Gorica (SENG) must meet 
the requirements laid down in Eles’s consent to 
connection to the 110kV network. It is also nec-
essary to switch another two distribution 110kV 
transformers owned by Elektro Primorska and one 
110kV transformer owned by SENG. 

• Beričevo transmission system substation – con-
struction of 110/20kV transformation for the pur-
poses of own consumption:Works have been com-
pleted and the new system is partly in operation 
and ready to connect users. The Company received 
an expert assessment from EIMV for the works per-
formed. According to the time schedule, the Com-
pany was also supposed to carry out a technical 
inspection in December, but the production of the 
As-Built Design was late and, consequently, also 
the expert assessment, which is why the technical 
inspection will be carried out in quarter 1 of 2018. 
The deadline for the completion of the project has 
been extended to December 2018, due to a deci-
sion to carry out additional works related to the 
connection of the ELES Technology Centre build-
ing to own consumption within the scope of the 
project.   

• 110/20kV Slovenska Bistrica transmission system 
substation: The construction of a new GIS building 
has been completed.  The equipment for GIS, own 
consumption system, telecommunication equip-
ment and all 110kV cables has been delivered and 
installed. The system of measurements, protection 
and management is in the factory testing stage. 

• 110/20(35)kV Pekre transmission system sub-
station – reconstruction of a 110kV switching 
substation:The construction of a GIS building was 
completed on the interior, of which the façade is 
expected to be made in 2018. The equipment 
for GIS, telecommunication equipment, own con-
sumption system, control, protection and measure-
ment system have been delivered and installed, 
and all 110kV cables have been laid. New towers 
have been erected and all bays have been switched 

from the existing open air switching substation to 
the new gas-insulated switchgear (GIS). Further-
more, 6 internal expert technical inspections were 
conducted. 

• 110kV Hudo substation: reconstruction of the plant 
(HV replacement + secondary equipment):Within 
the scope of the project, 9 110kV line bays were 
renewed and put into motion and 110kV busbars 
were protected. The outdoor lighting and fence 
at the switching station were replaced, technical 
protection was put into operation and the control 
building and warehouse shed were renovated. A 
total of 6 internal expert technical inspections were 
conducted and all contracts with providers were 
finalised. 

• 400/110kV Maribor transmission system substa-
tion, replacement of TR 42:All works planned on 
the project to replace the transformer were com-
pleted in 2017. The pace of works deviated from 
the plan due to a switch of transformer supply 
between the Maribor transmission system substa-
tion and the Divača transmission system substa-
tion. An expert technical inspection was conducted 
and all As-Build Design documents were produced. 
The open invitation to tender for the sale of waste 
material from the old transformer was unsuccess-
ful and the procedure for a repeated invitation is 
underway. Due to the unsuccessful call to sell waste 
material, an annex was prepared to extend the 
deadline in the contract for the disassembly and 
decommissioning of the old transformer.

• 110/35/20kV Tolmin transmission system substa-
tion, HV + secondary equipment replacement: In 
March, the Company signed a contract for the pro-
duction of investment, design and technical docu-
ments. In the last quarter of the year, an expert 
committee reviewed the Cost-Benefit Analysis 
of investments (DAISKIV document) and sent its 
remarks to the design engineer. The amended and 
supplemented document is being re-examined.

IT and telecommunication investments: ELES 
builds its fibre optic network together with trans-
mission lines. Fibre optic measuring 1,698km 
in length is installed particularly in the stranded 



INNOVATIONS
A map of the strategic innovative European and international development projects coordinated by ELES or 
involved in as a partner. The projects support the current operations of ELES while co-developing the strategic 
visions of our tomorrow.

The timeline of the strategic innovative European and international development projects

Due to major changes 
in the electricity 
ecosystem innovations 
are researched, developed 
and introduced prudently. 
ELES’s strategic innovations are closely integrated and 
provide coordinated support to all key activities performed to 
realise the Company mission.

RESEARCH - INNOVATIONINVESTMENT INNOVATION

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

SINCRO.GRID

FUTUREFLOW

DEFENDER

TDX-ASSIST

NEDO

OSMOSE

MIGRATE

BIOENERGYTRAIN

ELES as a project developer or coordinator ELES as a consortium member

Funding: CEF

Funding: NEDO and ELES

Funding:

Funding:

Funding:

Funding:

Funding:

Funding:

> 2016-2019

SINCRO.GRID
Total value: €88.6 million

ELES activity: €59.2 million

> 2016-2020

FUTUREFLOW
Total value: €13 million

ELES activity: €1.87 million

> 2015-2019

BIOENERGYTRAIN
Total value: €3.7 million

ELES activity: €110,625

> 2016-2020

NEDO
Total value: €35 million

ELES activity: €15.5 million

> 2017-2020

DEFENDER
Total value: €8.86 million

ELES activity: €345,500

> 2017-2020

TDX-ASSIST
Total value: €4.2 million

ELES activity: €147,375

> 2018-2021

OSMOSE
Total value: €21.85 million

ELES activity: €654,431

> 2016-2019

MIGRATE
Skupna vrednost: 17,8 mio EUR

Aktivnost ELES: 294,000 EUR



SINCRO.GRID project

SINCRO.GRID, which includes ELES, DSOs (from Slov-
enia), HOPS and HEP ODS (from Croatia), is a Euro-
pean project of common interest (PCI) relating to 
smart grids that was selected for co-funding by the 
European Commission. The project covers a system 
approach to deal with current issues in the electric-
ity system resulting from support for the inclusion of 
RES, attainment of EU energy and environmental 
targets, reduced electricity consumption after the 
crisis, reduced conventional electricity sources to sup-
port the electricity system, system services and close 
connection of neighbouring control blocks. 

The SINCRO.GRID smart grid project offers innova-
tive system integration of mature technologies that 
will yield benefits to both Slovenian and Croatian 
electricity systems as well as to those in the region. 
Compensation installations will be set up along with 
an advance system for identifying operational limits, 
an electricity storage system, integration of distrib-
uted renewable energy sources and a virtual control 
centre with pertaining ITC infrastructure. 

The entire project is valued at €88.6 million. The 
project was successful at a call for CEF funds, since 
the Commission published on 17 February 2017 
that it was entitled to a grant of €40.5 million, which 
accounts for 51% of eligible costs incurred by ELES 
and HOPS. The project also achieved the best score 
among 22 applications that arrived at CEF and 
relates to gas, electricity and smart grids. The value 
of the ELES investment amounts to €59.2 million, 
while HOPS will invest €27.1 million in the project.

In 2017, activities were conducted to draw up envi-
ronmental protection requirements, a concept for 
cooperation with the public and a public presenta-
tion of the project in Divača, Okroglo, Dol pri Ljubljani 
and Maribor municipalities.

NEDO project

The representatives of the Slovenian Government, 
ELES, Japanese New Energy and Industrial Technol-
ogy Development Organisation (NEDO) and Hitachi 
signed official agreements in November 2016 on the 
start of cooperation within the scope of a Slovenian 
and Japanese partnership (NEDO project). In addi-
tion to ELES, the Slovenian part of the project involves 
a large number of stakeholders and may, therefore, 
be rightly called a national project, making it one 
of a kind project in Europe. Related projects across 
Europe are focused on a narrow area or community, 
while our project in fact involves the introduction of 
a smart grid at state level using integrated and cen-
trally controlled solutions in a cloud. The project is 
worth €35 million. The Japanese NEDO Agency will 
contribute some €20 million, while ELES will contrib-
ute some €15 million.

In 2017, stage 1 of the project shifted from plan-
ning to implementation. At the Slovenj Gradec and 
Breg transmission system substations, most equip-
ment was installed (3 regulating transformers, 30 
circuit-breakers and 100 meters) that will be used to 
render advanced functionalities. The development of 
advanced functionalities reached the stage of labo-
ratory testing by the end of the year. 

In October, a promotional campaign started in the 
wider area of Ptuj that is aimed at obtaining at least 
10% of customers in that area to participate in the 
“Premakni porabo” (Move Consumption) project, 
within the scope of which the customers’ response 
to signals to reduce offtake by network operators will 
be checked. By the end of the year, 830 customers 
(13% of all customers in the area) will be included in 
the project. In November, an opening ceremony took 
place for the first installed regulating transformer by 
a Slovenian manufacturer in Turiška vas near Slovenj 
Gradec.

Description of activities

One of the key ELES activities includes research, 
development and innovations. The Company dem-
onstrates its strong commitment to them by enter-
ing in major international research and development 
projects, for which it successfully obtains grants from 
various European and national funds. 

In May 2017, a new Strategic Innovations sector 
was established within the scope of the Company 
that coordinates the implementation of strategic 
innovations. That upgraded the Company’s perma-
nent stance towards innovations.

Key results in 2017

Production of studies: In 2017, 20 studies were pro-
cured that resolved the key challenges by area. A 
study was made for the Transmission Network Infra-
structure sector that provided a method to update 
and rationalise own consumption batteries by 
proposing the use of lithium-ion batteries. Another 
study analysing the inhabitants’ exposure to radi-
ation was also procured that will provide measures 
for its mitigation.

A study on the introduction of a real-time con-
trol system for the technical condition of circuit-
breakers and a study on the standardisation of 
electricity consumption (in the closing stage) were 
made for the Asset and Project Management sec-
tor. Also pending is a study for the assessment of 
non-delivered electricity, that will provide baselines 
for its evaluation in case of failures in power supply 
to customers. The results are very important in the 
implementation of cost-benefit analyses, i.e. when 
justifying individual investments. Furthermore, a 
study considering and providing a solution to set up 
an information system for managing vegetation 
on transmission line alignments has been procured. 

The System Operation sector procured 4 studies that 
resolve an open issue in the SUMOproject (integra-
tion of a DTRi module, inventory of processes and 

determination of hardware architecture, installation 
plan and relocation of meters at selected transmis-
sion lines). In addition to the analysis of island opera-
tion at HPP on the Soča river, an application for the 
analysis of unintentional imbalances in the sys-
tem was also made. Furthermore, 4 studies were also 
procured that resolve the issue of the implementa-
tion of EU regulations in the area of operation with 
stress placed on frequency stability, voltage stability, 
angle stability and in respect of general manage-
ment requirements. 

Participation in European and international 
projects: When carrying out international projects, 
ELES cooperates closely with electricity transmission 
system operators and other organisations, which has 
an important impact on the development of trans-
mission activity and operation of the electricity sys-
tem. The Company seeks to attract other Slovenian 
stakeholders to participate in major international 
research & development consortia, thus contributing 
to a general orientation towards research and devel-
opment and improved social welfare.

The projects implemented will enable:
• better utilisation of the existing infrastructure, 
• connection of a large share of renewable energy 

sources to the network, 
• inclusion of battery storage plants and prosumers in 

the most demanding system services rendered by 
transmission system operators. 

All those activities will enhance the security of power 
supply and contribute to reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Relations between European international projects 
and the challenges posed by the Company’s core 
activities are shown in the introduction to Chapter 
2.1 (Company activities and value creation).

In 2017, ELES obtained a grant of €874,326 within 
the scope of Horizon 2020 for the implementation 
the Defender, TDX-ASSIST and OSMOSE projects. 

2.1.3 STRATEGIC INNOVATIONS

MOVE CONSUMPTION



execution of testing were presented to members of 
the working lot and all partners. The scenarios were 
later expanded with an accurate description of loca-
tions and tools to carry out pilot tests.

The total value of the project is €8.86 million, while 
ELES will receive €241,850 for its activities.

Migrate project

ELES participates in that international project as a 
project partner in a 24-member consortium. The 
project is focused on the search for innovative solu-
tions or answers to questions related with new con-
cepts for operation, protection and provision of qual-
ity electricity under changed conditions of supply to 
the pan-European transmission system. The project 
is valued at €17.8 million, while ELES activities are 
valued at €294,000.

Many activities in working lot 5 managed by ELES 
were carried out in 2017. Two reports were prepared 
on the current work and outcomes.

TDX-ASSIST project

In 2017, the Company started implementing the 
TDX-ASSIST project, a 3-year international project 
funded within the scope of Horizon 2020. The main 
goal of the project is to design and develop new, 
modern and safe ITC tools and technologies provid-
ing the exchange of information and data among 
stakeholders within the electricity sector (TSO, DSO, 
electricity market participants). 

ELES, which is a project partner in a 12-member inter-
national consortium, will receive €147,375 of the 
total project value of €4.2 million for project imple-
mentation. 

BioEnergyTrain project

Within the scope of the BioEnergyTrain project, two 
new study programmes were developed in 2017, 
i.e. BioRefinery Engineering (BRE) and BioResource 
Value Chain Management (BVCM). While BRE pro-
grammes is already implemented at the Graz Univer-
sity of Technology, the BVCM programme will come 
to life in October 2018 at the University of Twente 
in the Netherlands. The study programmes will try 
to bridge the gap between the necessary and exist-
ing human resources in the renewable energy source 
(RES) industry. BVCM is hence focused on the supply 
chain of RES technologies in individual regional con-
texts and on the optimisation of the use of sources 
within the scope of bio-economy, while BRE has 
is clearly focused on engineering that will enable 
graduates to develop advanced bio-refinery systems 
within the scope of bio-economy. 

Within the scope of the project, ELES is active prima-
rily in the development of a forum of all interested 
stakeholders, for whom three events were organised 
in 2017 where stress was placed on the presentation 
of the new study programmes and on the prepara-
tion of a list of potential content providers at Slov-
enian faculties and enrolment in online studies that 
will be provided by the project. 

The project connecting 15 partners from 6 countries 
is valued at €3.7 million, while ELES activities are val-
ued at €110,625.

FutureFlow project

The FutureFlow project, coordinated by ELES, exam-
ines and demonstrates how to include prosumers in 
secondary frequency control and how to render it 
at international level as required by Grid Codes. The 
project is valued at €13 million, while ELES activities 
are valued at €1.87 million.

Within the scope of the FutureFlow project, the part-
nership consortium successfully underwent the first 
periodic project review by representatives of the 
European Commission. In that period, stress was 
placed on the design of the future secondary control 
market, development of a platform for the pooling 
of customers and renewable sources, a platform for 
regional settlement and re-dispatch, and on progress 
in the engagement of end consumers in the project.

At the end of the year, the consortium arrived at one 
of the key results to the benefit of system opera-
tors. It involves a projection of a common secondary 
control market (aFRR) between 4 countries – Slov-
enia, Austria, Hungary and Romania. In December, 
partners also completed the preparation of 7 expert 
documents.

OSMOSE project

Within the scope of a call from Horizon 2020, the 
European Commission selected the international 
research demonstration project OSMOSE in 2017, a 
part of which is also ELES as one of 33 consortium 
partners. ELES will lead one of four demonstrations 
within the scope of the project that will develop new 

cross-border cooperation mechanisms between Slov-
enia and Italy in electricity balancing markets. The 
Company will participate in the project with the 
Slovenian HSE and Italian system operator TERNA, 
producer ENEL, French operator RTE and a series of 
other respectable partners. Cross-border coopera-
tion will focus on system storage plants, which is one 
of priority topics supported by the European Com-
mission in its research programmes. Regionally, the 
mentioned project holds a huge long-term potential. 
New mechanisms for cross-border cooperation will 
increase the efficiency and applicability of classic 
and modern system storage plants and reduce costs 
for users in the long run. 

The 4-year budget for demonstration led by ELES 
amounts to €3.6 million, €458,101 of which will be 
received by ELES. The project will last until 31 Decem-
ber 2021. 

Defender project 

Within the scope of the Defender project, which is 
aimed to developing a comprehensive approach to 
the prevention of threats, response to attacks and 
protection of future energy infrastructure in Europe, 
a series of activities were carried out in 2017. Ini-
tially, ELES identified and analysed physical, cyber 
and human threats, participated in the preparation 
of a project meeting that was held on 17 and 19 July 
in Ljubljana and in the organisation of workshops to 
the topic of mitigating threats to the transmission 
network. That was followed by the preparation of 
scenarios for pilot tests that have been developed, 
amended and supplemented by ELES between Sep-
tember and December 2017. Possible locations for 
the execution of pilot tests were viewed, existing 
data sources/bases were identified for the purposes 
of pilot tests and coordinated for execution with 
other partners. Existing commercial tools for security 
control of critical infrastructure were assessed. Within 
the scope of the consortium, draft scenarios for the 
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2.2.1 ECONOMICS:  
 FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

Table13: Key performance indicators

I N D I C A T O R S Unit 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 AP
2017

AP
2018

INCOME STATEMENT (in € million)

Operating revenue € million 138,9 140,9 152,7 162,8 185,8 169,0 175,8

Operating expenses € million 130,7 133,3 140,9 147,8 168,9 150,6 156,3

Net profit for the year € million 8,4 8,7 10,0 12,6 16,8 16,3 18,0

Earnings before interest and taxes 
(EBIT)

€ million 8,2 7,7 11,8 15,0 16,9 18,4 19,4

Earning before interest, taxes, 
depreciation and amortisation 
(EBITDA)

€ million 36,2 37,9 41,1 45,4 49,9 49,5 48,7

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DEC

Assets € million 623,9 656,3 674,1 648,9 677,2 684,9 682,2

Equity € million 381,7 379,8 324,4 313,7 331,7 357,6 348,2

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Return on equity (ROE) % 2,2 2,3 2,9 3,7 5,4 4,7 5,4

Return on assets (ROA) % 7,7 7,0 4,6 2,9 2,0 1,9 1,9

Operating efficiency 1,062 1,058 1,084 1,101 1,100 1,122 1,124

Net financial debt (NFD) * € million 119,3 125,2 142,5 166,5 143,5 222,2 197,3

NFD to equity 0,31 0,33 0,44 0,53 0,43 0,62 0,57

NFD to EBITDA 3,30 3,31 3,47 3,67 2,88 4,49 4,05

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK INDICATOR

Attainment of regulated return % 49,98 56,79 65,36 74,04 89,54 97,94 95,10

OTHER IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Investments € million 46,2 37,9 37,3 34,6 49,5 87,3 72,5

NO. OF EMPLOYEES AS AT 31 DEC 538 532 546 566 566 550 554

Added value per employee € thousand 122,8 124,0 129,9 137,9 149,4 145,0 148,7

* The disclosed NFD includes network charge surpluses that are part of accrued costs and deferred revenue

2.2 SUSTAINABLE 
  BUSINESS
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ELES generated €178.1 million in net sales reve-
nues, which is 16% more than in 2016.

Operating profit or loss (EBIT) amounted to €16.9 
million and was 13% higher than in 2016. 

Net profit amounted to €16.8 million and was 
33% higher than in 2016.

Return on equity (ROE) stood at 5.4 and increased 
by 1.7 percentage points with respect to 2016. 

Return on assets (ROA) stood at 2.5 and increased 
by 0.6 percentage points with respect to 2016.  

Net financial debt decreased by €23 million in 2017 
with respect to the previous year. Net financial debt is 
expected to increase in the following years, pursuant 
to the planned forecasts for increased investments.

Chart 16: Net financial debt

Chart 18: NFD to equity

Chart 17: NFD to EBITDA
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In 2017, ELES generated €187.6 million of total revenue, 
99.1% of which derives from operating revenue. Total rev-
enue increased by 15% with respect to 2016 and exceeds 
that planned by 11%. Most of the difference, with respect 
to the previous year, refers to operating revenue.

Total expenses amounted to €172.6 million 
in 2017. Operating expenses in the structure 
account for 97.9% of total expenses.

Chart 19: Total revenues, total expenses and net profit or loss Chart 21: Operating revenue, operating expenses and profit or loss

TOTAL COMPANY REVENUE AND EXPENSES OPERATING REVENUE AND EXPENSES

Chart 20: Structure of total revenues / expenses in 2017

Chart 22: Operating revenue and expenses
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OPERATING REVENUE

In 2017, the Company generated €185.8 million in 
operating revenue, which is 14% more than in 2016 
and 10% more than planned for 2017. Increased oper-
ating revenue primarily derives from increased revenue 
from system settlement, which resulted from high elec-
tricity prices due to low temperatures in January, poor 
hydrology characteristics in South-East Europe and 
unplanned shutdowns of nuclear power plants in France. 

Most operating revenue is revenue for the use of 
the transmission system. ELES generates most of its 
operating revenue from the transmission network 
charge and use of cross-border transmission capaci-
ties in order to pursue the activities of a transmission 
system operator. Revenue from transmission network 
charges are intended for the purchase of electricity to 
cover losses in the system, leasing system services and 
covering the cost of operation and maintenance with 
a regulatory return. The costs of system balancing are 
settled and covered in the amount of system balancing 
revenue incurred.

Revenue from the use of the transmission system 
increased by €5.4 million, pursuant to the Energy Act 
and the Legal Act on the methodology determining 
the regulatory framework and the methodology for 
charging the network charge for the electricity distribu-
tion system, and comprises of:
• increased revenue for a source from previous year for 

the use of excess network charges in the amount of 
€33.7 million and decreased revenue for the current 
year excess in the amount of €8.3 million, which alto-
gether implies increased revenue deriving from the 
use of network by €25.4k. The amount represents a 
shortfall of revenue over eligible costs as calculated 
based on the Agency methodology for calculating 
the regulatory frame;

• increased revenue amounting to €2.9k, based on 
a corrective action laid down in a Response Report 
issued by the Court of Audit on 5 March 2013 to the 
Audit Report. The harmonisation was presented in 
detail in the Annual Report for 2016, Chapter 5.5;

• increased revenue amounting to €0.4k, deriving from 
the harmonisation of 2016 excess that was identi-
fied together with the Energy Agency after the final 
harmonisation of the regulatory framework for 2016;

• decreased revenue deriving from cross-border trans-
mission capacities for the purposes laid down in Reg-
ulation (EC) 714/2009, in the total amount of €23.3 
million. €2.5 million was spent on ongoing invest-
ments in cross-border capacities, while €20.8 mil-
lion was transferred to a separate internal account 
for future investments in cross-border transmission 
capacities.

Revenue deriving from network charge excess and rev-
enue from the corrective action laid down by the Court 
of Audit were both transferred from other operating 
revenue to net sales revenue in 2017. 

Other operating revenue primarily includes revenue 
from international projects, revenue from drawing 
accrued costs and deferred income to depreciate assets 
obtained free of charge and assets funded from cross-
border transmission capacities and other operating 
revenue such as written-off receivables recovered, profit 
from the sale of fixed assets and revenue from provi-
sions for lawsuits. Other operating revenue fell by 27% 
compared to the previous year, mostly because revenue 
from the use of accrued and deferred items (Court of 
Audit) was recorded under other operating revenue in 
2016, but fell under net sales revenue in 2017. 

Chart 23: Structure of revenues from the use of the transmission system in 2017 and 2016  
       and AP 2017

Note: the chart shows revenue from the use of the 
transmission system in 2017 according to SAS, i.e. before 
taking into account the regulatory framework as per the 
Energy Act
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Chart 25: Strucuture of operation and maintenance costs with depreciation/amortisation

OPERATING EXPENSES

In 2017, the Company also recorded increased oper-
ating expenses, which amounted to €168.9 million 
and grew by 14% compared to 2016 and by 12% 
compared to those planned. Increased operating 
expenses are primarily the result of increased cost of 
system balancing, the cost of electricity purchase for 
covering losses and the cost of operation and mainte-
nance with depreciation.

The majority of costs were incurred in the first two 
months of 2017, when conditions on the energy mar-
ket practically throughout continental Europe were 

very stressed. On one side, they were the result of 
extremely low temperatures, mostly in January, which 
heavily increased electricity consumption and on the 
other, they resulted from a number of unplanned shut-
downs of nuclear power plants in France while South-
East Europe experiences extremely poor hydrology 
characteristics. As a result, prices on the daily market 
increased by 100% and irrespective of the usual level, 
jumping well over €100/MWh. The trend was par-
ticularly pronounced on the balancing market, where 
prices very frequently exceeded €200/MWh. The 
market organiser reimburses the difference between 
costs and income deriving from balancing energy to 
ELES as the system operator.

Chart 24: Structure of expenses for the use of the transmission system for 2017 and 2016  
       and AN 2017

Note: in 2017, the costs of reactive energy were taken into 
account under expenses and not under cancelled revenue 
from reactive energy
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Analysis of the Company’s financial 
position

The Company’s balance sheet total, as at 31 
December 2017, amounted to €677.2 million 
and increased by €28.3 million or 4% com-
pared to 2016.

The majority of assets (88.5%) are long-term 
assets, which mostly comprise fixed assets 
amounting to €501.6 million and increased 
in 2017 by €21.1 million. The reason for the 
increase is investments in power facilities. 
Long-term investments amounted to €92.8 
million and increased by 4% compared to 
2016. The largest share of investments relates 
to investments in Talum (€90.5 million) and 
increased by €3.6 million in 2017 compared to 
2016 due to the swap of a short-term loan to 
a long-term investment. Hence, ELES obtained 
a 86.26% share in Talum. Short-term assets 
amounted to €75.6 million and increased in 
2017 by 2% compared to 2016, with changes 
recorded primarily in the internal structure of 
assets, where fewer funds were earmarked 
for short-term investments in 2017 and more 
for cash and cash equivalents. Short-term 
deferred costs and accrued income amounted 
to €2.3 million and increased by €0.6 million 
compared to the previous year, primarily due 
to an increase in short-term accrued revenue 
for the ITC mechanism.

Almost half of the liabilities is the Company 
capital, which amounted to €331.7 million as 
at the end of 2017 and increased by €17.9 
million compared to the previous year, hence 
mostly for the net profit achieved as at 31 
December 2017, while the remainder is the 
conversion of valuations at fair value. In its 
2016 Annual Report, the Company made an 
error correction as at 31 December 2015 in 
order to consolidate records with the Agency 
and according to the decision issued by the 
Court of Audit, disclosing a net loss from previ-
ous years under equity in the amount of €56 
million, while increasing long-term accrued 
costs and deferred income. Based on a Gov-

of the loan amounting to €2.8 million and a 
loan received from UniCredit Banka Slovenija 
amounting to €6.0 million, which represents 
the first tranche of a long-term loan received 
for financing the takeover of the 110kV power 
grid that in total amounts to €30.0 million. The 
remainder of the loan (€24.0 million) will be 
drawn in line with the annex to the contract, 
i.e. between 28 September and 31 Decem-
ber 2018. The remaining share of long-term 
financial liabilities are other long-term liabili-
ties amounting to €3.4 million, which include 
financial derivatives to secure cash flow vari-
ability on account of interest rate changes 
on a long-term loan (interest rate collar and 
exchange), which decreased by €1.2 million 
or 27% compared to 2016 due to consolida-
tion to the market value. Short-term liabilities 
amounted to €33.4 million at the end of 2017 
and grew by 32% with respect to the end of 
2016. Short-term financial liabilities comprise 
the short-term share of the EIB loan amount-
ing to €5.0k, which did not change compared 
to the end of 2016. Short-term operating 
liabilities increased by €8.0 million compared 
to the previous year and amounted to €28.4 
million. The increase is primarily the result of 
increased short-term trade liabilities in the 
country.

Short-term accrued costs and deferred income 
amounted to €3.5 million and increased by 
€1.3 million compared to 2016. They mostly 
include short-term deferred income from auc-
tions and EU projects.

Contingent liabilities include liabilities for a 
guarantee for a long-term loan to BSP in the 
amount of €4.8 million and liabilities for a 
guarantee for the purchase of electricity for 
the 2016-2018 period by the subsidiary Talum 
in the total amount of €10 million (€8.5 mil-
lion to HSE and €1.5 million to Petrol).

ernment decision of 31 August 2017, accumulated loss as 
at 31 December 2016 amounting to €43.5 million was cov-
ered from other profit reserves in the amount of €18.3 mil-
lion and from legal reserves in the amount of €8.5 million, 
whereby the total profit reserve was utilised, while the rest 
was covered from capital surplus in the amount of €16.7 
million, whereby capital surplus decreased from €156.9 
million to €140.3 million. Provisions and long-term accrued 
costs and deferred income decreased by €1.1 million com-
pared to the end of 2016 and amounted to €253.3 mil-
lion. Provisions increased by €2.0 million, while long-term 
accrued costs and deferred income decreased by €3.1 
million. The latter primarily involves long-term deferred 
revenue deriving from network charge excess and long-
term deferrals for realised investments that were funded 

from grants. In 2017, the increase primarily resulted from 
deferred revenue from cross-border transmission capacities 
amounting to €23.3 million (deferred revenue amounting 
to €2.5 million for ongoing investments in cross-border 
transmission capacities and €20.8 million of a transfer to 
a separate internal account for future investments in cross-
border transmission capacities) and interest on the aver-
age surplus balance amounting to €1.9 million, while the 
decrease resulted from a network charge shortfall amount-
ing to €25.4 million and the Court of Audit action in the 
amount of €2.9 million. Long-term liabilities amounted to 
€55.3 million and increased by 4% compared to 2016. Most 
(99%) are long-term financial liabilities, which amounted 
to €54.8 million, €45.4 million of which was a loan hired 
from EIB, which in 2017 decreased by the short-term share 

Chart 26: Short-term deferred costs and 
accrued revenue

Chart 27: Short-term liabilities and short-term 
accrued costs and deferred revenue
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Cash flow statement

Cash flow for the period amounted to €11.7 million. 
Net cash flow from operating activities reached €42.9 
million. The Company also discloses a net cash flow 
from financing activities, since the long-term loan 
received from UniCredit Banka exceeds expenses for 

interest and repayment of the EIB loan principle. Net 
cash flow from operating and financing activities was 
primarily intended for the acquisition of property, 
plant and equipment and intangible assets in the 
amount of €46.0 million. The final balance of cash 
and cash equivalents amounted to €28.0 million.

Chart 28: Cash flow statement



PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR THE COMPANY

Table 14: Financial performance indicators

MAJOR INDICATORS 31.12.2016 31.12.2016 31. 12. 2017 31. 12. 2017

Financing ratios base in € thousand base in € thousand

1. Equity financing rate in %
equity / 313,736.4 48.3 331,663.7 49.0

liabilities 648,907.4 677,237.2

2. Debt financing rate in %
debts / 78,603.8 12.1 88,743.6 13.1

liabilities 648,907.4 677,237.2

3. Long-term financing rate in %
sum of equity, long-term debts and provisions / 621,322.1 95.7 640,276.7 94.5

liabilities 648,907.4 677,237.2

Investment indicators

1. Operating fixed asset rate in %
fixed assets (at carrying amount) / 480,533.0 74.1 501,625.9 74.1

assets 648,907.4 677,237.2

2. Long-term assets rate in %
sum of fixed assets (at carrying amount), long-term 
investments and long-term operating receivables / 569,614.2 87.8 594,428.5 87.8

assets 648,907.4 677,237.2

Horizontal financial structure ratios

1. Equity to operating fixed assets ratio
equity / 313,736.4 0.653 331,663.7 0.661

fixed assets (at carrying amount) 480,533.0 501,625.9

2. Current ratio
short-term assets / 74,199.9 2.924 75,567.4 2.262

short-term liabilities 25,379.6 33,412.2

3. Quick ratio
sum of liquid assets and short-term receivables / 71,987.6 2.836 73,198.6 2.191

short-term liabilities 25,379.6 33,412.2

4. Acid test ratio
liquid assets / 49,805.6 1.962 47,993.8 1.436

short-term liabilities 25,379.6 33,412.2

Operating efficiency ratio

1. Operating efficiency ratio
operating revenue / 162,802.4 1.101 185,828.7 1.100

operating expenses 147,836.0 168,944.3

Return ratios

1. Return on equity (ROE) in %
net profit for the year/ 12,644.2 3.7 16,848.7 5.4

average equity 340,439.1 314,275.7

2. Return on assets (ROA) in %
net profit for the year/ 12,644.2 1.9 16,848.7 2.5

average assets 652,613.9 663,072.3

3. Return on corrected assets (ROA) in %
net profit for the year/ 12,644.2 2.2 16,848.7 2.9

corrected average assets 561,989.3 572,130.4

Investment activity indicators

1. Investment rate in %
realised investments and reconstructions / 34,598.0 34.9 49,509.4 56.7

planned investments and reconstructions 99,223.6 87,259.5

2. Corrected investment rate in %
realised investments and reconstructions / 34,598.0 85.1 49,509.4 70.1

planned investments and reconstructions 40,650.9 70,608.2

Note: - indicators are calculated by item taking into account Article 120 of the Energy Act
           - return on corrected assets (ROA) does not include long-term investments



1.     Economic indicators

Table 15: Economic indicators

Ratio/year 2016 real. 2017 real.

Targets from LSP 
2016-2020

2017

Attainment of regulated return in % 74,04 89,54 95,00

Return on equity (ROE) in % 3,71 5,36 3,00

Return on corrected assets (ROA) in % * 2,25 2,94 > 2%

Expenses per electricity unit transmitted (in €/MWh of 
electricity)

0,00 0,00 9,27

Loan repayment capacity 0,00 0,00 =<4

Investments per peak consumption (€/MW of peak 
consumption) **

0,00 0,00 13.973,00 ***

"Attainment of comparable lease prices for secondary 
and tertiary control (in %) 
SR+ 
SR- 
TR+ 
TR-"

100,00 100,00 Contracts from 2013

“Note: 
*   Return on corrected assets (ROA) does not include long-term investments.  
**  Peak power takes into account customers in Slovenia and cross-border flows. 
- Data for TSO targets has been calculated from data for 2016.”   

The equity financing rate increased by 0.7 per-
centage points in 2017 to 49.0%, since equity 
increased more than total liabilities. The debt 
financing rate increased by 1.0 percentage point 
to 13.1%, due to increased debts, primarily higher 
short-term trade liabilities. In 2017, the Company 
financed 94.5% of its assets from long-term 
sources and only 5.5% from short-term sources, 
which increased in 2017 and caused the debt 
financing rate to drop by 1.2 percentage point with 
respect to the previous year. The operating fixed 
asset rate was at the same level as in 2016 and 
amounted to 74.1%, and so was the long-term 
asset rate, which amounted to 87.8%. In 2017, 
investments increased and exceeded the depre-
ciation accounted. Horizontal financial structure 
ratios, other than equity to operating fixed asset 
ratio (increased equity for the generated profit of 
the year), decreased compared to the previous 
year, since short-term assets increased less than 
short-term liabilities (higher short-term operating 
liabilities). Operating efficiency (1.100) decreased 
by 0.001 percentage point compared to 2016, 
since operating revenue increased less operating 
expenses. Net return on equity (ROE) increased 
due to increased net profit achieved in 2017 com-
pared to 2016. The same way, net profit or loss 
affected return on assets (ROA) and, in turn, ROA 
affected assets excluding long-term investments. 
Compared to the previous year, these increased 
primarily due to increased profit or loss in 2017. 
In 2017, the investment rate grew by 21.8 per-
centage points, with respect to the previous year, 
due to increased investments and reached 56.7% 
and, considering all confounding external factors, 
investments realised in 2017 achieved 70.1% of 
those planned.

Within the scope of the set strategic goal 2 Attain-
ment of net profit or loss in line with the Energy 
Agency methodology laid down in the document 
Long-Term Strategic Plan (LSP) for 2016–2020, the 
Company identified the set and target values of key 
economic and technical indicators for monitoring 
business performance in the period of LSP 2016-
2020 validity.

Target values for 2017 are presented in Chapter 1.2.6 
and were achieved or surpassed at 5 economic indi-
cators (return on equity – ROE, return on corrected 
assets – ROA, expenses per electricity transmitted, 
loan repayment capacity, attainment of compa-

rable prices of power lease for secondary and terti-
ary control) and 5 technical indicators (exceeding 
admissible voltage in hours, energy not supplied due 
to element failure, amount of transmitted electricity 
per normalised length of the transmission network, 
available NTC with respect to the agreed NTC with 
individual TSO [APG, TERNA, HOPS], adequate provi-
sion of available and reliable connections for the pur-
poses of the Slovenian transmission network opera-
tions). The values, however, were not attained in two 
economic and one technical indicator.

A detailed explanation of individual indicators is 
below.

STRATEGIC INDICATORS AND COMPARISON WITH TARGET VALUES FROM LSP  
2016-2020



The indicator showing excess in maximum permis-
sible voltage provides the number of hours when 
maximum permissible voltage was exceeded. Maxi-
mum permissible voltage amounts to 420kV and 
245kV. One of the reasons to increase the number of 
hours when permissible voltage values are exceeded 
is the inclusion of additional metering points (12 
metering points were included since 2008, with 23 in 
2013). In 2017, maximum permissible voltage was 
exceeded for shorter time (by 100 hours) than in 
2016 and totalled 133 hours, and was experienced 
fewer times than is the average of the previous 5 
years and the target value for 2017.

Energy not supplied (ENS) shows energy that would 
have been supplied from the system had there not 
been a failure in the supply from the HV system. In 
2017, that indicator amounted to 0.0006% and 
increased compared to 2016, but was significantly 
lower than the 2011-2015 average, since that indi-
cator grew in 2012 due to the explosion of a circuit-
breaker at the Okroglo transmission system substa-
tion. The indicator achieved the target value in 2017 
and 2016, which is less than 0.01%. A substantially 
increased indicator for energy not supplied in 2017 
compared to 2016 can be attributed primarily to 
poor weather conditions (wet snow and heavy winds) 
in Slovenia in the first half of 2017.

The volume of electricity submitted per normalised 
length of the transmission network shows the elec-
tricity transmitted that was taken off the transmis-
sion network (consumption in Slovenia and delivery 
abroad) per normalised length of the network. In 
2017, 24,794MWh of electricity per kilometre of the 
network was transmitted, which is somewhat more 
than in 2016 and more than the average in the 
2011-2015 period. Hence, more MWh of electricity 
per network kilometre was transmitted in 2017 and 
2016 than is the target value, i.e. 21,526MWh of 
electricity per network kilometre.

The indicator showing the share of losses in electric-
ity transmission at border transmission lines (trans-
mitted electricity taken off the transmission network 
and used in Slovenia or delivered abroad) amounted 

to 1.67% in 2017 and slightly grew compared to 
2016. The share of losses in electricity transmission 
was slightly higher than the 2011-2015 average. 
The increased percentage of losses is the result of 
increased electricity flow and, hence, the decreased 
lag behind the target value.

The available NTC indicator, with respect to the 
agreed NTC with individual TSOs, shows the per-
centage of the planned transmission capacities that 
was in fact available and offered on the market at 
an individual border and direction. In the directions 
Slovenia-Italy and Croatia-Slovenia, the indicator 
for 2017 amounts to 100%, which is also the aver-
age in recent years, meaning that the planned vol-
umes were indeed offered. In the direction Austria-
Slovenia, the indicator for 2017 amounted to 77%. 
That value exceeds the indicator value for 2016, 
which amounted to 68%, but is still lower than a 
several-year average. Such a low value of the indica-
tor may largely be attributed to the high growth of 
production from renewable energy sources, primarily 
in Germany. High flows of that energy, via the Aus-
trian transmission network, cause great problems 
to the Austrian system operator, which is why the 
latter is forced to limit export at Austria’s southern 
border. In practice, that means decreased values of 
transmission capacities for market purposes. Com-
pared to target values in 2017 in the direction from 
Austria to Slovenia, the indicator fails to achieve the 
target value, but exceeds them in the directions from 
Croatia to Slovenia and from Slovenia to Italy.

The indicator showing adequate provision of avail-
able and reliable connections for operational pur-
poses of the Slovenian electricity transmission sys-
tem amounted to 99.884% in 2017 and increased 
compared to 2016, but was lower than the 2011-
2015 average and lower than the target value for 
2017. Availability at that network decreased due to 
the execution of the SDH upgrade and migration 
of users to the new network; however, services were 
not interrupted, since another network was put into 
operation at that time.

In 2017, the attainment of regulated return grew 
by 15.5 percentage points compared to the previous 
year, but fell behind the target value from LSP 2016-
2020 by 5.46 percentage points. The share of net 
profit before tax amounted to 89.54% compared to 
the corrected return (regulated return decreased by 
financing report form). The deviation from the target 
value is provided in the chapter ‘Regulatory impact 
on business performance’.

Return on equity (ROE) and return on corrected 
assets (ROA) are explained in the previous chapter.

Expenses per energy transmitted amount to €7.60/
MWh of electricity and increased with respect to the 
previous year due to increased expenses and a larger 
volume of transmitted electricity than in 2016. The 
target value of the indicator was exceeded both in 
2017 and 2016, since the target value of the indica-
tor is less than €9.27/MWh of electricity (lower than 
is the average of all TSOs).

Loan repayment capacity improved in 2017 (the 
indicator decreased by 0.79 percentage point with 
respect to the previous year), primarily due to the 
transfer of a share of network charge surplus from 
the regulation of the Energy Agency to provisions 
for future planned investments (cross-border trans-
mission capacity source, i.e. by setting up a sepa-
rate internal account for the planned investments in 
cross-border transmission capacities).

Investments per peak consumption increased by 
42% with respect to the previous year, but still fails 
to achieve the set target values. The realisation of 
investments in 2017 exceeded that in 2016, but still 
fell behind that planned.

The attainment of comparable prices of power 
lease for secondary and tertiary control shows 
the comparability of the attainment of power lease 
prices for secondary and tertiary control (separately 
by direction) in Slovenia with respect to prices in Aus-
tria. The indicator value amounted to 100.00 in 2016 
and 2017, since the prices set in contracts from 2013 
are taken into account.

2. Technical indicators

Table 16: Technical indicators

Ratio/year 2016 real. 2017 real.

Targets from LSP 
2016-2020

2017

Exceeding admissible voltage in hours 
(400kV = 425kV, 220kV = 245kV)

233 133 <775.5

Energy not supplied due to a failure of transmission 
network elements in %

0.0003 0.0006 <0.01

Electricity transmitted per normalised length of the 
transmission network in MWh/km

24,236 24,794 21,526

Share of losses in electricity transmission in % 1.53 1.67 =<1.46

Available NTC with respect to the NTC agreed 
with individual TSOs (APG, TERNA, HOPS) in % 
- Austria-Slovenia 
- Croatia-Slovenia 
- Slovenia-Italy
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Adequate provision of available and reliable 
connections 
for the purposes of the Slovenian transmission 
network in %

99.5930 99.8836 99.995

Note: 
- Data for TSO targets are calculated from data for 2016. 
- Normalised length (ELES): LNORM = L400 kV + a * L220 kV + b * L110 kV;c a=0.29, b=0.08   
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The indicator deviates from the target value prima-
rily due to a lower realisation of investments and 
reconstructions amounting to €49,509.4k and falling 
behind that planned by 43% (€37,750.1k). In 2017, 
the Company planned capitalised own services in 
the amount of €4,217.2k, but realised them in the 
amount of €3,039.7k. The difference amounting to 
€1,177.5k, with respect to that planned, refers to 
non-realised works in investments and reconstruc-
tions. The Company continues to face problems in 
the completion of the investment plan. Causes for 
delays or deviations between the plan and realisa-
tion refer primarily to external factors. Those are indi-
cated in detail in Chapter 2.1.2 Network expansion 
and maintenance. The realisation of investments 
and reconstructions would enable the realisation of 
planned capitalised own services and increase profit 
before tax by €1,177.5 and, as a result, the regulated 
return indicator by 7 percentage points.

The regulated return on assets indicator would have 
also been higher had the Company realised the take-
over of the 110kV network.According to the current 
methodology to assess the regulatory framework for 
the 2016-2018 period, the controlled cost of opera-
tion and maintenance depends on size of the network. 
Based on its business policy, the Company provided 
appropriate human and other resources in 2015 and 
2016 to take over that equipment as laid down in 
the Decree based on paragraph 4 of Article 35 of the 
Energy Act. Had the network been taken over, which 
could not be done as laid down in the Decree (Chap-
ter 2.1.2 Network expansion and maintenance) due to 
external factors, the Agency would recognise €313.2k 
more revenue to the Company for covering the cost 
of the takeover, which would raise profit before tax 
by €316.4k taking into account lower interest on the 
average surplus balance, thus also increasing regulated 
return indicator by 1.9 percentage points.

CREDIT RATING IN 2017
Table 17: Credit rating in 2017

Credit rating of ELES d.o.o. (source: gvin.com) 

Year Credit rating Dynamic rating Based on data for 

2013 B1 ++ 2012

2014 B1 ++ 2013

2015 B1 ++ 2014

2016 A1 ++ 2015

2017 A1 ++ 2016

Chart 29: Attainment of corrected regulated return in %

The credit rating for 2017 is based on the data pro-
vided by the Agency of the Republic of Slovenia for 
Public Legal Records and Related Services (AJPES) 
for 2016. The annual score, using the Bisnode (Gvin) 
d.o.o. methodology, is based on a financial assess-
ment and 6 selected financial indicators (indicators 
of liquidity, solvency, debt servicing, credit exposure 
to business, operating return on assets, asset turno-

ver ratio) and the comparison of the credit score for 
two consecutive years (establishment of model sta-
bility). The score also includes data on the industry, 
company size and type of entity. In 2017, the Com-
pany again received a credit score of A1, the same 
as in 2016, based on improved credit exposure indi-
cator and, hence, a better total general score.

REGULATORY IMPACT ON BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

In 2017, profit or loss before tax amounted to 
€15,028.9k and the corrected regulated return 
amounted to €16,784.6k. The term “corrected regu-
lated return” is defined by ELES as regulated return, 
determined on the based on applicable Agency 
methodology and decreased by the financing report 
form. Regulated return is intended for the coverage 
of financing expenses, expected return on equity and 
corporate income tax. 

When comparing corrected regulated return and 
achieved profit or loss before tax, the indicator of reg-
ulated return attainment is obtained, which amounts 
to 89.54% for 2017 and falls behind the target value 
from LSP 2016-2020 by 5.46 percentage points. The 
chart below shows changes in the regulated return 
indicator since 2013. It is evident that in 2017 ELES 
achieved the best result of the last 5 years.

Table 18: Impact of a regulated return on business performance

Item Amount Attainment of regulated 
return

1 Profit before tax for 2017  15,028,938 € 89.5%

2 Increase in capitalised own services  1,177,530 € 7.0%

3 Increase in NSDV - acquisition of 110kV with interest  316,355 € 1.9%

4 Profit before tax after the increase (1+2+3)  16,522,823 € 98.4%

It is evident that the regulated return attainment 
indicator would exceed the target value of 95% (it 
would amount to 98.42%) had the Company had 
conditions to fully realise investments and recon-

structions as well as the takeover of the 110kV net-
work, meaning that ELES successfully pursues the 
goal to equalise corrected regulated return and total 
profit or loss before tax.



Table 19: Employee data

Data on employees 2017 2016 2015

No. of employees as at 31 Dec 566 566 546

Average No. of employees in the year 565 561 540

Average age 46 let 46 let 46 let

Average period of service 22 let 22 let 22 let

Share of employed men 78 % 78 % 79 %

Share of employed women 22 % 22 % 21 %

Permanent employees 562 557 543

Fixed-term employees 4 9 3

Full-time employees 564 565 545

Part-time employees 2 1 1

Employees on parental leave 9 9 4

Share of employed disabled persons 3.7 % 3.9 % 3.7 %

Share of employees with no less than higher education 54.2 % 52.7 % 50.7 %

Employees

Employees are the key factor in value creation. 
By internalising values adopted at Company level, 
employees actively include them in their everyday 
business and private life, thus putting the Company 
mission and vision into effect. 

Hence, the Company strives to create favourable 
working conditions in various ways and maintain a 
low level of employee fluctuation. The principles of 
business ethics and corporate culture as laid down in 
the Company’s Code of Ethics in 2013 are observed 
in everyday work.

HR management dynamically pursues the adopted 
strategic goal of Comprehensive HR management, 
which is intended:
• to develop a healthy working environment, 
• for the concern for the development and well-being 

of associates, 
• to increase employee efficiency and motivation, 
• to develop an adequate relationship between 

employees and the Company, 

• to provide efficient tools to manage associates, 
• to increase satisfaction and positive energy at the 

Company. 

Number and structure of employees: As at 31 
December 2017, the Company employed 566 peo-
ple, the same as at the end of 2016. In the last 4 
years, the average age of employees, which was 46 
in 2017, and the average period of service, which is 
22 years, did not change. 

The gender-related share of employees has remained 
the same for the second year, i.e. 78% male and 
22% female. Furthermore, the ratio at leading posi-
tions did not change compared to 2016. Of 7% 
of employees at leading positions (division direc-
tors, service heads, centre managers), only 2% are 
women.

As at the end of 2017, 99.3% of all employees were 
employed permanently and 99.6% for full time.
In 2017, like in 2016, 9 employees went on parental 
leave, one of whom was male.

2.2.2  PEOPLE: RELATIONS WITH EMPLOYEES AND THE 
GENERAL PUBLIC

Changes in the number of employees: Notably, the 
Company has an extremely low level of employee 
fluctuation. In 2017, 14 persons were recruited, 5 

of whom permanently or for the term of apprentice-
ship. An employment relationship was terminated 
for 14 employees, 9 of whom went to retirement.

Table 20: Employee arrivals and departures by gender and age group

Age groups (in years)

men women up to 20 21 to 30 31 to 40 41 to 50 51 to 60 61 to 70 71 and 
more

Arrivals 11 3 0 4 6 3 1 0 0

Departures 11 3 0 0 2 1 1 9 1

Table 21: Number of employees by location

Location 2017 2016 2015

Ljubljana Hajdrihova 287 282 267

Ljubljana Kleče 33 33 32

Ljubljana Beričevo 87 87 86

Maribor 66 68 63

Podlog 32 34 34

Nova Gorica 18 18 19

Divača 43 44 45

Total 566 566 546
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Despite spending 18.4% less on employee educa-
tion and training in 2017 than in 2016, the Company 
realised 9,378 training hours, which is only 4% 
fewer training hours than held in 2016. On average, 
every employee attended 17 hours of training, like 
in the previous year. Employees obtained additional 
knowledge at expert seminars, courses and expert 
conferences in the energy sector, IT and telecommu-
nications.

As many as 535 employees were included in peri-
odic safety and health at work training. The amount 
showing the cost of training clearly shows that a 
part of training was conducted using own personnel, 
which substantially reduced that cost.

Work-study programmes: In 2017, 5 employees 
whose studies were fully financed by ELES success-
fully completed their studies and obtained a higher 
level of education pursuant to the work-study pro-
gramme agreement. In line with the Company 
interest, 18 employees were enrolled in studies, 1 of 
whom terminated studies. In the 2017/2018 aca-
demic year, 5 employees were included in the acqui-
sition of a higher level of professional education, 4 of 
whom enrolled in a higher vocational college, study 
programme of Electricity. 

Employment of disabled persons: As at 31 Decem-
ber 2017, 19 persons with category III disabilities 
and 2 persons with category II disabilities were 
employed. Most disabled persons are employed 
at Transmission Network Infrastructure Centres 
(TNIC). All employees whose disability category has 
been laid down in a decision issued by the Pension 
and Disability Insurance Institute of Slovenia were 
assigned to appropriate job positions. Pursuant to 
the legally prescribed quota for the employment of 
disabled persons, which is 6%, the Company should 
employ 34 disabled persons on average in 2017. 
Since the Company fails to achieve the prescribed 

quota, it had to pay a contribution of €87,218.67 in 
2017 for the promotion of employment for disabled 
persons.

Education and professional (technical) training: 
The educational structure again improved in 2017. 
At the end of 2017, 71.6% of employees had at least 
post-secondary education, which is 11.0 percentage 
points more than in 2016. A PhD (13) and Master’s 
decree (50) were held by 11.1% of all employees.

Chart30: Study-work programmes

Table 22: Educational structure

Level of education No. of employees 
31 Dec 2017

No. of employees 
31 Dec 2016

No. of employees 
31 Dec 2015

PhD 13 10 8

Master's degree 50 48 37

Bachelor's degree 158 160 162

Higher 86 80 70

Post-secondary 98 103 104

Secondary 105 108 105

Other 56 57 60

Total No. of employees 566 566 546

Employees were systematically included in various 
training programmes, thus ensuring that they per-
formed their jobs and duties successfully and with 
due quality. The identification of training needs was 
largely affected by changes in technology, novelties 
in the electricity sector and a need for preserving 
the skills and knowledge already acquired at certain 
job positions. Because of that, a substantial share 
of funds is intended for professional training for 
employees, thus providing successful and safe 
work.

Thematic training: A great deal of employees were 
included in various training courses, in order to 
complement and enrich their work experiences and 
professional education. Most participants attended 
training in safety and health at work and expert 

conferences pertaining to energy, IT and telecom-
munications. Knowledge of foreign languages was 
upgraded by 41 employees who attended foreign 
language courses at various levels, which is 6.8% less 
than in 2016. They renewed and upgraded primarily 
the knowledge of English. In line with the job needs 
and legislative requirements, knowledge was also 
upgraded by employees working with power plants 
(switch officer in the electricity system, dispatch 
officer in the electricity system) and employees 
who occasionally perform works under low voltage. 
Employees performing internal assessments of man-
agement systems renewed their knowledge of the 
quality management and environmental manage-
ment system. Furthermore, training was organised 
for all employees to the topic of workplace harass-
ment identification and prevention.

Table 23: Training hours and costs 

Training hours and costs 2017 2016 2015

No. of training hours 9.378 9.792 4.799

Total training costs (in €) 183.107 232.354 226.951

No. of training hours per employee 17 17 9

Training costs per employee (in €) 324 411 416
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Parental leave: Employed parents may use various 
forms of parental leave, with which the Company 
provides a higher level of social security to young 
families than the Slovenian average. Young moth-
ers may, as a rule, continue working on the job they 
had before they went on maternity leave. The data 
also shows that more and more men decided to use 

paternity leave. With respect to 2016, that option 
was used by 44.4% more men in 2017.

Young families are also supported financially. 
Namely, the Company gives employees €500.00 for 
each newly born child.

Linking with potential young human resources: 
The Company is aware of the need to link with 
young people who represent potential future 
human resources for the Company, which is why it 
establishes links with secondary school and university 
students studying electrical engineering and IT as 
early as at the time of their studies. Secondary school 
and university students of electrical engineering, IT 
and telecommunications who may be key human 
resources for the Company are closely monitored. 
By providing practical education or occasional work, 
ELES allows them to meet a certain job and learn 
about Company activities. 

Practical work was provided to 22 young persons in 
2017, 16 of whom were secondary school students 
and 6 were university students, who altogether per-
formed 5,528 hours of mandatory practical work.

The Company earmarked €15,700 for summer jobs 
for employees’ children, which is 39.4% less than in 
2016. Summer jobs were performed by 55 students, 
children of employees. Due to reduced funds for stu-
dent work, each one performed 80 hours of summer 
work, which is why the number of hours performed 
within the scope of summer student work fell by 
47.8% with respect to 2016.

In 2017, the Company had 3 scholarship recipients, 
2 of whom successfully completed their studies. One 
student continues to receive the Company scholar-
ship. No Company scholarship was granted in the 
2017/2018 academic year.

Annual interviews: As one of the tools for systematic 
planning of employee development, the Company 
conducted annual interviews for the 4th year. Man-
agers conducted an interview of the strategic goals 
and sub-goals of the Company with their subordi-
nates and developed personal goals together with 
them, so that each employee can contribute to the 
common Company success.

Between March and October, 484 interviews were 
conducted, which is 85.5% realisation or higher 
realisation by 4 percentage points than in the previ-
ous year.

Employee absence: Due to sick leave, the Company 
lost 60,085 working hours in 2017, which is 5.2% of 
the total annual number of hours for regular work. 
With respect to 2016, the number of hours spent 
in sick leave by Company employees increased by 
34.3% in 2017.  

Chart 31: No. of summer student work hours performed Table 24: Sick leave

YEAR / working hours Sickness 
benefits charged 
to the Company

Sickness 
benefits charged 

to ZZZS

Total sickness 
benefits

Share of sickness 
benefits in total 

working hours (in %)

2015 20,076 24,387 44,463 4.0

2016 21,011 23,723 44,734 3.8

2017 27,583 32,502 60,085 5.2

Table 25: Parental leave and gift-giving upon birth

Parental leave and gift-giving upon birth 2017 2016 2015

No. of women on maternity leave (105 days) 4 7 5

No. of women on childcare leave (up to 260 days) 8 10 3

No. of men on childcare leave (up to 260 days) 1 1 1

No. of men on paternity leave (15 days + up to 75 days) 26 18 15

Paternity leave hours 1,936 1,440 1,440

Gift-giving upon birth (in €) 9,000 9,000 8,500

Safety and health at work: The safety and health 
at work sector was included in the Corporate Security 
Service in 2017. ELES meets all legislative require-
ments relating to the protection of employees’ 
safety and health at work by consistently carrying 
out activities for theoretical and practical employee 
training for safe work, preventive medical check-ups, 
organisation and adjustment of the working envi-
ronment, and training and informing employees of 
the concern for own health. The Company is bound 
to do so under the occupational safety and health 
management system certificate (BS OHSAS 18001). 
With the Safety statement with risk assessment, revi-
sion No.: 3, by ELES d.o.o., a programme was adopted 
to meet the requirements laid down in occupational 

safety and health regulations and to reduce the risks 
and adversity identified in the risk assessment to 
the minimum possible level. Suitable personnel and 
funds have been provided by the Company for suc-
cessful execution of the programme.



ELES promotes and co-finances leisure time for ele-
mentary school children attending 1st to, and includ-
ing, 5th grade. In 2017, 61 children were included in 
various institutions rendering organised childcare. 
The measure was used by 36.8% of eligible employ-
ees’ children in 2017. 

By implementing measures within the scope of the 
Family Friendly Company certificate, the Company 
allows its employees to coordinate their career and 
family life more easily. 

Additional benefits for employees: In 2001, ELES 
approached to supplementary voluntary pension 
insurance due to the provision of increased social 
security to employees after retirement. According 
to the applicable pension scheme for voluntary sup-
plementary pension insurance, the Company pays 
in 60% of the full maximum insurance premium 
amount, which amounted to 5.844% of the monthly 
employee salary in 2017. The amount of the con-
tribution depends on the age group in which an 
employee is included and on whether the employee 
alone pays the difference to the maximum amount 
of the insurance premium. ELES pays the full insur-
ance premium to all employees aged 45 or more.

Despite all activities carried out throughout the year, 5 accidents took place at work with minor consequences, 
one of which put an employee on sick leave for 1720 hours.

Table 26: Accident at work

YEAR ACCIDENTS AT WORK

No. of accidents No. of lost working hours

2015 6 1,448

2016 2 48

2017 5 2,184

The number of accidents at work in 2017 fell by 
26.5% compared to the average number of acci-
dents for the 2012-2016 period, while the number 
of lost working hours due to accidents at work in 
2017 grew, compared to the mentioned average, by 
59.8% (due to the already mentioned long-lasting 
sick leave by one employee). The level of the provi-
sion of employee safety and health at work, there-
fore, increased in 2017 with respect to previous aver-
age values.

Promotion of health at work: The promotion of 
health at work is carried out under the slogan “STAY 
HEALTHY!” (ZDRAVI ZASE!). Its purpose is to pre-
serve and strengthen the employees’ physical and 
mental health, keep a healthy lifestyle and raise 
concern for personal health and the creation of a 
positive working environment. The team appointed 
for the promotion of health at work at the Company 
includes representatives of all sectors and organisa-
tional units.
Based on an analysis of statistical data provided by 
the National Institute of Public Health on sick leave 
at ELES, a comparison with companies dealing with 
electricity supply and an online survey conducted 
among employees, the Company laid down priori-
ties and adopted a set of measures and activities to 
promote health at work and carried them out in the 
previous two years pursuant to the plan for the pro-
motion of health at work:

-  Training workshops
Pursuant to the adopted annual programme of 
activities for the promotion of health at work, 10 
training workshops were held for employees at 
all Company units to the topic of workplace 
burnout, healthy lifestyle and nutrition, aware-
ness raising on risks for cardiovascular diseases. 
The topics of training workshops were selected on 
the basis of proposals put forth by associates and 
the results of an internal survey. The Company 
was pleased with the employees’ response and 
attendance at individual workshops, which is why 
it will continue similar activities in future.

-  Co-funding sports activities 
The work group for the promotion of health at 
work published a call for co-funding the purchase 
of monthly or season tickets for employees’ sports 
activities (recreation, fitness, pilates, swimming, 
skiing and similar) in order to promote physical 
activity and a healthy lifestyle.

Concern for employee satisfaction: The validity of 
the full Family Friendly Company certificate was 
extended successfully and the Company will continue 
implementing the measures adopted in line with the 
audit decision by 2020. Employees can use 18 differ-
ent measures to coordinate their career and private 
life more easily. Two measures that were not used in 
the past were replaced with new ones. 

Table 27: Supplementary pension insurance

Supplementary pension insurance 2017 2016 2015

No. of employees included as at the end of the year 556 557 537

Share of employees included 98 % 98 % 98 %

Total premium paid by ELES  (in €) 1,075,347 1,031,363 971,318

Total premium paid by employees (in €) 42,693 42,813 41,707

Concern for employees outside working hours: ELES 
holds holiday facilities in Slovenia (Golte, Portorož, 
Terme Banovci, Terme Čatež) and in Croatia (Bar-
bariga, Krk, Mali Lošinj, Pag, Poreč, Rab, Stinica). They 

are intended to provide conditions for a holiday, rec-
reation and maintenance of physical and mental fit-
ness of Company employees. 
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Employees are also active in the ELES Sport Soci-
ety (ŠD ELES), which was established on 29 October 
2002. Initially, ŠD ELES had 68 members, but the 
number grew to 373 in 2017 (66% of all employees). 
ŠD ELES includes Company employees and retired 
persons. ŠD ELES encourages employees to engage 
in sports and recreation at all Company locations, 

organises matches for members, sports games at 
the Company Day, visits to major sports events, 
attendance at runners’ and cycling marathons as 
well as exercise at fitness centres. Members take part 
in competitions organised within the scope of the 
Slovenian electricity sector and in competitions with 
related societies from abroad.

Employee satisfaction measurements from vari-
ous aspects of work: In 2017, employee satisfac-
tion measurements involved an anonymous survey 
in which 404 employees took part, which is 71.9% 
of all Company employees, or 3.8 percentage 
points fewer than in 2016. Analyses of collected data 
showed that employees are generally very satis-
fied with employment continuity, working hours, 
work conditions, work, associates, possibilities for 
education, the Company Director, their immediate 
superior officer, atmosphere in their work groups, 
adopted measures within the scope of the Family 
Friendly Company, their position at the Company, 
Head of the Transmission Network Infrastructure 
Centre, promotion of health at work and mutual 

relations. Using a 6-level scale, the mentioned cat-
egories were given a score between 5.53 and 4.50. A 
slightly lower, but still above the Slovenian average, 
score was achieved in employee satisfaction with the 
general atmosphere among employees (4.31), salary 
(4.12) and possibilities for promotion (3.78). 

The overall employee satisfaction with various 
aspects of work is very high, amounting to 4.70 and 
thus substantially exceeding the Slovenian average. 
With respect to 2016, the overall satisfaction in 2017 
decreased by only 0.2%, but still exceeded the value 
of the strategic indicator laid down in the Long-Term 
Strategic Plan for 2016-2020 by 0.25 points.

In 2017, ŠD ELES organised:
• a members’ meeting at Cerklje 

na Gorenjskem,
• a skiing competition in Krvavec,
• a visit to ski flying in Planica,
• skiing in Italy at the start and 

end of the skiing season,
• a sports weekend in Poreč,
• 8 hikes (Kopitnik, Snežnik, Trdinov 

vrh, Pohorje, Palec, Ciprnik, Cerje 
and Šentrupert),

• a sports competition entitled 
“Elesijada” in Cirkovci,

• a meeting with ŠD Mavir in 
Laško,

• 3 meetings with ŠD EIMV in 
Ljubljana,

• running and cycling marathons,
• sports hall activities (badminton, 

tennis, ninepin bowling, bowling, 
swimming, fitness).

Elesijada 2017

ELES-Mavir meeting in 2017

Chart 32: Employee satisfaction measurements from various aspects of work
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Regular meetings between the Director and repre-
sentatives of the Workers’ Council and representative 
trade unions provide information and involvement 
of employee representatives in Company activities 
and direct resolution of affairs that fall within their 
competence. The extended board meeting of 6 sec-
tor directors and management service heads meets 
once a week with the Director, and board meetings 
by Company division are also held once a week. 

Being aware that a good climate at the Company 
also requires an informal gathering of employees 
from units throughout Slovenia, the Company organ-
ises the ELES Sports Day every summer and a New 
Year’s celebration in winter.

Cooperation with the general social 
environment

With a positive attitude and actions, the Company 
promotes the principles of socially responsible actions 
in a business and social environment, which it co-cre-
ates. The Company participates in the development 
of the profession, raises energy and radiation literacy, 
and supports the activities of numerous organisa-
tions and exceptional individuals.

Strengthening energy and radiation literary: The 
public takes electricity for granted, as an asset that is 
available wherever and whenever they need it. They 
are not aware that there is a well-coordinated sys-
tem behind it. They are not aware that transmission 
lines and other elements of the transmission network 
are vital to bring electricity to their homes. Ordinar-
ily, they become aware of it in the case of an out-
age. To encourage the public to deliberate and raise 
awareness of the fact that electricity cannot be taken 
for granted and that ELES sees to it that it is made 
available at any moment by managing the Slovenian 
electricity system, the Company supports activities to 
strengthen energy literacy. 

Visits to the National Control Centre: Although ELES 
manages infrastructure, which is vital for the opera-
tions of the entire Company, its doors are not closed to 
organised groups of people who wish to learn about 
Company activities. The National Control Centre, 
which is the heart of the Slovenian electricity system, 
hosted a number of groups from Slovenia and abroad 
this year. Visitors from Slovenia were representatives 
of the Government and parliamentary parties, vari-
ous companies, secondary school and university stu-
dents and other interest groups. Transmission system 
substations in Beričevo, Kleče, Okroglo, Divača, Gorica, 
Podlog and Pekre hosted 23 groups.

All employees receive the “e-omrežje” 
online newsletter once a month, 
which holds major news from the 
previous month on events at the 
Company, while the Company issues 
a topical magazine entitled Naše 
omrežje once a year. Email is used 
for important information that must 
be learned by all employees as soon 
as possible. 

Employees are also informed of 
Company activities and of other 
electricity undertakings through pub-
lications on the www.nas-stik.si por-
tal and in the Naš stik magazine.

Measurement of work values: In 2015, ELES iden-
tified 6 work values: responsibility, cooperation, per-
sistence, reliability, engagement and knowledge. 

When measuring work values in 2017, employees 
selected responsibility as the most important work 

value at ELES, the same as in 2016. This is followed 
by reliability and knowledge, which switched in the 
order of importance with respect to 2016. Coopera-
tion, engagement and persistence kept the same 
position in 2017 as in 2016 and 2015.

Communication with employees: ELES strategically 
plans and manages internal communications and its 
tools and techniques to improve efficiency. Hence, it 
seeks to improve understanding and relations with 
employees, affect their motivations and efficiently 
respond to crisis situations. The Company is aware 
that quality mutual relations are a prerequisite for 
organisational excellence. Employees are informed 
of the Company mission, vision, values, strategy and 
operations.

Since units are located throughout Slovenia, effi-
cient communication is indeed important. The cen-
tral communication tool is the intranet portal “Eles-
net”, offering employees important information on 
Company operations, various important documents 
(Company acts, organisational regulations, minutes 
on workers’ council meetings, etc.) and other con-
tents that may facilitate work (proposals for letters, 
presentations, internal directory, vocabularies, etc.). 

Chart 33: Measurement of work values



In 2017, the Company again supported activities 
in the EN-LITEproject (www.en-lite.si), which strives 
to strengthen energy literacy among various stake-
holders. This time, special attention was placed on 
strengthening radiation literacy. In spring, the 
publication entitled “Energy, radiation, life: Facts 
and myths on radiation in everyday life” was issued, 
which was in autumn upgrades with the iSevanje 
web application (www.i-sevanje.si). 

Furthermore, the Company again supported 
the activities of the DOVES Society – the Eco-
School international programme. The Company 
ensured the issue of learning material entitled 
Yesterday, today, tomorrow – the past forming 
the present, within the scope of which one sec-
tion was also intended for learning the basics 
of electromagnetic radiation and the execution 
of an Eco-Quiz, a competition in the knowledge 
of ecology for secondary school students. The 
school competition was attended by 2,877 stu-
dents from 56 secondary schools. The national 
competition was attended by 272 students from 
53 secondary schools.

Cooperation with young people: 
Special attention is also placed on 
energy literacy among young peo-
ple. Hence, the Company again or, 
rather, for the 6th consecutive time 
joined forces with Gen energija, the 
Milan Vidmar Electric Power Research 
Institute and the Faculty of Electri-
cal Engineering at the University of 
Ljubljana and organised an educa-
tional festival secondary school stu-
dents entitled Elektrofest. 

The operation of the electricity sys-
tem was presented to young people 
and, for the first time, also a video 
showing the importance of electricity.

Highlights from Elektrofest 2017

Web application

Winners of Eco-Quiz

Publication

Awareness-raising video
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The Fala-Laško Museum of Electric Power Transmis-
sion: Although technical heritage of transmission activ-
ities was not systematically collected in the past, many 
vintage display items were preserved throughout dec-
ades. ELES managed to collect a number of precious 
remains of Slovenian technical heritage and opened 
the Fala-Laško Museum of Electric Power Transmission 
in Laško on 8 October 2004, upon the 80th anniversary 
of transmission activities at the Laško transmission sys-
tem substation. The Museum, which preserves unique 
heritage featuring the development of transmission 

activities in Slovenia, is also one of the rare museums 
of its kind in Europe.

Museum visits have been arranged with all electrical 
engineering schools (from secondary schools to fac-
ulties) in Slovenia, so that the Museum is visited every 
year by at least one grade. In addition to secondary 
school and university students, visitors to the Museum 
are also random tourists, hikers, groups of pensioners. 
So far, the Museum was visited by 2590 visitors, 181 of 
whom in 2017.

Cooperation in expert discussions: ELES experts 
are regularly included in public debates on energy 
future and energy challenges in Slovenia. In 2017, 
they again participated in the design of the Slov-
enian energy concept and at a number of energy 

conferences held at home and abroad as lecturers 
and speakers. In September, the Company organ-
ised an expert meeting at which it shed light on 
the importance of the role of smart grids within the 
scope of the Slovenian Energy Concept. 

Strengthening knowledge through the website: While renewing the ELES website, the Company set up a section 
entitled Treasury of knowledge, within the scope of which the public is informed of interesting and instructive facts 
regarding electricity transmission. 

Sponsorships and donations: An important part of 
responsibility to the social environment in which the 
Company operates is support for organisations, socie-
ties and outstanding individuals. When selecting recipi-
ents of sponsorship funds and donations, the Com-
pany pursues the principle of balance and dispersion. 
In 2017, the Company provided sponsorship funds 
to individuals and organisations working in sports, 
culture, science and education and donations to 
individuals and organisations dealing with humani-
tarian affairs and environment protection. The 
Company believes that it contributes not only to more 
successful activities of recipients of funds, but also to 
a more quality life in communities in which they work.

Pursuant to the Public Information Access Act, all 
recipients of sponsorships and donations are pub-
lished on the Company website www.eles.si under 
the section Public Sector Information.  

Chart 34: Sponsorships and donations by  
       purpose

Highlights from the ELES expert meeting

Treasury Knowledge section on the renewed website

The Fala-Laško Museum of Electric Power Transmission
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Environmental aspect of power plant construction: 
Power plant construction is carried out on the basis 
of applicable regulations relating to nature conser-
vation, protection of the environment and natural 
resources, water management. During construction 
works, the Company strives to use existing roads 
and paths as much as possible, while site surfaces 
are maximally limited, thus reducing the negative 
impact on existing vegetation and forest. 

Within the scope of transmission line construction, 
the Company implements all measures prescribed, 
including reuse of excavated earth, use of indigenous 
bush and tree varieties in the rehabilitation of forest 
edges, the planting of substitute forest islands at 
individual locations and installation of visual mark-
ings (marking conductors and earth wire). In future, 
the Company also plans to set up individual substi-
tute habitats, such as an extensive hay meadows on 
fields, preservation of a floodplain forest for the pres-
ervation of protected forest bird species, their habitat 
and similar.     

Preservation of biodiversity in power plant mainte-
nance: Before starting maintenance works on trans-
mission line alignments in the Natura 2000 area or in 
areas of natural values, the Company obtains a per-
mit for works in nature from the locally competent 
administrative unit laying down conditions for the 
execution of works and the period in which the works 
are permitted. Before carrying out works in a forest or 
forested area, the Company obtains the consent of 
the Slovenian Forest Service. Transmission line align-
ments erected on forested land are maintained by 
cutting undergrowth that does not exceed the thick-
ness of 10cm at breast height. Undergrowth is also 
cut down in all water courses and land reclamation 
channels. Maintenance works are performed so as 
not to endanger the natural biotic environment.

Company activities relating to environment pro-
tection derive from the guidelines laid down in the 
Environmental Management Policy. Electric power 
transmission plants and equipment are located in a 
prudent manner, seeking to minimise their impact 
on the environment and people. State-of-the-art 
technology is used in all areas of work and natural 
resources, materials and energy are handled with 
due responsibility. That is reflected in Company 
investments in the development of the electricity 
transmission network.

In 2017, most investment funds were spent on 
updating and installing devices for waste water 
drainage, energy efficiency improvement of 
buildings and provision of outdoor lighting. Most 
expenses related to utilities, supply of water from the 
public water distribution system and electromag-
netic radiation measurements. 

The result of responsible Company activities is also 
the fact that no spillage of hazardous substances 
occurred in 2017 and that no fine was received in 
relation with environment protection.  

Chart 35: Expenses and investments

2.2.3  ENVIRONMENT: DUE DILIGENCE IN THE MANAGEMENT 
OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND SPATIAL IMPACTS
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Consumption of materials in power plant construc-
tion: The use of materials within the scope of trans-
mission network construction complies with legal 
regulations and guidelines. The material installation 
procedure is closely monitored and the data obtained 
is considered within the scope of each project. The 
overview of material consumption includes the con-

struction of the ELES Beričevo Technology Centre, 
which commenced in 2017, and the construction 
of the 2 x 110kV Maribor-Cirkovce transmission line, 
which was completed in 2017. Of the 4,344 insula-
tors installed in the 2 x 110kV Maribor-Cirkovce trans-
mission line, 72% of insulators were disassembled 
from the old transmission line.  

There are 14.4% of high-voltage transmission lines 
at 400kV, 220kV and 110kV voltage levels running 
through Natura 2000 areas.

Diagram 5: Transmission lines in Natura  
           2000

The map shows that the largest share of high-volt-
age transmission lines run through Natura 2000 
SPA areas, which are important for birds, over the 
territory of southwest and west Slovenia and in the 
area of the Drava river in east Slovenia. 

In order to reduce the probability of crashes into 
high-voltage transmission line conductors, the 
Company set up bird alarms in recent years at indi-
vidual sections of the 2 x 400kV Beričevo-Krško and 2 
x 110kV Beričevo-Trbovlje transmission lines. 

High-voltage transmission line towers also represent 
new living spaces for birds. When maintaining high-
voltage transmission lines, any finds of live nests 
are recorded and the nests are left on transmission 
line towers. The largest number of nests was found 
on the 2 x 110kV Kleče-Medvode-Labore-Okroglo II 
transmission line, which may be attributed to the fact 
that the alignment runs along the Sava river, which is 
a favourable habitat for birds.

Bird alarms

Bird nesting on transmission lines

Chart 36: Bird nesting on high-voltage transmission line towers in central Slovenia

Table 28: Consumption of materials

Consumption of material Unit Amount

ELES Technology Centre, Beričevo

Concrete m3 4,663.00

Iron t 661.00

2x110kV Maribor-Cirkovce transmission line

Concrete m3 1,993.94

Steel frames t 240.90

Aluminium + steel + alloys t 72.22

Conductor m 58,720.00

Optical ground wire cable (OPGW) m 18,515.00

Insulator sets pcs 324.00

Insulators pcs 1,200.00

Insulators from existing transmission line pcs 31,440.00
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Water consumption: The water used in Company 
processes is taken from the public water distribution 
system. The volume of water used increased sub-
stantially in 2017 compared to previous years due 
to the construction of the ELES Beričevo Technology 
Centre, replacement of the T412 transformer at the 

Maribor transmission system substation, renovation 
of the switching station and facility at the Hudo sub-
station, construction of GIS at the Pekre transmission 
system substation and the renovation of a courtyard 
at the Podlog transmission system substation.

Energy consumption: Guidelines relating to effi-
cient energy use and focus on continuous reduc-
tion of operating costs at plants continued to be 
the basis for activities in energy consumption in 
2017. The energy efficiency improvement of build-
ings at the Podlog transmission system substation, 
which commenced in 2017 and will be completed in 
2019. The planned energy efficiency improvements 
in future years will help reduce the energy used for 

the buildings. In energy consumption for vehicles, it is 
planned to replace vehicles with new and low energy 
vehicles, thus helping to reduce energy consump-
tion per vehicle. Furthermore, ELES has prepared a 
plan to erect charging stations. The total annual esti-
mate on the volume of energy consumed includes 
energy consumption for buildings and energy con-
sumption for vehicles and work machinery. A larger 
share of energy is used for building. 

Investments in the replacement of outdoor lighting in previous years contributed to electricity savings. In 2016 and 
2017, 1,462GJ of energy was saved annually for the use of outdoor lighting. 

Chart 38: Energy consumption with  
       respect to purpose

Chart 37: Energy consumption

Chart 39: Electricity savings in the use of outdoor lighting from 2013 to 2017

Chart 40: Water consumption
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Carbon footprint: The calculation of the carbon 
footprint for 2017 took into account major areas 
of Company activity, i.e. direct emissions (leak-
age of SF

6
 gas from high-voltage equipment, 

emissions from vehicles and emission from other 
equipment) and indirect emissions (energy 
losses during electricity transmission and elec-

tricity consumption for buildings). The carbon 
footprint of the mentioned activities amounts to 
193,756 tonnes of CO

2
. The largest share of the 

carbon footprint are energy losses in electric-
ity transmission, i.e. 97.58% of the estimated 
carbon footprint for the Company.

tone ekvivalenta CO2 %

Leakage of SF
6 0 0

Emissions from 
vehicles 694.34 0.358

Emissions from 
work machinery 8.84 0.005

Emissions from 
air conditioning 22.13 0.011

Emissions from 
combustion 
installations

44.44 0.023

Emissions 
from diesel 
generators

5.88 0.003

tone ekvivalenta CO2 %

Losses in the 
transmission 

network
189,067.36 97.580

District heating 241.39 0.125

Electricity 
consumption 
for buildings

3,671.46 1.895

Emissions and SF
6
gas recycling: SF

6
 gas, which 

can be found in sealed parts of certain high-voltage 
equipment, functions as an insulator, thus ensur-
ing the proper functioning of the equipment. When 
operational, such equipment does not cause green-
house effects on the environment. With properly 
qualified repairmen, the Company makes sure that 
there is no leakage of SF6

 in the air during equip-
ment maintenance (e.g. gas capture), while the 
installation of new equipment is entrusted only 
to properly qualified providers. Monitoring and 

maintenance are used to prevent the leakage of 
fluorinated greenhouse gas SF6

 from high-voltage 
equipment to the maximum possible extent.  

The volume of SF
6
 in use amounted to 11,935.9 kilo-

grams in 2017, which amounts to 2,950.8kg more 
than in 2016. Increased volume is the result of the 
plants taken over and the new GIS at the Pekre trans-
mission system substation. In 2017, 23.5 kilograms 
of SF

6
 gas was recycled and reused. 

Chart 41: Total volume of SF6 in HV equipment

Diagram 6: Carbon footprint

Chart 42: SF6 gas (in kilograms)

ELES carbon footprint
193,756 tonnes CO2

DIRECT EMISSIONS INDIRECT EMISSIONS
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Annual volumes of hazardous waste depend on the 
reconstructions under way. Large volumes of haz-
ardous waste in 2013 and 2017 are related with the 
replacement of high-voltage equipment (oil from high-
voltage equipment and discarded equipment that con-
tains hazardous substances).

In 2017, the volumes of hazardous waste increased 
substantially. The largest share was produced with 
the disassembly of a power transformer at the Mari-
bor and Divača transmission system substations, 
which is a waste product from disassembly (paper 
insulation contaminated by oil, bituminous mixtures, 

mineral-based non-chlorinated oils and discarded 
equipment). Furthermore, the largest share of the 
hazardous waste is water contaminated by oil that is 
pumped during the cleaning of oil leakage sumps and 
oil separators for power transformers. 

Annual volumes of non-hazardous waste has also 
fluctuated in recent years, which was also the result 
of plant reconstructions. The largest share of non-haz-
ardous waste includes construction waste (soil and 
rocks, bituminous mixtures, concrete, iron and steel). 

Increased volumes of non-hazardous waste emerged 
due to the implementation of projects, i.e. the recon-
struction of the switching station at Hudo substation, 
construction of a new GIS switching station at the 
Pekre transmission system substation, reconstruc-
tion of the 110kV Maribor-Cirkovce transmission line 
and the replacement of a power transformer at the 
Divača and Maribor transmission system substations.

Furthermore, annual volumes of municipal waste 
that serve only as an estimate of municipal waste 
that in fact occurred. Within the scope of municipal 
waste, the Company monitors volumes of septic tank 
sludge, mixed municipal waste, paper, glass, packag-
ing, bio-waste and bulky waste. Reduced volumes of 
municipal waste in 2017 compared to 2016 are the 
result of power plant connections to the public sew-
age system and small waste water treatment plants. 

Noise: The noise produced by Company equipment is 
managed with suitable technical measures (use of 
proper equipment, noise protection, monitoring). 
Operational monitoring for sources of noise was con-
ducted at the 400/110-220/110/35kV transmission 
system substation at the Divača Transmission Network 
Infrastructure Centre. Measurements have shown that 
noise indicator values were below the limit values laid 
down in the Decree on limit values for environment 
noise indicators. 

Electromagnetic radiation: Within the scope of regu-
lar operational monitoring for electromagnetic radia-
tion, the Company conducted the monitoring of elec-
tromagnetic radiation in 2017 at 18 power facilities 
at the Maribor Transmission Network Infrastructure 
Centre (2 transmission system substations and 5 trans-
mission lines), Podlog Transmission Network Infrastruc-
ture Centre (1 transmission system substation and 4 
transmission lines), Ljubljana Transmission Network 
Infrastructure Centre (1 transmission system substa-
tion in 2 transmission lines) and Divača Transmission 
Network Infrastructure Centre (3 transmission lines). 
The values and electrical and magnetic fields in the 
relevant areas were lower than permissible values, 
which amount to E = 10kV/m and B = 100µT according 
to the Decree on electromagnetic radiation in natural 
and living environment. 

Waste water: The Company manages waste water 
in three ways. At locations where it is not possible to 
connect to the public sewage system and where work-
ers are not always present, waste water is collected in 
septic tanks. If possible, due to technical capacities, 
small waste water treatment plants are set up within 
the scope of reconstructions of transmission system 
substations. At locations where it was technically and 

economically possible to connect to the public sew-
age system, the connection was executed in past 
years. Currently, the largest share of waste water is 
drained to small waste water treatment plants (47%), 
then to the public sewage system (37%), and the low-
est share to septic tanks (16%). 

Waste: The Company is well aware that waste is a 
source of raw materials, which is why it is consistently 
separated, whereby applying the waste manage-
ment hierarchy. Certain types of waste are collected 
by public undertakings with suitable permits issued 
by the Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Plan-
ning without a record list issued, while all other types 
of waste are collected by companies with the relevant 
permits that were authorised by the Company to issue 
record lists. 

Chart 43: Waste water

Chart 46: Volume of municipal waste

Chart 44: Volumes of hazardous waste

Chart 45: Volume of non-hazardous waste
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3.1 AUDITORS’ REPORT



The management hereby adopted and confirms the 
financial statements of ELES d.o.o. for the year ended 
on 31 December 2017 and notes to the financial 
statements.

The management confirms that appropriate 
accounting policies were consistently applied dur-
ing the compilation of the financial statements, that 
accounting estimates were made according to the 
principle of prudence and due diligence, and that the 
financial statements give a true and fair view of the 
Company property and operating results for 2017.
The management is also responsible for the appro-
priacy of accounting, for the adoption of suitable 
measures for the protection of property and other 
assets, and for the prevention and detection of abuse 
and other irregularities. It confirms that the financial 

statements, including all of the notes, have been 
compiled on the going concern basis and in accord-
ance with the applicable legislation and the Slov-
enian Accounting Standards, other than in the part 
referring to the recognition of revenue, where the 
management observed the requirements laid down 
in Article 120 of the Energy Act with opinions issued 
by the Institute of Public Administration and the 
then Tax Administration of the Republic of Slovenia.

Ljubljana, 18 May 2018 
 ELES, d.o.o.
 Company Director
 Aleksander Mervar, MSc

3.2 STATEMENT ON  
  THE MANAGEMENT’S  
  RESPONSIBILITY

3.3 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS  
  TO THE PREPARATION OF  
  FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
The Financial Report of ELES d.o.o. comprises finan-
cial statements and all of the notes. 

ELES prepares its financial statements and notes in 
accordance with the Slovenian Accounting Stand-
ards (2016).

The financial statements and notes were audited by 
the Deloitte revizija d.o.o. audit firm and prepared 
the Independent Auditor’s Report, which is included 
at the beginning of this chapter.



in € 

LIABILITIES Note  31 Dec 2017  31 Dec 2016

A. Equity 10 331,663,682 313,736,445

I. Called-up capital 177,469,516 177,469,516

1. Share capital 177,469,516 177,469,516

II. Capital surplus 140,266,261 156,936,162

III. Profit reserves 840,874 26,783,730

1. Legal reserves 840,874 8,518,911

2. Other profit reserves 0 18,264,819

V. Fair value reserves -2,889,584 -3,999,332

VI. Retained net profit or loss 0 -43,453,631

VII. Net profit or loss for the financial year 15,976,615 0

B. Provisions and long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue 11 253,281,633 254,361,392

1. Provisions for pensions and similar liabilities 6,178,355 5,775,433

2. Other provisions 3,777,046 2,138,344

3. Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue 243,326,232 246,447,615

C. Long-term liabilities 55,331,376 53,224,253

I. Long-term financial liabilities 12 54,784,322 52,822,752

2. Long-term financial liabilities to banks 51,417,566 48,216,891

4. Other long-term financial liabilities 3,366,756 4,605,861

II. Long-term operating liabilities 433,726 314,464

4. Long-term operating liabilities for advances 433,726 314,464

III. Deferred tax liabilities 113,328 87,037

D. Short-term liabilities 33,412,193 25,379,570

II. Short-term financial liabilities 13 4,982,434 4,983,109

1. Short-term financial liabilities to Group companies 0 0

2. Short-term financial liabilities to banks 4,982,434 4,983,109

III. Short-term operating liabilities 14 28,429,759 20,396,461

1. Short-term operating liabilities to Group companies 34,338 14,461

2. Short-term trade liabilities 23,693,546 16,811,954

4. Short-term operating liabilities for advances 765,309 73,189

5. Other short-term operating liabilities 3,936,566 3,496,857

E. Short-term accrued costs and deferred revenue  15 3,548,363 2,205,758

TOTAL LIABILITIES 677,237,247 648,907,418

* The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of the financial statements and should be read in relation to them.

3.4 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
3.4.1 BALANCE SHEET

in € 

ASSETS Note  31 Dec 2017  31 Dec 2016

 A. Fixed assets 599,371,781 572,973,659

 I. Intangible assets and long-term deferred costs and accrued 
revenue

1 15,026,720 16,210,383

1. Long-term property rights 15,026,720 16,210,383

 II. Property, plant and equipment 2 486,599,155 464,322,576

1. Land and buildings 229,865,485 224,284,134

    a) Land 41,521,193 40,212,312

    b) Buildings 188,344,292 184,071,822

2. Equipment and spare parts 199,113,950 184,346,825

3. Other equipment 236,176 168,972

4. Property, plant and equipment being acquired 57,383,544 55,522,645

    a) Property, plant and equipment in construction or production 54,797,806 54,311,965

    b) Advances for the acquisition of property, plant and equipment 2,585,738 1,210,680

IV. Long-term investments and loans 3 92,802,624 89,081,278

1. Long-term investments, excluding loans 92,802,624 89,081,278

    a) Shares and interests in Group companies 90,977,174 87,414,202

    b) Shares and interests in associated companies 450,000 450,000

    c) Other shares and interests 1,375,450 1,217,076

VI. Deferred tax assets 4 4,943,282 3,359,422

 B. Current assets 75,567,363 74,199,874

 II. Inventories  5 2,368,729 2,212,290

1. Material 2,368,729 2,212,290

III. Short-term investments and loans 6 20,000,000 33,470,109

2. Short-term loans 20,000,000 33,470,109

    a) Short-term loans to Group companies 0 3,470,109

    b) Short-term loans to others 20,000,000 30,000,000

IV. Short-term operating receivables 7 25,204,844 22,182,003

1. Short-term operating receivables due from Group companies 1,247,355 3,528,715

2. Short-term trade receivables 22,212,348 16,836,009

3. Short-term operating receivables due from others 1,745,141 1,817,279

V. Cash and cash equivalents 8 27,993,790 16,335,472

C. Short-term deferred costs and accrued revenue 9 2,298,103 1,733,885

TOTAL ASSETS 677,237,247 648,907,418

* Notes to the financial statements are an integral part of the financial statements and should be read in relation to them.



in €

ITEMS Note 2017 2016

12. Financial expenses for investment impairment and write-down 0 27,808

13. Financial expenses for financial liabilities 1,389,127 1,526,294

b. Financial expenses for loans received from banks 58,858 145,273

d. Financial expenses for other financial liabilities 1,330,269 1,381,021

14. Financial expenses for operating liabilities 1,904,065 1,446,389

c. Financial expenses for other operating liabilities 1.904.065 1.446.389

NET FLOW (+9+10+11-12-13-14) 22 -3.133.329 -2.228.269

15. Other revenue 23 1.598.961 113.577

16. Other expenses 321.075 518.889

PROFIT OR LOSS BEFORE TAX  
(1+2+3+4-5-6-7-8+9+10+11-12-13-14+15-16)

15.028.938 12.332.860

18. Deferred tax 4 1.819.735 311.314

TAXES (17+18) 24 1.819.735 311.314

19. NET PROFIT OR LOSS OF THE ACCOUNTING PERIOD 25 16.848.673 12.644.174

(1+2+3+4-5-6-7-8+9+10+11-12-13-14+15-16-17-+18)

* The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of the financial statements and should be read in relation to them.

3.4.3 STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

in €

ITEM Note 2017 2016

19. Net profit or loss of the accounting period 25 16,848,673 12,644,174

21. Changes in fair value reserves 10 1,115,759 955,079

23. Other components of comprehensive income 10 -37,195 -231,172

24. TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME FOR THE PERIOD 17,927,237 13,368,081

* The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of the financial statements and should be read in relation to them.

3.4.2 INCOME STATEMENT

in €

ITEMS Note 2017 2016

1. Net sales revenues (a + b) 178,149,450 153,204,650

a. on the domestic market 148,241,678 110,415,577

b. on the foreign market 29,907,772 42,789,073

3. Capitalised own services 3,039,669 2,231,205

4. Other operating revenue (with operating revenue from revaluation) 4,639,553 7,366,566

OPERATING REVENUE (1 +2 +3 + 4) 17 185,828,672 162,802,421

5. Cost of goods, material and services (a + b) 18 103,939,175 87,723,619

a. Cost of goods and material sold and cost of material used 46,544,190 29,503,845

b. Cost of services 57,394,985 58,219,774

6. Labour costs (a + b + c + d) 19 31,241,974 28,966,947

a. Cost of wages and salaries 23,411,332 21,469,947

b. Cost of pension insurance 3,186,739 3,006,815

c. Other social security costs 1,727,842 1,617,017

d. Other labour costs 2,916,061 2,873,168

7. Write-downs (a + b + c) 20 32,984,408 30,419,649

a. Depreciation and amortisation 30,442,608 29,617,847

b. Operating expenses from the revaluation of intangible assets  
    and PPE

2,541,688 483,542

c. operating expenses from the revaluation of current assets 112 318,260

8. Other operating expenses 21 778,734 725,765

PROFIT OR LOSS (1 +2 +3 +4 -5 -6-7-8) 16,884,381 14,966,441

9. Financial revenue from participating interests 67,481 199,802

a. Financial revenue from participating interests in associated  
    companies

6,791 0

c. Financial revenue from participating interests in other companies 60,690 199,802

10. Financial revenue from loans given 84,320 124,749

a. Financial revenue from loans to Group companies 66,178 86,753

b. Financial revenue from loans to others 18,142 37,996

11. Financial revenue from operating receivables 8,062 447,671

b. Financial revenue from operating receivables due from others 8,062 447,671



3.4.4 STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

 STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2017     in €

TYPES OF EQUITY/BUSINESS EVENTS Share 
capital

Capital 
surplus

Legal 
reserves

Other profit 
reserves

Fair value 
reserves

Retaining 
profit or 

loss

Net profit 
(or loss) 
for the 

financial 
year

Total equity

 I/1  II  III/1  III/5  V  VI  VII 

A. Balance as at 31 December 2016 177,469,516 156,936,162 8,518,910 18,264,819 -3,999,332 -43,453,631 0 313,736,445 

A.2 Opening balance for the period as at 1 Jan 2017 177,469,516 156,936,162 8,518,910 18,264,819 -3,999,332 -43,453,631 0 313,736,445 

B.2. Total comprehensive income

a) Entry of net profit or loss for the period 16,848,673 16,848,673 

c) Changes in fair value reserves 1,115,759 1,115,759 

d) Other components of comprehensive income for the period -6,011 -31,184 -37,195 

Total B.2. 0 0 0 1,109,748 -31,184 16,848,673 17,927,237 

B.3. Changes in equity

a) Allocation of the remaining portion of net profit for the comparable period to other equity components 840,874 31,184 -872,058 0 

d) Settlement of loss deducted from own funds -16,669,901 -8,518,910 -18,264,819 43,453,631 0 

Total B.3. -16,669,901 -7,678,036 -18,264,819 0 43,484,815 -872,058 0 

C. Closing balance as at 31 December 2017 177,469,516 140,266,261 840,874 0 -2,889,584 0 15,976,615 331,663,682 

Profit for appropriation 0 15,976,615 15,976,615 

* Pojasnila k računovodskim izkazom so del računovodskih izkazov in jih je treba brati v povezavi z njimi.



 STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FROM JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2016     in €

TYPES OF EQUITY/BUSINESS EVENTS Share 
capital

Capital 
surplus

Legal 
reserves

Other profit 
reserves

Fair value 
reserves

Retaining 
profit or 

loss

Net profit 
(or loss) 
for the 

financial 
year

Total equity

 I/1  II  III/1  III/5  V  VI  VII 

A. Balance as at 31 December 2015 177,469,516 156,936,162 8,518,910 35,299,125 -4,755,425 0 6,965,694 380,433,983 

b) Retrospective adjustments -56,065,619 0 -56,065,619 

A.2 Opening balance of the reporting period as at 1 Jan 2016 177,469,516 156,936,162 8,518,910 35,299,125 -4,755,425 -56,065,619 6,965,694 324,368,364 

B.1. Changes in equity

g) Dividends paid -17,034,306 -6,965,694 -24,000,000 

Total B.1. 0 -17,034,306 -6,965,694 -24,000,000 

B.2. Total comprehensive income

a) Entry of net profit or loss for the period 12,644,174 12,644,174 

c) Changes in fair value reserves 955,079 955,079 

d.) Other components of comprehensive income for the period -198,986 -32,186 -231,172 

Total B.2. 756,093 -32,186 12,644,174 13,368,081 

B.3. Changes in equity

a) Allocation of the remaining portion of net profit for the comparative period to other equity components 6,965,694 -6,965,694 0 

b) Settlement of loss deducted from own funds 12,644,174 -12,644,174 0 

Total B.3. 0 0 0 19,609,868 -19,609,868 0 

C. Balance as at 31 December 2016 177,469,516 156,936,162 8,518,910 18,264,819 -3,999,332 -43,453,631 0 313,736,445 

Loss for appropriation -43,453,631 0 -43,453,631 

* The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of the financial statements and should be read in relation to them.



in €

2017 2016

b. Cash disbursements for financing activities -4,152,850 -28,325,109

Cash disbursements for interest paid relating to financing activities -1,352,850 -1,525,109

Cash disbursements for equity repayments 0 0

Cash disbursements for the repayment of long-term financial liabilities -2,800,000 -2,800,000

Cash disbursements for the repayment of short-term financial liabilities 0 0

Cash disbursements for dividends and other profit participation 0 -24,000,000

c. Net cash flow from financing activities (a+b) 1,847,150 -28,325,109

D. CLOSING BALANCE OF CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 27,993,790 16,335,472 

Net cash flow for the period (sum of Ac, Bc and Cc) 11,658,318 -31,115,672

Opening balance of cash and cash equivalents 16,335,472 47,451,144

* The notes to the financial statements are an integral part of the financial statements and should be read in relation to them.

3.4.5 CASH FLOW STATEMENT

in €

2017 2016

A. CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

a. Income statement items 15,591,836 38,012,635

Operating revenue (other than from revaluation) and financial revenue from 
operating receivables

151,323,627 155,617,498

Operating expenses excluding depreciation/amortisation (except for 
revaluation) and financial expenses for operating liabilities

-135,731,791 -117,604,863

b. Changes in net current assets (and accrued and deferred items, provisions 
and deferred tax assets and liabilities) of balance sheet items

27,275,763 9,124,026

Opening less closing operating receivables -5,766,235 5,464,172

Opening less closing current deferred costs and accrued revenue -564,218 -917,584

Opening less closing deferred tax assets 0 -311,313

Opening less closing inventories -156,439 -60,756

Closing less opening operating debts 6,331,676 -2,497,061

Closing less opening accrued costs and deferred revenue and provisions 27,430,979 7,446,568

c. Net cash flow from operating activities (a+b) 42,867,599 47,136,661

B. CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

a. Cash receipts from investing activities 12,975,404 367,334

Cash receipts from interest and other profit participation relating to investing 
activities

2,813,292 185,559

Cash receipts from the disposal of property, plant and equipment 162,112 38,675

Cash receipts from the sale of long-term investments 0 143,100

b. Cash disbursements for investing activities -46,031,835 -50,294,558

Cash disbursements for the acquisition of intangible assets -2,940,787 -5,491,060

Cash disbursements for the acquisition of property, plant and equipment -43,071,048 -36,157,387

Cash disbursements for the acquisition of long-term investments -20,000 -176,000

Cash disbursements for the acquisition of short-term investments 0 -8,470,111

c. Net cash flow from investing actvities (a+b) -33,056,431 -49,927,224

C. CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES 

a. Cash receipts from financing activities 6,000,000 0



provisions of a service of general economic interest 
- electricity transmission system operator, issued in 
July 2016, the Slovenian Government signed a Con-
cession contract with the Company for the provision 
of a service of general economic interest - electricity 
transmission system operator in September 2016. 
The concession was awarded for a period of 50 years. 

A financial year equals a calendar year. Below are 
the separate financial statements of the Company 
for 2017, i.e. for the period between 1 January 2017 
and 31 December 2017.

The annual reports of companies within the ELES 
Group and the consolidated financial statements of 
the ELES Group are available at the registered office 
of the parent company ELES d.o.o., Hajdrihova 2, 
Ljubljana. The annual report of the ELES Group for 
2017 has been prepared as a separate document.

3.5.2 RESPONSIBILITY  
 STATEMENT

When compiling its financial statements as at 31 
December 2017, the Company observed:
• Slovenian Accounting Standards (SAS 2016), 
• Companies Act (ZGD-1),
• Energy Act (EZ-1),
• Legal Act on the methodology determining the regu-

latory framework and the methodology for charging 
the network charge for the electricity distribution sys-
tem (Official Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 
66/15 and 105/15),

• Corporate Income Tax Act and its implementing 
regulations,

• Company Accounting Rules, 
• other applicable legislation.

When disclosing and evaluating items, the Company 
directly applies the provisions of SAS (2016), other 
than in the part referring to the recognition of rev-
enue, where the management observed Article 120 
of the Energy Act. 

3.5.3 ACCOUNTING  
 ASSUMPTIONS  
 AND QUALITY  
 CHARACTERISTICS  
 OF THE FINANCIAL  
 STATEMENTS

The financial statements are shown on the basis of 
the fundamental accounting assumptions taking 
into account:
• accrual (other than in revenue recognition) and 
• going concern.

When developing accounting policies and compiling 
financial statements and the entire accounting, the 
Company took into account the principles of under-
standability, relevancy, reliability and comparability. 
That provides adequate guarantee for the accuracy 
of the financial statements and compliance with leg-
islative requirements. 

3.5.4 BASES FOR  
 MEASUREMENT

The financial statements have been prepared on the 
historical cost basis, with the exception of financial 
derivatives and investments in companies listed on 
the stock exchange and disclosed at fair value.

3.5 NOTES TO THE ELES  
  FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

3.5.1     REPORTING COMPANY

ELES d.o.o. (hereinafter “Company”) is registered and 
domiciled in Slovenia and is the parent company of 
the ELES Group. The Company’s registered office is 
at Hajdrihova ulica 2, 1000 Ljubljana.

As the Slovenian electricity transmission system 
operator, the Company provides safe, secure and 
uninterrupted transmission of electricity throughout 
Slovenia and beyond its borders. Furthermore, the 
Company plans, builds and maintains in a strategic, 

responsible and sustainable manner the Slovenian 
high-voltage transmission networks at three levels: 
400kV, 220kV and a part of 110kV.

Based on a legal concession document (Decree on the 
awarding of a concession and on the method of pro-
vision of a service of general economic interest - elec-
tricity transmission system operator; Official Gazette 
of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 46/2015) the Govern-
ment decision on the award of a concession for the 



Profit or loss incurred upon the write-down or disposal of 
intangible assets is assessed as the difference between 
the net sales value and the book value of an asset writ-
ten down or disposed of and is disclosed under operat-
ing revenue or expenses from revaluation.

The Company checks, upon each reporting date, 
whether there are any signs for the impairment of 
important intangible assets. If such signs exist, the 
recoverable amount of such asset is assessed. The 
recoverable amount is the higher of the value in use 
and fair value, decreased by sales costs. If the recover-
able value does not exceed the book value, the value 
of such asset is reduced to its recoverable value. Such 
a decrease implies a loss due to impairment and is 
disclosed under operating expenses for revaluation.

d)    Property, plant and equipment

Property, plant and equipment are part of the Com-
pany’s long-term assets and are used for the pursuit 
of the Company activity. They include land, buildings 
and assets under construction or production.
Upon initial recognition, property, plant and equip-
ment are measured at cost. The cost includes costs 
that may be directly attributed to the acquisition of 
a particular asset. The Company funded a share of 
property, plant and equipment with loans, which is 
why the cost also includes borrowing costs.

Following initial recognition, the Company measures 
property, plant and equipment using the cost model.
Parts of plant and equipment with different useful 
lives are accounted as individual assets. 

Subsequent expenses related with property, plant 
and equipment are recognised at book value of an 
asset if future economic benefits related with the 
functioning of that asset are likely to flow in. All other 
expenses (e.g. routine maintenance) are recognised 
in profit or loss as costs when they are incurred.

Property, plant and equipment acquired free of 
charge are subject to depreciation, while the share of 
long-term deferred revenue equalling the accounted 
depreciation amount is transferred to other operat-
ing revenue. 

No residual value has been determined for any prop-
erty, plant or equipment, while the cost of certain 
property, plant and equipment also includes the cost 
of decommissioning. 

Depreciation is calculated individually using the 
straight-line method and taking into account the 
useful life of an individual intangible asset. Deprecia-
tion starts on the first day of the month following the 
one in which an asset was put into service. Land and 
assets under construction or production are not sub-
ject to depreciation.

The useful life of an item of property, plant and 
equipment depends on the expected physical use, 
expected technical obsolescence, expected eco-
nomic obsolescence and expected legal and other 
restrictions to use. The useful life of an item of prop-
erty, plant and equipment is the period that is the 
shortest of each of the mentioned factors.

3.5.5 SUMMARY OF  
 SIGNIFICANT  
 ACCOUNTING  
 POLICIES

The Company financial statements have been com-
piled on the basis of the accounting policies described 
below. The accounting policies indicated were used 
for both presented years, unless indicated otherwise.
Where necessary, comparative information was 
adjusted to make it compliant with the presentation 
of information in the current year.

a)   Functional and presentation   
   currency 

The financial statements and tables in this report are 
denominated in Euro (EUR) excluding cents, which 
also serves as the functional and presentation cur-
rency of the Company. Due to rounding, there are 
insignificant deviations in the sums indicated in indi-
vidual tables. 

b)   Translation of foreign currencies 

Transactions in a foreign currency are converted to 
euro currency at the exchange rate applicable on 
the accrual date. Cash and cash equivalents and 
liabilities denominated in foreign currency, as at the 
end of the reporting period are translated into the 
functional currency at the EBC reference rate as at 
the balance sheet date. Foreign exchange gains and 
losses are recognised in the income statement. 

c)    Intangible assets

Intangible assets are long-term assets and enable 
the Company to pursue its activity, but do not exist 
in physical form. They include property rights and 
intangible assets being acquired.

Upon initial recognition, intangible assets are meas-
ured at cost, which includes costs that may be directly 
attributed to the acquisition of a particular asset. The 
Company financed no purchase of intangible assets 
with loans, which is why the cost includes no borrow-
ing costs.

Following initial recognition, the Company measures 
intangible assets using the cost model.

Subsequent costs related with intangible assets are 
recognised at book value of an asset if future eco-
nomic benefits related with the functioning of that 
asset are likely to flow in. All other expenses (e.g. rou-
tine maintenance) are recognised in profit or loss as 
costs when they are incurred.

No residual value has been determined for any intan-
gible asset.

Depreciation is calculated individually using the 
straight-line method and taking into account the use-
ful life of an individual intangible asset. Depreciation 
starts on the first day of the month following the one 
in which an asset was put into service. The Company 
does not hold intangible assets that are not subject 
to amortisation.

The estimated useful lives for individual types of intangible assets are:

Groups of intangible assets Estimated useful life (in years) Amortisation rate (in %)

Material rights – PSP Golica 22–30 3.33–4.5

Software 3–10 10–33.33

The estimated useful lives for individual types of property, plant and equipment are:

Groups of property, plant and equipment Estimated useful life (in years) Depreciation rate (in %)

Easement rights 100 1

Buildings 8–77 1.3–12.5

Equipment 4–50 2–25

Small tools 5 20



f)     Financial derivatives used for risk  
    hedging

The Company uses financial derivatives to hedge 
against the risk of cash flow variability due to a 
changed interest rate on the received long-term loan.

The Company meets the condition for hedge 
accounting. Upon the introduction of hedging, suit-
able hedging documents were prepared laying down 
the hedging relationship, type of hedging, items 
hedged against risk, hedging instruments, and the 
method of assessing hedging performance. Hedging 
performance, actual and preliminary, is checked at 
the end of a financial year. 

Financial derivatives are valued at fair value. Upon 
re-measurement of fair value, a part of the profit or 
loss from the cash flow hedging instrument, which is 
defined as successful risk hedging, is recognised in 
other comprehensive income, i.e. directly in equity as 
reserve due to valuation at fair value. The unsuccess-
ful share of the profit or loss is recognised immedi-
ately in the income statement as financial revenue 
or expense.

When a hedging instrument ceases, is sold or when 
risk hedging no longer meets conditions for hedge 
accounting, the associated accumulated profit 
or loss in equity is immediately transferred to the 
income statement.

g)     Receivables

Upon recognition, receivables of all categories are 
disclosed in the amounts recorded in the relevant 
documents assuming that they will be collected. 

They are broken down to operating and financial 
receivables, and to short-term and long-term receiva-
bles, depending on the due date. If a receivable falls 
due earlier than within a year following the balance 
sheet date, it is disclosed under long-term liabilities.
The Company assesses the amortised cost of receiv-
ables once a year, prior to the compilation of the 
annual financial statements.

Allowances are made for outstanding trade receiva-
bles to the debit of operating expenses for revalua-
tion by applying the following rules:
• an allowance is made at the end of the financial 

year for receivables of minor value that were not set-
tled within 60 days of falling due. Such receivables 
are eliminated from books of account after 3 years 
if they were not settled based on the management 
decision. Receivables of minor value are receivables 
of such value that does not exceed the court fee for 
an enforcement proposal and decision as per the 
Court Fees Act;

• allowances are made individually for other receiva-
bles of major value with respect to the assessment of 
claim recoverability;

• an allowance is made in the total value of receiva-
bles that are subject to an enforcement proposal, 
compulsory composition or bankruptcy proceedings 
immediately upon the instigation of proceedings.

Subsequent payments of receivables increase other 
operating revenue or financial revenue. 
To write-off receivables, the Company needs the rele-
vant documents: final decisions on compulsory com-
position, bankruptcy proceedings, court decisions or 
other relevant documents.

If all actions are performed with due diligence in 
order to collect an outstanding receivable or if it is 
not economical for the Company to enter a court 
recovery procedure due to the amount of a receiv-
able, the receivable is written off based on a man-
agement decision.

Profit or loss incurred upon the write-down or disposal 
of property, plant and equipment is assessed as the 
difference between the net sales value and the book 
value of an asset written down or disposed of and is 
disclosed under operating revenue or expenses from 
revaluation.

The Company checks, upon each reporting date, 
whether there are any signs for the impairment of 
important property, plant and equipment. If such 
signs exist, the recoverable amount of such asset is 
assessed. The recoverable amount is the higher of 
the value in use and fair value, decreased by sales 
costs. If no fair value can be measured reliably, the 
value in use is used as recoverable value. When deter-
mining the value of an asset in use, future cash flows 
from the use of such asset or its final disposal are 
discounted using the relevant discount rate. If the 
recoverable value does not exceed the book value, 
the value of such asset is reduced to its recoverable 
value. Such a decrease implies a loss due to impair-
ment and is disclosed under operating expenses for 
revaluation.

e)    Long-term investments

Long-term investments are the Company’s financial 
assets that the latter intends to hold in possession for 
more than a year and increases its financial revenue 
with returns on such investments. Dividends are rec-
ognised in profit or loss when the Company obtains 
the right to disbursement (General Meeting resolu-
tion).

Long-term investments include shares and interests 
in subsidiaries, associated companies, the jointly con-
trolled company and other companies. They are dis-
closed under available-for-sale financial assets. 

Investments in subsidiaries, associates and jointly 
controlled company are measured and accounted 
only at historical cost, while other investments are 
valued:
• long-term investments in shares and interests in 

companies that are not listed on the stock exchange 
and the fair value of which cannot be reliably meas-
ured are valued at historical cost, since the range of 
reasonable fair value estimates is significant and the 
probabilities of the various estimates cannot be rea-
sonably assessed;

• investments in companies that are listed on the stock 
market are measured at fair value through equity.

The need for the impairment of long-term invest-
ments is checked at the end of each financial year.

If there is proof of any impairment of an investment 
for which no price was published on the active mar-
ket and its fair value cannot be reasonably measured, 
the book value of such an investment is compared 
to the present value of expected future cash flows, 
discounted by the current market interest rate. If the 
book value exceeds the calculated present value, the 
investment is impaired up to the present value and 
disclosed as an operating expense for revaluation. 

A long-term investment is derecognised in books of 
account if the contractual rights related with it are no 
longer controlled. 



h)     Inventories
 
The purchase of material is recorded under invento-
ries and accounted at cost including other accompa-
nying costs. The value of material inventories is kept 
at historical cost. Material consumption is disclosed 
under the FIFO (first in first out) method. 

Inventory values are checked upon the end of a 
financial year and cannot exceed the values calcu-
lated according to the latest purchase prices. The lat-
est purchase price is the price of individual materials 
purchased in the last quarter of the financial year.

Inventories are impaired if the book amount exceeds 
their net realisable value.

i)     Short-term investments

Short-term investments are the shares of short-term 
Company assets that yield returns, thus increasing 
financial revenue in a period shorter than a year. 

The Company discloses bank deposits under short-
term investments. Upon initial recognition, these are 
valued at historical cost according to the payment 
(settlement) date. 

Following initial recognition, they are measured at 
amortised cost using the effective interest method.

If there is unbiased evidence that a loss due to 
impairment was incurred in short-term investments, 
the difference between the book and present val-
ues of expected future cash flows discounted at the 
effective interest rate on that asset is recognised 
under financial expenses. 

j)     Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents are initially recognised in 
the amount arising from the relevant document. 

Cash equivalents are investments that can be con-
verted to a predetermined amount of cash quickly or 
in the near future and where the risk of a change in 
value is insignificant.

Cash and cash equivalents include cash at bank and 
demand deposits made at commercial banks.
Cash at the bank is kept in euro currency (€).

k)     Short-term accrued and deferred     
     items

Deferred costs and accrued revenue include short-
term deferred costs and accrued income. Deferred 
costs are amounts that are not yet debited to profit 
or loss upon their incurrence. Accrued revenue is rev-
enue that is taken into account in the profit or loss for 
the year to which it refers, although it has not been 
charged yet.

Accrued costs and deferred revenue include accrued 
costs and short-term deferred revenue. Accrued costs 
are amounts already incurred and debited to profit 
or loss, but for which no external bookkeeping docu-
ment has been received by the Company. Short-term 
deferred revenue is revenue already charged but not 
yet delivered.

l)     Equity

Total Company equity is its obligation to owners that 
falls due if the Company is wound up, whereby the 
size of equity is adjusted with respect to the then 
achievable prince of net assets. It is defined by the 
amounts invested by the owner and the amounts 
incurred in operations and belonging to owners. It 
is decreased by operating loss and disbursements to 
owners and increased by the profit generated. 

Share capital and capital surplus are cash and non-
monetary contributions made by the owner.

General equity revaluation adjustments as at 31 
December 2002 included the revaluation of share 
capital prior to 2002 pursuant to the SAS applicable 
at the time. The adjustment was transferred to capi-
tal surplus due to transfer to SAS (2002).

Profit reserves comprise legal reserves and other 
profit reserves. These are withheld profits from previ-
ous years. They are formed on the basis of a man-
agement decision or a decision adopted by the 
supervisory body or the owner.

The reserves made due to valuation at fair value rep-
resent amounts of Company investments (including 
financial derivatives) and actuarial losses or gains 
deriving from employee payables for severance pay 
upon retirement.

Net profit or loss for the year includes the non-distrib-
uted profit or loss for the year. 



m)     Provisions

Provisions are recognised when the Company has a 
present legal or constructive obligation as a result of a 
past event that can be reliably measured and it is likely 
that an outflow of resources embodying economic 
benefits will be required to settle the obligation. 

The value of the provisions must equal the present 
value of expenses that are expected to be necessary 
for the settlement of an obligation. Since provisions 
are intended to cover probable, but not certain obli-
gations, the amount recognised as a provision is the 
best estimate of expenses necessary to settle an obli-
gation existing on the balance sheet date. The best 
assessment of a provision takes into account risks 
and uncertainties that inevitably accompany events 
and circumstances.

Provisions are decreased indirectly by costs or 
expenses for the coverage of which they were made. 
That means that such costs or expenses are no longer 
shown in profit or loss for the financial year. 

Pursuant to the law, the collective agreement and the 
internal rules, the Company is obligated to pay jubi-
lee benefits and severance pay upon retirement to 
employees. For that purposes, it forms long-term pro-
visions. There are no other pension-related liabilities. 

n)     Long-term accrued costs and  
          deferred revenue

Long-term accrued and deferred items are recognised 
for long-term deferred revenue if it covers projected 
expenses in a period longer than a year. Long-term 
accrued costs and deferred revenue also include pur-
pose funds for investments obtained free of charge, 
which are decreased by the resulting depreciation of 
property, plant and equipment. Reduced long-term 
accrued costs and deferred revenue increase other 
operating revenue.

o)     Liabilities

Liabilities are broken down to financial and operating 
liabilities. Upon initial recognition, they are valued 
at amounts deriving from the relevant documents. 
Later on, liabilities are measured at amortised cost. 
Liabilities are broken down to short-term and long-
term liabilities depending on the maturity date. If a 
liability falls due later than within a year following the 
balance sheet date, it is disclosed under long-term 
liabilities.

p)     Contingent assets and liabilities

A contingent asset is a potential asset arising from 
historical events and its recognition on books of 
account depends on the (non-)occurrence of one or 
more uncertain future events that is not fully control-
led by the Company. 
A contingent liability is a potential liability arising 
from historical events and its recognition on books 
of account depends on the (non-)occurrence of one 
or more uncertain future events that is not fully con-
trolled by the Company. It may also be a present 
liability deriving from past events, but it is not recog-
nised because it unlikely that an outflow of resources 
embodying economic benefits will be required to 
settle the obligation or the amount cannot be meas-
ured accurately enough. 

 
r)     Recognition of revenue

Revenue is broken down to operating, financial and 
other revenue.

Revenue is recognised if increased economic ben-
efits in an accounting period are associated with 
increased assets or decreased debt and the increase 
can be measured reliably. Revenue and increased 
assets or decreased debts are recognised at the same 
time.

Operating revenue is sales revenue and other rev-
enue related to business effects. 

Capitalised own services are services for own invest-
ments that are made by the Company alone instead 
of an outsourcer. 

Other operating revenue comprises of revenue from 
the reversal of long-term provisions and revenue from 
the sale of fixed assets or operating revenue from 
revaluation that is generated upon the disposal of 
property, plant and equipment and intangible assets 
as surplus sales value over the book value.

Financial revenue is revenue from investing activities. 
It is generated in relation to investments and operat-
ing receivables. 
Other revenue comprises of unusual items.

Article 120 of the Energy Act lays down: 
(1) The electricity system operator shall identify devi-

ations from the regulatory framework for particu-
lar years shown as surplus or deficit from network 
charges and shall disclose the established devia-
tions in the notes to accounts.

(2) A surplus of regulated annual revenue over the 
actual annual eligible costs of the electricity sys-
tem operator shall be deemed a surplus from net-
work charges. It shall be disclosed as the surplus 
of the total annual amount of the charged net-
work charges (minus the deficit from the network 
charges from previous years, or plus the surplus 
from network charges from previous years) plus 
the amount of other annual revenue for electric-
ity system operator activity over the amount of 
actual annual eligible costs.

(4) The electricity system operator shall use the net-
work charges surplus as payment for the electric-
ity system operator service of general economic 
interest for the subsequent year or years; there-
fore, the surplus of the network charges shall be 
disclosed as overpaid amounts in the year of the 
regulatory period in which the surplus is estab-
lished. In setting the network charges for the sub-
sequent regulatory period, the Agency shall take 
the surplus from network charges into account 
as network charges already charged in previous 
periods.

Taking into account the above, the Company 
deferred revenue from the allocated cross-border 
transmission capacities at auctions (surplus network 
charges) since 2010 and recorded them under long-
term accrued costs and deferred revenue as surplus 
network charges. Consolidation for differences prior 
to 2010 were made in 2016 as an amendment of a 
material error. 



Deferred tax assets are recognised for corporate 
income tax amounts that will be reimbursed in the 
following years and result from deductible temporary 
differences, the transfer of unused tax losses and 
unused tax credits in the following periods. They are 
recognised only if it is likely that taxable profit will be 
available, to the debit of which deductible temporary 
differences, unused tax losses and tax credits can be 
used. They are not discounted.

A deferred tax liability is the amount of corporate 
income tax assessed from taxable temporary dif-
ference, which implies increased tax payments in 
future. 

u)     Cash flow statement 

The cash flow statement shows changes in cash and 
cash equivalents for the financial year for which it is 
compiled.

The cash flow statement was made using the indirect 
method from data from the balance sheet, income 
statement and tables showing changes. Data on 
non-cash transactions have been excluded from the 
cash flow statement. 

Cash includes cash at bank and short-term demand 
deposits.

s)     Recognition of expenses

Expenses are broken down to operating, financial 
and other expenses.

Expenses are recognised if decreased economic 
benefits in an accounting period are related with 
a decreased asset or increased debt and if that 
decrease can be reliably measured.

Operating expenses are all the costs of the period 
incurred and expenses for revaluation related with 
receivable impairments and write-downs of intangi-
ble assets and property, plant and equipment.

The cost of goods sold disclose costs related with the 
purchase of electricity, including therewith related 
costs.

The cost of material is the original cost of material 
purchased with a useful life shorter than a year. They 
include the cost of protective equipment, fuel, office 
supplies and expert literature. The cost of material 
also includes the consumption of material in stock.

The cost of services is the original cost of services ren-
dered by third parties, i.e. the cost of maintenance 
and insurance for intangible assets and property, 
plant and equipment, and services rendered by natu-
ral persons, representation, sponsorship, banking 
costs, etc. 

Write-downs include the amortisation of intangible 
assets and depreciation of property, plant and equip-
ment, and operating expenses for the revaluation of 
such assets and receivables.

Labour costs are original costs referring to the 
accounted salaries and wages and other disburse-
ments to employees. 

Other operating expenses arise in relation to provi-
sions, donations, duties and contributions, and com-
pensations. 

Financial expenses include expenses for investment 
and financing activities. In relation to investment 
activities, they are expenses incurred upon elimina-
tions or write-downs of investments, while expenses 
for financing activities are incurred primarily as 
charged interest. Financial interest expenses are rec-
ognised in line with the expired period of loan with 
an agreed interest rate or in line with the interest rate 
laid down by the Energy Agency for not yet distrib-
uted network charge surplus and assets in a separate 
account. 

Other expenses comprise unusual items.

t)     Taxation

Taxes include current tax liabilities and deferred tax. 
Current tax is disclosed in the income statement, 
while deferred tax may also be disclosed in the bal-
ance sheet.

Current tax liabilities are based on the taxable tax 
base for the financial year. Taxable tax based differs 
from the profit or loss reported in the income state-
ment, because it eliminates certain revenue and 
expense items that are taxable or deductible in other 
years or never deductible.

Deferred tax is fully disclosed using the balance sheet 
liability method for differences occurring between 
the tax values of assets and liabilities and their book 
values. Deferred tax is determined using the tax 
rate applicable as at the balance sheet date which 
is expected to be used when a deferred tax asset is 
realised or a deferred tax liability is settled. 



CHANGES IN 2017 in €

Intangible fixed assets, long-term deferred 
costs and accrued revenue

Long-term 
property rights

Assets being 
acquired

TOTAL

Cost

31 Dec 2016 48,629,655 1,950,068 50,579,723

Increases 1,837,575 2,607,774 4,445,349

Direct increases 0 2,607,774 2,607,774

Postings 148,969 0 148,969

Transfer of investment activation 1,688,606 0 1,688,606

Decreases 918,880 1,768,827 2,687,707

Direct decreases 918,880 80,221 999,101

Transfer of investment activation 0 1,688,606 1,688,606

31 Dec 2017 49,548,350 2,789,015 52,337,365

Value adjustment

31 Dec 2016 34,369,339 0 34,369,339

Decreases 918,879 0 918,879

Direct decreases 918,879 0 918,879

Amortisation 3,860,185 0 3,860,185

31 Dec 2017 37,310,645 0 37,310,645

Carrying amount

31 Dec 2016 14,260,316 1,950,068 16,210,383

31 Dec 2017 12,237,705 2,789,015 15,026,720

As at 31 December 2017, assets or liabilities amount 
to €677,237,247, which is €28,329,829 or 4.3% 
more than in the same period of 2016 (31 December 
2016: €648,907,418).

Long-term assets account for 88.5% of total assets or 
€599,371,781 (31 December 2016: €572,973,659). 
Roughly half of liabilities as at 31 December 2017 

is equity amounting to €331,663,682 (31 Decem-
ber 2016: €313,736,445), provisions and long-
term accrued costs and deferred revenue amount 
to €253,281,633 or 37.4% of total liabilities (31 
December 2016: €254,361,392). 

3.5.6 DISCLOSURES OF BALANCE SHEET ITEMS

Intangible assets(1) 

The book value of intangible assets as at 31December2017 accounts for 2.2% of Company assets. Compared 
to the same period of 2016, book value fell by €1,183,664.

INTANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS AS AT 31 DEC 2017 in €

Intangible assets 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Long-term property rights 12,237,705 14,260,316

Assets being acquired 2,789,015 1,950,068

Total 15,026,720 16,210,383

Intangible assets comprise investments in 
obtained long-term property rights, i.e. roughly 
half of the book value refers to a 20% right to 

the production of electricity from the Golica 
pumped storage power plant (€5,381,372), while 
the remainder is book value for software.



In 2017, the Company activated software worth 
€1,837,575. That includes the purchase of licences 
for various software packages. 

Decreased property rights mostly refer to software 
write-offs. 

Assets being acquired in the amount of €2,789,015 
are investments in software that is not yet ready for 
use, i.e.: smart grids in the amount of €1,470,245, 
software for the NEDO project in the amount of 
€370,064, upgrade of the standard information sys-
tem in the amount of €307,323, software for the set-
up of a diagnostic analysis centre in the amount of 
€234,800 and other minor investments.

In 2017, there was no reason to change the useful 
life of intangible assets.

The Company did not pledge its intangible assets and 
has no other ownership restrictions on those assets. 

As at 31 December 2017, the Company had liabili-
ties amounting to €7,939,643 (in 2016: €1,009,457) 
for the acquisition of intangible assets, which is the 
value of already concluded contracts.

It is estimated that the book values disclosed are at 
least at the level of recoverable amount, which is why 
no impairment is required. 

Property, plant and equipment(2)

Property, plant and equipment, the book value of 
which as at 31 December 2017 amounts to 71.9% 
of balance sheet total, is the most important asset 
item. Compared to the same period of 2016, book 
value grew by €22,276,579, primarily on account of 
new investments.

CHANGES IN 2016 in €

Intangible fixed assets and long-
term deferred costs and accrued 
revenue

Long-term 
property rights

Easement rights Assets being 
acquired

TOTAL

Cost

31 Dec 2015 46,848,639 23,033,259 17,411,668 87,293,565

Transition to SAS (2016) -23,033,259 -16,296,977 -39,330,236

1 Jan 2016 46,848,639 0 1,114,691 47,963,330

Increases 2,830,199 0 3,794,670 6,624,869

Direct increases 3,794,670 3,794,670

Postings 90,557 90,557

Transfer of investment activation 2,739,642 2,739,642

Decreases 1,049,183 0 2,959,293 4,008,476

Direct decreases 1,049,183 219,651 1,268,834

Transfer of investment activation 2,739,642 2,739,642

31 Dec 2016 48,629,655 0 1,950,068 50,579,723

Value adjustment

31 Dec 2015 32,033,579 731,158 0 32,764,737

Transition to SAS (2016) -731,158 -731,158

1 Jan 2016 32,033,579 0 0 32,033,579

Decreases 1,038,453 1,038,453

Direct decreases 1,038,453 1,038,453

Amortisation 3,374,213 0 0 3,374,213

31 Dec 2016 34,369,339 0 0 34,369,339

Carrying amount

31 Dec 2015 14,815,060 22,302,101 17,411,668 54,528,829

Transition to SAS (2016) 0 -22,302,101 -16,296,977 -38,599,078

1 Jan 2016 14,815,060 0 1,114,691 15,929,750

31 Dec 2016 14,260,316 0 1,950,068 16,210,383

CHANGES IN INTANGIBLE ASSETS IN 2017    in €

Investments in intangible assets in 2017 2,607,774

Decrease in write-downs -80,222

Transfers from property, plant and equipment 148,969

Amortisation in the financial year -3,860,185

Total -1,183,664

in €

Property, plant and equipment 31 Dec 2017  31 Dec 2016

Land 41,521,193 40,212,312

Buildings 188,344,292 184,071,822

Equipment and spare parts 199,113,950 184,346,825

Other equipment 236,176 168,972

Property, plant and equipment being acquired 54,797,806 54,311,965

Advances for property, plant and equipment 2,585,738 1,210,680

Total property, plant and equipment 486,599,155 464,322,576

Property, plant and equipment include 
land, transmission lines, business premises, 
transmission system substations, energy 
infrastructure equipment, other devices and 
equipment, small tools, spare parts, assets being 
acquired, advances and securities.



CHANGES IN PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT IN 2016 in €

Property, plant 
and equipment

Land Buildings Equipment 
and spare 

parts

Other 
equipment

Assets being 
acquired

Advances TOTAL

Cost

31 Dec 2015 15,042,781 428,200,742 517,831,805 1,104,141 30,883,390 278,549 993,341,408

Transition to SAS 
(2016)

23,033,259 16,296,977 39,330,236

1 Jan 2016 38,076,040 428,200,742 517,831,805 1,104,141 47,180,367 278,549 1,032,671,644

Increases: 3,107,621 8,294,244 11,975,612 69,801 30,712,785 1,153,927 55,313,990

direct increases 30,803,338 1,153,927 31,957,265

transfer of 
investment 
activation

3,107,621 8,294,244 11,975,612 69,801 23,447,278

postings -90,553 -90,553

Decreases: 0 1,100,171 9,627,777 42,387 23,581,187 221,796 34,573,318

direct decreases 1,100,171 9,627,777 42,387 133,909 221,796 11,126,040

transfer of 
investment 
activation

23,447,278 23,447,278

31 Dec 2016 41,183,661 435,394,815 520,179,640 1,131,555 54,311,965 1,210,680 1,053,412,316

Value adjustments

31 Dec 2015 0 244,099,831 327,669,966 991,600 0 0 572,761,398

Transition to SAS 
(2016)

731,158 731,158

1 Jan 2016 731,158 244,099,831 327,669,966 991,600 0 0 573,492,556

Increases: 0 0 5 0 0 0 5

postings 5 5

Decreases: 0 1,004,907 9,599,401 42,147 10,646,455

direct decreases 0 1,004,907 9,599,401 42,147 10,646,455

Depreciation 240,191 8,228,069 17,762,243 13,130 0 0 26,243,633

31 Dec 2016 971,349 251,322,993 335,832,813 962,583 0 0 588,118,390

Carrying amount

31 Dec 2015 15,042,781 184,100,912 190,161,838 112,541 30,883,390 278,549 420,580,010

Transition to SAS 
(2016)

22,302,101 0 0 0 16,296,977 0 38,599,078

1 Jan 2016 37,344,882 184,100,912 190,161,838 112,541 47,180,367 278,549 459,179,088

31 Dec 2016 40,212,312 184,071,823 184,346,826 168,972 54,311,965 1,210,680 464,322,577

CHANGES IN PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT IN 2017 in €

Property, plant 
and equipment

Land Buildings Equipment 
and spare 

parts

Other 
equipment

Assets being 
acquired

Advances TOTAL

Cost

31 Dec 2016 41,183,661 435,394,815 520,179,640 1,131,555 54,311,965 1,210,680 1,053,412,316

Increases: 1,575,348 12,746,247 35,024,284 97,176 46,750,864 1,737,328 97,931,247

direct increases 0 0 0 0 46,901,613 1,737,328 48,638,941

other increases 0 0 3,322,095 0 0 0 3,322,095

transfer of 
investment 
activation

1,575,348 12,746,247 31,702,186 97,176 0 0 46,120,957

postings 0 0 3 0 -150,749 0 -150,746

Decreases: 2,202 1,642,583 13,654,267 39,721 46,265,023 362,270 61,966,066

direct decreases 2,202 1,642,583 13,654,267 39,721 144,066 362,270 15,845,109

transfer of 
investment 
activation

0 0 0 0 46,120,957 0 46,120,957

31 Dec 2017 42,756,807 446,498,479 541,549,657 1,189,010 54,797,806 2,585,738 1,089,377,497

Value adjustments

31 Dec 2016 971,349 251,322,993 335,832,813 962,583 0 0 589,089,739

Increases: 0 0 3 0 0 0 3

postings 0 0 3 0 0 0 3

Decreases: 0 1,403,475 11,451,530 38,817 0 0 12,893,822

direct decreases 0 1,403,475 11,451,530 38,817 0 0 12,893,822

Depreciation 264,265 8,234,670 18,054,420 29,068 0 0 26,582,423

31 Dec 2017 1,235,614 258,154,188 342,435,706 952,834 0 0 602,778,343

Carrying amount

31 Dec 2016 40,212,312 184,071,823 184,346,826 168,972 54,311,965 1,210,680 464,322,577

31 Dec 2017 41,521,193 188,344,292 199,113,950 236,176 54,797,806 2,585,738 486,599,155



in €

Significant capitalisation of buildings from the investments and 
reconstructions by investment

2017

Rehabilitation of the 2 x 110kV Maribor-Cirkovce transmission line 2,794,785

Connecting 2 x 110kV line for HPP Brežice 2,788,702

110kV Hudo substation 1,582,301

Plave transmission system substation at HPP Plave 1,412,258

Pekre transmission system substation, 110/20(35)kV 1,258,299

Acquisition of the 110kV network 1,006,245

Total 10,842,589

in €

Significant capitalisation of primary and secondary equipment and spare 
parts by investment

2016

Pekre transmission system substation, 110/20(35)kV 9,006,656

Plave transmission system substation at HPP Plave 3,665,242

400/110kV Maribor transmission system substation, replacement of TR42 3,119,738

Divača transmission system substation - upgrade to 400-110kV transformation and 
reconstruction of 110kV switching substation

3,097,229

Acquisition of 110kV network 2,942,193

Rehabilitation of the 2 x 110kV Maribor-Cirkovce transmission line 1,361,109

Beričevo transmission system substation - construction of 110/20kV transformation 
for own consumption

1,284,377

Upgrade of DWDM network 1,204,700

Passenger, cargo and other vehicles 1,121,811

Podlog transmission system substation - renovation of secondary equipment at 
110kV and 220kV bays, installation of 400kV busbar protection

1,046,547

Total 27,849,602

Investments in property, plant and equipment are 
presented in detail in the business section of the 
Annual Report, Chapter 2.1.2 Network expansion 
and maintenance.

In 2017, the Company increased the cost of 8 power 
transformers in Divača by the estimated cost of 
decommissioning in the total amount of €3,322,095. 
The reason for forming the provision for decommis-
sioning lies in a significantly increased cost of trans-
port from the Divača transmission system substa-
tion, since rail transport is no longer possible due to 
the renovation of the railway station in Divača. The 
decommissioning of power transformers is possible 
only in properly furnished producers’ premises (and 
not at the location where it operated) for the follow-
ing reasons:
• Dimension and weight: the transformer core and 

winding are too big to be decommissioned on site. 
Furthermore, paper insulation is immersed in oil, 
which is why all decommissioning works are carried 
out in the winding room or assembly desk at the pro-
ducer’s.

• Environmental legislation (Decree on manage-
ment of waste arising from construction work and 
Decree on waste oils): a transformer contains at least 
80 tonnes of oil that has to be destroyed by a quali-
fied person with an environmental permit for waste 
oil processing or removal. 

• 
Since the decommissioning of a power transformer 
leaves waste material for sale (copper windings, steel 
profiles and sheet metal of various sizes), revenue 

from the sale of material in most cases equals the 
cost of disassembly, transport to the producer and 
decommissioning. For major power transformers, 
the difference between the cost of decommissioning 
and revenue amounts to somewhere between €30k 
and €150k, which holds no major value for Company 
operations. For that reason, the cost of decommis-
sioning for power transformers at other locations has 
not been formed.

Decreased property, plant and equipment amount-
ing to €2,589,017 refers to investment write-downs, 
write-off of a power transformer in Divača (the trans-
former broke down and was taken to the supplier 
for repair; it was found that its repair would not be 
feasible, which is why it was written off and handed 
over for destruction), write-offs due to reconstruction 
works (on transmission lines, buildings, TC equipment 
components, HV equipment, computer equipment, 
etc.) and inventory write-offs (obsolete technology, 
non-applicability and worn-out equipment). 

Assets being acquired are investments in primary 
and secondary equipment, spare parts and TC equip-
ment that is not yet ready for use. 

In 2017, the Company activated property, plant and 
equipment worth €46,120,957, i.e.:
• easements in the amount of €1,575,347,
• buildings in the amount of €12,746,247,
• equipment and spare parts in the amount of 

€31,702,186 and
• other equipment in the amount of €97,176. 

CHANGES IN PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT IN 2017 in €

Investments in property, plant and equipment in 2017 46,901,613

Increase in advances for property, plant and equipment 1,737,328

Estimate of decommissioning costs 3,322,095

Decreases -2,589,017

Transfers to intangible fixed assets -150,746

Decrease in advances for property, plant and equipment -362,270

Depreciation in the financial year -26,582,423

Total 22,276,580

There was no reason in 2017 to change the useful life 
of property, plant and equipment.

The Company did not pledge its property, plant and 
equipment and has no other ownership restrictions 
to such assets. 

Receivables for advances given for fixed assets in the 
amount of €2,097,872 are secured with bank guar-
antees, while securities amounting to €183,000 are 
secured with bills of exchange. Most of the remain-
der are court deposits, which are not secured.

Property, plant and equipment are free of encum-
brances.

As at 31 December 2017, the Company had liabilities 
amounting to €32,116,208 (in 2016: €32,242,140) 
for the acquisition of property, plant and equipment, 
which is the value of already concluded contracts.

It is estimated that the book values disclosed are at 
least at the level of recoverable amount, which is why 
no impairment is required. 



in €

Changes in long-term investments 2017

Capital increase in Talum 3,562,972

Capital increase in TSC NET 20,000

Revaluation of Zavarovalnica Triglav shares 138,372

Total 3,721,344

In 2017, a capital increase in Talum was executed in the amount of €3,562,972. The entire amount was provided with 
an in-kind contribution, i.e. a short-term debt to equity swap. After the capital increase, the Company’s ownership 
share increased by 0.65% and amounts to 86.26%.

CHANGES IN 2017 in €

Long-term investments Equity share 
in %

31 Dec 2017 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2016

1. Shares and interests in Group companies 90,977,174 3,562,972 0 87,414,202

Talum d.d. 86.26 90,482,154 3,562,972 86,919,182

Stelkom d.o.o. 56.26 495,020 495,020

2. Shares and interests in associated companies 50,000 0 0 50,000

ELDOM d.o.o. 25.00 50,000 50,000

3. Jointly controlled company 400,000 0 0 400,000

BSP – Regionalna Energetska 
Borza d.o.o.

50.00 400,000 400,000

4. Other long-term investments 1,375,450 158,374 0 1,217,076

TSCNET Services GmbH 7.69 370,500 20,000 350,500

JAO S.A. (auction house) 5.00 147,000 147,000

Shares in holiday capacities of 
the electricity sector

66,365 66,365

Informatika d.d. 4.48 90,008 90,008

Shares in banks and insurance 
companies

701,577 138,374 563,203

Total 92,802,624 3,721,346 0 89,081,278

Long-term investmentsand loans (3)

The number of long-term investments and loans as at 31 December 2017 increased by 4.17% compared to 
2016. They account of 13.7% of the balance sheet total and the second most important item of Company 
assets.

in €

Long-term investments and loans 31 Dec 2017 31. 12. 2016

Shares and interests in Group companies 90,977,174 87,414,202

Shares and interests in associated companies 50,000 50,000

Jointly controlled company 400,000 400,000

Other long-term investments 1,375,450 1,217,076

Total 92,802,624 89,081,278

The majority of long-term investments is disclosed by the Company as a share in its subsidiaries, the most 
important one being the investment in Talum amounting to €90,482,154.

Data on related parties Address Country Principal activity Equity share 
in %

% of voting 
rights

1. Subsidiaries

Talum d.d. Tovarniška cesta 10, 
Kidričevo

Slovenia Aluminum 
production

86.26 86.26

Stelkom d.o.o. Špruha 19, Trzin Slovenia Telecommunica-
tions services

56.26 56.26

2. Jointly controlled company

BSP – Energetska borza, 
d.o.o.

Dunajska c.156, 
Ljubljana

Slovenia Stock exchange 
activity

50.00 50.00

3. Affiliated company

ELDOM d.o.o. Vetrinjska ulica 2, 
Maribor

Slovenia Building 
management

25.00 25.00

Significant amounts from the statements of related parties Net profit or loss Total equity

1. Subsidiaries

Talum d.d. 2,687,787 121,798,297

Stelkom d.o.o. 183,515 2,468,264

2. Jointly controlled company

BSP – Energetska borza, d.o.o. 601,050 3,504,794

3. Affiliated company

ELDOM d.o.o. 7,847 278,192



The increase amounting to €2,503,482 mostly refers to 
unused investment tax allowances from 2017, which 
can be used by the Company in its tax assessments by 
2022. 

Reduced deferred tax assets amounting to €919,622 
are the result of reduced negative fair value of financial 
derivatives, dividends disbursed and final write-offs of 
receivables impaired years ago.

CHANGES IN 2016 in €

Long-term investments Equity share 
in %

31 Dec 2016 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2015

1. Shares and interests in Group companies 87,414,202 1,800,008 0 85,614,194

Talum d.d. 85,84 86,919,182 1,800,008 85,119,174

Stelkom d.o.o. 56,26 495,020 495,020

2. Shares and interests in associated companies 50,000 0 0 50,000

ELDOM d.o.o. 25,00 50,000 50,000

3. Jointly controlled company 400,000 0 0 400,000

BSP – Regionalna Energetska 
Borza d.o.o.

50,00 400,000 400,000

4. Other long-term investments 1,217,076 176,000 39,194 1,080,270

Auction house (CAO SEE) 10,00 0 27,808 27,808

TSCNET Services GmbH 7,69 350,500 176,000 174,500

JAO S.A. (auction house) 5,00 147,000 147,000

Shares in holiday capacities of 
the electricity sector

66,365 66,365

Informatika d.d. 4,48 90,008 90,008

Shares in banks and insurance 
companies

563,203 11,386 574,589

5. Long-term loans to Group companies 0 0 1,800,015 1,800,015

Long-term loans given (Talum) 0 1,800,015 1,800,015

Total 89,081,278 1,976,008 1,839,209 88,944,479

Taking into account available data on the operations 
of subsidiaries, associates and jointly controlled com-
pany for 2017, it is estimated that there is no sign for 
the impairment of each investment. 

Deferred tax assets(4)

Deferred tax assets account for 0.7% of Company 
assets and increased by €1,583,860 compared to the 
previous year.

in €

Deferred tax assets 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Financial derivatives 639,684 875,114

Jubilee benefits and severance pay upon retirement 637,673 609,994

Unpaid dividends 0 478,623

Revaluation of receivables 298 205,423

Unused investment allowance 3,665,627 1,190,268

Total 4,943,282 3,359,422

CHANGES IN 2017 in €

DEFERRED TAX ASSETS Financial 
derivatives

Jubilee 
benefits and 

severance 
pay upon 

retirement

Unpaid 
dividends

Revalu-
ation of 

receivables

Unused 
investment 

allowance

TOTAL

Balance as at 1 Jan 2017 875,114 609,994 478,623 205,423 1,190,268 3,359,422

To the debit (credit) of 
income statement

0 28,123 -478,623 -205,125 2,475,359 1,819,734

recognised deferred tax assets 0 28,123 0 0 2,475,359 2,503,482

eliminated deferred tax assets 0 0 -478,623 -205,125 0 -683,748

To the debit (credit) of equity -235,430 -444 0 0 0 -235,874

eliminated deferred tax assets -235,430 -444 0 0 0 -235,874

Balance as at 31 Dec 2017 639,684 637,673 0 298 3,665,627 4,943,282

CHANGES IN 2016 in €

DEFERRED TAX ASSETS Financial 
derivatives

Jubilee 
benefits and 

severance 
pay upon 

retirement

Unpaid 
dividends

Revalu-
ation of 

receivables

Unused 
investment 

allowance

TOTAL

Balance as at 1 Jan 2016 964,074 488,336 428,241 242,757 984,762 3,108,170

To the debit (credit) of 
income statement

0 92,761 50,382 -37,334 205,506 311,315

recognised deferred tax assets 0 83,771 0 51,044 80,215 215,030

eliminated deferred tax assets 0 -43,125 0 -104,635 0 -147,760

change due to tax rate change 0 52,115 50,382 16,257 125,291 244,045

To the debit (credit) of equity -88,960 28,897 0 0 0 -60,063

recognised deferred tax assets 0 21,774 0 0 0 21,774

eliminated deferred tax assets -181,077 0 0 0 0 -181,077

change due to tax rate change 92,117 7,123 0 0 0 99,240

Balance as at 31 Dec 2016 875,114 609,994 478,623 205,423 1,190,268 3,359,422



A short-term loan given to the subsidiary Talum 
was converted to an equity stake in 2017. Bank 
deposits decreased by €10,000,000, while cash 

and cash equivalents increased. The interest rate 
on deposits made ranges between 0.06 and 0.2%. 

Inventories include material intended for the mainte-
nance of fixed assets and small tools. It is estimated 
that the book amount of inventories at least equals 
their net realisable value. The Company has no 
pledged inventories.

During the annual inventory listing, the Company 
found no inventory surplus or deficit. 

Inventories (5)

Inventories account for 0.35% of Company assets and did not change much compared to the previous year.

BALANCE AND CHANGES IN INVENTORIES in €

Inventories 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Material 2,342,080 2,160,720

Small tools 26,649 51,570

Total 2,368,729 2,212,290

CHANGES IN 2017 in €

Inventories 31 Dec 2017 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2016

Material 2,342,078 310,711 129,353 2,160,720

Small tools 26,651 125,561 150,480 51,570

Total 2,368,729 436,272 279,833 2,212,290

CHANGES IN 2016 in €

Inventories 31 Dec 2016 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2015

Material 2,160,720 197,740 113,919 2,076,899

Small tools 51,570 128,438 151,503 74,635

Total 2,212,290 326,178 265,422 2,151,534

Short-term investments (6) 

Short-term investments, which account for 3% of Company assets, include bank deposits with maturity exceeding 91 
days. Compared to the previous year, short-term investments fell by €13,470,109.

in €

Short-term investments 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

1. Short-term loans to Group companies 0 3,470,109

3. Other short-term investments - bank deposits 20,000,000 30,000,000

Total 20,000,000 33,470,109

Short-term operating receivables (7)

Short-term operating receivables increased by €3,022,841 compared to the previous year. They account for 
3.7% of Company assets.

in €

Short-term operating receivables  31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Short-term receivables due from Group companies 1,247,355 3,621,390

Short-term trade receivables 22,212,348 16,665,210

Other short-term receivables 1,745,141 1,895,403

Total 25,204,844 22,182,003

Short-term receivables due from Group companies 
are receivables deriving from electricity trading in the 
amount of €757,699 and receivables deriving from tel-
ecommunication services in the amount of €489,656. 

Short-term trade receivables are receivables from 
electricity trading on the domestic and foreign mar-
kets. Other short-term receivables are mostly receiva-
bles for input VAT receivables.

in €

Other short-term receivables Net amount 
31 Dec 2017

Net amount 
31 Dec 2016

Input VAT receivables 1.705.785 2.362.884

Reimbursement for contributions on salaries 57.624 69.712

Other short-term receivables 88.215 99.879

Advances for current assets 140.477 32.115

Total 1.745.141 1.895.403

The receivables are not pledged. Disclosures of doubtful receivables and maturity are indicated in point 3.5.10 Financial risks



Short-term deferred costs are the costs of 2018 for 
which the Company received no invoice in 2017. 
They include membership costs, subscriptions, etc.

Short-term accrued revenue includes accrued rev-
enue from the ITC mechanism for 2017.

in €

Short-term trade receivables Gross Allowance Net amount

Group companies 1,247,355 0 1,247,355

Trade receivables – domestic 16,190,075 -4,012 16,186,063

Trade receivables – foreign 6,026,285 0 6,026,285

Total 23,463,715 -4,012 23,459,703

Cash and cash equivalents (8)

Cash and cash equivalents account for 4.1% of Company assets and increased by €11,658,318 compared to the previ-
ous year. They are presented in detail in point 3.5.8. Disclosures for the cash flow statement.

in €

Cash and cash equivalents 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Cash at bank 9,199,515 10,358,612

Deposits redeemable at notice 17,283,843 5,104,318

Cash for special purposes 1,510,432 872,542

Total 27,993,790 16,335,472

Most cash and cash equivalents are bank balances 
and a demand deposit. The interest rate on bank bal-
ances and demand deposits is between 0.001% and 
0.01%.

Cash and cash equivalents for special purposes include 
cash intended for the payment of liabilities deriv-
ing from electricity trading on the Slovenian stock 
exchange, which hold an interest rate of 0.001%.

In 2017, the Company had no overdraft in its bank 
account. 

Short-term deferred costs and accrued revenue (9)

Short-term deferred costs and accrued revenue account for 0.3% of Company assets and increased by 
€564.218 compared to the end of 2016, primarily on account of increased estimates of accrued revenue.

in €

Short-term deferred costs and accrued revenue 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Short-term deferred costs 147.504 51.013

Short-term accrued revenue 2.150.599 1.682.872

Total 2.298.103 1.733.885

Equity (10)

Total equity accounts for 49% of liabilities and increased by €17,927,237, with respect to the previous year. 

in €

Equity 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Share capital 177.469.516 177.469.516

Capital surplus 140.266.261 156.936.162

Profit reserves 840.874 26.783.730

- legal reserves 840.874 8.518.911

- other profit reserves 0 18.264.819

Fair value reserves -2.889.584 -3.999.332

Retained net profit or loss 0 -43.453.631

Net profit or loss of the year 15.976.615 0

Total 331.663.682 313.736.445

Share capital did not change in 2017. 

Capital surplus, legal reserves and other profit reserves 
decreased in 2017 due to the coverage of accumu-
lated loss from 2016 in the amount of €43,453,631. 
At the proposal of the management and based on 
General Meeting resolution (No. 47607-21/2015/12 

of 31 August 2017), accumulated loss was covered 
from:
• other profit reserves in the amount of €18,264,819, 
• legal reserves in the amount of €8,518,911 and 
• capital surplus in the amount of €16,669,901.



Net profit or loss for 2017 amounts to €16,848,673 
and was partly spent in line with Article 230 of the 
Companies Act:
•  for covering the loss brought forward in the 

amount of €31,184 from drawing the actuarial 
deficit deriving from provisions for severance 
pay upon retirement and

•  formation of 5% legal reserves in the amount of 
€840,874.

The remainder of net profit is profit for appropria-
tion in the amount of €15,976,615, for which the 
Management Board will propose to the Supervisory 
Board:
•  the disbursement of a profit share to the owner 

in the amount of €9,000,000,
•  transfer to other profit reserves in the amount of 

€6,976,615.24.

Fair value reserves increased by €1,109,748 in 2017, 
i.e.:
•  by the reduced capital loss amounting to 

€1,003,676 (taking into account deferred taxes) 
and financial derivatives (interest rate swap and 
interest rate collar) for hedging cash flow variabil-
ity due to a changed interest rate on the long-term 
loan hired from EIB. The valuation was made on 
the basis of an appraisal of value as at 31 Decem-
ber 2017;

•  increased value of Zavarovalnica Triglav shares in 
conversion to the market price as at 31 Decem-
ber 2017 in the amount of €112,083 taking into 
account deferred tax assets;

•  decreased capital gain deriving from an actuarial 
deficit in the amount of €6,011 taking into account 
deferred tax assets.

CHANGES IN 2017 in €

Fair value reserves 31 Dec 2017 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2016

Revaluation surplus from long-term investments -2,770,292 1,377,480 0 -4,147,772

Revaluation surplus from long-term investments 596,464 138,374 458,090

Financial derivatives -3,366,756 1,239,106 -4,605,862

Actuarial deficit -737,576 31,183 36,749 -732,010

Allowance for revaluation surpluses from 
deferred tax

618,284 0 262,166 880,450

Allowance for revaluation surpluses from 
investments

-113,328 26,291 -87,037

Allowance for revaluation deficits from financial 
derivatives

639,683 235,430 875,113

Allowance for actuarial deficit 91,929 445 92,374

Total -2,889,584 1,408,663 298,915 -3,999,332

CHANGES IN 2016 in €

Fair value reserves 31 Dec 2016 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2015

Revaluation surplus from long-term investments -4,147,772 1,065,155 7,283 -5,205,644

Revaluation surplus from long-term investments 458,090 7,283 465,373

Financial derivatives -4,605,862 1,065,155 -5,671,017

Actuarial deficit -732,009 22,860 260,068 -494,801

Allowance for revaluation surpluses from 
deferred tax

880,450 130,340 194,911 945,021

Allowance for revaluation surpluses from 
investments

-87,037 13,834 -73,203

Allowance for revaluation deficits from financial 
derivatives

875,113 92,117 181,077 964,073

Allowance for actuarial deficit 92,374 38,223 54,151

Total -3,999,331 1,218,355 462,262 -4,755,424

v EUR

Accumulated profit or loss 2017 2016

Net profit or loss for the financial year 16,848,673 12,644,174

Retained net profit or loss -31,184 -56,097,805

Increase in legal profit reserves 840,874 0

Total 15,976,615 -43,453,631



Provisions are made in the amount equalling the esti-
mated future disbursements for severance pay and 
jubilee benefits discounted as at the balance sheet 
date. An actuarial calculation prepared by a certified 
actuary was made for every employee taking into 
account the cost of severance pay upon retirement 
and the cost of all projected jubilee benefits until 
retirement, also observing:

• the number of employees at the Company as at 31 
December 2017 (gender, age, years of total and pen-
sionable services, average net and gross salary from 
August to October 2017);

• the rights of Company employees to the disburse-
ment of severance pay upon retirement and jubilee 
benefits;

• salary growth amounting to 1%;
• discount interest rate amounting to 0.75%;
• employee fluctuation with respect to age groups.

Provisions and long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue (11)

Provisions and long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue account for 37.4% of liabilities and decreased by 
€1,079,759 compared to the previous year. 

in €

Provisions and long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Provisions for pensions and similar liabilities 6,178,355 5,775,433

Provision for decommissioning 2,893,624 0

Other provisions 883,422 2,138,344

Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue (SAS) 18,885,747 16,612,602

Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue (Energy Act) 224,440,485 229,835,013

Total 253,281,633 254,361,392

1.     Provisions for pensions and similar liabilities

Provisions for liabilities to employees deriving from severance pay upon retirement increased compared to 2016 by 
€287,339, provisions for jubilee benefits by €115,583, which totals €402,922.

CHANGES IN 2017 in €

Provisions for pensions and similar liabilities 31 Dec 2017 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2016

Provisions for severance pay upon retirement 4,823,926 425,413 138,074 4,536,587

Provisions for jubilee benefits 1,354,429 220,282 104,699 1,238,846

Total 6,178,355 645,695 242,773 5,775,433

CHANGES IN 2016 in €

Provisions for pensions and similar liabilities 31 Dec 2016 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2015

Provisions for severance pay upon retirement 4,536,587 656,093 188,779 4,069,273

Provisions for jubilee benefits 1,238,846 237,144 131,277 1,132,979

Total 5,775,433 893,237 320,056 5,202,252

in €

Sensitivity analysis for 
2017

Discount rate Salary growth

Decrease by 0.5% Increase by 0.5% Increase by 0.5% Decrease by 0.5%

Provisions for severance pay 
upon retirement 

233,023 -213,832 231,225 -214,341

Provisions for jubilee 
benefits

59,018 -54,784 58,565 54,915

Total 292,041 -268,616 289,790 -159,426

in €

Sensitivity analysis for 
2016

Discount rate Salary growth

Decrease by 0.5% Increase by 0.5% Increase by 0.5% Decrease by 0.5%

Provisions for severance pay 
upon retirement 

221,801 -203,669 220,774 -204,738

Provisions for jubilee 
benefits

54,965 -51,032 54,713 -51,301

Total 276,766 -254,701 275,487 -256,039

Projected cash flows deriving from projected disbursement of jubilee benefits in 2018 amount to €143,631 and from 
projected disbursement of severance pay upon retirement to €706,156.



In 2017, long-term accrued costs and deferred rev-
enue as per SAS:
• decreased by the depreciation of fixed assets 

funded from the connection charge for the Avče 
pumped storage plant in the amount of €276,156, 
the accounted depreciation of fixed assets 
obtained free of charge and funded from EU grants 
in the amount of €180,605, and the depreciation 

of fixed assets relating the free-of-charge acquisi-
tion of 110kV transmission equipment for power 
supply substations Divača, Artviže and Dekani in 
the amount of €275,671;

• increased by the EU funds obtained free of charge 
for the SINCRO.GRID investment in the amount of 
€3,006,088.

In 2017, the Company made provisions for the 
decommissioning of power transformers in Divača 
in the amount of €3,322,095, which is disclosed in 
detail under Property, plant and equipment. Provi-
sions were drawn for the difference between decom-
missioning costs for the power transformer in Divača 
and revenue from the sale of waste material of that 
transformer in the amount of €428,471.

Provisions for potential liabilities arising from legal 
claims increased by interest on existing claims in the 
amount of €9,858 and decreased by the legal claims 
dismissed in the amount of €1,267,750.

2.     Other provisions

Compared to the same period of 2016, other provisions increased by €1,638,702.

CHANGES IN 2017 in €

Other provisions 31 Dec 2017 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2016

Provisions for decommissioning costs 2,893,624 3,322,095 428,471 0

Provisions for potential liabilities from legal 
actions

874,451 12,721 1,267,750 2,129,480

Other provisions 8,971 8,971 8,864 8,864

Total 3,777,046 3,343,787 1,705,085 2,138,344

CHANGES IN 2016 in €

Other provisions 31 Dec 2016 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2015

Provisions for potential liabilities arising from legal 
actions

2,129,480 906,355 350,365 1,573,490

Other provisions 8,864 8,864 8,486 8,486

Total 2,138,344 915,219 358,851 1,581,976

3.     Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue

Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue fell by €3,121,383 compared to 2016. 

in €

Long-term deferred costs and accrued revenue 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue (SAS) 18,885,747 16,612,602

Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue (Energy Act) 224,440,485 229,835,013

Total 243,326,232 246,447,615

CHANGES IN 2017 in €

Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue – 
SAS

31 Dec 2017 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2016

Connection fee Avče 6,415,017 276,667 6,691,684

Assets co-financed by the EU 7,558,824 3,006,088 180,605 4,733,341

Assets acquired free of charge 4,911,906 275,671 5,187,577

Total 18,885,747 3,006,088 732,943 16,612,602

CHANGES IN 2016 in €

Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue – 
SAS

31 Dec 2016 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2015

Connection fee Avče 6,691,684 0 276,156 6,967,840

Assets co-financed by the EU 4,733,341 0 160,373 4,893,714

Assets acquired free of charge 5,187,577 2,773,292 167,262 2,581,547

Total 16,612,602 2,773,292 603,791 14,443,101



In 2017, long-term accrued costs and deferred reve-
nue for investments (source of cross-border transmis-
sion capacities) (by item from the table of changes):
• increased by the transfer of funds to a separate 

internal account in the amount of €20,840,000. 
Pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 714/2009, the 
funds will be intended for future investments in 
cross-border transmission capacities;

• decreased by the drawing of the funds in a sepa-
rate account in the amount of €608,624, since 
the funds were invested and are disclosed as an 
increase in provisions for investments in cross-bor-
der transmission capacities in the same amount;

• increased by investments in cross-border trans-
mission capacities that were funded from current 
revenue from cross-border transmission capacities 
in the amount of €2,436,351, which amounts to 
€3,044,975 together with the drawdown from the 
separate internal account (€608,624) for the pur-
poses of investments in cross-border transmission 
capacities;

• decreased by €1,262,474 in the amount of 
accounted depreciation of activated fixed assets 
funded from revenue from cross-border transmis-
sion capacities; 

• decreased by €683.545 for the accounted depre-
ciation of activated fixed assets funded from rev-
enue from cross-border transmission capacities 
before 2010.

• In 2017, long-term accrued costs and deferred rev-
enue for network charge surpluses (by item from 
the table of changes):

• increased by €42,014,105, i.e. by the 2016 surplus 
amounting to €40,564,302 (in relation to indent 5) 
and by interest on the 2014 surplus amounting to 
€1,449,803 (in relation to indent 7). According to 
Agency methodology, interest is a share of surplus;

• decreased by €13,783,664 and €19,881,912, 
totalling €33,665,576. In its 2016-2018 RO deci-
sion, the Agency engaged a surplus from previous 
years (2012-2014) as the source for covering eligi-
ble costs, which amounts to €33,664,571 for 2017. 
The amount, at the same time, increases network 
charge surplus for the current year. The difference 
amounting to €1,004 refers to harmonisation with 
the Agency for 2013. 

• decreased by the consolidation of the 2016 devia-
tion account with the Agency in the amount of 
€414,872. In 2016, revenue from the assigned 
rights to use cross-border transmission capacities at 
auctions decreased by €6,899,730 based on a cal-
culation of deviations from the regulatory frame-
work. The amount was transferred to long-term 
accrued costs and deferred revenue. Following the 
final reconciliation of data, the deviation from the 
regulatory framework amounts to €6,484,858 and 
is €414,872 lower than the deferred amount. The 
difference holds no significant value and decreases 
long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue on 
one side and net sales revenue on the other;

• increased by the used surpluses from previous 
years according the Agency decision in the amount 
of €33,664,572 (in relation to indent 2);

• decreased by €65,902,503. The amount of 
€40,564,302 is the 2016 surplus and increases net-
work charge surpluses from previous years (in rela-
tion to indent 1). The amount of €25,338,201 is a 
decreased surplus pursuant to Article 120 of the 
Energy Act by the revenue shortfall of the current 
year. The remaining share of the network charge 
surplus amounts to €8,326,371 (the difference 
between the planned drawing amount as per the 
Agency decision of €33,664,571 and the actual 
amount of €25,338,201);

• increased by €1,902,377. The amount of 
€1,866,044 is interest charged on the average net-
work charge surplus in 2015, 2016 and 2017. The 
amount of €36,333 is interest following the final 
data reconciliation with the Agency in respect of 
the regulatory framework for 2016. On the other 
side, financial expenses increased by the same 
amount;

• decreased by €1,449,803, which is interest on the 
network charge surplus for 2014, while the amount 
is increased by the network charge balance from 
previous years (indent 1);

• decreased by €2,873,160, which is the annual sur-
plus decrease based on the correction action from 
the Response Report of the Court of Audit dated 5 
March 2013 (fully recorded as an error correction in 
2016). On the other hand, net sales revenue for the 
coverage of eligible costs increased.

CHANGES IN 2017 in €

Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue from EA 
regulation

31 Dec 2017 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2016

1. Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue for 
realised investments – source of cross-border transmission 
capacities

92,699,210 23,884,975 2,554,643 71,368,878

1.a Separate account for planned investments in CBTC 20,840,000 20,840,000 608,624 608,624

1.b Provisions for investments in CBTC 54,281,553 3,044,975 1,262,474 52,499,052

1.c Provisions for investments in CBTC before 2010 17,577,657 0 683,545 18,261,202

2. Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue - network 
charge surpluses

131,741,275 77,581,054 104,305,914 158,466,135

2.a Accrued costs and deferred revenue – network charge 
surpluses from previous years

108,652,310 42,014,105 13,783,664 80,421,869

2.b Accrued costs and deferred revenue – network charge 
surpluses before 2010

0 0 19,881,912 19,881,912

2.c Accrued costs and deferred revenue – amendment of 
surpluses from 2016 as per EA decision

-414,872 0 414,872 0

2.d Accrued costs and deferred revenue – network charge 
surpluses of the year

8,326,371 33,664,572 65,902,503 40,564,302

2.e Accrued costs and deferred revenue – remuneration of 
network charge surpluses

3,684,825 1,902,377 1,449,803 3,232,251

2.f Accrued costs and deferred revenue – network charge 
surpluses (amendment by the Court of Audit)

11,492,641 0 2,873,160 14,365,801

Total 224,440,485 101,466,029 106,860,557 229,835,013

CHANGES IN 2016 in €

Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue from EA 
regulation

31 Dec 2016 Increases Decreases Adapted 
31 Dec 2015

1. Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue for 
realised investments – source of cross-border transmission 
capacities

71,368,878 2,127,142 4,072,614 73,314,350

1.a Separate account for planned investments in CBTC 608,624 0 2,127,142 2,735,766

1.b Provisions for investments in CBTC 52,499,052 2,127,142 1,261,927 51,633,837

1.c Provisions for investments in CBTC before 2010* 18,261,202 683,545 18,944,747

2. Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue - network 
charge surpluses

158,466,135 58,265,515 53,098,568 153,299,188

2.a Accrued costs and deferred revenue – network charge 
surpluses from previous years

80,421,869 16,560,836 33,664,572 97,525,605

2.a Accrued costs and deferred revenue – network charge 
surpluses of the year

40,564,302 40,564,302 16,560,836 16,560,836

2.c Accrued costs and deferred revenue – remuneration of 
network charge surpluses

3,232,251 1,140,377 2,091,874

2.d Accrued costs and deferred revenue – network charge 
surpluses before 2010*

19,881,912 19,881,912

2.e Accrued costs and deferred revenue – network charge 
surpluses (amendment by the Court of Audit)

14,365,801 2,873,160 17,238,961

Total 229,835,013 60,392,657 57,171,182 226,613,538



in €

Regulatory framework for 2017 Plan (P) Realisation 
(R)

Difference 
P-R

1 Eligible costs 1 Jan to 1 July 163,680,770 180,485,125 16,804,355

1.1 Controlled cost of operation and maintenance 35,540,138 35,659,860 -300,712

1.2 Uncontrolled cost of operation and 
maintenance

20,963,451 34,623,208 13,659,757

1.3 Cost of electricity for grid losses 13,137,120 17,374,573 4,057,453

1.4 Depreciation/amortisation 29,740,632 29,905,528 164,896

1.5 Regulated return on assets 26,100,212 19,917,993 -6,182,219

1.6 Cost of ancillary services 36,570,065 42,012,835 5,442,770

1.7 Incentives 1,028,718 991,128 -37,590

2 Sources for covering eligible costs 2.1 + 2.2 + 2.3 166,232,226 188,811,495 22,579,269

2.1 Other revenue 43,199,907 60,612,273 17,412,366

2.1.1 Revenue from congestion, used to reduce 
network charge

16,190,000 19,031,519 2,841,519

2.1.2 Depreciation of assets built from congestion 
revenue

2,811,811 1,946,017 -865,794

2.1.3 Revenue from mutual compensations between 
system operators (ITC mechanism)

4,526,311 6,224,343 1,698,032

2.1.4 Revenue related with system balancing 
electricity and revenue from associated 
imbalances

14,410,709 27,000,738 12,590,029

2.1.5 Response report to the Auditor's Report 
"Implementation of TSO service of general 
economic interest" No. 1206-7/2008/91 as of 5 
December 2012

2,873,160 2,873,160 0

2.1.6 Other miscellaneous revenue 2,387,916 3,536,480 1,148,564

2.2 Network charge surplus from 2012-2014 33,664,571 33,664,571 0

2.3 Network charge 1 - 2.1 - 2.2 + 3 89,367,748 94,534,651 5,166,903

2.3.1 Transmission network charge 89,367,748 94,508,730 5,140,982

2.3.2 Network charge for excessive reactive energy 0 25,921 25,921

3 Network charge surplus excluding interest 2-1 2,551,456 8,326,370 5,774,914

4 Interest 4.1 + 4.2 0 1,866,044 1,866,044

4.1 remuneration of network charge surplus/deficit 1,651,558 1,651,558

4.2 remuneration of funds in a separate internal 
account

214,486 214,486

5 Gross network charge surplus/deficit 
(settlement)

 3 + 4 2,551,456 10,192,414 7,640,958

Net approach - deficit of the year (excl. sources from previous years):

6 Network charge deficit excluding interest on 
surplus 

3 - 2.2. -25,338,201

7 Network charge deficit including interest on 
surplus 

5 - 2.2 -23.472.157

3.a    Regulatory framework 

Pursuant to the Legal Act on the methodology deter-
mining the regulatory framework and the method-
ology for charging the network charge for the elec-
tricity distribution system (Official Gazette of the 
Republic of Slovenia, No. 66/2015, pp. 7625-7673, 
hereinafter “Legal Act”), the Agency laid down a 
regulatory framework for the 2016-2018 regulatory 
period, in which it took into account only the activity 
of a system operator and, unlike in the previous legal 
act applicable to the 2013-2015 regulatory period, 
fully excluded other activities outside the scope of 
a service of general economic interest. Those are 
non-regulated activities and are disclosed in detail in 
point 3.5.11 Financial statements by activity.

The regulatory framework is an evaluation of planned 
eligible costs (they also include the cost of capital 
in the form of regulated return on assets), planned 
revenue from network charges and other sources 
of financing by each year of the regulatory period, 
and network charge surpluses or deficits from previ-
ous years. It is presented in detail within the scope of 
Company profile, point 1.2.2 Activity. 

The Agency monitors the implementation of the reg-
ulatory framework and checks the deviations from 
the regulatory framework, as identified by the Com-
pany until the preparation of financial statements, by 
the end of the current year for the previous year. The 
Company is required to identify deviations from the 
regulatory framework for a particular financial year 
and include the differences expressed as a network 
charge surplus or deficit in the financial statements 
of the year to which the deviations refer. 

Deviations from the regulatory framework are identi-
fied:
1. between the actual and planned sources for cov-

ering eligible costs, i.e. for:
a) the network charge and
b) other revenues;

2. between the actual and planned eligible costs, i.e. 
for:

a) monitored operating and maintenance 
costs,

b) non-monitored operating and maintenance 
costs,

c) cost of electricity for covering losses,
d) depreciation/amortisation costs,
e) cost of system services,
f) regulated return on assets and
g) incentives.

When determining actual eligible costs and actu-
ally realised sources for covering eligible costs, the 
Agency assesses the data provided by the system 
operator based on criteria and parameters. The cal-
culation method and procedure are laid down by the 
Act.

A surplus or deficit is identified by deducting actual 
eligible costs as per point 2 of the previous paragraph 
from the actual sources for covering eligible costs as 
per point 1 of the previous paragraph. 

When calculating a surplus or deficit, deviations 
between actual and planned costs are deducted 
from deviations between actual and planned sources 
for covering eligible costs, whereby account must be 
taken of the planned network charge surplus or defi-
cit in the regulatory period or the balancing of net-
work charges in the regulatory period and surpluses 
from previous years as sources for covering costs.

According to the Agency methodology described 
above, the Company calculated deviations from the 
regulatory framework. The calculation for 2017 is 
shown in the next table.



Notes to the table showing expenditure from rev-
enues from cross-border transmission capacities 
between 2006 and 2017: 
• Row 1 includes data on net revenues from the sale 

of cross-border transmission capacities at auctions, 
already decreased by the cost of reimbursements 
and decreases from auctions.

• The cost of revenues from allocated cross-border 
transmission capacities (row 2) includes the cost 
of auction implementation and estimated cost of 
operation and maintenance as well as amortisation/
depreciation referring to cross-border transmission 
capacities. It was set by the Agency and is covered 
from revenues from cross-border transmission capac-
ities. Due to amendments to the methodology in 
2013, the cost is no longer debited to revenues from 
cross-border transmission capacities, but is taken into 
account in the calculation of operating and mainte-
nance costs.

• Available revenue from the allocated rights to use 
cross-border transmission capacities (row 3) is rev-
enue that is available for the purposes laid down in 
Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 after deducting costs 
(row 2). It is used for the provision of actual avail-
ability of the allocated capacities (re-dispatching - 
row 4), maintenance or increase of interconnection 
capacities through network investments (row 5) or as 
revenue for tariffs (row 6).

• Row 5 includes data on the cost of investments and 
balance on the separate internal account that were 
or will be (separate internal account) funded from 
revenues from the sale of cross-border transmission 
capacities at auctions.

• Revenue for tariffs or network charges (row 6) is the 
difference between the regulated amount of total 
costs increased by the return and realised network 
charge revenues from payers in the Republic of Slov-
enia, which is covered to the debit of revenues from 
cross-border transmission capacities in the current 
year.

• The rest of assets of the current year (row 7) is the sur-
plus or deficit of revenues from the sale of cross-bor-
der transmission capacities after total revenues are 
decreased for the purposes laid down by Regulation 
(EC) No 714/2009. Surplus revenues are disclosed in 
books of account under long-term accrued costs and 
deferred revenue, i.e. network charge surplus. 

• The reconciliation of the network charge surplus or 

deficit (row 8) contains amendments deriving from 
the reconciliation of surplus with the Agency. 

• The Court of Audit action originally amounts to 
€25,203,620. By 31 December 2015, the amount 
decreased by the recognised amortisation and regu-
lated return on assets, i.e. to €17,238,961. Since the 
Company recognised other revenues for 2016 and 
2017, each amounting to €2,873,160, the amount 
increasing network charge surpluses is €11,492,641 
(row 9).

• The accumulated remainder of assets (row 10) is the 
sum of total surpluses and deficits of revenues from 
the sale of cross-border transmission capacities since 
2006, including the Court of Audit action (row 9). 

• Until 31 December 2015, Company and Agency 
recorded differed by the balance of network charge 
surpluses before 2010 in the amount of €19,881,912 
(row 11). In 2016, ELES increased accrued costs and 
deferred revenue for network charges and reconciled 
the mentioned differences.

• For 2017, the Agency drew a third of the network 
charge surplus from the 2012-2014 period, i.e. 
€33,664,571, as a source for covering eligible costs 
from surpluses from previous years. To harmonise 
surplus use methodologies between the Agency 
and Company, ELES’’ records of network charge sur-
pluses were adjusted to Agency records in 2017 (row 
12). In 2017, ELES drew a third of surplus from 2012, 
2013 and 2014. 

• The rest of assets according to Agency records (row 
13) shows records on Agency surpluses. Upon the 
transfer of network charge surpluses from the 2012-
2014 period to the 2016-2018 regulatory period, the 
Agency considers the remainder of assets as spent. 
Due to the comparison of network charge surplus, a 
third is still held under 2014 records, while two thirds 
are included in 2016 and 2017 records. 

According to the provisions of Article 120 of the 
Energy Act (Official Gazette of the Republic of Slov-
enia, No. 17/2014), a surplus is considered as a pre-
payment of network charges. A surplus implies a 
Company liability to electricity consumers. Therefore, 
the Company defers revenue of the current years by 
the amount of surplus revenue over eligible costs, and 
records it under long-term accrued costs and deferred 
revenue. The remainder of the network charge sur-
plus for 2017 amounts to €8,326,371. The difference 
between the planned drawing amount as per the 
Agency decision of €33,664,571 and the remaining 
network charge surplus amounting to €8,326,371 is 
the actual network charge deficit, excluding inter-
est for 2017, amounting to €25,338,201. Interest 
on the surplus balance amounts to €1,866,044 and, 
hence, the network charge deficit including interest 
amounts to €23,472,157. 

Pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 on the 
conditions for access to the network for cross-border 
exchanges in electricity (Official Journal of the Euro-
pean Union, 14.8.2009), the Company is also required 
exclude from profit or loss a share of revenue from 
allocated cross-border transmission capacities, i.e. 
the share of revenue spent on financing investments 
in cross-border transmission capacities. According to 
the Regulations, revenue from allocated cross-border 
transmission capacities must be used for:
a. guaranteeing the actual availability of the allo-

cated capacity and/or
b. maintaining and increasing interconnection 

capacities through network investments, in par-
ticular new interconnectors.

If the revenues cannot be efficiently used for the 
above purposes, they may be used, subject to 
approval by the Agency, as income to be taken into 
account by the regulatory authorities when approv-
ing the methodology for calculating network tariffs 
and/or fixing network tariffs. The rest of revenues are 
to be placed on a separate internal account line until 
such time as it can be spent on the purposes set out 
in points a and b above. If revenues from cross-bor-
der transmission capacities are used for investments 
in cross-border transmission capacities, such funds 
are not imputed in the basis for the calculation of 
regulated return and are not subject to amortisation 
(because it is covered by drawing long-term accrued 
costs and deferred revenue).

In 2017, the Company generated revenues amount-
ing to €42,307,869 from cross-border transmission 
capacities, which were used pursuant to the pro-
visions of the Energy Act and Regulation (EC) No 
714/2009 for:
• increasing interconnection capacities through net-

work investments in the amount of €2,436,350,
• future investments in interconnection capacities in 

the amount of €20,840,000 and
• covering network tariffs in the amount of 

€19,031,519.

3.b    Notes to the use of revenue from cross-border transmission capacities pursuant to Regulation EC  
          No 714/2009

Pursuant to Regulation EC No 714/2009 and Article 
120 of the Energy Act, the Company is also required 
to disclose revenue and eligible costs separately for 
the management of congestion on cross-border 
lines, as disclosed below, in its calculation of devia-
tions from the regulatory framework for a particular 
year.

Surplus revenues from cross-border transmission 
capacities will be used in the following regulatory 
years, in line with Article 16 of Regulation EC No 
714/2009 for investments in cross-border transmis-
sion capacities, lowering network tariffs or covering 
increased regulated expenses that will not be cov-
ered from annual network charge revenues.



EXPENDITURE FROM REVENUES FROM CROSS-BORDER TRANSMISSION CAPACITIES BETWEEN 2006 AND 2017 
v

ITEM/YEAR
Realisation 2016 – 

adjustment 2017 Total 
2006-20172006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

1. Revenue from the sale of CBTC at auctions 12,871,421 25,203,619 32,545,017 32,953,584 28,505,212 37,117,647 61,172,903 48,325,403 50,079,119 45,708,241 43,127,563 42,307,869 459,917,598

2. Cost of revenue from allocated CBTC 0 1,742,528 2,813,674 3,730,993 4,602,510 5,583,261 6,854,740 25,327,706

a. Costs of operation and maintenance of CBTC 1,237,793 1,123,931 2,063,203 3,603,623 4,584,374 5,855,853 18,468,777

b. Depreciation/amortisation 504,735 1,689,743 1,667,790 998,887 998,887 998,887 6,858,929

3. Available revenue from allocated rights for CBTC (1-2) 12,871,421 23,461,091 29,731,343 29,222,591 23,902,702 31,534,386 54,318,163 48,325,403 50,079,119 45,708,241 43,127,563 42,307,869 434,589,892

4. Redispatching 5,040 5,040

5. Investments in cross-border transmission capacities 0 37,852,962 2,884,652 6,974,301 5,980,743 2,434,820 17,530,941 29,373,735 2,248,293 0 0 -25,203,620 23,276,350 103,353,176

a. Phase-shifting transformer at Slovenian-Italian border* 31,235,090 95,445 755,976 2,505,689 -25,203,620 9,388,580

b. 2x400kV Beričevo-Krško transmission line 6,518,907 2,224,314 2,005,218 415,149 11,813,316 9,131,156 1,532,859 416,823 23,067 384 34,081,193

c. 2x400kV Cirkovce-Pince transmission line and 400/110kV 
Cirkovce transmission system substation 35,555 317,400 88,016 130,436 516,954 309,172 3,817,272 4,871,737 1,580,085 1,635,619 2,202,575 15,504,821

d. 2x400kV Okroglo (Slovenia)-Udine (Italy) transmission line 13,588 78,939 67,657 1,468 9,117 275,755 826 365 447,715

e. 2x400kV Divača-Beričevo-Podlog transmission line 
(transition from 220kV to 400kV) 280 31,960 25,743 28,662 19,032 55,414 518,338 342,068 325,187 329,041 245,727 1,921,452

f. 400/110kV Krško transmission system substation, 
transformer 2 49,542 136,594 1,585,302 195,984 2,077,283 317,208 271,808 166,029 4,799,750

g. 400/110kV Okroglo transmission system substation, phase-
shifting transformer 0

h. Beričevo transmission system substation - upgrade of 
400kV Krško I+II line bays 815,547 347,878 442,692 123,324 47,279 1,776,720

i. 400/110kV Cirkovce transmission system substation 
(primary and secondary equipment) 16,975 154,612 1,594,292 91,571 139,050 596,289 2,592,789

j. 400kV Divača-Redipuglia transmission line 433,423 1,474,130 88,499 1,996,052

k. Beričevo transmission system substation (replacement of 
HV equipment) 993,088 881,347 1,874,435

l. 220kV Kleče-Divača transmission line, SM 68-69, SM 
replacement 187,356 187,356

m. NPP Krško 400kV switching substation 1,330,222 3,000,001 3,130,999 121,750 331,038 7,914,010

n. 400kV Beričevo-Divača transmission line, replacement of 
provisional OPGW 28,304 28,304

Balance in a separate internal account for planned 
investments in CBTC 12,180,000 -180,000 5,646,500 2,735,767 20,840,000 20,840,000

Withdrawals from the internal account -6,353,500 -2,910,733 -2,127,142 -608,625 -12,000,000

6. Revenue from tariffs or network charges (3-4-5-7) 6,213,554 -1,659,515 16,272,827 6,865,754 6,546,244 2,856,200 6,839,478 16,161,520 19,207,353 28,505,334 35,087,456 19,031,519 161,927,723

7. Surplus/deficit of the year (3-4-5-6) 6,657,867 -12,732,355 10,573,864 15,382,536 11,375,715 26,243,366 29,947,744 2,785,108 28,623,474 17,202,907 8,040,107 -23,472,157 131,741,275

8. Surplus/deficit harmonisation with the Agency -1,004 -378,539

9. Court of Audit measure 14,365,801 -2,873,160 11,492,641

10. Accumulated remaining funds (t-1+7t+8+9t+10t) -6,074,488 4,499,376 19,881,912 31,257,627 57,500,993 87,448,737 90,233,845 118,857,319 136,060,226 158,466,135 131,741,275

10. Difference in network charge surpluses before 2010 
entered in books 19,881,912

11. Sources for covering administrative costs from surpluses 
in previous years - gross approach 0 0 14,547,936 5,493,390 13,623,246 35,065,510 41,326,139 10,192,414 131,741,275

12. Remaining funds as per the Agency records 0 0 33,664,571 37,088,579 41,326,140 10,192,414 133,764,345

* Difference between the amounts recorded by the Energy Agency and Eles of €2,023,070 refers to the difference between surplus recorded for 2015 and the surplus identified by the Energy Agency in its decision. 
 This is disclosed in detail in point 3.4.15 Events after the balance sheet date.



Short-term financial liabilities as at 31 December 
2017, amounting to €4,982,434, include the short-
term share of the long-term loan from EIB, which 
falls due in 2018, amounting to €2,800,000 and a 
share of a loan that was not used for the purposes 

of investment financing amounting to €2,182,434. 
Arrangements with the bank whether to return that 
share of the loan or use it for some other purpose are 
pending.

Long-term financial liabilities to banks amounting to 
€51,417,566 include:
• the long-term share of a loan amounting to 

€45,417,566, which was received in 2010 in the total 
amount of €63,000,000 for investment financing 
from EIB. 

 The loan repayment period is 25 years with a 2.5-
year grace period included and an interest rate of 
6m EURIBOR + 0.35%. The loan is not secured, 
since ELES is fully owned by the State, which is inci-
dentally liable for Company liabilities pursuant to 
the Energy Act.

 In 2017, the Company paid the principal amount 
of €2,800,000, while interest charged amounted to 
€57,883. Non-due interest amounting to €10,133 
are disclosed under short-term financial liabilities.

• a long-term loan amounting to €6,000,000 that 
the Company received from UniCredit Banka Slov-
enija d.d. (hereinafter “UCB”) in 2017. The difference 
amounting to €24,000,000 will be drawn by the 
Company until the end of 2018.

The loan repayment period is 10 years and the 
loan becomes repayable in September 2019 (in 18 
6-month instalments) at an interest rate of 6m EURI-
BOR + 0.65%. The loan is secured with blank bills 
of exchange (8 blank bills of exchange with a bill of 
exchange statement).

Long-term financial liabilities include liabilities for 
financial derivatives (interest rate swap and interest 
rate collar) for hedging cash flow variability for two 
thirds of the long-term loan from EIB tied to a vari-
able interest rate. 

As at 31 December 2017, the Company ordered the 
valuation of financial derivatives and hedging per-
formance tests for the purposes of financial report-
ing. The estimated fair value of financial deriva-
tives, calculated as the present discounted value of 
net cash flows taking into account the yield curve 
applicable as at 31 December 2017, amounts to 
€3,366,756. It was also found that the hedging rela-
tion as at 31 December 2017 is effective. The fair 
value is disclosed within the scope of capital surplus 
generated due to fair value.

In 2017, interest amounting to €1,271,967 were 
charged on financial derivatives. Non-due interest 
amounting to €321,806 are disclosed under short-
term liabilities.

Long-term financial liabilities (12) 

Long-term financial liabilities account for 8% of total liabilities. Compared to the same period of 2016, book value 
grew by €1,961,570. 

in €

Long-term financial liabilities 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Long-term financial liabilities to banks 51,417,566 48,216,890

Financial derivatives 3,366,756 4,605,862

Total 54,784,322 52,822,752

CHANGES IN 2017 in €

Long-term financial liabilities 31 Dec 2017 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2016

Long-term financial liabilities to banks 51,417,566 6,000,676 2,800,000 48,216,890

Financial derivatives 3,366,756 0 1,239,106 4,605,862

Total 54,784,322 6,000,676 4,039,106 52,822,752

CHANGES IN 2016 in €

Long-term financial liabilities 31 Dec 2016 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2015

Long-term financial liabilities to banks 48,216,890 24,067 2,800,000 50,992,823

Financial derivatives 4,605,862 0 1,063,968 5,669,830

Total 52,822,752 24,067 3,863,968 56,662,653

Short-term financial liabilities (13)

Short-term financial liabilities account for 0.74% of liabilities and practically did not change with respect to the same 
period of 2016.

v in €

Short-term financial liabilities 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Short-term financial liabilities to banks 4.982.434 4.983.110

Total 4.982.434 4.983.110

CHANGES IN 2017 in €

Short-term financial liabilities 31 Dec 2017 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2016

Short-term financial liabilities to banks 4,982,434 2,800,000 2,800,676 4,983,110

Total 4,982,434 2,800,000 2,800,676 4,983,110

CHANGES IN 2016 in €

Short-term financial liabilities 31 Dec 2016 Increases Decreases 31 Dec 2015

Short-term financial liabilities to Group companies 0 0 3,207,165 3,207,165

Short-term financial liabilities to banks 4,983,110 2,775,933 2,800,000 5,007,177

Total 4,983,110 2,775,933 6,007,165 8,214,342



Short-term deferred revenue includes the majority of 
invoices issued for the allocated cross-border trans-
mission capacities in 2018.

Short-term deferred revenue for EU projects will be 
spent in the year that costs are incurred for a par-
ticular project. More about EU projects is indicated in 
the business section of the Annual Report, point 2.1.3 
Strategic innovations.

The largest share of short-term operating liabilities 
are operating trade liabilities, i.e. liabilities deriving 
from the use of the transmission system and trade 
liabilities to domestic suppliers, primarily for fixed 
assets. 

Company suppliers, both for energy ad fixed and cur-
rent assets, requested no financial guarantees. 

Short-term operating liabilities (14)

Short-term operating liabilities amount to 4.2% of liabilities and increased by €8,033,298 compared to 2016. The 
most important reason for the increase are increased trade liabilities to electricity suppliers and liabilities for fixed 
assets.

in €

Short-term operating liabilities 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Short-term operating liabilities to Group companies 34,338 14,461

Short-term trade liabilities 23,693,546 16,811,954

Short-term operating liabilities for advances 765,309 73,189

Other short–term operating liabilities 3,936,566 3,496,857

Total 28,429,759 20,396,461

in €

Short-term operating liabilities 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Short-term operating liabilities to Group companies 34,338 14,461

Short-term trade liabilities: 23,693,546 16,811,954

Electricity suppliers – domestic 10,197,788 6,121,936

Electricity suppliers – foreign 4,036,621 3,596,571

Fixed asset suppliers – domestic 7,571,550 5,416,450

Current asset suppliers – domestic 1,745,992 1,485,391

Current asset suppliers – jointly controlled company 82,843 42,524

Current asset suppliers – associated companies 1,965 2,341

Current asset suppliers – foreign 32 142,643

Service suppliers – foreign 56,755 4,098

Short-term liabilities for advances 765,309 73,189

Other short–term operating liabilities 3,936,566 3,496,857

To employees 3,560,886 3,411,955

To the State 30,825 45,543

From operations on third party account 3,238 3,238

Other liabilities 341,617 36,121

Total 28,429,759 20,396,461

Short-term accrued costs and deferred revenue(15)

Short-term accrued costs and deferred revenue account for 0.5% of Company liabilities and increased by €1,342,605 
compared to the end of 2016, primarily on the account of short-term deferred revenue.

in €

Short-term accrued costs and deferred revenue 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Accrued costs 280,820 1,563,780

Short-term deferred revenue 1,894,332 14,437

Short-term deferred revenue – EU projects 1,136,682 529,183

VAT on advances paid 236,529 98,358

Total 3,548,363 2,205,758

Contingent liabilities (16)

As at 31 December 2017, contingent liabilities decreased by €1,250,000 compared to the same period of the 
previous year due to the expiry of a guarantee contract for a short-term loan to BSP.

in €

Contingent liabilities 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Loan guarantee (BSP Energetska borza) 4,800,000 6,050,000

Talum –  guarantee 10,000,000 10,000,000

Total 14,800,000 16,050,000

As at 31 December 2017, contingent liabilities 
include securities given, i.e.:
• liabilities for a guarantee for a long-term loan to 

BSP in the amount of €4,800,000 (80% of the long-
term loan). To provide a sufficient volume of funds 
for advancing payments in electricity trading on the 
Slovenian border with Austria, BSP had to hire a long-
term loan from UCB in the amount of €6,000,000, 
whereby the Company acted as a joint and several 
guarantor. To secure its guarantee commitment 
under the contract, the Company submitted to the 
bank 10 blank bills of exchange and a power of attor-
ney for drawing them.

• liabilities for the guarantee for the purchase of elec-
tricity for the 2016-2018 period by the subsidiary 
Talum in the total amount of €10,000,000 million 
(€8,500,000 million to HSE and €1,500,000 million 
to Petrol). The guarantee decision was adopted by 
the Supervisory Board of the Company in 2014 lay-
ing down that the total guarantee may not exceed 
€24,500,000, while guarantee contracts totalling 
€10,000,000 were signed by 31 December 2016. 
The guarantee is secured with a mortgage on Talum 
real estate. 



Net sales revenue increased in 2017 by €24,944,800 
or 16% amounting to €177,752,352 (€153,204,650 
in 2016). Most of the increase refers to revenue from 
network charges, which is disclosed in detail in point 
2.2.1 Economics: Financial performance of the Com-
pany.

In 2017, deferred revenue from the allocated cross-
border transmission capacities totalled €23,276,350, 
€2,436,350 of which was earmarked for invest-
ments in 2017 and transferred to a separate account 
for investments in future years amounting to 
€20,840,000 (€6,899,730 in 2016).

3.5.7 DISCLOSURES OF ITEMS IN THE INCOME STATEMENT

Total revenues

In 2017, the Company generated €187,587,496 in total revenues, which is €23,899,276 or 14.6% more than in 2016. 
Most differences, with respect to 2016, refer to operating revenue. Financial revenue fell by €612,359, while other 
revenue increased by €1,475,384.

in €

Total revenue 2017 2016

Operating revenue 185,828,672 162,802,421

  - net sales revenue 178,149,450 153,204,650

  - capitalised own services 3,039,669 2,231,205

  - other operating revenue 4,639,553 7,366,566

Financial revenue 159,863 772,222

Other revenue 1,598,961 113,577

Total 187,587,496 163,688,220

Operating revenue (17)

Operating revenue reached €185,828,672 and increased by €23,026,251 or 14.6% compared to 2016. Most 
operating revenue (95%) was generated from the use of the transmission network on the domestic and 
foreign markets or, rather, from principal Company activity.

in €

Operating revenue 2017 2016

Net sales revenue 178,149,450 153,204,650

a) on the domestic market: 148,241,678 110,415,577

- transmission network charge 93,900,768 93,347,541

- revenue from the use of network charge surpluses from previous years 25,338,201 0

- revenue from network charge surpluses - final settlement for 2016 415,876 0

- revenue from drawing network charges based on the Court of Audit 
action*

2,873,160 0

- extraordinary system services 633,742 1,616,227

- revenue from system balancing 22,694,578 12,661,973

- revenue from cross-border transmission capacities 417,540 155,317

- other revenue from sale of electricity 225,125 971,646

- other revenue from regulated activity 223,751 99,408

- other revenue from non-regulated activity 1,518,937 1,563,465

b) on foreign markets: 29,907,772 42,789,073

- revenue from cross-border transmission capacities 18,613,980 36,072,493

- revenue from transit (ITC mechanism) 6,224,343 5,649,810

- other revenue from sale of electricity 5,069,449 1,066,770

Capitalised own services 3,039,669 2,231,205

Other operating revenue 4,639,553 7,366,566

Total 185,828,672 162,802,421

*NOTE: in 2016, revenue is disclosed under other operating revenue. 



Total expenses

In 2017, total expenses amounted to €172,558,558, which is €20,062,821 or 13.5% more than in 2016. Most differ-
ences, with respect to 2016, refer to operating expenses.

in €

Total expenses 2017 2016

Operating expenses 168,944,291 147,835,980

Financial expenses 3,293,192 3,000,491

Other expenses 321,075 518,889

Total 172,558,558 151,355,360

Operating expenses

In 2017, total expenses amounted to €168,944,291 and increased by 14.3% compared to 2016, primarily on the 
account of increased cost of system services and write-downs. This is disclosed in detail in point 2.2.1 Economics: Finan-
cial performance of the Company.

in €

Operating expenses 2017 2016

Cost of goods, materials and services 103,939,175 87,723,619

Labour costs 31,241,974 28,966,947

Write-downs 32,984,408 30,419,649

Other operating expenses 778,734 725,765

Total 168,944,291 147,835,980

Not taking into account Article 120 of the 
Energy Act, operating revenue would amount to 
€178,531,768 in 2017 (€164,883,519in 2016). 
This is disclosed in detail in point 3.5.12 Note to 
the deviation from accounting standards.

Capitalised own services amounting to 
€3,039,669 (€2,231,205 in 2016) include the 
accounted hours of employees participating in 
investment projects and the cost of the use of 
company vehicles for such projects.

Other operating revenue decreased in 2017 
by €2,727,013 and amounted to €4,639,553 
(€7,366,567 in 2016). Major changes, with 
respect to the previous year, are the result of:

• the reversal of a provision for legal actions due 
to a court judgement to the benefit of the Com-
pany in a lawsuit with Acroni d.d. in the amount of 
€1,055,233; 

• revenue deriving from the Court of Audit corrective 
action, in the amount of €2,873,160, is disclosed 
for 2017 under net sales revenues, since it is in fact 
revenue from network charges (as corrected, it was 
recorded in 2016 in the amount of €17,238,961 
under accrued costs and deferred revenue and is 
transferred to revenues in 6 equal annual instal-
ments); 

• operating revenue from the revaluation of bad debts 
recovered referring to the repayment of a receivable 
due from TDR Metalurgija d.d. v stečaju. The receiv-
able was partly repaid in the amount of €78,744, 
while €603,022 was written off.

in €

Other operating income 2017 2016

Revenue from the reversal of provisions 1,145,704 56,885

Revenue from drawing network charges based on the Court of Audit 
action

0 2,873,160

Use of deferred revenue for investments (depreciation/amortisation) 1,946,017 2,221,628

Depreciation/amortisation of fixed assets acquired free of charge 732,944 327,635

Revenue related with products and services 2,786 17,285

Revenue from EU projects (non-regulated activity)* 582,227 620,246

Operating revenue from the revaluation of intangible assets and 
property, plant and equipment in regulated activity

75,625 38,675

Operating revenue from the revaluation of intangible assets and 
property, plant and equipment in non-regulated activity

75,506 0

Operating revenue from the revaluation of bad debts recovered 78,744 615,297

Operating revenue from the revaluation of written-off expired 
liabilities

0 595,755

Total 4,639,553 7,366,566

*EU projects are disclosed as non-regulated activity for 2017.



The cost of goods sold, amounting to €45,473,218, 
includes the purchase of electricity for covering losses 
in the system and the costs of system balancing and 
mutual assistance between system operators, and 
grew by 59.7% with respect to the previous year. 

The cost of material did not change much compared 
to 2016. The cost of electricity accounts for roughly 
half of the material costs, followed by the cost of fuel 
and the cost of material for the maintenance of fixed 
assets. 

The cost of services, amounting to €57,394,985, 
includes the cost of services related with electricity 
transmission and the cost of Company operating 
services. Compared to 2016, it fell by €824,789 or 
1.43%, mostly as the result of reduced cost of sys-
tem services.

The cost of Company operating services amounted 
to €10,916,131 and increased compared to 2016 by 
€117,156 or 1.0%. Most important are the costs of 
fixed asset maintenance and insurance.

in €

Costs by function group Cost of goods 
sold and 

production 
cost of 

products sold

Selling costs General and 
administrative 

costs

Total 2017 Total 2016

Cost of goods sold 45,473,218 45,473,218 28,470,973

Cost of material 348,685 4,579 717,707 1,070,972 1,032,872

Cost of services 51,875,146 47,293 5,472,545 57,394,984 58,219,774

Write-downs 31,940,191 75,256 968,962 32,984,408 30,419,649

Labour costs 20,676,151 923,062 9,642,761 31,241,975 28,966,947

Other operating expenses 453,078 7,827 317,830 778,735 725,765

Total costs by function group 
2017

150,766,469 1,058,017 17,119,805 168,944,291 147,835,980

Total costs by function group 
2016

130,682,047 1,338,392 15,815,541 147,835,980

Cost of goods, material and services (18)

The cost of goods, material and services amounted to €103,939,175 and increased compared to 2016 by €16,215,556 
or 18.4%, primarily due to increased cost of electricity purchase and therewith related services.

in €

Cost of goods, material and services 2017 2016

Cost of goods sold 45,473,218 28,470,973

- cost of electricity purchase for covering losses 18,660,186 14,582,845

- cost of system balancing 22,694,578 12,661,973

- mutual assistance among system operators 4,118,454 1,226,155

Cost of material 1,070,972 1,032,872

Cost of services 57,394,985 58,219,774

- cost of ancillary services 42,012,835 43,302,925

- costs of cross-border transmission capacity allocation 2,214,065 2,003,293

- other costs related with energy transmission 2,251,954 2,114,581

- cost of services for ordinary Company activities 10,916,131 10,798,975

Total 103,939,175 87,723,619

Labour costs (19)
 
In 2017, labour costs amounted to €31,241,974 and increased by €2,275,027 or 7.8% compared to 2016.

v EUR

Labour costs 2017 2016

Salaries and wages 19,011,078 17,549,417

Wage and salary compensation 4,400,254 3,920,531

Cost of supplementary pension insurance 1,076,465 1,033,757

Holiday allowance, reimbursements and other remuneration 2,365,208 2,323,257

Employer's contributions on employee salaries, compensations, benefits 3,838,117 3,590,074

Provisions for severance pay upon retirement and jubilee benefits 550,852 549,911

Total 31,241,974 28,966,947

The average number of employees in 2017 was 565 
(561 in 2016). More information is available in the 
business section of the Annual Report, point 2.2.2 
People: Relations with employees and the general 
public.

Labour costs include the cost of salaries and other 
employee remuneration, including the employers’ 
contributions. The cost of allowance also includes the 
difference between the calculated liability for unused 
leave of absence by employees as at 31 December 
2016 and 31 December 2017 in the amount of 

€187,361. Employees may use the unused 2017 
leave of absence by 30 June 2018.
In the second half of 2017, the Company dis-
closed €19,287 under cost of services for an agency 
employee.

Remuneration to the Management Board, Supervi-
sory Board and employees who are not subject to the 
tariff section of the collective agreement is disclosed 
in point 3.5.9 Related party transactions.



Other operating expenses (21)

Other operating expenses amounted to €778,734 and grew by 7.3% or €52,969 compared to 2016.

in €

Other operating expenses 2017 2016

Long-term provisions 9,858 86,459

Use of construction land charge 192,234 195,251

Compensations for route clearing 412,093 292,753

Contribution for the promotion of employment of disabled persons 87,902 82,473

Bonuses for students in practical training and scholarships 13,802 20,580

Other operating costs 62,845 48,249

Total 778,734 725,765

Net flow (22)

Net flow for 2017 was negative, amounting to €3,133,329.It fell by €905,060 compared to 2016. The reason lies pri-
marily in increased interest on non-distributed network charge surplus and funds in a separate internal account.

in €

Financial revenue and expenses 2017 2016

Dividends 67,482 60,804

Sale of investments 0 138,998

Interest on loans given – subsidiaries 66,178 86,752

Interest on deposits 18,142 37,997

Interest under judicial disputes 0 435,495

Other financial revenue from operating receivables 8,061 12,176

Total financial revenue 159,863 772,222

Sale and write-down of financial investments 0 27,808

Interest on loans received 58,858 133,273

Interest on interest rate swaps 1,271,967 1,296,468

Interest from actuarial calculation for severance pay upon retirement 
and jubilee benefits

58,093 82,516

Other financial expenses for financial liabilities 1,252 14,037

Interest on surplus network charges (Energy Act) 1,902,377 1,140,377

Interest under judicial disputes 0 302,674

Other financial expenses for operating liabilities 645 3,338

Total financial expenses 3,293,192 3,000,491

NET FLOW -3,133,329 -2,228,269

Considering the intensity of Company investments, 
as disclosed in detail in the business section of the 
Annual Report, point 2.1.2 Network expansion and 

maintenance, and in the financial section, point 3.5.6 
(1) and (2), amortisation/depreciation in 2017 grew 
by €824,761 compared to the previous year.

Write-downs (20)

In 2017, write-down (amortisation/depreciation costs and operating expenses for revaluation) amounted to 
€32,984,408 and increased by 8.43% or €2,564,759 compared to 2016.

in €

Write-downs 2017 2016

Depreciation/amortisation 30,442,608 29,617,847

Operating expenses for the revaluation of intangible assets and 
property, plant and equipment

2,541,688 483,542

Operating expenses for the revaluation of current assets 112 318,260

Total 32,984,408 30,419,649

in €

Depreciation/amortisation expenses 2017 2016

Amortisation of intangible assets 3,860,868 3,374,213

Depreciation of land (easement rights) 263,582 240,192

Depreciation of buildings and transmission lines 8,234,670 8,228,069

Depreciation of equipment and spare parts 18,054,420 17,762,243

Depreciation of small tools 29,068 13,130

Total 30,442,608 29,617,847

Operating expenses for the revaluation of fixed assets are write-downs, due to regular obsolescence of devices 
and equipment that were replaced with new ones. This is disclosed in detail in point 3.5.6 (2) Property, plant and 
equipment.



Decreased revenue, amounting to €2,893,826, 
mostly refers to the exemption of paid dividends 
from Talum in 2007 (in the amount of €2,650,649).

Reduced expenses, amounting to €2,143,453, are 
expenses that are not recognised under the tax 
law and are mostly applied as a tax allowance in 
the same tax return, if a tax base has been identi-
fied (e.g. donations, voluntary pension insurance for 
employees).

Increased expenses, amounting to €950,601, mostly 
refer to the final write-off of receivables from the 
closed bankruptcy proceedings.

In its tax return for 2017, the Company reduced the 
tax base by revenues amounting to €23,438,617, 
which were transferred in 2017 from network charge 
surpluses (long-term accrued costs and deferred reve-
nue) to net sales revenues and identified a tax loss of 
€10,051,409. These are revenues that were subject 
to taxation before 2010. The Company transferred 
them to long-term accrued costs and deferred reve-
nue in 2016, due to the reconciliation of records with 
the Energy Agency.

In 2017, a share of such deferrals was used and dis-
closed under net sales revenues, i.e.:
• network charge surpluses from previous years 

amounting to €19,881,912 (revenues in fact include 
€25,338,201 in surpluses from previous years);

• network charge surpluses deriving from the Court of 
Audit corrective action, amounting to €2,873,160, 
which accounts for one sixth of the total amount or 
the annual amount that the Company has to trans-
fer to revenues pursuant to the Energy Agency deci-
sion;

• transfer from provisions for investments in cross-
border transmission capacities before 2010, by the 
amount of annual amortisation/depreciation of 
€683,545.

Due to intensive investment activities in 2017, the 
Company increased the amount of unused tax allow-
ances for investments in equipment, which amounts 
to €19,292,771 as at 31 December 2017. Due to 
that, the Company made provisions for €3,665,626 
of deferred tax assets. 

Taxes (24)

The Company is a taxpayer under the Corporate 
Income Tax Act and Value Added Tax Act. 

Pursuant to the Corporate Income Tax Act, tax for 
2017 is paid at a 19% rate on the assessed tax base 

in the Company’s tax return. The Company identi-
fied no bases levying tax in 2017.

Amendments in the tax return that affect the calcu-
lation of a tax base are shown in the table below:

Other revenue (23) 

In 2017, other revenue amounted to €1,598,961 and mostly refers to the received insurance compensation 
deriving from property insurance for the written-off power transformer in Divača.

in €

Other revenue 2017 2016

Insurance compensations received - property insurance 1,460,822 60,802

Other insurance compensations received 40,874 24,729

Other revenue 97,265 28,046

Total 1,598,961 113,577

in €

Tax expense 2017 2016

Profit before tax 15,028,938 12,332,860

Decrease in revenue -2,893,826 -676,478

Decrease in expenses 2,143,453 2,214,106

Increase in expenses -950,601 -65,314

Tax base changes -23,379,373 -3,484,299

Allowances 0 -10,320,875

Tax base -10,051,409 0

Tax rate 19% 17%

Effective tax rate 0 0

Net profit or loss (25)

in €

Net profit or loss  Revenue in 
2017

Expenses in 
2017

Difference 
2017

2016

Profit or loss 185,828,672 168,944,291 16,884,381 14,966,441

Net flow 159,863 3,293,192 -3,133,329 -2,228,269

Other profit or loss 1,598,961 321,075 1,277,886 -405,312

Net profit or loss before tax 15,028,938 12,332,860

Corporate income tax 0 0

Deferred taxes 1,819,735 1,819,735 311,314

Total net profit or loss 189,407,231 172,558,558 16,848,673 12,644,174

The Company concluded 2017 with a net profit before tax of €15,028,938, which is €2,696,078 more than in 2016. 



Pursuant to Article 110 of the Energy Act (point 4), 
ELES as an electricity undertaking discloses transac-
tions made with related parties. Related parties are:

• the subsidiaries Talum (86.26% ownership share) 
and Stelkom (56.26% ownership share), 

• the jointly controlled company BSP (50% ownership 
share) and 

• the associated company Eldom (25% ownership 
share).

Since the Company prepares the cash flow state-
ment using the indirect method, the values show no 
value added tax. 

At the start of 2017, the Company disclosed 
€16,335,472 in cash and cash equivalents and addi-
tionally generated €42,867,599 in 2017. 

The Company received €12,975,404 from invest-
ment activities, €2,651,650 of which were the 
2007 dividends paid by the subsidiary Talum and 
€10,000,000 from reduced short-term bank deposits. 

Those funds were used for financing investments in 
intangible assets and property, plant and equipment 

in the total amount of €46,011,836 and for increas-
ing the investment in TSC in the amount of €20,000. 
Hence, the Company generated net disbursements 
for investment activities amounting to €33,056,432.
The Company received a long-term bank loan 
amounting to €6,000,000 and repaid a long-term 
loan principal to a foreign bank in the amount of 
€2,800,000, along with interest on that loan amount-
ing to €1,352,850. Net cash flow from financing 
activities thus amounted to €1,847,150.

In 2017, the Company generated a positive cash 
flow of €11,658,318 and disclosed €27,993,790 in 
cash and cash equivalents as at 31 December 2017.

3.5.8 DISCLOSURES TO THE CASH FLOW STATEMENT

in €

CASH FLOWS 2017 2016

Operating activities 42,867,599 47,136,661

Investing activities -33,056,431 -49,927,224

Financing activities 1,847,150 -28,325,109

Net flow for the period 11,658,318 -31,115,672

Balance as at year-start 16,335,472 47,451,144

Balance as at year-end 27,993,790 16,335,472

ASSETS AND LIABILITIES WITH RELATED PARTIES AS AT 31 DEC 2017 in €

BALANCE SHEET TALUM STELKOM BSP ELDOM TOTAL

LONG-TERM ASSETS

Long-term investments 90,482,154 495,020 400,000 50,000 91,427,174

Shares and interests in associated companies 90,482,154 495,020 400,000 50,000 91,427,174

- of which is turnover in 2017 3,562,972 3,562,972

CURRENT ASSETS

Short-term investments 0 0 0 0 0

Short-term loans to associated companies 0 0

- of which is turnover in 2017 -3,562,972 -3,562,972

Short-term operating receivables 1,111,086 489,656 14,715 3 1,615,460

Short-term operating receivables due from 
associated companies

757,699 489,656 14,715 3 1,262,073

1. Trade receivables 757,699 489,656 14,715 3 1,262,073

Receivables deriving from the reimbursement of 
paid-in share

353,387 353,387

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 1,111,086 489,656 14,715 3 1,615,460

SHORT-TERM LIABILITIES

Short-term operating liabilities 33,325 1,013 282,526 1,965 318,829

Short-term trade liabilities 33,325 1,013 282,526 1,965 318,829

TOTAL 33,325 1,013 282,526 1,965 318,829

3.5.9 RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Related party transactions 



Short-term trade liabilities

BSP: Operating receivables and liabilities refer to 
trading transactions on the balancing market. That 
is where the Company purchases and sells electricity 
intended for the balancing of the electricity system.
The Company has concluded contracts with BSP for 
the mentioned transactions laying down the content 
and terms of trading.

ELDOM: Liabilities derive from Contract No. 
886/2002 – Contract of employee takeover and 
provision of service at Maribor, Nova Gorica, Pod-
log, Divača and Kleče units, and from Contract No. 
854/2002 – Contract on the management and main-
tenance of apartment No. 10 Beli križ – Portorož. 

Long-term assets 

Talum: An increased ownership share in the amount 
of €3,562,972 is the result of a General Meeting Res-
olution No. 4-28/2012-226 of 28 November 2012, 
which was adopted by the Capital Assets Manage-
ment Agency of the Republic of Slovenia on behalf 
of the Slovenian Government, the founder of ELES. 
Based on the mentioned resolution, in which the 
founder agreed with the issue of the Company guar-
antee to Talum for electricity supply, the Company 
paid electricity to Talum electricity suppliers. A con-
tract on a debt-to-equity swap was concluded with 
Talum. The debt-to-equity swap in 2017 derives 
from guarantee payments in 2016 amounting to 
€3,562,972. The ownership share in Talum thus 
increased from 85.84% (in 2016) to 86.26% (in 
2017).

Other related parties: Ownership shares in other 
related parties did not change in 2017.

Short-term investments

A short-term loan, in the amount of €3,562,972, to 
Talum was granted on the basis of the resolution indi-
cated in the paragraph describing long-term assets, 
i.e. as paid guarantee for the supply of electricity in 
the amount of €3,207,166 in 2016. 

Short-term trade receivables

Talum:  Operating receivables amounting to €757,699 
refer to non-due receivables as at 31 December 2017, 
based on the Contract for the use of the transmission 
system for 2017.

Stelkom: Operating receivables, amounting to 
€489,656, derive from the Business cooperation con-
tract for mareting ITC services of 18 May 2004 and 
its Annexes from 2009 and 2014. The Contract was 
made between several parties, i.e. Stelkom, ELES, HSE 
and other power distribution companies. It is about 
the services of leasing out conduits and other TK 
equipment, where the share of Company capacities is 
higher than required by the Company for its principal 
activity. 

Revenue and expenses with related parties 

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS IN 2017 in €

INCOME STATEMENT TALUM STELKOM BSP ELDOM TOTAL

REVENUE

Revenue from electricity transmission 3,182,485 1,208,660 2,954,892 7,346,037

Revenue from the sale of services 15 15

Interest revenue 66,178 66,178

TOTAL 3,248,663 1,208,660 2,954,892 15 7,412,230

EXPENSES

Electricity expenses and costs 139,150 27,373,083 27,512,233

Maintenance costs 6,240 169,805 176,045

Financial expenses 208 208

TOTAL 139,150 6,448 27,373,083 169,805 27,688,486

Talum: Revenue amounting to €3,182,485 refers to 
network charges for the transmission network and 
network charges for system services, while financial 
revenue amounting to €66,178 refers to revenue 
from interest on a loan given.

Costs amounting to €139,150 refer to payments for 
the cross-border transmission of reactive energy.

Stelkom: Revenue amounting to €1,208,485 derives 
from a contract on the lease of telecommunication 
lines (fibre optic) and other telecommunication 
equipment. 

BSP: All revenue transactions amounting to 
€2,954,892 and expenses amounting to €27,373,083 
refer to the purchase and sale of electricity for the 
balancing of the electricity market.

ELDOM: Maintenance costs derive from Contract 
No. 886/2002 – Contract of employee takeover and 
provision of service at Maribor, Nova Gorica, Pod-
log, Divača and Kleče units, and from Contract No. 
854/2002 – Contract on the management and main-
tenance of apartment No. 10 Beli križ – Portorož.



Management Board remuneration in 2017

in €

Name and 
surname

Salary Per-
form-
ance

Holiday 
allow-

ance

Training Mem-
bership 

fees

Supple-
mentary 
pension 

insurance

Benefits Total

Aleksander 
Mervar

gross 103,683 15,036 0 0 0 2,819 10,569 132,107

net 50,637 7,502 0 0 0 0 0 58,138

The table shows the remuneration received by the Company Director in 2017. 

Supervisory Board and SB committee remuneration in 2017

in €

Name and 
surname

Gross/
net

Attendance at SB 
session

Attendance 
at Committee 

meetings

Fee for the 
function 

performed

Travel 
expenses

Training Insur-
ance

Total

Presence Attend-
ance fee

Presence Attend-
ance fee

External members:

Andrej Prebil gross 8 1,695 0 0 4,385 0 0 0 6,080

net 1,233 0 3,189 0 0 0 4,422

Janja Hojnik, 
DSc

gross 8 1,905 9 1,860 4,250 1,434 0 0 9,449

net 1,386 1,353 3,091 1,043 0 0 6,872

Milan Krajnik gross 8 1,455 7 1,100 3,975 832 0 0 7,361

net 1,058 800 2,891 605 0 0 5,354

Matevž Marc, 
MSc

gross 7 1,365 10 1,420 3,203 0 0 0 5,988

net 993 1,033 2,330 0 0 0 4,355

Darinka Virant gross 0 0 5 1,320 1,440 75 0 0 2,835

0 960 1,047 54 0 0 2,062

Internal members:

Andrej 
Semprimožnik

gross 8 1,905 5 1,100 3,000 0 0 0 6,005

net 1,386 800 2,182 0 0 0 4,367

Simon Volk gross 8 1,905 3 440 2,750 0 0 0 5,095

net 1,386 320 2,000 0 0 0 3,706

Bogdan Trop gross 0 0 5 1,100 0 96 0 0 1,196

net 0 800 0 70 0 0 870

Total gross 10,230 8,340 23,003 2,437 0 0 44,010

7,440 6,066 16,730 1,772 0 0 32,008

Remuneration received by the Management Board 
members and employees who are not subject to the 
tariff section of the collective agreement includes:
• the gross salary indicated in the tax declaration;
• other remuneration (other than the salary) that is 

also included in the tax declaration;
• premiums for voluntary supplementary pension 

insurance (only for the Member of the Board).

Remuneration received by Supervisory Board mem-
bers includes gross attendance fees for all members, 
along with travel costs for performing their function 
in the Supervisory Board and SB committees.

in €

Remuneration of Supervisory and Management Board members 2017

Member of the Management Board 132,107

Employees with employment contracts not subject to the tariff section of the 
Collective Agreement

4,402,172

Supervisory Board members 44,010

Total remuneration of Supervisory and Management Board members 4,578,288

The Company has no receivables due from the Member of the Board, Supervisory Board members and SB committee 
members arising from advances, securities and loans given.

Transactions with the Management Board, Supervisory Board and employees who are 
not subject to the tariff section of the collective agreement



Credit risk is a chance (probability) of a loss incurred 
due to the non-fulfilment of buyers’ contractual obli-
gations. Almost all companies are exposed to credit 
risk, since most companies do not receive immediate 
payment for their services or products, but expects 
payment after an agreed period, which is why there 
is a possibility that invoices will not be paid. 

To manage such risks, the Company regularly moni-
tors receivables and, if in arrears, regularly sends 
late payment notices. If buyers nevertheless fail to 
settle their liabilities, enforcement proceedings are 
instigated. Risk management is based on securing 
receivables and monitoring the financial position of 
business partners. The Company estimates credit risk 
as minor risk.

The Company is fully owned by the Republic of Slov-
enia and had no transactions with the Government 
of the Republic of Slovenia.

The table below shows transactions with compa-
nies in which the Republic of Slovenia or SSH holds 

an ownership share of more than 50% that are 
important for the Company pursuant to the revenue 
or expense criterion (€500,000) in a particular year, 
except for the banking sector, where all transactions 
are disclosed. 

Transactions with majority State-owned companies

in €

Majority State owned companies 
by sector

Outstanding 
receivables as at 

31 Dec 2017

Outstanding 
liabilities as at 

31 Dec 2017

Expenses in 
2017

Revenue in 2017

SODO d.o.o. 9,963,159 87,706,413

GEN Energija d.o.o. 14 4,806,170 22,872,145 4,075

Holding Slovenske elektrarne d.o.o. 515,814 3,771,449 25,739,559 2,575,341

Energy sector 10,478,987 8,577,619 48,611,704 90,285,829

Abanka d.d. 35,838 1,678,202 634,234

NLB d.d. 162,800 1,688,554 637,733

Banking sector 198,638 3,366,756 1,271,967 0

Zavarovalnica Triglav d.d. 1,313,372 1,460,822

Insurance sector 0 0 1,313,372 1,460,822

3.5.10  FINANCIAL RISKS

Credit risk

in €

Item 31 Dec 2017 31 Dec 2016

Short-term loans to Group companies  -      3,470,109   

Other short-term investments  20,000,000    30,000,000   

Receivables due from Group companies  1,247,355    3,621,390   

Trade receivables  22,212,348    16,665,210   

Other short-term operating receivables  1,745,141    1,895,403   

Cash and cash equivalents  27,993,790    16,335,472   

Total  73,198,634    71,987,584   

Below is a description of securities and credit risk 
management for individual Company asset items.

Other short-term investments are bank deposits. 
Investments are not secured due to the nature of the 
business. When tying deposits, the Company takes 
into account the balance of the principles of security 
and return.

Trade receivables mostly include buyers for the serv-
ices of accessing and using the transmission system. 
Suitable contracts have been concluded with them 
also laying down security instruments (blank bills of 
exchange with a bill of exchange of statement). 

The payment of receivables by SODO is laid down 
in the Legal Act on the methodology determining 
the regulatory framework and the methodology for 
charging the network charge for the electricity distri-
bution system (hereinafter “Legal Act”). Other major 
buyers are specific (Borzen, JAO, buyers from the ITC 
mechanism). Their own trade receivables are prop-
erly secured (Borzen, JAO) or receivables are incurred 
following data reconciliation (buyers from the ITC 
mechanism), which is why the Company has no secu-
rity for such receivables.

In case of late payment, buyers in Slovenia are 
charged default interest, as agreed in the contract or 
laid down by the law.



Trade receivables are secured in the amount of 
6.13% with blank bills of exchange. The share of 
secured receivables is low, but since receivables due 
from SODO amount to €9,963,308 as at the end of 
2017 (wher the liability for payment derives from th 
eLegal Act), receivables due from Borzen amount to 
€4,061,348 (the company acting as the market oper-
ator accounts financial receivables and liabilities of 
parties to a financial settlement and has adequate 
financial coverage of parties to the financial settle-
ment pursuant to the Rules on the operation of the 
electricity market), receivables due from JAO amount 
to €3,670,256 (the auction house has secured its 

own receivables due from auction participants), 
trade receivables deriving from the ITC mechanism 
to €1,290,942 (the receivable occurs following data 
reconciliation between TSOs, which at the same time 
implies each TSO’s agreement with the financial set-
tlement) and the amount of outstanding receivables, 
credit risk is managed by the Company. 

As at 31 December 2017, the Company recorded out-
standing due receivables amounting to €177,811, 
not taking into account those older than 6 months, 
which were settled before the compilation of this 
Report.

As at the end of 2017, the Company discloses doubt-
ful receivables amounting to €4,012. In 2017, doubt-
ful receivables were settled upon the completed 
bankruptcy proceedings for TDR Metalurgija d.d. v 
stečaju, in the amount of €78,744 and written off in 
the amount of €603,022. 

Doubtful receivables due from SODO. in the amount 
of €358,095 (conclusion of an agreement between 
the partners), were also written off along with 
other receivables amounting to €91,712, mostly on 
account of bankruptcy.

in €

Allowance for trade receivables 2017 2016

1 January 1,135,473 2,032,895

Allowance for the year 112 268,653

Settlement of receivables, write-off of receivables -1,131,573 -1,166,075

31 December 4,012 1,135,473

Other short-term operating receivables are receivables arising from tax and due from other institutions that pose no 
major risk of recovery.

in €

Short-term trade receivables 31 Dec 2017 Secured Unsecured

Group companies 1,247,355 757,699 489,656

Trade receivables – domestic 16,186,063 681,096 15,504,967

Trade receivables – foreign 6,026,285 0 6,026,285

Total 23,459,703 1,438,794 22,020,909

Share of security for short-term receivables 100.00% 6.13% 93.87%

in €

Short-term trade receivables 31 Dec 2016 Secured Unsecured

Group companies 3,528,715 396,932 3,131,783

Trade receivables – domestic 12,599,973 469,587 12,130,386

Trade receivables – foreign 4,236,036 0 4,236,036

Total 20,364,724 866,519 19,498,205

Share of security for short-term receivables 100.00% 4.25% 95.75%

in €

Receivables as at 31 Dec 2017 Non-due Maturity Total

Up to 90 days from 91 to 
180 days

from 181 to 
365 days

Short-term operating receivables 
due from Group companies 

1,247,355 1,247,355

Short-term trade receivables 22,033,447 177,811 0 1,090 22,212,348

Short-term operating receivables 
due from others

1,745,141 1,745,141

Total 25,025,943 177,811 0 1,090 25,204,844

in €

Receivables as at 31 Dec 2016 Non-due Maturity Total

Up to 90 days from 91 to 
180 days

from 181 to 
365 days

Short-term operating receivables 
due from Group companies

3,528,715 3,528,715

Short-term trade receivables 16,730,717 105,106 14 172 16,836,009

Short-term operating receivables 
due from others

1,817,279 1,817,279

Total 22,076,711 105,106 14 172 22,182,003



Interest rate risk

Interest rate risk is a possible loss due to unfa-
vourable changes to interest rates on the mar-
ket. Unfavourable changes may be increased and  
decreased interest rates. Interest rate on money  

markets change continuously as a result of supply 
and demand for money and other macroeconomic 
factors. 

Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk is the risk or threat of mismatched 
liquidity or a mismatch between matured assets and 
liabilities at the Company. Liquidity risk is a possible 
shortage of cash to settle due liabilities. To manage 
the risk, it is vital to control cash flows. 

The Company monitors solvency in the short term 
and long term, based on a cash flow projection. The 
latter is amended and supplemented with respect  

to the actual circumstances and predictions. Inflows 
and outflows are monitored on a daily, monthly and 
annual basis. Excess cash is placed in short-term and 
night deposits at banks. The Company is seen by its 
business partners for its payment discipline, low debt 
and stable cash flows. In 2017, the Company had no 
short-term loans. All liabilities were settled regularly 
and in due time. 

in €

Balance sheet item Maturity

 Book value  Contrac-
tual cash 

flows 

 up to 2 
years after 

IFP date 

 3 to 5 
years after 

IFP date 

 5 or more 
years after 

IFP date 

Received EIB loan  50,400,000    50,873,481    5,678,795    8,509,400    36,685,287   

Received UniCredit loan  6,000,000    6,598,775    417,158    2,230,799    3,950,818   

Financial derivatives  3,366,756    3,366,756    2,030,342    1,336,413    -     

Short-term liabilities for advances  765,309    765,309    765,309    -      -     

Liabilities to Group companies  34,338    34,338    34,338    -      -     

Trade liabilities  23,693,546    23,693,546    23,693,546    -      -     

Other short–term operating liabilities  3,936,566    3,936,566    3,936,566    -      -     

Total  88,196,515    89,268,771    36,556,055    12,076,612    40,636,105   

As at 31 December 2017, the book value of the EIB 
loan amounted to €50,400,000. The loan is not 
secured, since ELES is fully owned by the State, which 
is incidentally liable for Company liabilities pursuant 
to the Energy Act. The amounts of loan maturity in 
the year include principal and interest. 

As at the end of 2016, a loan agreement worth €30 
million was concluded with UCB. The purpose of the 
loan is to finance the acquisition of 110kV network 
elements against payment, pursuant to the provi-
sions of Article 35 of the Energy Act (Official Gazette 
of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 14/2014) and the 
Decree on the division of the 110kV network into 
the distribution and transmission systems (Official 
Gazette of the Republic of Slovenia, No. 35/2015). 
Since the dynamics of acquisitions changed sub-
stantially in the period between the start of the bor-
rowing procedure to the contract conclusion with 
respect to the original acquisition plan, €6,000,000 
of the loan was drawn at the end of 2017. The final 
deadline for drawing the remaining share of the loan 
was extended until 31 December 2018, based on an 
annex.

in €

Financial instruments at a fixed interest rate  31 Dec 2017  31 Dec 2016 

Financial assets  20,000,000    34,342,652   

Financial liabilities  -      -     

Total  20,000,000    34,342,652   

Financial instruments at a variable interest rate  56,400,000    53,200,000   

Financial assets  -      -     

Financial liabilities  56,400,000    53,200,000   

Total  56,400,000    53,200,000   

The Company has concluded contracts for financial 
assets (short-term bank deposits) at a fixed interest 
rate, which is why they are not exposed to major risks. 
The Company regularly monitors bank forecasts for 
interest rate variability and analyses them based on 
demand at banks. Since interest rates on deposits are 
declining, the Company manages them by making 
fixed-term bank deposits with the most favourable 
terms. When making deposits, the Company consid-
ers the criteria of diversification, investment security 
and interest rate. 

The liability for the long-term loan received from EIB 
is remunerated at a variable interest rate tied to the 
6-month Euribor and, in turn, the 6-month Euribor is 
tied to the long-term loan hired from UCB (€6 mil-
lion of the loan was drawn in 2017, the final deadline 
for drawing the remaining share of the loan being 31 
December 2018). 

Two thirds of the long-term EIB loan is secured with 
two financial derivatives (interest rate swap and 
interest rate collar). For the UCB loan, an interest rate 
hedging transaction with an interest rate swap was 
concluded in 2018.

The interest rate risk of ELES in 2017 was moderate.



In addition to pursuing the regulated activity of 
electricity transmission, the Company also pursues 6 
separate non-regulated activities within the scope of 
its organisational units, which is why it prepared sep-
arate financial statements for regulated and each of 
non-regulated activities pursuant to the Slovenian 
Accounting Standards, the Transparency of Financial 
Relations and Maintenance of Separate Accounts for 
Different Activities Act, and the Energy Act. 

In 2017, the Company included the implementa-
tion of EU projects in non-regulated activities. The 
Company receives grants for that purpose that fully 
or partly cover mostly research activities. Rules are 
defined for each project separately with agreements 
or contracts.  

Pursuant to the Energy Act, the Company has drawn 
up rules on criteria for the allocation of revenues, 
costs, expenses, assets and liabilities in individual 
non-regulated Company activities.

Non-regulated activities that are pursued by the 
Company are:
• Holiday activity (activity 1): renting out holiday 

facilities owned by the Company, as a priority to 
employees for vacationing. They include: holiday 
apartments, campers at campsites and containers.

• Management of long-term investments in shares 
and interests (activity 2): investments in the shares 
and interests of subsidiaries, associates and other 
long-term investments, other than investments that 
fall within the regulated activity or other non-regu-
lated activities. 

• Renting out apartments and business premises 
(activity 3): renting out own apartments and busi-
ness premises to employees and other natural per-
sons or legal entities.

• Issuing the Naš Stik magazine (activity 4): the 
Company edits and issues the Naš Stik magazine 
and edits the www.nas-stik.si portal. 

• Marketing TC services (activity 5): marketing free 
fibre optic (telecommunication capacities on own TC 
network, primarily through the subsidiary Stelkom 
d.o.o.).

• EU projects (activity 6): research activities for which 
the Company receives grants for the reimbursement 
of costs (in part or in full), depending on each project. 
The names and contents of individual EU projects 
are indicated in the business section of the Annual 
Report, point 2.1.3 Strategic innovations.

Bases and criteria for the preparation 
of financial statements by activity

Sales revenues are the basis for the specification 
of individual activities. Regulated activity includes 
sales revenues that are subject to the Energy Act, 
while other sales revenues are non-regulated and 
generated with other market activities pursued by 
the Company. Regulated and non-regulated activi-
ties are also subject to the allocation of costs and 
expenses, and assets and liabilities. An income state-
ment is also made for each activity.

The criteria for the compilation of separate income 
statements and balance sheets for non-regulated 
activities are:
• revenues from individual activities are accumulated 

in separate revenue accounts according to their sub-
stance;

• costs, expenses, assets and liabilities are recorded 
under individual separate accounts of cost centres, 
while EU projects are recorded under project codes. 
Each non-regulated activity is recorded under its 
own cost centre, TC marketing is recorded under 7 
cost centres (7 products), while each EU project is 
recorded under its own project code. Cost centres 
and projects include direct costs that can be directly 
attributed to the activity. Suitable criteria have been 
prepared for items that cannot be directly attributed. 
General costs are calculated using a special criterion 
exclusively for TC marketing activity.

Sensitivity analysis relating to financial risks 

The analysis refers to the long-term bank loans and therewith related financial derivatives for hedging interest rate 
variability. 

in €

Financial instruments at a variable 
interest rate

Net profit or loss in 2017 Net profit or loss in 2016

 Decrease by 
100 b. p. 

 Increase by 
100 b. p. 

 Decrease by 
100 b. p. 

 Increase by 
100 b. p. 

Instruments at a variable interest rate 349.948 -349.948 369.860 -369.911 

Interest on long-term loan -57.883 524.922 -73.814 554.866 

Total 292.065 174.974 296.046 184.955 

Foreign exchange risk

Foreign exchange risk implies a threat of financial loss due to exchange rate variability. Since the Company does busi-
ness with buyers and suppliers from the euro area, it is not exposed to such risk. The share of suppliers outside the euro 
area is negligible.

3.5.11    FINANCIAL STATEMENTS BY ACTIVITY

General



Criteria for separate recording of costs, expenses, 
assets and liabilities for non-regulated activities are 
used in cases where direct classification based on 
individual bookkeeping documents or data in indi-
vidual accounts or cost centres is not possible. 

The criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: Labour costs for activities 1, 3 and 4

They include the share of manhours performed by 
employees in a certain non-regulated activity and, 
based on that, the actual labour costs are calcu-
lated for individual activities based on the salaries 
accounted.

Criterion 2: Labour costs for activity 5

The average annual salary of 2 employees in ITC, cost 
centre 993 (ITC wage bill/No. of ITC employees). The 
2 average annual salaries include all labour costs refer-
ring to TC marketing, maintenance and other works 
related with the entire TC infrastructure and equip-
ment, administration, invoice issuance, billing, etc.

Criterion 3: Indirect cost of material, services, 
depreciation/amortisation and labour of the entire 
Company referring to activity 5

To calculate the cost, the Company uses a ratio 
between indirect costs of activity 5 and indirect costs 
of the entire Company. The ratio obtained is used to 
calculate the share of pertaining costs of the entire 
Company, referring to activity 5. To calculate the lat-
ter, the Company uses a standard demonstration 
of the costs of the entire Company broken down to 
functional groups (production, sales and administra-
tion). 

Direct TC costs (material and services + depreciation/
amortisation + labour) / cost of production and sales. 
The percentage obtained is used to multiply the cost 
of administration.

The amount obtained is broken down to natural 
types of costs within the scope of activity 5 in pro-
portion to the share of indirect cost of material and 
services, depreciation/amortisation and labour. 

Criterion 4: Indirect costs of material, services and 
amortisation/depreciation of fixed assets for the 
pursuit of activity 5

The basis for the calculation of the share of use of 
a particular fixed asset that is also used for the pur-
suit of TC activity. Based on the shares, the amount 
of amortisation/depreciation, material and services 
referring to activity 5 is calculated. The basis is the 
amount of the mentioned costs recorded under the 
following cost centres or TC marketing products. 

MV Product content Criterion 4 
- marketing 
share in %

40 TC premises 2.00

41 Antenna towers 15.00

42 Optical fibres 10.00

43 UPS 48V 3.00

44 UPS 230V 1.00

45 SDH network 5.00

47 IP/MPLS network 40.00

The shares are specified with respect to the actual 
realisation for each financial year separately as 
required and accounted in annual financial state-
ments. The shares specified for 2017 were the same 
as for 2016.

Individual items of revenues, expenses, assets and 
liabilities as well as cash receipts and disbursements 
referring to the regulated activity are calculated as 
the difference between the item value of the entire 
Company and the total item value of non-regulated 
activities. 

The balance sheet also includes receivables or liabili-
ties between individual activities referring to mutual 
funding of assets or losses.

No criteria for allocation have been prepared for 
activity 6 (EU projects), since all revenues, costs and 
expenses are recorded directly with an accrual docu-
ment or labour costs based on the manhours per-
formed in projects



in €

Item Regulated 
activity

Non-regulated 
activities

ELES Total

1 2 3 (1+2)

14. Financial expenses for operating liabilities 1,330,269 0 1,330,269

c. Financial expenses for other operating liabilities 1,904,065 0 1,904,065

NET FLOW (+9+10+11-12-13-14) -3,266,988 133,659 -3,133,329

15. Other revenue 1,598,961 0 1,598,961

16. Other expenses 321,075 0 321,075

PROFIT OR LOSS BEFORE TAX  
(1+2+3+4-5-6-7-8+9+10+11-12-13-14+15-16)

14,133,386 895,552 15,028,938

18. Deferred taxes 2,298,358 -478,623 1,819,735

NET PROFIT OR LOSS FOR THE PERIOD 
(1+2+3+4-5-6-7-8+9+10+11-12-13-14+15-16-17-+18)

16,431,744 416,929 16,848,673

INCOME STATEMENT BY SEPARATE ACTIVITY FOR 2017

in €

Item Regulated 
activity

Non-regulated 
activities

ELES Total

1 2 3 (1+2)

1. Net sales revenue (a + b) 176,630,513 1,518,937 178,149,450

a. on the domestic market 146,722,741 1,518,937 148,241,678

b. on foreign market 29,907,772 0 29,907,772

3. Capitalised own services 3,039,669 0 3,039,669

4. Other operating revenue (including from revaluation) 3,981,820 657,733 4,639,553

OPERATING REVENUE (1 +2 +3 + 4) 183,652,002 2,176,670 185,828,672

5. Cost of goods, material and services (a + b) 103,619,019 320,156 103,939,175

a. Cost of goods and material sold and cost of material used 46,537,481 6,709 46,544,190

b. Cost of services 57,081,537 313,448 57,394,985

6. Labour costs (a + b + c + d) 30,425,262 816,712 31,241,974

a. Cost of wages and salaries 22,796,143 615,189 23,411,332

b. Pension insurance costs 3,104,728 82,011 3,186,739

c. Other social security costs 1,683,375 44,467 1,727,842

e. Other labour costs 2,841,016 75,045 2,916,061

7. Write-downs (a + b + c) 32,706,503 277,905 32,984,408

a. Depreciation/amortisation 30,164,703 277,905 30,442,608

b. Operating expenses for the revaluation of intangible 
assets and property, plant and equipment

2,541,688 0 2,541,688

c. Operating expenses for the revaluation of current assets 112 0 112

8. Other operating expenses 778,731 3 778,734

PROFIT OR LOSS (1 +2 +3 +4 -5 -6-7-8) 16,122,487 761,894 16,884,381

9. Financial revenue from profit participation 0 67,481 67,481

b. Financial revenue from profit participation in associated 
companies

0 6,791 6,791

c. Financial revenue from profit participation in other companies 0 60,690 60,690

10. Financial revenue from loans given 18,142 66,178 84,320

a. Finance revenue from loans to Group companies 0 66,178 66,178

b. Financial revenue from loans to others 18,142 0 18,142

11. Financial revenue from operating receivables 8,062 0 8,062

b. Financial revenue from operating receivables due from 
others

8,062 0 8,062

13. Financial expenses for financial liabilities 1,389,127 0 1,389,127

b. Financial expenses for loans received from banks 58,858 0 58,858

d. Financial expenses for other financial liabilities 1,330,269 0 1,330,269

The Company conclude 2017 operations at a profit 
of €16,848,673, €416,929 of which or 2.5% of total 
Company profit was generated through non-regu-
lated activities.

Total revenues from non-regulated activities

Operating revenue from non-regulated activities 
amounted to €2,176,670 in 2017 (€1,584,666in 
2016) and accounts for 1.7% of total Company 
revenues. Most of the revenue was generated from 
the marketing of TC services (57%) and EU projects 
(26%). Compared to 2016, revenues from non-regu-
lated activities grew by 26.7%, mostly as a result of 
included revenues from EU projects. 

In 2017, financial revenue amounted to €133,659 
and included revenue from dividends received from 
Zavarovalnica Triglav, a share in the profit generated 
by Eldom and revenue from interest on the loans 
given to the subsidiary Talum. 

Total expenses for non-regulated activities

In 2017, the cost of material and services in non-
regulated activities amounted to €320,156 or 0.3% 
of the cost of material and services of the entire 

Company. The majority share of the costs of non-
regulated activities was incurred in EU projects 
(23%) and marketing TC services (43%).

Labour costs in non-regulated activities in 2017 
amounted to €816,712 or 2.6% of total labour costs 
at the Company. The majority share of such costs was 
incurred in EU projects (64%) and the issue of Naš 
stik magazine (17%).

Amortisation/depreciation costs in non-regulated 
activities in 2017 amounted to €277,905 or 0.8% 
of total amortisation/depreciation costs at the Com-
pany. The majority of amortisation/depreciation 
costs refers to the marketing of TC services (86%).

Net profit or loss from non-regulated activities

The profit or loss before tax generated by non-reg-
ulated activities amounted to €895,552 in 2017, 
€752,216 of which was generated with the market-
ing of TC services. The profit decreased by reduced 
deferred tax assets, amounting to €478,623 from 
Talum dividends for 2007. The final net profit after 
tax amounts to €416,929 and fell by 39.3% com-
pared to 2016.



in €

Item Regulated 
activity

Non-regulated 
activities

ELES Total

LIABILITIES 1 2 3 (1+2)

A. Equity 330,763,616 900,066 331,663,682

I. Called-up capital 177,469,516 0 177,469,516

1. Share capital 177,469,516 0 177,469,516

II. Capital surplus 140,266,261 0 140,266,261

III. Profit reserves 840,874 840,874

1. Legal reserves 840,874 0 840,874

IV. Fair value reserves -3,372,720 483,136 -2,889,584

VI. Net profit or loss for the financial year 15,559,685 416,930 15,976,615

B. Provisions and long-term accrued costs and deferred 
revenue

253,281,633 253,281,633

1. Provisions for pensions and similar liabilities 6,178,355 0 6,178,355

2. Other provisions 3,777,046 0 3,777,046

3. Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue 243,326,232 0 243,326,232

C. Long-term liabilities 55,218,048 93,769,816 55,331,376

I. Long-term financial liabilities 54,784,322 54,784,322

2. Long-term financial liabilities to banks 51,417,566 0 51,417,566

3. Other long-term financial liabilities 3,366,756 0 3,366,756

II. Long-term operating liabilities 433,726 93,656,488 433,726

2. Long-term operating liabilities for advances 433,726 0 433,726

3. Internal liabilities of non-regulated activities to regulated 
activity

0 93,656,488 0

III. Deferred tax liabilities 0 113,328 113,328

D. Short-term liabilities 33,355,120 57,072 33,412,192

II. Short-term financial liabilities 4,982,434 0 4,982,434

2. Short-term financial liabilities to banks 4,982,434 0 4,982,434

III. Short-term operating liabilities 28,372,686 57,072 28,429,758

1. Short-term operating liabilities to Group companies 20,030 1,012 21,042

2. Short-term trade liabilities 23,674,849 31,992 23,706,841

3. Short-term operating liabilities for advances 765,309 0 765,309

4. Other short–term operating liabilities 3,912,498 24,068 3,936,566

D. Short-term accrued costs and deferred revenue  2,411,680 1,136,683 3,548,363

TOTAL LIABILITIES 675,030,097 95,863,637 677,237,246

The share of assets and liabilities from non-regulated activities in the Company’s balance sheet as at 31 December 
2017 amounts to 14% of the balance sheet total.

BALANCE SHEET BY SEPARATE ACTIVITY AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2017

in €

Item Regulated 
activity

Non-regulated 
activities

ELES Total

ASSETS 1 2 3 (1+2)

 A. Long-term assets 598,862,475 94,165,793 599,371,780

 I. Intangible assets and long-term deferred costs and accrued 
revenue

15,010,661 16,059 15,026,720

1. Long-term property rights 15,010,661 16,059 15,026,720

 II. Property, plant and equipment 484,334,544 2,264,611 486,599,155

1. Land and buildings 229,411,004 454,481 229,865,485

    a) Land 41,521,193 0 41,521,193

    b) Buildings 187,889,811 454,481 188,344,292

2. Equipment and spare parts 197,303,954 1,809,996 199,113,950

3. Other equipment 236,042 134 236,176

4. Property, plant and equipment being acquired 57,383,544 0 57,383,544

    a) Property, plant and equipment under construction or in  
         production

54,797,806 0 54,797,806

    b) Advances for the acquisition of property, plant and  
         equipment 

2,585,738 0 2,585,738

IV. Long-term investments and loans 917,500 91,885,123 92,802,623

1. Long-term investments other than loans 917,500 91,885,123 92,802,623

    a) Shares and interests in Group companies 0 90,977,174 90,977,174

    b) Shares and interests in associated companies 400,000 50,000 450,000

    c) Other shares and interests 517,500 857,949 1,375,449

V. Long-term operating receivables 93,656,488 0 0

3. Long-term internal receivables due from non-regulated activities 93,656,488 0 0

VI. Deferred tax assets 4,943,282 0 4,943,282

 B. Current assets 73,869,519 1,697,844 75,567,363

 II. Inventories  2,368,729 0 2,368,729

1. Material 2,368,729 0 2,368,729

III. Short-term investments and loans 20,000,000 0 20,000,000

2. Short-term loans 20,000,000 0 20,000,000

    b) Short-term loans to others 20,000,000 0 20,000,000

IV. Short-term operating receivables 24,624,343 580,501 25,204,844

1. Short-term operating receivables due from Group companies 344,901 524,975 869,876

2. Short-term trade receivables 22,559,095 30,732 22,589,827

3. Short-term operating receivables due from others 1,720,347 24,794 1,745,141

V. Cash and cash equivalents 26,876,447 1,117,343 27,993,790

C. Short-term deferred costs and accrued revenue 2,298,103 0 2,298,103

TOTAL ASSETS 675,030,097 95,863,637 677,237,246



Assets in non-regulated activities

The share of intangible assets and property, plant 
and equipment in non-regulated activities is 0.45% 
of Company assets, with the majority (78%) refer-
ring to TC marketing. In addition to TC activity, the 
mentioned assets also encompass the rental of 
apartments and business premises and the rental of 
holiday facilities.

The non-regulated activities of long-term invest-
ments in shares and interests and TC marketing 
(ownership share in Stelkom) include long-term 
investments and account for 99% of the total long-
term Company investments. The majority refers to an 
investment in the subsidiary Talum. Of all long-term 
Company investments, only investments referring 
directly to electricity transmission are not included 
in non-regulated activities. As at 31December2017, 
those are investments in BSP, JAO and TSC NET. 

No deferred tax assets from non-regulated activ-
ity were recorded as at 31December2017, but were 
disclosed in 2016 in the amount of €478,623 and 
referred to the non-regulated activity of investment 
management. They were the result of non-disbursed 
dividends by Talum from 2007. Dividends were 
transferred to the Company in 2017 and, hence, 
the reversed deferred tax assets that consequently 
decreased the net profit by €478,623.

Short-term receivables arising from non-regulated 
activities and totalling €580,501 include outstanding 
trade receivables disclosed by non-regulated activi-
ties, with the largest share referring to the activity of 
TC marketing (95%). 

Regulated activity discloses in its balance sheet an 
internal receivable due from a non-regulated activ-
ity in the amount of €93,656,488 arising from the 
financing of long-term investments and other assets 
and from the coverage of liabilities in previous years 
in activities that disclosed losses.

Cash amounting to €1,117,343 refers to funds 
received for EU projects that will be spent on the pay-
ment of liabilities deriving from the implementation 
of EU projects.

Asset sources of non-regulated activities

Under the equity item, non-regulated activities 
disclose the operational capital of 2017 totalling 
€895,552 and a revaluation surplus of €483,136 
referring to the valuation of the investment in Zavar-
ovalnica Triglav (asset management activity). As 
a result, deferred tax liabilities were incurred in the 
amount of €113,328. 

All profits from previous years were disbursed to the 
owner, while losses were covered within the scope of 
regulated activity and disclosed under internal liabili-
ties for regulated activity.

Non-regulated activities disclose internal liabilities 
amounting to €93,656,488 to regulated activity 
under long-term operating liabilities arising from 
the funding of long-term investments (investment 
management and TC marketing activities) and other 
assets deriving from the coverage of past losses and 
other liabilities.

Short-term operating liabilities of non-regulated 
activities are in fact trade liabilities and employee 
payables as at 31 December 2017 and amount to 
€57,072. 

Short-term accrued costs and deferred revenue 
includes deferred revenue, i.e. funds received for 
EU projects that will be transferred to revenues at 
the time the costs of project implementation are 
recorded.

Non-regulated activities also includes contingent 
liabilities, deriving from the signed contract for a 
guarantee given to the subsidiary Talum (asset man-
agement activity) in the amount of €10,000,000.



in €

Item Regulated 
activity

Non-regulated 
activities

ELES Total

C. CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES 

a. Cash receipts from financing activities 6,000,000 0 6,000,000

Cash receipts from the increase in long-term financial 
liabilities

6,000,000 0 6,000,000

b. Cash disbursements for financing activities -4,152,850 0 -4,152,850

Cash disbursements for interest relating to financing activities -1,352,850 0 -1,352,850

Cash disbursements for the repayment of long-term financial 
liabilities

-2,800,000 0 -2,800,000

c. Net cash flow from financing activities (a+b) 1,847,150 0 1,847,150

Č. CLOSING BALANCE OF CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 26,876,447 1117343 27,993,790

Net flow for the period (sum of Ac, Bc and Cc) 11,070,158 588,160 11,658,318

Opening balance of cash and cash equivalents 15,806,289 529,183 16,335,472

CASH FLOW STATEMENT BY SEPARATE ACTIVITY FOR 2017

in €

Item Regulated 
activity

Non-regulated 
activities

ELES Total

A. CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

a. Income statement items 14,552,037 1,039,799 15,591,836

Operating revenue (other than from revaluation) and 
financial revenue from operating receivables

149,146,957 2,176,670 151,323,627

Operating expenses excluding depreciation/amortisation 
(except for revaluation) and financial expenses for operating 
liabilities

-134,594,920 -1,136,871 -135,731,791

b. Changes in net current assets (and accruals and deferrals, 
provisions and deferred tax assets and liabilities) of 
balance sheet items

27,675,871 -400,108 27,275,763

Opening less closing operating receivables -8,285,587 2,519,352 -5,766,235

Opening less closing operating internal receivables 3,367,501

Opening less closing deferred costs and accrued revenue -1,171,717 607,499 -564,218

Opening less closing inventories -156,439 0 -156,439

Closing less opening operating debt - regular 6,491,134 -159,458 6,331,676

Closing less opening operating debt - internal -3,367,501

Closing less opening accrued costs and deferred revenue and 
provisions

27,430,979 0 27,430,979

c. Net cash flow from investing activities (a+b) 42,227,908 639,691 42,867,599

B. CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

a. Cash receipts from investing activities 12,744,866 230,538 12,975,404

Cash receipts from received interest and profit participation 
referring to investing activities

2,679,633 133,659 2,813,292

Cash receipts from the disposal of property, plant and 
equipment

65,233 96,879 162,112

Cash receipts from the disposal of long-term investments 10,000,000 0 10,000,000

b. Cash disbursements for investing activities -45,749,766 -282,069 -46,031,835

Cash disbursements for the cquisition of intangible assets -2,940,787 0 -2,940,787

Cash disbursements for the acquisition of property, plant and 
equipment

-42,788,979 -282,069 -43,071,048

Cash disbursements for the acquisition of long-term 
investments

-20,000 0 -20,000

c. Net cash flow from investing activities (a+b) -33,004,900 -51,531 -33,056,431

Cash flow items are made using the indirect method.
Data on non-cash transactions has been excluded 
from the cash flow statement. 

Cash flows from operating activities include operat-
ing revenue and expenses and changes in receiva-
bles and liabilities. The total amount discloses net 
receipts of €639,691.

Regulated activity decreased receivables due from 
non-regulated activity in the amount of €3,367,501. 
Internal liabilities of non-regulated activities to regu-

lated activities decreased by the same amount. 
Cash flows from investing activities disclose net dis-
bursements of €51,531.

Cash and cash equivalents are not kept separately for 
non-regulated activities, other than for EU projects, 
where the balance of cash and cash equivalents 
amounts to €1,117,343 as at 31 December 2017. 

No cash and cash equivalents are disclosed for other 
activities. 



INCOME STATEMENT (NOT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ARTICLE 120 OF 
THE ENERGY ACT)

in €

Income statement 2017 2016

1. Net sales revenue (a + b) 172,798,563 160,104,380

a. on the domestic market 119,614,441 110,415,577

b. on foreign market 53,184,122 49,688,803

3. Capitalised own services 3,039,669 2,231,205

4. Other operating revenue (including from revaluation) 2,693,536 2,547,934

in €

Income statement 2017 2016

OPERATING REVENUE (1 +2 +3 + 4) 178,531,768 164,883,519

5. Cost of goods, material and services (a + b) 103,939,175 87,723,619

a. Cost of goods and material sold and cost of material used 46,544,190 29,503,845

b. Cost of services 57,394,985 58,219,774

6. Labour costs (a + b + c + d) 31,241,974 28,966,947

a. Cost of wages and salaries 23,411,332 21,469,947

b. Pension insurance costs 3,186,739 3,006,815

c. Pther social security costs 1,727,842 1,617,017

a. Other labour costs 2,916,061 2,873,168

7. b. Write-downs (a + b + c) 32,984,408 30,419,649

c. Depreciation/amortisation 30,442,608 29,617,847

b. Operating expenses from the revaluation of intangible assets and 
property, plant and equipment

2,541,688 483,542

c. Operating expenses from the revluation of current assets 112 318,260

8. Other operating expenses 778,734 725,765

PROFIT OR LOSS (1 +2 +3 +4 -5 -6-7-8) 9,587,477 17,047,538

9. Financial revenue from profit participation 67,481 199,802

a. Financial revenue from profit participation in Group companies 67,481 0

c. Financial revenue from profit participation in other companies 0 199,802

10. Financial revenue from loans given 84,320 124,749

a. Financial revenue from loans to Group companies 66,178 86,753

b. Financial revenue from loans to others 18,142 37,996

11. Financial revenue from operating receivables 8,062 447,671

b. Financial revenue from operating receivables due from others 8,062 447,671

12. Financial expenses for investment impairments and write-downs 0 27,808

13. Financial expenses for financial liabilities 1,389,127 1,526,294

b. Financial expenses for loans received from banks 58,858 145,273

d. Financial expenses for other financial liabilities 1,330,269 1,381,021

14. Financial expenses for operating liabilities 1,688 306,012

c. Financial expenses for other operating liabilities 1,688 306,012

15. Other revenue 1,598,961 113,577

16. Other expenses 321,075 518,889

PROFIT OR LOSS BEFORE TAX (1+2+3+4-5-6-7-8+9+10+11-12-13-14+15-16) 9,634,411 15,554,334

17. Corporate income tax 0 1,075,153

18. Deferred taxes 599,988 105,808

19. NET PROFIT OR LOSS FOR THE PERIOD 10,234,399 14,584,989

(1+2+3+4-5-6-7-8+9+10+11-12-13-14+15-16-17-+18)

3.5.12  NOTE TO THE DEVIATION FROM  
  ACCOUNTING STANDARDS 

 
 
In its income statements for 2016 and 2017, the Company did not recognise all revenue from 
cross-border transmission capacities, but took into account the provision of Article 120 of the Energy 
Act. Since Article 120 is not in line with the provisions of the Slovenian Accounting Standards (SAS) 
in respect of the revenue recognition, the deferral of revenues constitutes a deviation from SAS 
provisions. 

in €

Impact of deferred revenue under the Energy Act 2017 2016

Deferred revenue as per the provisions of the Energy Act – decrease in revenue 23,276,350 6,899,730

Financial expenses for interest on average surplus – increase 1,902,377 1,140,377

"Transfer to revenue in the year 
(calculated depreciation/amortisation on accrued costs and deferred revenue)"

-1,946,017 -1,945,472

Revenue from drawing network charges, based on the Court of Audit action -2,873,160 -2,873,160

Transfer to revenue from deferred revenue from previous years -25,754,077 0

Reduced corporate income tax 0 -1,075,153

Increase in deferred taxes -1,219,747 -205,506

Impact on profit or loss and total equity -6,614,274 1,940,816



in €

LIABILITIES  31 Dec 2017  31 Dec 2016

A. Equity 523,565,119 512,252,155

I. Called-up capital 177,469,516 177,469,516

1. Share capital 177,469,516 177,469,516

II. Capital surplus 156,936,162 156,936,162

III. Profit reserves 41,334,138 41,334,138

1. Legal reserves 8,507,813 8,507,813

5. Other profit reserves 32,826,325 32,826,325

V. Fair value reserves -2,889,584 -3,999,332

VI. Retained net profit or loss 140,511,671 125,926,682

VII. Net profit or loss for the year 10,203,216 14,584,989

B. Provisions and long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue 28,841,148 24,526,380

1. Provisions for pensions and similar liabilities 6,178,355 5,775,433

2. Other provisions 3,777,046 2,138,344

3. Long-term accrued costs and deferred revenue 18,885,747 16,612,603

C. Long-term liabilities 55,331,376 53,224,253

I. Long-term financial liabilities 54,784,322 52,822,752

2. Long-term financial liabilities to banks 51,417,566 48,216,891

4. Other long-term financial liabilities 3,366,756 4,605,861

II. Long-term operating liabilities 433,726 314,464

4. Long-term operating liabilities for advances 433,726 314,464

III. Deferred tax liabilities 113,328 87,037

D. Short-term liabilities 63,541,227 55,508,605

II. Short-term financial liabilities 4,982,434 4,983,109

1. Short-term financial liabilities to Group companies 0 0

2. Short-term financial liabilities to banks 4,982,434 4,983,109

III. Short-term operating liabilities 58,558,793 50,525,496

1. Short-term operating liabilities to Group companies 34,338 14,461

2. Short-term trade liabilities 23,693,546 16,811,954

4. Short-term operating liabilities for advances 765,309 73,189

5. Other short-term operating liabilities 34,065,600 33,625,892

E. Short-term accrued costs and deferred revenue  3,548,363 2,205,758

TOTAL LIABILITIES 674,827,234 647,717,151

BALANCE SHEET (NOT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ARTICLE 120 OF THE 
ENERGY ACT)

in €

ASSETS  31 Dec 2017  31 Dec 2016

A. Long-term assets 596,961,768 571,783,392

I. Intangible assets and long-term deferred costs and accrued revenue 15,026,720 16,210,383

1. Long-term property rights 15,026,720 16,210,383

II. Property, plant and equipment 486,599,155 464,322,576

1. Land and buildings 229,865,485 224,284,134

    a) Land 41,521,193 40,212,312

    b) Buildings 188,344,292 184,071,822

2. Equipment and spare parts 199,113,950 184,346,825

3. Other equipment 236,176 168,972

4. Property, plant and equipment being acquired 57,383,544 55,522,645

    a) Property, plant and equipment under construction or in production 54,797,806 54,311,965

    b) Advances for the acquisition of property, plant and equipment 2,585,738 1,210,680

IV. Long-term investments  92,802,624 89,081,278

1. Long-term investments other than loans 92,802,624 89,081,278

    a) Shares and interests in Group companies 90,977,174 87,414,202

    b) Shares and interests in associated companies 450,000 450,000

    c) Other shares and interests 1,375,450 1,217,076

VI. Deferred tax assets 2,533,269 2,169,155

B. Current assets 74,199,874 103,089,512

II. Inventories  2,368,729 2,212,290

1. Material 2,368,729 2,212,290

III. Short-term investments 20,000,000 33,470,109

2. Short-term loans 20,000,000 33,470,109

a) Short-term loans to Group companies 0 3,470,109

b) Other short-term investments 20,000,000 30,000,000

IV. Short-term operating receivables 25,204,844 22,182,003

1. Short-term operating receivables due from Group companies 1,247,355 3,621,390

2. Short-term trade receivables 22,212,348 16,665,210

3. Short-term operating receivables due from others 1,745,141 1,895,403

V. Cash and cash equivalents 27,993,790 16,335,472

C. Short-term deferred costs and accrued revenue 2,298,103 1,733,885

TOTAL ASSETS 674,827,234 647,717,151



No events that would affect the true and fair pres-
entation of the financial statements for 2017 were 
identified between the date of the financial state-
ments and the date of compilation of this Report.

Below are important business events in terms of 
value that will affect Company operations in 2018:
• In December 2017, BSP concluded a contract with 

UCB on a short-term (framework) loan for the pro-
vision of sufficient funds to advance VAT in the 
amount of €3,500,000, the Company liability aris-
ing from a guarantee in the period between 3 Janu-
ary 2018 and 31 December 2018 amounting to 
€1,750,000.

• In February 2018, a contract on a framework short-
term loan was concluded with BSP in the amount 
of €3,000,000. The purpose of the loan is to fund 
current assets (potential advance payments for 
undisturbed financial settlement). The contract was 
concluded for a period of 3 years.

• In February 2018, an interest rate swap transaction 
was concluded for a loan to finance the acquisi-
tion of 110kV network elements against payment, 
in order to hedge interest variability on the loan 
received.

• In March 2018, Annex 3 was concluded to the loan 
agreement for financing the acquisition of 110kV 
electricity network elements against payment lay-
ing down a new minimum interest rate, which 
amounts to 0.65% per annum.

• In May 2017, the Company received a Decision 
on surplus network charges from the activity of a 
system operator for 2015 from the Agency. The 
Decision states that the Agency identified differ-
ences between the Company calculation and its 
own calculation in the verification procedure for the 
accuracy of the deviation calculation for the 2015 
regulatory period. The difference, amounting to 
€2,448,277, refers to the different understanding 
of the disclosure of revenues and costs from non-
regulated activities for 2015 and their impact on 
the calculation of the regulatory framework. Since 
the Company believes that the identified difference 
and Energy Agency requirements regarding sepa-
rate accounting for non-regulated activities for the 
purposes of identifying deviations from the regu-
latory framework for 2015 is not substantiated, it 
decided to file a lawsuit to the Administrative Court 
of the Republic of Slovenia. The Agency filed a reply 
to the lawsuit objecting to the latter. The parties to 
the administrative dispute filed two written plead-
ings and the Administrative Court has not made a 
decision in the dispute yet. With respect to the cur-
rently disclosed amount of the difference, the mat-
ter could be considered as an error correction. Since 
the Agency believes that the Company disclosed in 
2015 excessive revenues by €2,023,069 deriving 
from the sale of cross-border transmission capaci-
ties at auctions, it would disclose a loss brought for-
ward that would be covered from one of the equity 
items and increase long-term accrued costs and 
deferred revenue by the same amount.

3.5.13    OTHER NOTES

Auditor remuneration

The Company appointed Deloitte revizija d.o.o. audit 
firm as the auditor of its financial statements for the 
2016-2018 period. 

Notes from the Financial Transactions 
of Enterprises Act

ELES meets the criteria of financial suitability. In 
2017, no Company account was frozen. Within 
the scope of the financial function and pursuant 
to the Financial Transactions of Enterprises Act 
and business policies, the Company monitors and 
manages financial risks to which it is exposed 
during its operations.

in €

Annual Report auditing costs 2017 2016

Annual Report auditing (contract value)* 13,000 13,000

Other services of assurance provision 5,800 0

Total 18,800 13,000

*Only the cost of auduting ELES (not including the cost of auditing the ELES Group).

3.5.14     EVENTS AFTER THE BALANCE SHEET DATE



CORPORATE 
REPORTING
Responsibility is one of the fundamental values 

of ELES. Sustainable development is thus realised 

with responsibility towards the owner, the Republic 

of Slovenia, the attainment of business excellence, 

concern for the environment and responsibility 

towards the social environment. The policies also 

guide the Company’s corporate reporting.

4 1 2 3 4



In the Annual Report of ELES for 2017, the Company 
took the following steps towards the introduction 
of comprehensive reporting:

• it integrated (1) Company mission, vision and 
values with its (2) fundamental activities and (3) 
key operating results in the previous year; 

• it indicated a close connection between (4) risk 
management and its activities to create value; 
the mentioned was done due to a decision to intro-
duce integrated sustainability reporting by ELES 
until 2020, which will round off our current, already 
made efforts to implement an integrated manage-

ment system (more information about the system 
is available in chapter 1.3.4 of this Report);

• it established a comprehensive approach to 
reporting about the implementation of indi-
vidual key activities pursued by ELES to create 
value in secure electricity transmission; the Report 
also indicates links between the challenges of 
Company activities and stakeholders, with which 
or for which the Company creates value through 
key international projects in which the Company is 
included together with domestic and foreign part-
ners (more information is available in the introduc-
tion to chapter 2.1).

4.1 DEVELOPMENT OF  
  INTEGRATIVE THINKING  
  AND CORPORATE  
  REPORTING AT ELES

4.1.1 STEPS TAKEN

4.1.2 STEPS PLANNED

The Long-Term Strategic Plan of ELES for 2016-
2020 indicates the introduction of sustainability 
reporting as one of strategic sub-goals that will be 
addressed, in line with the principles of integrated 
reporting and the practice of comparable European 
companies acting as transmission system operators.

Pursuant to the internationally adopted and enforced 
integrated reporting principles, the Company will 
devote future efforts to plan and implement a sys-
tematic process of the introduction and realisation 
of integrative thinking and integrated corporate 
reporting by ELES with stress placed on:

• the definition of materiality in the value crea-
tion process at ELES in the short, medium and 
long term, which will also affect the planning of 
measures to realise the Company strategic goals 
and targets at annual level and in the medium and 
long-term period;

• the systematic demonstration of fundamental 
influencing factors on value creation by ELES 
in the entire electricity supply chain (both on 
the input side of electricity producers as well as on 
the output side of distribution companies, eligible 
customers and other key stakeholders influencing 
Company operations);

• the demonstration of the connectivity of finan-
cial and non-financial information about the 
Company’s sustainable operations.



The core of relevant information on non-financial 
operations of ELES in 2017 is captured in the Business 
Report (main set No. 2), i.e. in part 1 (presentation 
of key activities pursued to create value) and part 2 
(non-financial, i.e. social and environmental aspects 
of the Company’s sustainable operations that follow 
the presentation of financial, i.e. economic aspects 
of operations). Within the scope of the systematic 
introduction of integrated reporting, the Company 
will devote future efforts to strengthen connectivity 
between financial and non-financial business infor-
mation in the Business Report and include cross-ref-
erences between the Business and Financial Reports.

Like in this Report, the Company will continue to use 
for future effective and internationally comparable 
non-financial reporting:
• the international GRIsustainability reporting 

framework (by transferring to GRI GS global stand-
ards in 2018 and continuing to use GRI EUSD sec-
toral disclosures for electricity undertakings) and 

• the principle and guidelines of the international 
framework for integrated reporting as prepared 
within the scope of the International Integrated 
Reporting Council (IIRC; The International <IR> 
Framework; 2014).

4.2 NON-FINANCIAL  
  REPORTING

The Annual Report of ELES d.o.o. for 2017 contains 
disclosures of non-financial information and informa-
tion on diversity, pursuant to the requirements of the 
amending Companies Act (ZGD-1J) as per Directive 
2014/95/EU. When planning and carrying out non-
financial reporting, the Company takes into account 
guidelines on the transparency of operations and 
reporting as laid down in point 8 of the Corporate 
Governance Code for Companies with Capital Assets 
of the State (SDH d.d., May 2017).

Below is a brief overview of the key contents of dis-
closures that are necessary to understand the 
development, performance and position of ELES 
as well as their placement in this Annual Report. 

Table: Position of anticipated disclosures (in addition to statutory financial and non-financial 
disclosures) pursuant to the Corporate Governance Code for Companies with Capital Assets 
of the State:

Description of anticipated disclosure  
(Code, point 8.1.1, p. 32)

Chapter in Annual Report of ELES for 2017  
containing the anticipated disclosure

- risks and risk management system

- internal controls

1.3.2  Governance structure (mostly points 4: Modern management 
and supervision system; 5: Composition and Committees of the 
Supervisory Board, and 10: Internal audit and internal control system)
1.3.8 Risk management

- research and development 2.1     Company activities and value creation (particularly:  
2.1.3 Strategic innovations)

- corporate governance (including a note on 
deviations from Code provisions)

1.3.2 Governance Statement;  
1.3.4 Integrated management system

- significant events and circumstances affecting 
the position of the Company and/or owners

1.1.2 Significant events;  
1.2.7 Impact on performance in 2017 and future forecasts;  
1.3.8 Risk management

- sustainability reporting 1.2.1 Mission, vision and values;  
1.2.5 Key stakeholders; 1.2.6 Strategic policies until 2020;  
1.3.8 Risk management; 2.2 Sustainable business (sub-sections: Economics, 
People and Environment); 4. Corporate reporting

Note: within the scope of realising the strategic sub-goal of introducing 
sustainability reporting (pursuant to the Long-Term Strategic Plan of ELES 
for 2016-2020), material disclosures on sectoral (environmental, social, etc.) 
policies, risks and opportunities, relations with stakeholders and other rele-
vant aspects will largely be included or related with contents in the chapter 
on sustainable business dealing with economic (financial performance), 
social (relations with employees and general society) and environmental 
(due diligence in the management of environmental and spatial impacts) 
aspects of Company operations.



TABLE OF CONTENTS BY GRI G4 SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING 
GUIDELINES
GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES

Indicator Disclosure Chapter

Strategy and analysis

G4-1 Statement by the top decision-maker in the 
organisation on the importance of sustainable 
development for the organisation and the strategy to 
address sustainable development

1.1.3 Director's address;  
1.3.2 Governance Statement

Organisational profile

G4-3 Name of organisation 1.2 Presentation of ELES;  
3.5.1 Reporting Company

G4-4 Primary brands, products and services 1.2.2 Activity;  
2.1 Company activities and value creation

G4-5 Organisation's headquarters 1.2 Presentation of ELES (Company profile); 
3.5.1 Reporting Company

G4-6 Number of countries where the organisation operates 
and names of countries

1.2 Presentation of ELES (pursuit of TSO 
activity in Slovenia);  
1.2.5 Key stakeholders (integration in 
Europe)

G4-7 Ownership and legal form 1.1.3 Director's address*;  
1.2 Presentation of ELES (Company 
profile)**; 1.2.5 Key stakeholders;  
3.5.1 Reporting Company

G4-8 Markets served (including geographic breakdown, 
sectors serves, and types of customers and 
beneficiaries)

1.2 Presentation of ELES (primarily  
1.2.2 Activity)

G4-9 Scale of the organisation (number of employees, 
number of operations, sales revenues, debt/equity, 
quantity of products or services provided) 

1.2 Presentation of ELES;  
2.2 Sustainable business

G4-10 Employees by type of employment, type of contract, 
region and gender

2.2.2 People: Relations with employees and 
the general public

G4-13 Significant changes during the reporting period 1.1.2 Significant events;  
1.1.3 Director's address;  
4.1 Development of integrative thinking 
and corporate reporting at ELES

G4-14 Report on whether and how the precautionary 
principle is addressed by the organisation

3.2 Statement on the management's 
responsibility

G4-15 Externally developed economic, environmental and 
social charters, principles, or other initiatives to which 
the organisation subscribes or which it endorses

1.3.2 Governance Statement;  
1.3.4 Integrated management system; 
1.3.5 Corporate integrity;  
2.1 Company activities and value creation; 
2.2.2 People: Relations with employees and 
the general society

G4-16 Memberships of associations 1.2.5 Key stakeholders (participation in 
organisations and associations)

4.3 COMPLIANCE  
  WITH GRI  
  SUSTAINABILITY  
  REPORTING  
  GUIDELINES

Reporting on ELES operations in 2017 observes the 
international guidelines for sustainability reporting 
(GRI or Global Reporting Initiative), version G4 and 
Sector Disclosures for Electric Utilities. Compared to 
the Annual Report for 2017, the selection of contents 
and, hence, indicators reported was expanded. 

The key contents presented in the report derive form 
the pursuit of the activity conferred to ELES (develop-
ment and operation of the transmission system) and 
were laid down in cooperation with sector represent-
atives (Asset and Project Management, Transmission 
Network Infrastructure, System Operation, Ancillary 
Activities, ITC and Strategic innovations) and heads 
of management services. 

Although the Company started adjusting the prep-
aration of certain data on Company operations 

and impacts of Company operations on the society 
and the environment pursuant to GRI G4 guide-
lines, some disclosures have not been provided 
yet or have been provided only partly, which are 
clearly indicated in the table below. In future, the 
Company will make an effort to increase reporting 
compliance with GRI standards and will, therefore, 
continue adjusting the collection and preparation 
of necessary data. 

As has been the case, the Company will continue to 
prepare, at the start of a calendar year, an annual 
report covering the period between 1 January and 31 
December of the previous year.

Questions relating to the Annual Report and its com-
pliance with GRI standards and integrated reporting 
principles can be sent to the email address info@eles.si.    



GENERAL STANDARD DISCLOSURES FOR THE ENERGY SECTOR

Indicator Disclosure Chapter

Organisational profile

EU4 Length of above and underground 
transmission and distribution lines

1.2.2 Activity (ELES transmission network)

SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES

Aspects Management approaches 
(DMA) and indicators

Chapter Comment regarding the 
omission of content

ECONOMIC DMA 1.2.6; 1.3; 2.1, 2.2

Economic 
performance

"G4-EC1 
Direct economic value generated 
and distributed (revenues, opera-
ting costs, employee wages and 
benefits, payments to providers of 
capital, payments to government 
(taxes), community investments)"

1.1.1 Key performance 
indicators; 1.2.6 Strategic 
policies by 2020; 2.1 Com-
pany activities and value 
creation; 2.2.1 Economics: 
financial performance; 
2.2.2 People: relations with 
employees and the general 
society

ENVIRONMENTAL DMA

Materials G4-EN1 Materials used by weight 
or volume

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

Reporting about consump-
tion of materials in the 
construction of power faci-
lities.

G4-EN2 Percentage of materials 
used that are recycled input mate-
rials

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

Reporting about the 
consumption of recycled 
materials in the construc-
tion of power facilities and 
recycled SF6 gas.

Energy "G4-EN3 
Energy consumption within the 
organisation"

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

Reporting about energy 
consumption for buildings 
and vehicles.

"G4-EN6 
Reduction of energy consumption"

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

Reporting about reduced 
electricity consumption in 
the use of outdoor lighting.

Water "G4-EN8 
Total water withdrawal by source"

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

Reporting about water con-
sumption in m3 per emplo-
yee and quantity ratio of 
water consumption.

Biodiversity "G4-EN11 
Impacts of activities on biodivere-
sity in protected areas"

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

Reporting about transmis-
sion lines in Natura 2000.

Indicator Disclosure Chapter

G4-17 List of entities included in consolidation financial 
statements

1.2.4 ELES Group

G4-18 Process for defining the report content and the aspect 
boundaries

1.2.6 Strategic policies by 2020;  
1.3.8 Risk management;  
2.1 Company activities and value creation; 
4.1 Development of integrative thinking 
and corporate reporting at ELES

G4-22 The effect of any restatements of information 
provided in previous reports and the reasons for such 
restatements

1.2.7 Impact on performance in 2017 and 
future forecasts;  
2.2 Sustainable business

G4-23 Significant changes from previous reporting periods in 
the scope and aspect boundaries

1.1.3 Director's address*;  
1.2.7 Impact on performance in 2017 and 
future forecasts;  
2.1 Company activities and value creation; 
4.1 Development of integrative thinking 
and corporate reporting at ELES

Stakeholder engagement

G4-24 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organisation 1.2.5 Key stakeholders

G4-25 Basis for the identification and selection of 
stakeholders with whom to engage

1.2.5 Key stakeholders

G4-26 Approach to stakeholder engagement, including 
frequency of engagement by type and stakeholder 
group

1.2.5 Key stakeholders

Report profile

G4-28 Reporting period 4.3 Compliance with GRI sustainability 
reporting guidelines

G4-29 Date of most recent previous report 4.3 Compliance with GRI sustainability 
reporting guidelines

G4-30 Reporting cycle 4.3 Compliance with GRI sustainability 
reporting guidelines

G4-31 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its 
contents

4.3 Compliance with GRI sustainability 
reporting guidelines

G4-32 GRI content index 4.3 Compliance with GRI sustainability 
reporting guidelines

G4-33 External verification of reporting according to GRI 
guidelines.

External verification of reporting under GRI 
standards for the following reporting period 
has not been planned yet.

Governance

G4-34 Governance structure of the organisation 1.2.3 Organisational structure;  
1.3 Corporate governance

Ethics and integrity

G4-56 Description of values, principles, standards and norms 
of behaviour such as codes of conduct and codes of 
ethics, corporate integrity

1.2.1 Mission, vision and values;  
1.2.6 Strategic policies by 2020; 1.3 
Corporate governance



Aspects Management approaches 
(DMA) and indicators

Chapter Comment regarding the 
omission of content

"G4-LA11 
Percentage of employees receiving 
regular performance and career 
development reviews, by gender 
and by employee category"

2.2.2 People: relations with 
employees and the general 
society

Reporting about the imple-
mentation of annual inter-
views.

Diversity and 
Equal Opportunity

"G4-LA12 
Composition of governance bodies 
and breakdown of employees per 
employee category (according 
to gender, age group – under 30 
years old, 30-50 years old, over 50 
years old, minority groups, other 
relevant indicators of diversity)"

2.2.2 People: relations with 
employees and the general 
society

Reporting about the share 
of women and men in lea-
ding positions.

Society DMA 1.2.6; 1.3; 2.1; 2.2

Anti-corruption "G4-SO3 
Total number anf percentage of 
operations assessed for risks rela-
ted to corruption and the signifi-
cant risks identified"

1.3.5 Reporting about violations 
of corporate integrity.
Inserting an anti-corruption 
clause in all sponsorship 
and donation contracts.

SPECIFIC STANDARD DISCLOSURES FOR THE ENERGY SECTOR

Aspects Management approaches 
(DMA) and indicators

Chapter Comment regarding the omission 
of contents

ECONOMIC

Research and 
Development

G4-DMA 2.1.3 Strategic 
innovations

Reporting about projects relating to 
strategic innovations (smart grids).

System 
Efficiency

"EU 12 
Transmission losses"

2.2.1 Economics; 
Financial performance

Reporting about the cost of 
electricity purchase for covering  
losses.

SOCIETY

Local 
Communities

G4-DMA 1.2.5 Key stakeholders; 
2.2.2 People: Due 
diligence in the 
management of 
environmental and 
spatial impacts

Reporting about the importance of 
cooperation with local communities 
in the pursuit of Company activities.

Aspects Management approaches 
(DMA) and indicators

Chapter Comment regarding the 
omission of content

Emissions "G4-EN15 
Direct greenhouse gas emissions"

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

"G4-EN16 
Energy indirect greenhouse gas 
emissions"

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

Effluents and 
Waste

"G4-EN22 
Total water discharge by quality 
and destination"

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

Reporting about the 
volume and methods of 
waste water management.

"G4-EN23 
Total weight of waste by type and 
disposal method"

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

Reporting about the origin 
and amount of hazardous 
and non-hazardous waste 
and their management

"G4-EN24 
Total number and volume of signi-
ficant spills"

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

Reporting that no spillage 
of hazardous substances 
took place in 2017.

Compliance "G4 EN29 
Monetary value of significant 
fines and total number of non-
monetary sanctions for non-com-
pliance with environmental laws 
and regulations"

Reporting that no fine 
related with environmental 
protection was received by 
the Company.

Overall "G4-EN31 
Total environmental protection 
expenditures and investments by 
type "

2.2.3 Environment: Due 
diligence in the manage-
ment of environmental and 
spatial impacts

Reporting about envi-
ronmental investments 
(investments and current 
expenses for environment 
protection)

SOCIAL

Labour practices 
and decent work

DMA 1.2.6; 1.3; 2.1; 2.2

Employment "G4-LA1 
Total number and rates of new 
employee hires and employee 
turnover"

2.2.2 People: relations with 
employees and the general 
society

"G4-LA3 
Return to work and retention rates 
after parental leave, by gender"

2.2.2 People: relations with 
employees and the general 
society

Occupational 
Health and Safety

"G4-LA6 
Rates of injury and lost days"

2.2.2 People: relations with 
employees and the general 
society

Reporting about lost wor-
king hours due to sick leave.

Training and 
Education

"G4-LA9 
Average hours of training per year 
per employee by gender, and by 
employee category"

2.2.2 People: relations with 
employees and the general 
society

Reporting about educatio-
nal structure, No. of train-
ing hours, priority training 
areas and expenditure.



LIST OF 
ABBREVIATIONS



ENTSO-E European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity

ES Power system

ESEIA European Sustainable Energy Innovation Alliance

EU European Union

EUR Euro

EURIBOR Euro Interbank Offered Rate

EUTC European Utilities Telecom Council

EZ Energy Act

FIFO First in, first out

FLICKER is a perceivable phenomenon resulting from the fluctuation of voltage amplitude  in a specific 
frequency zone and takes place due to the action of non-linear consumers

GIS Geographic information system

GRI Global Reporting Initiative

GWh Gigawatt hour

HPP Hydro power plant

HOPS Croatian TSO

HR Croatia

HRM Human resource management

HSE Holding Slovenske elektrarne

HU Hungary

HVDC High-voltage, direct current 

IAEE International Association for Energy Economics

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IGCC Pan-European exchange mechanism for unintentional imbalances

INC Imbalance Netting Cooperation

IP/MPLS Internet Protocol Multiprotocol Label Switching

ISO International Organization for Standardization

IT Italy

IT Information technology

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
AE Energy Agency

AJPES Agency of the Republic of Slovenia for Public Legal Records and Related Services

ARSO Slovenian Environment Agency

AUKN Capital Assets Management Agency of the Republic of Slovenia

GDP Gross domestic product

BS Balance sheet

BSP Regional energy exchange

CEF European Connecting Europe Facility

CENELEC European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization

CIGRÉ Council on Large Electric Systems

CIPO Transmission system infrastructure centre

CUK Comprehensive HR management

PSP Pumped storage plant

ČPZ Cross-border transmission capacity

VAT Value added tax

NSP National spatial plan

LSP Long-term Strategic Plan

DV Transmission line

DWDM Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing

EE Electric power

EBIT Earnings Before Interest and Taxes

EBITDA Earnings Before Interest, Taxes and Amortization

ECB European Central Bank

EIB European Investment Bank

EIMV Milan Vidmar Electric Power Research Institute

EES Electricity system

EFQM European Foundation for Quality  Management

EMS Energy Management System 

ENP Power supply substation



RBS Regulatory database of assets

ROA Return on assets

ROE Return on equity

RP Substation

RS Republic of Slovenia 

RSCI Regional Security Cooperation Initiative

RTP transmission system substation

SBR Silver Bullet Risk program

SBRA Slovenian Business & Research Association

SSH Slovenski Sovereign Holding

SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy

SCBH Slovenia, Croatia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina

SPP Solar power plants

SI Slovenia

SIS EGIZ Slovenian Innovation Hub

SODO Electricity distribution system operator

SOPO Transmission system operator

CHP Combined heat and power

SRIP PMiS Strategic Research and Innovation Partnership Smart cities and communities

SAS Slovenian Accounting Standards

SM Standing spot

SM Cost centre

SN Cost unit

SUMO System for identifying operating limits

ŠD Sports society

TPP Thermal power plant

TC Telecommunications

TP Transformer substation

TR Transformer

TSC Transmission System Operator Security Cooperation

TSO Transmission System Operator 

ZGD Companies Act

ITC Information technology and telecommunications

ITC International Transmission Capacity

JAO Joint Allocation Office

PC Public contract

kV Kilovolt

AP Annual plan

LR Own consumption

MSc Master of Science

MOP Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning

MORS Ministry of Defence of the Republic of Slovenia

IAS International Accounting Standard

MVA VA (volt amper), M (mega), measurement unit for rated electric power

MW Megawatt

MWA WA (watt amper), M (mega), measurement unit for electric power

MZI Ministry of Infrastructure

NPP Nuclear power plant

NEK Nuclear power plant Krško

SB Supervisory Board

NTC Net Transfer Capacity

OPGW Optical Ground Wire Cable  

OS Fixed asset

RES Renewable energy sources

OVS Environmental permit

PCI Project of common interest

PČR Accrued costs and deferred revenue

PIPO Transmission system infrastructure sector

PITK ITC sector

PO Transmission network

POS System operation sector

PPD Ancillary Activities

PRSPO Slovenian Business Excellence Prize

PUSP Asset and Project Management sector

PZDM Promotion of health at work
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